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NOTICES FOR ADVANCED USERS

If you will be using the Reflex Merge facility with files

containing Repeating Text fields, please note:
If files containing fields of the type Repeating Text

are merged, any null values in those fields will be
overwritten with other values in the merged database; (A field in a particular record has a null value
when no value has been entered into it.) A workaround for this is to replace the null values with a
temporary value prior to merging. The dummy
values can then be replaced with null in the merged
file. To replace all null values with "temp" in a field,
enter a formula such as ="temp" in the field. To
then replace "temp" with the null values in the
merged database, remove the formula by entering
=I~I.

If you will be creating very large Report designs, please note:

The Report View does not support report definitions with more than 1200 items. An item is a field
name, special field, text, or formula that you type in
the Design Area. This does not refer to the number
of records reported on. If you are producing a report
approaching this size, it is recommended that as a
precaution you save the report specification using the
Save Report Design command in the Report menu.
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REFLEX THE ANALYTIC DATABASE SYSTEM

Welcome to Reflex, The Analytic Database. Reflex provides
powerful ways to analyze the records you keep so that you can
quickly understand the meaning behind the information. It
is designed to be the easiest program to use for filing and
keeping track of information.
This chapter is an orientation to Reflex. It provides a quick
introduction to the main parts of the program and the User's
Guide.

A

WHAT IS A DATABASE?
A database is any organized collection of information-a
telephone book or a monthly sales report, for instance. Computer database programs allow you to handle such information
in electronic form so that you can rearrange the order of
items or search for a single piece of information.
Reflex keeps track of records, in which the information is
entered. Each record consists of a series of fields. A field is
the area that contains a particular item of information. A field
name identifies the kind of information that goes in each field.

The field names on this
sales record identify fields
fllr different kinds of
information.

I Views

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Tyler Canoe COlWany
Monthly Sales Report
Date: I
Rep:

\._-~ ~--)

y

Field

Product:
Field names

Quantity:
Unit Cost:
Total Cost:
Avg Price:
Sales $:
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DESIGNING THE FORM OF YOUR RECORDS

~
m

h
You use the Reflex Form Design screen to enter your field
names. You can arrange them however you want, move them
to any location, and edit them at any time. In addition, you can
add and delete fields instantly, as your business needs change.
Fields have been added to
the sales report to provide
additional information.
They have been rearranged
for more effective display.

! Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Tyler Canoe Cotlpany
"onthly Sales Report

Records

Search

Forti

Date:

Rep: I
FieldS rearranged

Product:
Quantity:

)

Sales $:

Unit Cost:

$ Margin:

Total Cost:

X Margin:

Aug Price:

COtltl iss ion:

}
Fields added

ENTERING INFORMATION INTO THE RECORDS
You enter infor.mation as you would fill out any form. Each
time you complete a form, Reflex creates another blank one.
You can enter new information and edit old information at any
time, instantly.
In addition, Reflex features let you translate files you have
created with 1-2-3®, SymphonyTM, dBase II®, dBase IIP\
PFS®, and also DIF and ASCII (text) files.
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FIVE VIEWS OF YOUR INFORMATION
Reflex provides five views of your database-that is, five
different ways of working with the information.

THE FORM VIEW™
The Form View displays information in detail, one complete
record at a time. The screen appears exactly as you have
designed it.

I Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

ForM

I"

The May sales report for
your top Sales Rep. All the
details of his record are
visible.

Tyler Canoe COMpany
Monthly Sales Report

Date: May-a5

Rep: Alan
PrnJuct: Silent
Qtmtity: 32

Sales $:

Unit Cost: $578

$ Margin: $28,736

Total Cost: $18,248

XMargin: 53.2

Avg Price: $1,218

COMMission: $6,228.88

~

The Form View makes specific information available instantly.
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THE LIST VIEW™

~
m
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The List View enables'you to see several records at once. It
displays all the records in order, in a row and column format.

I Uiews

.11'....

Edit

PrintlFile

Date j Rep

j Sales $

Records
j

$ Margin

List

j Quanti j Aug Price j Total Cj Unit Cj
15 j $1,132 j $8,559 j $579 j

Apr-85 j Alan j $16,987 j $8,437 j

Sales records for each of
your Sales Reps, arranged
by month so you can
compare their results over
time.

Search

"Ap'r~'85'!"B'ob""""!"""Si';'i'7'S"!"""$'i';'e'j·s··!····,'·····i·!·'······h;8·S·S··:

. ·'$'i';·i·4·S··: . ····$·S78··: . '····

. ·i····'·$4·;a9'i";'····'$i';84'i'·;'·········'5··;'·',··,'···'$978··;····$2';a58'·;.. ···'$578··i.. ·····
··Apr~85'·j·'bave······j'····'$7·;544··j'·· .. ·$i;4·i4··j··,',·'·····9'·j·······'·'··$838··j' . ·$5';·i39··j'·····$579'·( . ···,·
'Ap·r'~85·'i'Ca'thy·

• ··Hay~85'(Alan··' . ·lilim:····$28>736·'(···"···'32''(·'·'···$I~·2i·8·r·$18~·248·'(·····$578·r···'···
'H'ay~'85"!' B·ob" ...... j $6,992!"" "h;'s'si'! ............7''1' ......... '$9'99''1' "h;99ff:'" . '$'578. :. ·. ·

...... .
. 'j'·"$ii;578··j'·····$8·;898·'j'····'··'·24'·j'····· .. ····$94·'··j··$'i3';689··j'·····$578.. j.... ,.. .

·Hay·~85··;·Cathy··'·;·····{3·;a·i3";··'··{'i·;533'r"··'·····4··;·······'····$953'·;····$2';2a8··;···"·$578··;
··HaY~85··j'·bave'··

.'Jljn~85' r'A j·an'·· . ·j·· .. $29 ~'876"j"" $15 ~'626' r·'· . · · '25' r""'" $1 ~'195"j" $14 ~'258' r"'" $578' .j.... ,. .
·Ju·n·~·8·s··:·B'ob·'····"!···'··Si';·i69··:··'·"h;8i9··!···,·······i·:·"·'·'·$'1';·s·85··:· . '$'1';·1'4·s··:······$'5·78··: . ·····

• • •.•

• ••

.~~]~:~~ r;~:~ti ;~:;;tT·....~~].,·"~l;;~b~:~r ~~~r

To make comparisons easier, you can rearrange the columns
instantly to bring important details into focus. You can even
temporarily set aside whole columns of information, leaving visible only the exact details you want.
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THE GRAPH VIEWTM

oU

--1
UJ

The Graph View automatically presents a graphic representation of your information. Often a visual summary reveals
important trends or exceptions that would otherwise take you
hours to discover from raw data.

3

Edit
Your sales are generally
rising. In May, Cathy's
sales took off, but what is
happening to Bob?

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Graph

Type
S
U
H

6BBBe

a
1
e
s

4BBBB

2BeBB

B

For Each:

IPn-

BBob

E§Cathy

Your graph is created instantly; you simply enter field names
for the information you want to display, and Reflex draws
the graph. Then, by selecting any point on the graph, you bring
up the corresponding detailed record in the Form or List
Views.
This unique summary-to-detail capability puts graphic analysis
at your fingertips. You can change the type of graph instantly.
The scale is set automatically, or you can change it -to suit
your needs. You can ask for totals, counts, averages, or other
summaries, and Reflex automatically shows them on the
graph.
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THE CROSSTAB VIEW™

The Crosstab View divides your information into categories
and displays them in a numeric summary table. Use it to
pinpoint trends and relationships among the data. Or quickly
change the crosstab for a second analysis, and Reflex shows you
a different aspect of your information.
Summarize your
department's performance
instantly. Alan's
contribution to total Sales $
is the highest of all your
Sales Reps.

1

Uiews
SUMMary:

Edit
1

Print/File

@SUM

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: S_al_es_$_ _ _ _ _ ______
\-1

Rep

~ "I.',~,~,~,~,~,~,~,I,I,,,,,,,"""""~,~,~,!,~,~.?,!,'"""~,~,~,!,~,~,~, """"~,~,~,!,~,?.?.,!,"",J~,~,!,?,~,~,,!,""'~,~,~,?,!,~,~,~,

o "I,I,~,~,~,~JI,I"",,"',!,""'~,~,~.?!,~,~,~,,!,'"""~,~,~,!,~,~,~" """"~,~,~,!.?~,~,,!,"""'~.?~,!,~,~,~,,!,""'~,~,~.?!.??,~"

~ "',',~P9t~,',~,,,,""""""""~~!,~?,~,!,,"""~,~~!,~~~, """'~,~?!,~,~,~,!,""'''~~?!,~~~,!,'''''~,~,~~,!,~,~,~"

c
t

Bob's average percent
Margin is highest. Is he
pushing too hard on price
at the expense of volume?

. 1

"Swiftwater" !

$84,148!

$56,925

$74,888!

$92,567!

$388,448

::~~::::::::::::::::::::III1W.::::::F~:~:;!:~~:: ::::::~i:~~:;~:~:~::::::::I~~~:;~X::::::::~:~:~X;:~:~:~::

Uiews
SUtlMan;!:

Edit
1

PrintIFile

@AUG

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: y._M_ar.. _9_in_ _ _ _ _ ______
\-1

Rep
i "Alan" i "Bob" i "Cathy" i "Dave"! ALL !
"Paddles" i (12.8) i 27.8!
9.8 i 15.7 i 9.7 i
r """"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""""""""""""""""""""'"''''''''''''''''""'"
o "I,~,P,~,~,~,I,I,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,~? ~,~,,!,'''''' ,~,?, ~,~,,!,""" ,~,~, ~,?,.!""", ,~,~, ~ ,~,,!,,"'" ,~,~, ~,~,,!,,""'''' . ,. ,.,

p

~ "I,~,~,~,~,I,I, '"'''''''''''''''' ,~,~, ~,~,,!,""" ,~,~, ~ ,?,,!,""" ,~,~, ~,?,,!,""" ,~,~, ~,~,,!,"'''' ,~,?,~,~,,!,"""""""'"
c
t

"Swiftwater" i

43.8 i

48.5 i

43.7 i

36.7 i

43.8 i

::~~,~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:;:~::_:::::::::~X;~:::::::::::i~:;:~:::::::::::~j:;:~:!::::::::::::::::::

These kinds of analyses are so quick that you can ask question
after question about your information. Your understanding
becomes deeper and more complete.
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THE REPORT VIEW™
The Report View enables you to design custom printouts of
your information.

Report

Edit

Options

Search

Attributes

FIRST QUARTER SALES BY REP
A customized report drawn
directly from your records
makes your understanding
available to others.
Preview on the screen what
will be printed out.

Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
First Quarter Sales For Alan

131,599,99
39,971,99
74,149,99
------_.-.
$235,711. 99

Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

22,228,99
22,533,88
56,915,98

----------

First Quarter Sales For Bob

$181,678,99

Silent
sport
Swiftwater

. 34,795,99
32,142,89
75,898.88
---------$142,655,99

First Quarter Sales For Cathy

You can format the printout of your data almost any way you
want it, directly on the Reflex screen. Setting up your report is
easy, and you can save the format for use later on. The Report
View lets you instantly preview what will appear in print.

FIVE VIEWS OF THE INF.ORMATION
Reflex Views give you five different ways of seeing and
analyzing your information. Each view contributes to your
understanding in a different way.

Each view is directly connected to the same underlying
database; work you do in one view instantly affects all the
others. You can shift immediately from one view to another.
And you can use up to three windows simultaneously to
display the Form, List, and Graph Views.
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o
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CALCULATED FIELDS

You can enter formulas into any field for automatic calculation
of values. Use built-in mathematical, statistical, financial, and
date functions for building sophisticated models.

SORTING

You can arrange your records in exactly the order you want
them. For instance, you may want your employee records
in alphabetical order to print a directory, and then change to
date-of-hire order for benefit analysis.

SEARCH/FILTER

You can search for individual records that meet conditions you
specify. Or you can use the same conditions to divide the
database instantly into a subset of the records for quick analysis.
For example, if you want to look at only high-margin sales,
you apply a Reflex Filter and instantly create a temporary
"working database" of only those records.

VARY

You can automatically enter a sequence of data and create many
records at once to set up a skeleton database or to build
hypothetical scenarios.

TRANSLATE

You can use information from other computer programs
without having to reenter the data. Reflex can use 1-2-3,
Symphony, dBase II, dBase III, PFS, DIF, and ASCII (text)
files you already have. Reflex can also work with the data from
many of the popular micro-to-mainframe programs.
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OTHER FEATURES

Reflex combines the five views and analysis features with easyto-use menus that work directly from the screen. Pop-down
menus provide quick access to 50 commands.
Reflex also makes full use of the special function keys on the
IBM keyboard. For instance, you can press [TIQJ to see a
choice list of current field names, functions, or other options,
then select the entry you want. When you need help, press
[]I] to display a Help screen.
Complete directions for operating Reflex can be found in the
first tutorial and at the beginning of Reference A.

D

LEARNING TO USE REFLEX

STARTING OUT

You need to do a few things to prepare Reflex to run on your
computer. Turn to the "Starting Out" chapter for step-bystep directions.

THE TUTORIALS

This package includes an electronic tutorial which you will find
on your help diskette.
If you prefer a written tutorial, you will find two sections of the
User's Guide particularly useful. The Basic Tutorial takes you
step by step through setting up, creating, and using a database.
The tutorials are arranged so that you can begin working with
Reflex quickly. The Advanced Tutorial uses step-by-step
examples to show you how to do analyses with Reflex.

Included in the tutorial chapters are short introductions to the
features of Reflex, called "Reflex Concepts." Read these for
an overview of the program.
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Both the electronic and written tutorials use sample databases,
constructed so that you can practice using Reflex at your
own convenience.

THE REFERENCE CHAPTERS

The Reference chapters provide complete descriptions of all of
the parts of Reflex. If you want to plunge right in with your
own work, read the appropriate parts of the Reference chapters
as you need to.

APPENDICES

Different appendices provide helpful hints for using Reflex, a
troubleshooting guide with a list of error messages, and several
technical charts.

INDEX

Use the Index to find references to any topic in this User's
Guide.

E

USING YOUR COMPUTER
Throughout this User's Guide, we are assuming you have an
IBM PC with two diskette drives, or an IBM XT with one diskette
drive and a hard disk. If you have an IBM pc-compatible
computer, or an IBM AT, you will have no trouble using Reflex
on it. If your keyboard is different, you will need to consult
your computer manual to find the keys equivalent to the IBM
keys.
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THE KEYBOARD
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The computer keyboard looks like an expanded version of a
standard typewriter keyboard. There are groups of keys to the
right and left of the regular typewriter keys, and several
special-purpose keys.

LU

~

Tab

Shift

Control

Backspace

Alt

Shift

Function keys

Typewriter keys

Caps Lock

Insert

Break key

Delete

Cursor movement keys

THE TYPEWRITER KEYS

The typewriter keys act just like the keys on a typewriter. The
characters you type in appear on the screen.
NOTE

You cannot use the letters 0 and I for the numbers zero (0) and
one (1). Your computer takes these things literally.
Use the shift key ~ to get capital letters just as you would
with a typewriter. When two symbols are pictured on a key,
the ~ key gives you the upper one.
The I f~r~ I key makes all the letter keys uppercase, but it
doesn't affect the number keys or the punctuation keys.
You will still have to use the ~ key to get the upper symbols.
The I f~f~ I key toggles: Press it once and it's on; press it
again and it's off. Using the ~ key with I f~f~ I on gives
you a lowercase letter.
The tab key ~ normally moves you to the right. Using
[QJ and ~ together moves you to the left (backtab).
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When you are typing an entry, the (Backspace) key moves you
one space to the left, wiping out the character it passes over.
Do not confuse the backspace key with the other keys with
arrows on them.
THE CURSOR MOVEMENT KEYS

You use the cursor movement keys to move the cursor, a
highlighted rectangle on your screen, to the location you want
Reflex to pay attention to. The cursor can be one character
wide or as wide as the whole screen. The arrow keys move the
cursor one space in the direction of the arrow. Depending on
the context, the I Home I, I End I, I Pg Up I, and I Pg On I keys
move the cursor in larger jumps.
Pressing the I ~~~ I key turns the cursor movement keys into
a numeric keypad. This key also toggles: Press it again to
return these keys to cursor movement keys. In most cases, you
will find it convenient to enter numbers from the top row of
the typewriter keys.
FUNCTION KEYS
\

The function keys with
template.

RECORD
F7

FIRST jLABT
_
_
PRIOR

FB

NEXT

The function keys [ill through [flQ] perform specific
Reflex commands. These keys are described in several places
in this User's Guide; a complete chart is found at the beginning
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of Reference A. Your Reflex manual includes a paper template
that you can cut out and place over the function keys to remind
you of which key does what.
SPECIAL KEYS

The I Ctrl I key is used to double the capability of some other
key. For example, when I Ctrl I is used with ~ and ~,
these keys act like ''Page Left" and ''Page Right" to move
the screen in large jumps over the information.
The I Ins I key inserts a row or a column in a display so you
can add information to what is already there.
The I Del I key deletes the contents of a field, or an entire
row or column in a display. If you use this key while you are in
Edit mode, this key deletes one character at a time.
The enter key I ~ I is sometimes called the carriage return
key, because it is in the same location as the carriage return on
a typewriter keyboard. This key causes Reflex to "enter"
what you have typed into a cell or to carry out a menu command. It means, "Go ahead, do it!"
The I Esc I key is the opposite of the I ~ I key: It cancels
what you have been doing. It means, "I've changed my mind."
If you press it while typing an entry, it returns the cell to its
condition before you started.
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As an option, Reflex can be used with a mouse, a hand-

~

operated pointing device attached to your computer. If you use
a mouse, an arrow known as the pointer will appear on your
screen. You control the pointer by rolling the mouse across
your desktop.
5/81/85

I Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Tyler Canoe Cor4lany
I10nthly Sales Report

().Jant ity: 32

Date:

Search

Font

~

~-"~

Rep: Alan

ProliJet: Si lent~

Records

,""

,...,....::::, ,,-"
Sales $: $38,976

lklitCost: $578

$ Kargin: $28,736

Total Cost: $18,248

XKargin: 53,2

Avg Price: $1,218

CoMission: $6,228.88

U sing a mouse is explained fully in the first tutorial.
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In this section we describe the things you need to do before
using Reflex.
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Although Reflex is ready to run on your IBM Personal Computer right away, there is a little preparation to be done
first. In particular, you need to:
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1. Prepare a formatted diskette to store databases.
2. Make backup copies of the Reflex diskettes.
3. Install the Reflex program, so it may be used to start
(''hoot'') the system.
In addition to these preparatory procedures, this chapter
discusses the hardware you need for running Reflex, how to
start running Reflex, and finally, what to do if your Reflex
System Disk is damaged.

EQUIPMENT
Reflex will work on the IBM PC, IBM XT, IBM AT, and fully IBM
pc-compatible computers.
Your computer must have at least 384K of main memory
(RAM) and be equipped to use double-sided diskettes with
360K bytes of storage.
Your computer must also have an IBM Color/Graphics Adapter
and a display capable of high resolution graphics (although a
color monitor is unnecessary), or a Hercules (Monochrome)
Graphics Card for the IBM Monochrome Display.
Your Operating System (DOS) must be version 2.0 or later.

A

THE REFLEX DISKETTES
Your Reflex package includes three diskettes, two of which
youll use for running Reflex, and one disk containing the Help
fIles.
Reflex System Disk The main Reflex program.
Reflex Report & Utilities Disk The Report View, Translate, Graph Printing, and Merge utilities.
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Reflex Help Disk The Help files and sample files for the
User's Guide tutorials.
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By following the instructions in this chapter, you will make both
the Reflex System Disk and the Report & Utilities Disk
''bootable'', i.e. you can put either into Drive A: and start the
computer. Which disk you actually use at any given time
will depend on which Reflex facility you wish to use.
If you have a hard disk, you can copy both diskettes to the hard
disk and have all the Reflex facilities available at once.

In addition to the Reflex diskettes, you will need a few blank
diskettes. These must be formatted before you work with
Reflex. You will use these diskettes to save the work you do
with Reflex.

CARE AND HANDLING OF YOUR DISKETTES
Diskettes are sensitive. If they aren't handled properly, they
can be damaged, losing the information stored on them. In
general, if you treat them carefully and keep backup copies,
you can count on overcoming any mishaps that may occur.
Always handle a diskette by the edge. Never touch any part of
the recording surfaces. Store diskettes in the envelopes they
come in. This will keep dust, smoke, and anything else off
of the recording surface.

The parts of a diskette.

REFLEX..

SYSTEM DISK

-

00

Write-protect
notch

n.··

lU.-+.··------t- Recording
surface
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Keep your diskettes away from magnets and machines that
emit magnetic fields (telephones, for instance). Magnets
are found in many unlikely places around the office, such as
paper clip containers, so be cautious.
Don't let diskettes get too hot or too cold. They are designed to
be safe between 50 and 125 degrees Fahrenheit. Even on a
cool day, however, direct sunlight can heat a diskette and
damage it.
Don't write on them (except carefully with a felt-tip pen)instead, write on a new label first, then stick the label on the
diskette cover.
We recommend that you store your original Reflex diskettes
and your backup copies in their paper envelopes in a vertical
position. Use a hard-covered box to keep them safe from
dust and damage.

And always make backup copies of any diskette containing
important information. If something is very important, make
two backup copies and store them in different places.

B

FORMATTING DISKETTES
Before you can use a diskette to store the work you do on
Reflex, it must be formatted. Here is the procedure to format
a blank diskette.

FOR TWO DISKETTE DRIVES

1. Be sure your DOS diskette
is in Drive A and the computer is on.

Your screen displays A>
If it doesn't, type A: and
press I ~ I

2. Type Format B: and press
I~I

Your screen prompts you to
insert a diskette in Drive B.

3. Place a new diskette in

The screen displays Formatting
while it works.

Drive B and press
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Formatting takes a little while. When it is finished, your
computer displays a message asking whether to format another
diskette. Type N (for "no"). The A> prompt appears.

FOR A HARD DISK
1. Be sure that the hard disk
is the default Drive.

2. Type CD \ and press I ~

I

Assuming the hard disk is
Drive C (it generally is), your
screen displays C>. If it
doesn't, type C: and press
I~I
This makes the root directory
of your hard disk the current
directory. If your DOS files are
on a different directory, then
you must change the current
directory to it.

3. Type Format A: and press
I~I

Your screen prompts you to
insert a diskette in Drive A.

4. Place a new diskette in

The screen displays
Formatting while it works.

Drive A and press I ~

I

Formatting takes a little while. When it is finished, your
computer displays a message asking if you want to format
another diskette. Type N (for ''no''). The C> prompt appears.
WARNING

Always have an extra, formatted diskette available. If you
reach the end of a Reflex
session and want to save the
work you have been doing,
you will then be able to
do so. If you turn off the
computer or exit Reflex
without saving your work, it
will be lost.
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MAKING BACKUP COPIES OF THE
REFLEX DISKETTES
Your Reflex disks are not copy-protected. Before using Reflex,
you should make a backup copy of the Reflex System Disk and
Report & Utilities Disk. Should anything happen to your original Reflex disks you can use your backup disks. If you are
using a hard disk system, your original Reflex disks can serve
as your backup copies.

FOR TWO DISKETTE DRIVES
To make a backup copy of your Report & Utilities Disk, follow
the procedure described above and use your Reflex Report &
Utilities disk instead of your Reflex System Disk.
1. Be sure your DOS diskette is in Drive A and
your computer is on.

The screen displays A> If it
doesn't, type A: and
press I ~ I

2. Type format b:/s and
press I ~ I

Your screen prompts you to
insert a diskette in Drive B.

3. Place a new diskette in

The screen displays Formatting during the formatting
process.

Drive B and press I ~

I

Formatting takes a little while. When it isfmished, your computer displays a message asking whether to format another
diskette. Type N (for "no"). The A> prompt appears.
4. Remove your DOS disk
from Drive A and Replace
it with your Reflex System
Disk.

5. Type copy *.* B: and
press I ~ I
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DOS will display a listing of
the files as they are coped to
your backup disk in Drive B.
You now have a fully-functional backup copy of your
Reflex System Disk. *
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When all the Reflex diskettes have been copied and labeled,
enter N. The A> prompt appears.

D

INSTALLATION
The final step is to "install" Reflex. This simply means copying
it to your hard disk, if you have one, or copying DOS to the
Reflex System Disk and Report & Utilities Disk so you can use
them to start (boot) your computer.

FOR TWO DISKETTE DRIVES
1. Be sure your DOS diskette
is in Drive A, and the computer is on.

The screen displays A>
If it doesn't, type A: and
press I ~ I

2. Insert your Reflex System
Disk into Drive B.

3. Type B:lnstall and press
I~I

Don't space after the colon.

This command executes the Install program on your Reflex
disk. Reflex copies several important files from the DOS
diskette onto your System Disk. A message appears when the
process is complete.

4. Remove your Reflex
System disk from Drive B.

Your Reflex System Disk is ready for use. You have made the
disk "self-booting" which means that you do not have to load
DOS first. You can start the computer with the Reflex System
Disk in Drive A.
Repeat steps 2 through 4 for the Reflex Report & Utilties disk.
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FOR A HARD DISK
Reflex will be installed in a sub-directory of your hard disk
named \Reflex. This installation process creates the subdirectory and copies the necessary files from the diskettes to
the hard disk.
NOTE

The Reflex System Disk and the Report & Utilities Disk will
take about 300K of disk space each. The Help Disk will take
about 200K.

1. Be sure that the hard disk
is the default drive.

WARNING

6
~

-l

~

~

Assuming the hard disk is
Drive C (it generally is), the
screen displays C>. If it
doesn't, type C: (or whatever
letter designates your hard
disk) and press I ~ I

The hard disk must be the
current drive. If it is not, the
installation will not be
performed properly. Check to
be sure the screen displays
C> (or whichever letter
designates your hard disk),
not A>.

2. Place your Reflex System
disk into Drive A.
3. Type A: HDNSTAL1 and
press

I~ I

Don't space after the colon,
and the final character is the
number one (1). A message
on the screen will tell you
that the files were installed on
the hard disk.

If your screen has the message, "Bad command or file name",
you may have the wrong diskette in Drive A or you did not
include the "A:" when you typed in "A:HDNSTALl". Start
again with step 2.
A new sub-directory named "Reflex" has been created on the
hard disk and the files from your Reflex System disk have
been copied to into the new sUb-directory.
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4. Remove your Reflex System disk from Drive A.

5. Place your Reflex Report &
Utilities Disk in Drive A.
6. Type A: HDNSTAL2 and
press

I~ I

Reflex copies the files on this
disk to the same Reflex
subdirectory.

7. Remove the Report & Utilities Disk from Drive A.
8. Place the Help Disk in
Drive A.

9. Type
Copy A: Help.RXH and
press

I~ I

Reflex copies the Help file
into the Reflex subdirectory
on the hard disk.

Reflex has been successfully transferred to a new sub-directory
named "Reflex" on your hard disk.

E

, STARTING REFLEX
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TWO DISKETTE DRIVES
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1. Place your Reflex System
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disk in Drive A.

2. Turn on the power switch

X

to your computer.

The screen prompts:
Enter new date:

3. Type in the date using the

(e.g., 7118184)

MM/DDIYY format.

4. Press I ~

I

5. Enter the time using the

The screen prompts:
Enter new time:
(e.g., 15:53)

HH:MM format.

6. Press I ~

I

The screen shows the A>
prompt.
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7 .. Type Reflex and press
I~I

Your computer will load
Reflex and display the Reflex
title screen.

8. Remove your Reflex System disk from Drive A, and
replace it with your backup
Help disk.

This disk contains the Help
files. Reflex will read from this
disk whenever you press the
Help key [IT]

9. Place a formatted diskette
in Drive B to save your Reflex
data files.

You and Reflex are ready for action!

PrintlFile

The Reflex title screen.
Press IT] to start
working with Reflex.

Records

Search

Weleotte to Reflex - The Analyt ic Database

LIST

FORf1

REFLEX
x
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XTAB

--I

GRAPH

u..
W

c:::
\.!J
Z

~
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To choose a ttenU I press the slash (/) key, For He Ip I press the F1 key,

HARD DISK

1. With the door to Drive A
open, turn on the power
switch to your computer.

2. Type in the date using the
MM/DDIYY format.
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3. Press I ~ I

The screen prompts:
Enter new time:

4. Enter the time using the

(e.g., 15:53)

HH:MM format.

5. Press I ~ I

The screen shows. the C>
prompt.

6. Type CD \Reflex and press
I~I

Note the space after CD. This
command takes you to the
Reflex subdirectory.

7. Type Reflex and press
I~I

Your computer will load
Reflex and display the Reflex
title screen.

You and Reflex are now ready for action!

F

USING THE REPORT 8r UTILITIES DISKETTE
The facilities on the Report & Utilities diskette may be used
with the same procedure as running Reflex from the Reflex
System Diskette.
If you have a hard disk, follow the procedures for starting
Reflex, but type Reflex2 rather than Reflex in step 7.
If you are using a floppy-based system, follow the procedures
above, but place the Report & Utilities Disk in Drive A, rather
than the Reflex System Disk, and type Reflex2 rather than
Reflex in step 7.
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OPTIONAL HARDWARE SETUP

USING A HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
Reflex will run with either an IBM Graphics card or a Hercules
Graphics card (monochrome version).
To use Reflex with a Hercules graphics card, use the following
procedure each time you start your system.
Prior to running Reflex enter the following command:
Set Reflex = HERe

Alternatively, you may run a ''batch file" which is included with
Reflex and will both enter the required command and then
start Reflex. To use this, enter
Reflexh

in place of entering Reflex to start the program. This will enter
the Hercules command and then start Reflex. This command
should be given at the same time the Reflex command would
have been given (see Starting Reflex, above). Similarly,
you can enter Reflex2h for the Report & Utilities Disk.
If you are using a floppy-based system, and you would like to
give the Hercules command and then start Reflex automatically
when you start your system, rename the Reflexh.Bat file to
Autoexec.Bat. If you are already using an Autoexec.Bat
file, you may want to incorporate the "Set Reflex = HERe"
command into your Autoexec file.

ACTIVATING THE PRINT-SCREEN (PrtSc) KEY
Since Reflex runs in graphics mode, rather than text mode, the
PrtSc key is not automatically enabled for sending a copy of
the screen to a printer. There is a program included on the DOS
disk, though, which will enable the PrtSc key. To use this
program copy it from the DOS disk to the Reflex disk and then
run it prior to running Reflex.
Follow this procedure for a two diskette drive system:
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1. Be sure your DOS diskette
is in Drive A, and the computer is on.

2. Type dir graphics and
press I ~ I

The screen displays A>
If it doesn't type A: and press
I~I
This will check to see if the
required program is on your
DOS disk.

3. If you see a message "File not found", then the program
isn't on your DOS disk. See your dealer to get a copy of it. If
the file name is shown (Graphics.com), proceed.
4. Insert the Reflex System Disk in Drive B.

5. Type
copy graphics.com b: and
press I ~ I

This transfers the program to
your Reflex disk.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 with your Report & Utilities disk.

Use this procedure with a hard-disk system:
1. Be sure that the hard disk
is the default drive

Assuming the hard disk is
Drive C (it generally is), the
screen displays C>. If it
doesn't, type C: and press
I~I

2. Insert your DOS diskette in Drive A.
3. Type dir A:graphics and
press I ~

I

This will check to see if the
required program is on your
DOS disk.

4. If you see a message "File not found", then the program
isn't on your DOS disk. See your dealer to get a copy of it. If
the file name is shown (Graphics.com), proceed.

5. Enter cd \reflex and press

I~ I
6. Type
copy a:graphics.com and
press I ~ I

This will change your current
directory to the same one
containing your Reflex
program.
This transfers the program to
your hard disk.
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You are now set up to use the graphics program. To actually
make use of it, use the following procedure each time you start
your system.
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Prior to running Reflex enter the following command:

Graphics
If you have a hard disk, enter this command after you've
changed the directory to the one containing Reflex (with the
"cd" command.)
Alternatively, you may run a "batch file" which is included with
Reflex and will both enter the required command and then
start Reflex. To use this, enter

Reflexg
in place of entering Reflex to start the program. This will enter
the graphics command and then start Reflex. This command
should be given at the same time the Reflex command would
have been given (see Starting Reflex, above).

If you are using a floppy-based system, and you would like to
give the graphics command and then start Reflex automatically
when you start your system, rename the Reflexg.Bat file to
Autoexec.Bat. If you are already using an Autoexec.Bat
file, you may want to incorporate the "Graphics" command into
your Autoexec file.
NOTES

1. The graphics program which comes with DOS is designed to
work with IBM or Epson dot-matrix printers with graphics
capability and the IBM graphics card. It will not work with
other printers or other graphics cards, including the
Hercules card.
2. If the PrtSc key is pressed without a printer attached, your
computer will appear to freeze. This is independent of
whether the graphics program is used (or whether Reflex is
used.)

USING A SERIAL PRINTER
If you plan to use a serial printer with Reflex, there is some
setup necessary. In particular, the· "baud rate" must be set
so the computer can communicate properly with the printer.
Please see Appendix D for details.
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USING A MOUSE
If you are using Reflex with a mouse, it is generally necessary
to run the mouse "driver" program prior to running Reflex.
This program in effect "activates" the mouse. Refer to the
documentation accompanying your mouse for instructions.
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This chapter is designed to give you a good idea of how to use
Reflex. You will find that Reflex is both easy to understand
and easy to use. Reflex can be used quickly. You will be able to
work productively with the program after the first three
short parts.
The first three parts are fundamental. The first explains how
to operate the program and the next two explain how to set
up and enter information into a database-in this case, how to
create a mailing list. The remaining basic parts give step-bystep instructions for doing different things with the mailing list
you create; for example, how to sort your list, search for a
specific record, and print out a copy. The Advanced Tutorial in
Chapter Four shows how to use Reflex's powerful analysis
capabilities. The nine parts cover these topics:
Part 1, Screenhandling
Introduces skills you will need to work with the Reflex Views
and windows.
Part 2, Designing a Form
Starts from scratch with setting up the form.
Part 3, Entering Information in the Form View
Introduces the Form View, and explains how to enter informa~
tion into the form you design.
Part 4, Saving a Database
Explains how to save your database in a file (on a data disk).
Part 5, Entering Information in the List View
Introduces the List View and explains how to enter information
using this view.
Part 6, Sorting Your Records
Explains how to rearrange the order of your records.
Part 7, Setting Search Conditions: Finding and Filtering
Explains how Reflex finds a particular record or group of
records from conditions you set and introduces the idea
of filtering the records so that you can work with a smaller
portion of them.
Part 8, Changing the List View and Printing
Explains how to rearrange the columns in the List View and.
how to print out the list of names and addresses.
Part 9, Editing
Explains the different ways to change the format of your
records and how to change the data already entered in your
records.
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ABOUT THE TUTORIALS
These tutorials take the point of view that you are just beginning to use a computer. In the beginning, everything is
explained thoroughly. In later parts, we assume that you don't
need to have everything explained again. Nevertheless, we
never abandon the step-by-step approach to doing specific
tasks.
The clearly marked "Reflex Concepts" sections give you a
quick overview of the program. You will find·the tutorials useful
even if you don't follow every lesson step by step. Each
section begins with a description of what it contains, and each
part stands alone, so you can learn what you need when
you need it. Even if you are experienced, we recommend that
you begin with Part 1 because most of the basic screenhandling
skills are covered in that part.
WHAT TO LOOK FOR

The tutorials contain both general explanatory information and
specific instructions for you to follow. The instructions assume
you are using a two-diskette drive system. If you have a
hard-disk system, note that you may use Drive C for Drive A.
The instructions are printed in
the left-hand column. What
you actually type in is printed
in boldface.

Explanations or comments for
each step are in the righthand column.

THIS IS NOT THE REFERENCE SECTION

Everything about Reflex is explained in the Reference sections.
The tutorials simply present one approach to using the
program that we tested and found effective for learning. If you
want to set out on your own, feel free to do so, using the
Reference sections as your guide.
A CONTINUING EXAMPLE

The tutorials use the example of the (fictional) Tyler Canoe
Company. The company is fairly small, employing several
craftspeople to build high-quality canoes and several sales representatives to sell them.
Assume you are the Sales Manager for Tyler. The tutorials
present tasks for you to accomplish and problems for you
to solve-all fairly straightforward and all common to business.
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Using these examples, you will quickly learn the skills of
using Reflex. The sample files included on the Reflex Help
Disk contain the Tyler Canoe Company's business records.
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PART 1

SCREENHANDLING
In this part, you will learn how to work with Reflex. We have
provided a sample database, which you will retrieve. Then,
without paying much attention to the information, you will
practice selecting an object, choosing a menu command,
splitting the screen to display two views at once, and changing
the active view.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

D Retrieve a sample database
D Look at the information in the Form View, one of the five

Reflex Views
D Replace the Form View with the List View
D Split the screen to use two views at once

D Change the size of a view

RETRIEVE A FILE
Load Reflex into your computer. (See the "Starting Out"
chapter for directions.) Reflex displays the Reflex title screen.
Let's look at what you'll see on the screen.
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The Reflex screen when it
first appears. The
instructions will disappear
when you take any action.
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LIST

FORtt

REFLEX
Windows area

XTAB

To choose a tteOO, press the slash (/)

riIAPH

key,

For Help, press the Fl

key,

Message line-

D The instructions on the title screen will disappear when you

press the slash key [TI.
D The edit line displays the contents of whatever is selected

on your screen.
D The main menu line shows the main menu titles. Hidden

beneath each title is a pop-down menu, which we will
use in the next step.
D The windows area is where the different Reflex Views are
displayed.
D The message line displays useful information at different
times, depending on what Reflex is doing.
Before you can retrieve a file, you have to insert the disk with
the file on it into the diskette drive. Do so now.

1. Remove the Reflex System
Disk from Drive A.

2. Insert the Help disk into

You are now ready to retrieve

Drive A and shut the door.

a file.

CHOOSING A MENU COMMAND

In order to choose the Retrieve File menu command, you first
pop down the menu under the Print/File title, then move
the cursor to Retrieve File on that menu.
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The Print/File menu
provides the Retrieve
command.
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Menu commands

Global Settings, ,
There are two ways to choose a menu command from the
keyboard:
~ or
~ keys to move the highlight to the Print/File title. When

o Press [Z] to activate the menu line. Use the

the menu pops down, use the [IJ or [IJ keys to move
the highlight to the Retrieve File command. Press
1~I.Or,

o Press [Z] and type PR-the P is the first letter of the
Print/File menu title. The R is the first letter of the Retrieve
File menu command. This method is quicker once you
become more familiar with what is under each menu title.
[m] If you have a mouse, you can choose the menu option by
using the pointer. Put the tip of the pointer on the Print/File
menu title. Press-and-hold the left button. (If you click the left
button, the menu will pop down and then pop back up right
away.) As long as you continue to hold down the left button, the
menu will stay popped down. Move the pointer down to the
Retrieve File command and release the button.

Using the mouse this way can be a little tricky at first. Once
you have done it a few times, you will get used to it. Remember
that the tip of the pointer is what you need to position.

1. Choose Retrieve File from
the Print/File menu. Type: IPR

The introduction screen is replaced by the Retrieve File tool.

The Retrieve File tool.

Directory IA:\
NaMe

Proceed button
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Tools allow you to specify what you want done. The Retrieve
File tool is similar to other tools you will see in Reflex. In
this case, you will specify which file to retrieve.
The Name cell is highlighted, ready for you to enter the file
name to retrieve. The Directory cell tells Reflex where to look
for the file. In this case, your file is in Drive A, so if the cell
shows something else (e.g., C:\, if you are using a hard disk) you
need to change it:

2. Press [IJ once.

The selection moves to the
directory cell.

3. Type: A: and press 1~ I.

Reflex automatically enters a
backslash.

SELECTING FROM A CHOICE LIST

Now we'll introduce a very important feature of ReflexChoices. At any time, you can press lliQJ and Reflex will displaya list of entries appropriate for that particular place.
Rather than typing one in, you can simply select the one you
want.

4. Press Choices [ITQ].

Reflex displays a choice list of
files in Drive A.

The files choice list gives you the names of all the Reflex files
on your data disk. If you use the keyboard, there are two
ways to select from a choice list.

o Use the [IJ and [IJ keys to highlight the name you
want, and press I ~ I. Or,
o Type the first letter of the name you want. (If more than one
name begins with the same letter, Reflex will highlight the
first one. Type the same letter again and the next name
will be highlighted) When the name you want is highlighted,
press I ~ I.
[m] If you have a mouse, put the pointer on the name you
want and click the left button.
. NOTE

Often a choice list contains more items than can be displayed on
the screen at once. The list automatically scrolls as you move
the cursor with the cursor movement keys.
The file you want is named "Salesrep".
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5. Use the CO key to highlight Salesrep, and press
I~I.
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PROCEEDING FROM A TOOL
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After you fill out a tool, you Proceed (or Cancel if you change
your mind), and Reflex carries out the command you have
specified.
Once you have moved the cursor to Proceed, you can use the
~ and GJ keys to move between Proceed and Cancel.
6. Now that Proceed is highlighted, press 1~ I.

1/S1/85

Tyler Sales Report: Form
View. This is one sales
rep's record for one product
for one month.

I Uiews

The tool disappears, and
Reflex retrieves the file you
have specified.

Main menu line

-Edit line-

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

(

Fo",

/

Tyler Canoe Coftpany
~nthly Sales Report
Date:

~

Rep: Alal
Windows area

Product: Paddles
~tity:

81

Sales $: $6,558
Aug Price: $81
~it

Cost: $n

Total Cost: $6,237
Message line -

The file you have retrieved is the Tyler Canoe Company's
monthly sales records. You will first see this file in the Form
View. Each screenful of information in the Form View is
the record of sales for one product sold by a particular sales rep
for a given month. We will explain the Form View fully in the
next section. Notice particularly the added main menu title:
FORM. This menu presents commands for use with this view.
Each of Reflex's Views has added menu commands available
when the view is active.
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If You Don't See The Form View

If)

(")

If someone else has accidentally saved this file with another
view displayed, you need to make a quick adjustment:

1. If the Form View is not on the screen, open it by choosing
Form from the Views menu (/VF), then press I ~ I. If
two or three Views remain on the screen, go to the next
step.
2. If the Form View is on the screen, you need to close the
other View(s). Press Q[J until the List or Graph view label
is highlighted, then choose Close from the Views menu
(/Ve).

SELECT AN OBJECT ON THE SCREEN

To select an object on the screen means to move the cursor to
it so that it is highlighted. You select something to tell Reflex
what it should pay attention to. Then you either enter information at that location or command Reflex to carry out an
operation on that object. Now try selecting objects in the Form
View.
Use the cursor movement
keys to move the selection
from place to place.

Practice until you get the
hang of it.

The fields in the Form View have a specific order. The ~
and o::J keys take you to the next field (to the right and
down). The ~ and [IJ keys take you to the previous field
(left and up). ~ and I 0 II§ I also take you to the next and
previous fields. I Home I and I End I select the first and last
fields. I Pg Up I and I Pg On I don't work in this case, because the
entire form fits on the screen. Otherwise, they would move
other fields into view.
[m] If you have a mouse, put the pointer on one of the field
names on the screen and click the left button.

That's all there is to selecting. The cursor movement keys will
work a little differently in other places, depending on which
view is displayed. In general, they move in the direction of the
arrow. In Form View, the cursor skips from field to field;
you can't select any other part of the screen. We'll come back to
the Form View in the next tutorial. Now let's open the List
View.
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REPLACE ONE VIEW WITH ANOTHER
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Since the Form View is active, when you open a second view,
Reflex will need an extra instruction. Do you want to replace
the first view, or do you want to split the screen? In this
demonstration, we will replace the Form View with the List
View.
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1. Choose List from the
Views menu. Type: IVL

When you open a second
view, the message line asks
whether you want to
replace the first view or to
split the screen and show
two views.

Which Nay?

umm

The screen remains the same,
except that the message line
at the bottom asks you to
give a futher command.

Uertical

Horizontal

Right now, we want to replace the Form View with the List
View. Replace is automatically selected, so:
2. Press I ~

I.

The List View replaces the
Form View.

[m] If you are using a mouse, put the pointer on the word
Replace and click the left button. (If you click the left button
with the pointer inside the windows area, the screen displays
two views at once. See "Split the Screen," on the next page.)

The List View.

Views
Date
•
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1Ouanti ty Sales $ Aug Price Unit Cost
81

$6,55B

$81

$77
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The List View, the second of Reflex's views, displays the same
information as Form View, but in a different way. Each
individual record is shown in a row going across the screen.
Each field name appears at the top of each column. We will talk
more about the List View later on. For now, practice moving
the cursor around to different places on this grid.

SCROLL THE VIEW

As you move the cursor to the edge of the screen, the display
scrolls to reveal rows and columns of information that were not
visible before. In Reflex, a view can be larger than the area
available on the screen. You scroll the view to see the parts of
the view that extend beyond the screen, either horizontally
or vertically.
When you use the cursor movement keys to scroll, you select
successive cells. If you hold a key down rather than giving
it a single tap, you will move very quickly in the direction of the
arrow.
After you have used the arrow keys, try the 1Home
1 Pg Up I, and 1 Pg Dn I keys to see how they work.

I, 1 End I,

D Home takes you to the first cell in the first record.

D End takes you to the first cell in the last record.
D Page Up moves the screen up the List View, one screen at a

time.
D Page Down moves the screen down the List View, one
screen at a time.
Using the 1 Ctrl 1 key together with the ~ and ~ keys
gives you "Page Right" and "Page Left." These move the
screen across the List View, one screen at a time. When you
use I Ctrl 1with another key, press I Ctrl I first. While
holding it down, tap the other key.

·SPLIT THE SCREEN

You can display more than one view at a time by splitting the
screen. First you open a second view, then tell Reflex to
split the screen, either vertically or horizontally. You have
already replaced the Form View with the List View. Now open
the Form View again and split the screen.
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2. Press V, for Vertical. (You
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can also move the cursor to
Vertical and press 1~ I.)

VI

The message line asks what
to do next: Replace, Vertical,
or Horizontal.
The screen splits vertically in
the middle, and Form View is
displayed on the right side of
the screen.

[m] If you have a mouse, you can use the pointer to determine
where the split should occur. Mter you choose Form from the
Views menu, put the pointer near the top edge of the windows
area (be careful to stay within the windows area). Click the
left button, and the screen will split vertically. To make a
horizontal split, put the pointer near the left side of the
windows area and click the left button. The screen will split
horizontally.

The Form View and List
View share the screen.

1/81/85
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i Product
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Tyler Canoe Co~any
Monthly Sales Report
Date: ~
Rep: Alan
ProclJct: Paddles
Quantity: 81
Sales $: $6,558
Aug Price: $81
Unit Cost: $77
Total Cost: $6,237

CHANGE THE ACTIVE VIEW
Since you have just opened it, the Form View is active. The
active view is indicated by a highlighted view label. Notice also
the added main menu title for the active view. Only one view
can be active at any time. To work with the other view, you
first have to make it active.
To change the active view, press the View key [K] or choose
Next View from.the Views menu (/VN).
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[m] If you are using a mouse, simply put the pointer in the
view you want to be active and click the left button.

Practice changing the active view several times, ending with
List as the active view.
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CHANGE THE SIZE OF A VIEW
There are two ways to change the size of a view: You can
expand and shrink the active view. Or you can resize the windows to change the way the views are displayed. We'll take
them one at a time.
EXPANDING AND SHRINKING THE ACTIVE VIEW

To expand the active view, press the Expand key ~ eN].
The active view will fill the whole screen.
1. Press ~ eN].

List View takes over the
whole screen.

2. Press ~ eN] again.

The screen returns to the way
it was before you expanded
the active view.

Practice expanding and shrinking the List View a few times.
Remember, you can only change the size of the active view.
RESIZING THE WINDOWS

Occasionally, you may want to change the size of the windows
so you can see more or less of a particular view. To resize,
follow these steps:
1. First make the left-hand
view active.

If your screen were split horizontally, you would start by
making the top view active.

2. Choose Resize from the
Views menu. IVR

The lines around the view become dotted "shadow" lines.

3. Use the cursor movement

The shadow lines show where
the new boundaries will be.

keys or ~ to move the
shadow line to a new
location.
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4. Press I ~

I.

The screen adjusts.

CHANGE YOUR MIND? THE ESCAPE KEY
If you start something in Reflex and change your mind, the

I Esc I key will restore the situation to what it was before, as
long as you press I Esc I before you press I ~ I. For
example, in resizing the screen, the change is not final until you
press I ~ I. Press I Esc I instead and the Resize command
is cancelled. The screen returns to the previous display.
Similarly, if you press [ZJ to activate the menu line, but you
decide not to choose a menu command, press I Esc I. The
menus are put away, and control returns to the active View.
The general rule is any sequence which ends with I ~ I can be
interrupted by pressing I Esc I.

I
I
I

Esc
Esc
Esc

I cancels a Reflex tool or choice list. If you are editing,
I cancels the Edit mode. If you are typing over an entry,
I returns the entry to what it was before you started

to change it.
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NOW YOU'RE READY TO GO ON
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screen. In the following parts, each of these directions will
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When you go on, you will be starting from scratch, setting up a
form and creating a database.
At this point, either you can go directly to Part 2, or you can
exit the program. In either case, you don't need to save
this database.
If you are going straight on to Part 2:
1. Choose Clear Database
from the Records menu. IRe

WARNING

The message line asks you to
confirm that you really want
to clear the database.

Do not choose Erase File from
the Print/File menu. You
want to erase the database
from the memory of your
computer, not from the file
on your disk, which is
what Erase File would do.

2. Type Y to confirm.

The screen clears.

3. Choose Form from the
Views menu. IVF

The Form Design screen appears. Go on to Part 2.

QUITTING REFLEX

If you wish to pause before going on, you should quit the
program. Part 2 begins again from the title screen.
1. Choose Quit from the
Views menu. IVQ

The message line asks you to
confirm that you really want
to quit. This gives you a
chance to be sure you have
saved your data.

2. Type Y to confirm.
The whole screen clears, and the A> prompt appears. You
have left Reflex and returned to the operating system.
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The Form View is one of the five Reflex Views. (The others
are List View, Graph View, Crosstab View, and Report View.)
The Form View has two parts. First, you'll use the Form
Design screen to create the form for your records. You'll then
use the Form View to enter information and to see complete
records, one at a time.

I-

Form View is where you begin. Setting up the form is the first
step in using Reflex.

WHAT IS A FORM?
A Reflex form is like any other form-a tax form, an insurance
form, a personnel form, and so forth. Like these forms, a
Reflex form is simply a collection of blanks where you enter
information. Each space has a name that tells you what
information to enter.
In database programs, including Reflex, the blanks are called
fields, and the names of the fields are called field names.
You put together a collection of field names and fields to make
a form.

ANY FORM YOU WANT
A conventional form, printed on paper, isn't easy to change.
But with Reflex, you design the form yourself and you make
any form you want, with any kind and any number of fields you
need (up to 128). You can arrange the fields any way you like.
Later, you can alter your form, adding, deleting, renaming, and
rearranging the fields to match your changing needs.
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Last Name: _ _ _ First: _ _ _ Middle: _ _

<
m

Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

Name of Firm: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ State:_ Zip: _ _

Street:

Phone Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Birthday: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Secretary's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sales Rep: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Most Recent Contact: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total Sales Last 12 Months: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Comments: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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PRIMARV CONTACT RECORD
Last NaMe: I

Title:
HaMe of FirM:
street:
Phone HUMber:

First:

Middle:

City:

state:

Zip:

Birthday:
Secretary's HaMe:
Sales Rep:
Mos t Recen t Con t act :
Total Sales Last 12 Months:
COMMents:

The space available for your form is very large. It extends
beyond what you can see on the screen. In fact, there is enough
room to make a huge form with over 45 pages worth of field
names and fields. You move around the form by scrolling.
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A RECORD IS A FILLED-OUT FORM
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Once you have designed your form, you then fill it out, putting
information next to the appropriate field name. A filled-out
form constitutes a record. After you've filled out one form;
Reflex displays another blank one. Each time you fill out
the form, you create another record. The database consists of
all the records.
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Reflex keeps track of all the records and stores them so you
can view and analyze them. Using the Form View, you can scan
through all the records in sequence.

PART 2

DESIGNING A FORM
In this part, you will learn how to design the form for the
records you will be keeping.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

o Select different locations on the Form Design screen
o Type in the field names for your records
USE FORM DESIGN TO ENTER FIELD NAMES
If you are coming straight from Part 1, your screen already
displays the Form Design screen. Skip the next paragraph and
goon.
If you are beginning this part from scratch, start Reflex.
When the title screen is displayed, choose Form from the Views
menu (/VF). The Form Design screen will appear.
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The Form Design screen.
The cursor sits in the upper
left corner of the screen.
Note· that Form has been
added to the menu line.

Position numbers -

,

Added menu title
I

Uieus

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Fo,,"

"~ll:li.I'''··t1~·

Cursor

Line:

881

~viewlabel

Col:

881

The Form Design screen is like a blank piece of paper on which
you will type the field names for your mailing list. Use the
cursor to position the field names where you want them.
you move the cursor around the screen, you'll notice the
numbers at the lower left corner changing. These are the
position numbers, which act as coordinates to locate your
field names. The Form View has room for 500 characters across
and 500 lines down. The cursor always starts at the 001,001
position, the first line and the first column. You can always return the cursor to this position by pressing the I Home I key.
Ai;

ENTERING FIELD NAMES

The general rule for entering field names is: Position the cursor
where you want the field name and type it in. Position the
cursor where you want the field name to start, type it in, and
end with 1~ I, [§], or cursor movement key (but not a
space-Reflex accepts spaces as part of a field name). When
you position the cursor again, the field is added to the database.
You can use the cursor movement keys, the I ~ I key, or the
mouse pointer to position the cursor. Now use the following
procedure to set up your form:
The field names you want for your mailing list are Name,
Address, City, State, and Zip Code.
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1. Press the I Home I key.

This returns the cursor to the
upper left corner.

l.9
Z

2. Press [IJ twice and type

l.9

in: Name

The letters appear just where
the cursor sits on the screen.
If you type an incorrect character, press backspace as
many times as you need to,
then retype.

0::::

o
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NOTE

Don't type in a colon (:). Reflex will add colons after each field
name when you leave Form Design.
3. Press I ~ 1 twice.

This enters the first field name
and skips a line. Skipping lines
makes the form easy to read.
The cursor sits on the left side
of the screen, ready for the
next field name.

4. Type in: Address
Press 1 ~ 1 twice.

This enters the second field
name, skips a line, and positions the cursor for the next
field name.

5. Type in: City
Press 1 ~ 1 twice.

You get the idea.

Watch out! In the next step we do something a little bit
different. Instead of using the I ~ 1 key, we use the tab key
~ to position the cursor for the next field name.
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6. Type in: State
Press·~ twice.

Using the ~ key positions
the cursor to the right of the
previous field name. You
could also use the ~ key
to reach the same position.

7. Type in: Zip Code
Press 1~ I.

You only need to press
~ 1 once, as you have finished typing in all the field
names you will be using.
1
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Address
City

s:

State
I

Line:

Zip Code

818

Col:

B81

You have finished entering field names. The field names
establish fields for your information, which will appear in
Form View.
Don't worry about any spelling errors or having the field
names in exactly the right position. At this point, you don't
need to make your form perfect. However, if you wish to make
corrections before going on, select the field name, retype it,
and press 1~ I. Later, in Part 9, you will learn more about how
to edit field names.
To finish setting up your form, there's one more thing to do.
THE LAST STEP

The last step is most important: Exit Form Design.
As long as you are in Form Design, Reflex thinks you are
entering field names (or titles). Anything you type in will be
interpreted as part of the design. You enter information in the
Form View, not in the Form Design screen.
To leave Form Design, you choose Exit Design from the Form
menu, which has been added to the far right of main menu
line./FE
Chose Exit Design from the
Form menu. IFE

Reflex will display the Form
View.
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entry.
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Natte: I
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~
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Your field names are placed exactly where you typed them,
each followed by a colon. You are ready to fill in your form with
information.
Congratulations! You have set up a form for all the records in
your database. Later on you will move the field names and add
others to this form. You can be sure that whatever changes
you want to make to your basic form will be quick and easy.
Go on to the next part.

RECAP

Setting up the form for your records is the first step in creating
a database. To do so:
1. Use the Form Design screen.
2. Enter your field names where you want them.
3. Most important: Exit Form Design.

PART 3

ENTERING INFORMATION IN THE FORM VIEW
You are about to enter part of the Tyler Canoe Company's
customer list into your first Reflex database.
In this part, you will enter information into the form you have
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designed. This will create records, one per form. The collection
of records is your database.
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WHAT YOU'LL DO
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D Type in the first three records on the Tyler Canoe Company
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customer list
D Use the Record keys, [TI] and [£[J, to scan
the records
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ENTER INFORMATION
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In the Form View you enter information into each field. The
field is the area to the right of the field name.
The general rule for entering information is very similar to the
rule for entering field names: Select the field, type in the
information, and select the next field.
CREATING A RECORD

N ow it's time to begin creating records. We'll enter the first
three names on the Tyler Canoe Company Mailing List.
Be sure your cursor sits next to the Name field name. If it isn't
there, press 1Home I.
1. Type in:
Adirondacks Expeditions

Note that the name appears
in the edit line as well as in
the field.

2. Press the 1 ~ 1 key once.

The cursor sits next to the
next field name, ready for the
address.

3. Continue with the rest of
the information:
Address: 111 A Street
City: Albany
State: NY Zip Code: 90001

Be sure to press 1 ~ I after
each entry and when you
finish.

When you finish typing in all the information, your screen
should look like the illustration on the next page.
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Hatle: Adirondacks Expeditions
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Address: 111 AStreet

~

City: Albany
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Congratulations again! You have successfully entered one
complete record into your database. It may not seem like a
whole lot, but it's a good beginning. If you notice any typing
errors, select the field with the error and retype the entry.
ADDING RECORDS

The moment you entered information in the first field of your
first record, Reflex prepared a new blank record (an empty
form). There is always a blank record waiting to be filled out. It
is always at the end of the database, after the last record.
Since the Adirondacks Expeditions record is now the only record in your database, it is also the last record. The blank
record is the next record. Press the Next Record key, [KJ.
The first record disappears, replaced by a blank form, ready for
you to fill out.
Where did that first record go? Your first record is tucked
away in your database. It exists in the computer's memory. You
can see it again by pressing the Previous Record key, [][].
You have created the database, but it has only one record in it.
Type in the next two records, and then we'll move on to the
List View.
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1. Press the Next Record key

The form is ready to be filled
out.

~ to bring up a blank

record. If the cursor is not in
the first field, press the
I Home I key.
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2. Type in the second record:
Name: Baltic Boating
Address: 222 B Street
City: Boston
State: MA Zip Code: 90002

Follow the same procedure
you did before: Position the
cursor, type in the information, position the cursor
again.

3. Bring up another blank

Your third record is complete.
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record and type in the third
record:
Name: Crenshaw's Canoeing
Address: 333 C Street
City: Carmel
State: CA Zip Code: 90003

You now have a database with three records in it. You can page
and ~ keys; we call
through your records with the
this scanning the database. You can also press the same keys
with ~ to go instantly to the first record or the last record.

em

4. Press the First Record
key-~
key-~

The first record appears.

[flJ.

5. Press the Last Record

[][J.

<
m

The last record appears. Notice that ~ ill] does not
display a blank record.

The "last" record is the last record with information in it.
To bring up a blank record, you go to the last record and then
press ~ for the next record.
Go on to the next tutorial, which explains how to save your
database. Don't turn off your computer until you have saved
your database on a data disk.

NOTES ON ENTERING DATA
LONG ENTRIES

You can enter up to 254 characters in any field. If another field
name is in the way as you type, only the information that fits
in the blank field is displayed in that field. However, the
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complete information appears in the edit line at the top of the
screen.

UJ
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To see a long entry in the edit line, press the Edit key Q[J
and then 1Home I. The cursor will sit at the first character.
Now use the ~ key to scroll across the edit line to read the
entire entry.
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NOTES ON FIELD TYPES
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There are three field types: text, date, and numeric. Reflex
sets these types automatically from the first entry you make in
any field. In this tutorial, you entered text in all the fields
except the last one, which is a numeric field. From now
on, Reflex will allow you to enter only these types of information in these fields.
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Text Fields

You can enter anything in a text field, and Reflex will treat it
as text. For example, a number will be accepted in a text
field, but Reflex will not use it for calculations. Text fields
show an apostrophe at the beginning of the entry in the edit
line.
Date Fields

To establish a date field, your first entry must be in the form
MMIDD/YY (e.g., 1116/85, 11/4/86). This is the date entry format,
and Reflex will accept only this format for a date field. You
can, however, display dates in several ways. Use the Field &
Sort Settings tool from the Records Menu to set the display
format.
Numeric Fields

When you enter a number, Reflex makes that field a numeric
field, and it will then accept only numbers. Always enter
numbers without dollar signs or commas. You can instruct
Reflex to display numbers in several ways in the Field & Sort
Settings tool.
CHANGING THE FIELD TYPE

Occasionally you will need to change the field type. For
example, a numeric field will not display zeros at the beginning
of an entry. Consequently, in a real mailing list, you would
want to change the Zip Code field to text. Also, if you acciden3-26
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tally type in a wrong entry the first time you use a field, you
will have to change the field type. To change a field type,
see "Field & Sort Settings" in Reference A for exact
instructions.

RECAP
To enter information in the Form View:
1. Select the proper field.
2. Type the appropriate information.
3. Select another field or press I ~ I.

To scan the database, use the [}I], ffi], [QJ [}I], and
[QJ ffi] keys.
A blank record always follows the last record.

PART 4

SAVING A DATABASE
In this part, you learn how to save your database on a data
disk.
When you create a database, the information you type in exists
in electronic form in your computer's memory. However, it
stays there only while the computer is running and only as long
as Reflex is loaded in the memory as well. Saving the
database on a disk is the vital step to make a permanent
database.
Normally, your data is secure in your computer's memory while
you are working. But power failures do occur, and mistakes
do happen. It is a good idea to save your work about every 15
minutes. This limits any possible loss of data.
WHAT YOU'LL DO
D Save your mailing list database in a disk file

SAVE THE DATABASE IN A DISK FILE
In order to save your database, you need to insert a formatted
disk in Drive A. You can use the Help disk you used in Part 1;
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there is room on it to store this database. Hard disk users
should insert a formatted disk in Drive A or use the hard disk.
We call the disk you use for storing your database a data
disk, to distinguish it from your system disk.
1. Choose Save File from the
Print/File menu. IPS

The Save File tool appears. It
asks for the name of the file
you want to use for this database.

Views Edit Print IF ite Records Search
FOil! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ,

The Save File tool.

Nal'le: Crenshaw's Canl
Address: 333 Cstree

City: Carl'lel
state: CA

ZipC

Directory IA:\
HaHe
_

I

IProceed I I Cancel I

The cell where you will type in the file name is already highlighted, ready to accept the name you give your database.
NOTE
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In Tutorial!, you set the Directory instruction in the Retrieve
File tool to tell Reflex where to find a file. Now you may need
to change the Directory to instruct Reflex where to save
the file.

2. Press [ I ] once.

The selection moves to the
directory cell.

3. Type A: and press 1~ I.

Reflex automatically enters a
backslash, and the Name cell
is selected.
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4. Type: Maillist

Don 't leave a space between
Mail and list. If there is a file
name already in the cell it will
disappear as you begin
typing.

5. Press I ~ I to select
Proceed and press I ~ I
again. Type Y to confirm.

The Save File tool disappears.
The red light on Drive A will
go on. Reflex is making a
copy of your database on the
data disk.

You have now completed all the steps to create and save a
database with Reflex. The form you set up, and the information
you typed into it, is now preserved on a data disk, ready to be
retrieved at any time.

NOTES ON SAVING
There are certain restrictions on file names: They can't be any
longer than eight characters. The characters must be letters
or numbers. Spaces, punctuation marks, and special characters
can't be used. These restrictions are imposed by the operating
system of your computer.
When you save a file using the same file name as a file already
on your data disk, Reflex asks you to confirm. Saving a file
with the same name erases the old file and replaces it with the
new file. Of course, if you have updated the file, you will
want to do this. If you don't want to erase the old file, choose a
different name for your new file.

RECAP
1. Save a database in a disk file by choosing Save File from the
Print/File menu. IPS
2. Enter the directory instruction if necessary, and enter a
valid file name in the Name cell.
3. Proceed. Reflex saves the current database on your data
disk.
You can save a database in a disk file at any time.
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REFLEX CONCEPT

THE LIST VIEW
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All Reflex Views show you the same information. But each
View lets you see, manipulate, and understand the information
in a different way. The List View lets you see all your records
arranged in rows. Because you can display many records
simultaneously, you can examine a lot of information quickly.

THE POWER OF FLEXIBLE LISTS

Reflex allows you to create lists that can reveal facts and
relationships in your data that you might otherwise struggle to
discover. You can instantly sort your records-that is, arrange
them in order-in different ways. Arranged by date of purchase, a list lets you see who your most current customers are;
arranged by sales rep, the list lets you assess each salesperson's
performance.
By establishing search conditions, you canfind an individual
record or filter the database to see a list of only those records
that meet your criteria-for instance, all sales larger than
$1500 or all customers who live in Boston and made a purchase
in 1984. In other words, you can define the kind of records
you want to see, and Reflex will find them.
You can reposition columns in the List View for quick side-byside comparison of significant information. In fact, you can
display only the columns of data that interest you. In this way,
one list is many lists. And since you can enter data into the
List View it can even help you enter data more quickly.
The next four parts cover the various aspects of working with
the List View. In Part 5, you learn how to enter records in
the List View. Sorting and searching are explained in Parts 6
and 7, and the "Reflex Concepts" sections that precede
them. In Part 8, you rearrange columns and then print the list.
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PART 5

ENTERING INFORMATION IN THE LIST VIEW
In this part, you will continue entering customer information
into your database, this time using the List View.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

Enter information in the List View
D Change the column width
D Split the screen to display two views at once

D

ENTER INFORMATION IN THE LIST VIEW
You have already used the Form View to enter information into
your database. Now you will use the List View to do the same
thing. If you are coming directly from Part 4, the Form View is
already on your screen. Otherwise, retrieve the maillist
database you saved when you stopped work and display the
Form View.
OPENING THE LIST VIEW

Your first step now is to replace the Form View with the List
View.
1. Choose List from the
Views menu. IVL

Reflex displays the screenhandling choices: Replace, Vertical, Horizontal.

2. Press 1 ~ 1 to replace the
Form View.

The List View appears, showing the current record.

3. Press 1Home I.

Now you see all three records.
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The List View displays the
entire set of records you
have entered in the Form
View.
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Field names as column headings
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As you can see, the database is displayed in rows and columns.
Each record is a row, and each field is a column. The field
names have become column headings.
In the Form View, whatever record is displayed is the current
record, the one Reflex is paying attention to. In the List
View, the current record is indicated by an arrowhead to the
left of the left-most column.
You can select any cell in the List View by positioning the
cursor. The cell that is highlighted is the selected cell, and the
cell contents are displayed in the edit line.
There is always a blank column on the right side of the List. It
is used to change the order of the columns, and is described
in Part 8.
Before you enter more records into the List View, we'll change
the column width so you can see all of that first name.

CHANGE THE COLUMN WIDTH
As you can see, Adirondacks Expeditions doesn't fit into the
present Name column (although the complete name appears in
the edit line). Any time Reflex displays information in a
table format (such as the List View), you can change the width
of the columns to suit your needs.
To change the column width, follow these steps:
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peditions cell.
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2. Choose Set Column Width
from the Edit menu. IES
3. Use the ~ and the
~ keys to change the column width.

4. Press 1~ I.

The message line tells you to
use the cursor movement keys
to set the column boundary.
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The column boundary moves
to the new location.
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The column adjusts.
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[m] If you have a mouse, you can change the column width
with the pointer. Without choosing the Set Column Width
command, put the tip of the mouse pointer on the right-hand
dividing line of the column you want to change. Press-and-hold
the left button. Move the pointer and the shadow line to the
new location. When it is where you want it, release the button.

ENTER A RECORD IN THE LIST
The general rule for entering data in the List View is the same
as the general rule in the Form View: Select a cell, type the
information, and select another cell. Selecting a new cell enters
the information into the record and prepares the new location
to receive information.
To see how this works, we'll enter the last two names on your
customer list. The first field we want is in the blank record
at the end of the database.
1. Use the cursor keys to select the Name cell in the
empty record (the last line of
the List).

The current record indicator
will move to this record.

2. Type in:
Denny's Deepsea

3. Press GJ once to select
the Address cell.

A new blank record appears
below the current record.
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4. Continue with the rest of

LU
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the record:
Address:
444 D Street

IVl
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City:

State:

Zip Code:

Dallas

TX

90004
Remember to press I ~
after your last entry.
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You have now entered a fourth record into your database.
Before entering the fifth record, split the screen.
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SPLIT THE SCREEN
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Splitting the screen allows you to see two views simultaneously,
so you can look at your information from two different perspectives at once. In this case, we'll display both the Form View
and the List View.
Now you see both views.

Choose Form from the Views
menu, (/VF), and type V to
split the screen vertically.

Split screen. The Form and
List Views are displayed
simultaneously.
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Address
444
str Matte: Denny's Deepsea
, .........
"~~,~~"~,~~,~"'".''''''''''' ..... ,....D
................ ,......... ..... ,.. " ........ ,.
Address: 444 Dstreet
City: Dallas
,

"

I ... '."

...... "

.....

State: Texas Zip Code:

;nuI~!1

The record you entered in the List View is now displayed in the
Form View as well. Because it has just been opened, the
Form View is active.
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Scan through the records in
the Form View, using the Previous Record [][J and Next
Record Q[J keys.

Note that as the record· in the
Form View changes, the current record indicator in the
List View changes.
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CHANGING THE ACTIVE VIEW

You are going to enter one more record in the List View. To do
that, you must first make it the active view.
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Press the View key [}§].

This makes the List View
active.

[m] If you have a mouse, move the pointer to anywhere in
the List View and click the left button.

Because the screen is split down the middle, some of the
columns in the List View are'not visible. They will scroll into
view as you move across the row with the cursor.
ENTERING A RECORD ON THE SPLIT SCREEN

As you enter the last record in the List View, watch what
happens· in the Form View.

1. Select the Name cell in the
empty record.

The empty record is at the
end of the List. Notice that
the Form View also displays
the empty record.

2. Type in:

The name appears in the
Form View as well. Another
blank record is created.

Early Bird Fishing and press
~.

3. Continue with the rest of
this record:
Zip Code:
State:
Address:
City:
RFD Rt. 2
Englebert
MN
90005
Press I ~ I after your last
entry.

Now you have not only set up a form and entered records, you
have also seen how Reflex displays information in two ways.
The same information entered in the List View is displayed in
the Form View, and vice versa.
The following tutorials use sample databases already prepared,
so you won't have to enter lots of practice information.
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To enter information in the List View:

1. Select the proper cell.
2. Type the appropriate information.
3. Select another cell, or press 1~ I.

REFLEX CONCEPT

SORTING
Each Reflex View lets you see your information in a specific
way. Reflex also provides tools to manipulate the information
itself. Sorting is what you do to arrange your records in a
particular order.
8
1

Sorting arranges the
records in the order you
determine.

C
2

SORT

-----7

A

A

2

Sorting uses alphabetical, chronological, and numerical order to
put your records in the order you determine. When you sort
the records, you establish the order of the wlwle database. You
can change the sort order at any time, no matter which view
is active. In other words, sorting affects the database itself, not
individual views.
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You can use any field in your records as the primary sort
field. This means that Reflex orders the records based on the
information in that field. For example, if you have a Date
field, you can order your records by date, making the first
record the one with the earliest date and the last record the one
with the latest date. The records will be in chronological order.
If two records have the same date, you need to specify a
secondary sort field. Reflex will then look at the secondary
sort field to determine the order of the records on that date.
For instance, if your secondary sort field is Name, Reflex will
arrange all the records for the same date in alphabetical
order by Name. Reflex can use up to five sort fields, so your
records will be arranged exactly as you require.

ASCENDING AND DESCENDING ORDER
No matter how many different sort fields you use, you can
make each one either ascending or descending. Alphabetical
order is ascending from the first letter, A, to the last letter, Z.
If you want a series of words sorted in descending order, it
would be from Z to A.
The same principle applies to date and numeric fields. Dates
are ascending when they go from earliest date to latest date and
descending when they go from latest date to earliest date.
Numbers are ascending when they go up from smallest number
to largest number and descending when they go from largest
number to smallest number.

CHANGING THE SORT ORDER
You can sort your database one way for one purpose and then
change the sort order for a different purpose. For example, you
can sort your mailing list by name to be able to find customers
quickly. Then, you can sort the same list by zip code for efficient
printing of mailing labels.
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In this part, you will learn a basic technique for handling the
records in your database: how to establish and change the sort
order.
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We have provided a sample database to save you the task of
entering all the records. It is the Tyler Canoe Company's
customer list, and it can be found on the Help disk included
with the program. The file name is Custlist.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

o

Retrieve the Tyler Canoe Company customer list from the
Help disk and look through the records by scrolling the
List View.
o Sort the records in different ways

RETRIEVE THE SAMPLE FILE
Mter you have started Reflex and inserted the Help disk into
Drive A, you are ready to retrieve the prepared customer
list. As you know from Part 1, you choose Retrieve File from
the Print/File menu: IPR then press choices [}IQ] for a list
of files to choose from.
Retrieve Custlist

NOTE

If you need more complete directions, refer to Part 1.

When you retrieve a database, it is displayed the same way you
saved it. You should see the Custlist database with the first
record showing in Form View. If it has been changed, press the
First Record key [QJ [If] to make the first record current.
LOOKING AT THE RECORDS

Replace the Form View with the List View:
Choose List from the Views
menu and select Replace.
IVL then R
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rI.l!)II~III~:.~=::;::;=~:;:::=====;:;:;:;::::===:;::;:;::;:::=~~
1-';;-Date

! Rep

• 1i'g![jJjijiilw. .: Dave

! NaMe
! Serenity CaMPsites

! Address
City! St
! 55 Co"""erce Blvd I1eI'Iphis ! TN

23-Apr-85 ["A i'an' .... [. L'ak'e' 'HerrH' .'Roi,1'ng"C i" [. '326" Harr1's'on"n ~ ... 'O'elk' i'arld····· . [.'CA'

'2'3'~AiJ'r'~8'5"["A'i'ciri"""['Lakes'ld'e"So'al'Renta'iS··[·7.S67··Lakes·lde·Ro· .Po'd'i'and······l· OR'
·'3~jlin:'s's'" [. ·s·ob'······· ["Fr'arik' i' l'n' Hu'ghe's;" 'EXPi" [. H1'9i1t'o'p' 'Hount'a' 1'n' .'cha'r' i'es"CO '1' 'CA'

.. i8'~J'an'~'ss" [' ·O·a·ve· .. ···:· Hl'a~ia'tha" Ha·r·ry····· ........... :. '8879" 'Oow'rifo'Wi)' Sf .'Ca'Mb'r' l'dge'" '1' H'A"
·'s:'Hir':'s's'" [. ·o·ave·····:· 'Wh ile'wat'er' 'Adv'ent'lires' [.. 1'423' 'Cent'er' ·rf.Je~·· .'Ho'd'g'es'v Hi' '1' 'CA'
.. i's~Hir'~'ss":' S·Ob'·······:· H'ldw'esf s'oif' 'suiJiJ'ii~i"" '1' 'i'4ii" Llnco'in' 'D'r':' .·Ch·lc·ag·o······ "1"i L'
·'22:'Feb:'ss':' 'Alan'" "1' 'Hod'o'n i'5" ·Olit'do·o·r··········· '1' 'i'6'i43' Lelk'e i'aid"o' .L'ak'e i'a·nd···· '1' 'FL'
·'i i'~H'a'y'~'s5 .:. D·av·e····· '1' 'Qu'esfo'rs';' "i ne ~ ............... '1' .is'2s" S'ro'adw'ay'" ... s·o·sfoii.. ·.. ···· '1' AA"
.. i's~Har:'ss '1' Ma·n·· .. '1' 'Grant' "S'p'o'rt' 1'ng' 'Goo'CiS" '1" i'S33' 'i4' 'S't' .............. 'Hew' ·viirk····· '1' HV'
'9'~Juii'~8'5"":'D'a'v'e"""1'R'a'p'ld"R'ive'r's';···in·c~········:·7.2'·Fo·r·esf·Sl;:eef AnCho·r·age·· .. l·AL·
··7~jun:·8s···1··Bob'···· .. ·I·wrnd··i·n··wafer·········· ....... 1"832"H'0'r'seshOe'Co "s'an"Fr'iIDC1"["CA'

::(~:~~~~:~~~::!:~:~~~::::::!:~~~~~:~~::~:(~~:~::J:~:~~~::::::!:~?~~:::~~J~::~Jr~:~:' :~~~J~~::::::::::!:~::
Use the cursor movement keys to scroll your list.
Your customer list contains 35 records in all-a small database,
but large enough for you to practice manipulating it.
Notice that we have added three fields to the mailing list: Date,
showing the last date of purchase; Rep, showing the sales
representative; and Total Sales, showing the amount sold in the
past year. These are important pieces of information for a
current customer·list and for knowing who is in contact with
each of your customers. Of course, this information will
not appear on mailing labels, since the Report View enables
you to select the fields to use in printing.

SORT THE RECORDS

The records are displayed in the order they were entered. In
this case, after the first five records there doesn't seem to
be any particular order at all. This is easily remedied by
establishing the sort order with the Field & Sort Settings
tool.
Choose Field & Sort Settings
from the Records menu. IRF
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The Field & Sort Settings
Tool. The sort order is
established in the Sort #
column.
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Field names

, •• 1",,,,

,~~"""""""""""""i,I~~""""""",,,,,,,,,,"""""""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""",

"""""

"0.,0", •• "",,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,"", ... """"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""1,,,,,,0,.,,.,,,, .. ,,, •••• " ... ""

""".",

NaMe
i Text
Address
1 Text
,., .. ,., ..... "."'0' •• 1' •• '.',., ........... , .... , .. "".·,., ... "11"""""'0." •• "0.",,,,,,, •• '0,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,0,,0"'0'

,~~~,~"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,!,I~~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""
State
i Text
""""" .. ",."",.""., •• ",.",.,0""",.""" .......... , ... , ... "", ••• , •• ," ••• """' ••••• , .. ,." ...... , ..... '.'.t" .... '

~~,p.''''''''''''''''''''''""i,I~~~",''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"",

Total Sales

i

Huneric i

i

"01"""

"""""
, •• ,.,., ••

""",,,,

Currenc 8

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""9"""""""'"""""""""""

IProceed I

.Enter sort order numbers

The Field & Sort Settings tool presents a list of all the field
names on your current database and a series of columns with
cells for you to fill in. As you might guess from the looks of
it, it is used for several things. Field & Sort Settings provides
you with control over and information about your records,
including the display formats for the different fields, formulas
for calculating field values, and the sort order of the records.
Right now we are going to use it to establish the sort order.
(For a complete description of all the functions of this tool, see
"Field and Sort Settings" in Reference A.)
MAKING THE LIST ALPHABETICAL

For easy reference, it would be useful to sort the records
alphabetically by customer name. Start by making the Name
field the primary sort field. The primary sort field is the
first field Reflex will look at when it sorts the records. (Later
you will establish a secondary sort field, a third, and so on.)
To indicate the primary sort field, follow these steps:
1. Select the Name cell in the
Sort # column.

It's the third cell down.

2. Type in the number 1

Remember, the lowercase L
won't work.

(one).

3. Press 1~ I.
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Reflex automatically puts an A
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AID stands for ascending or descending. Sometimes, you will
want your records sorted in ascending order: A to Z, smallest to
largest number, or earliest to latest date. Other times when
you want to sort in descending order, you type in a D for
descending.

4. Press the ~ key to select Proceed.

You can also get to the Proceed box with the cursor
keys.

5. Press 1~ I.

The tool disappears.

Your customer list is now sorted in alphabetical order by
customer name.
You can make any field the primary sort field. This means you
can sort by Date, by Zip (good for mass mailings), by Rep,
or by any other field you choose.
CHOOSING A SECONDARY SORT FIELD

You have decided that you want to see the customer list sorted
by Rep. Further, you think that the most recent customers
should be at the top of the list in each rep's group, so you will
use Date as your secondary sort field.
1. Choose Field & Sort Settings from the Records menu.

Again you see the tool, with
the old settings intact.

IRF
2. Select the Rep cell in the
Sort # column.
3. Type: 1 and press I ~

I.

The previous primary sort field
number changes instantly

to 2.

The previous primary sort field now becomes the secondary
sort field. Whenever you change the sort order, Reflex
assumes that the current sort order has been modified, not
thrown away.
4. Select the Date cell in the
Sort # column. Type: 2 and
press

The Name field is now the
third sort field.

I ~ I.

5. Press ~ to select Proceed and press 1~ I.

The tool disappears.
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Your customer list sorted
by Rep and by Date within
each Rep.
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"Datie' .... j.'H I'awafha' ·Harry········ ..... "j"8879 "DOwnfown''S'f j' 'CaHbr I'dge' "j' '"A'

.. i'4~Feb':'8S 'j' ·Da·jje····· i"wI'is'iin' S'po'rr lrlg" 'G'cji)d's" i' '74" wa i'fe'rs" Lane'" i' 'H'ew' Vork" c·· j' NV'
··S~Har~ss···~··D·a·ve······i·Whl'fe·w·aler·A·d·ve·rlfures·~··i·4'i3··Cenfi!r··A·ije:··i·H'Odges·vl'i'r·~··CA·

.'6~Apr:8'5"" ~. ·Dave······ ~. S'er'e'rll'fy' ·CaMPs·lle'S'······· i' 5'S' 'C(;Merce"'8iljd' i' 'ifeifPhI's········ ~. 'i'H'
"i~Ajjr~Ss"'i"Daije""'j"Prl'vafe"Fl'shrriij;"'j'nc:'·j··a7654··Andrews··CO·j··Chl'cago·······j··jL·

"i i'~"a'y:8'5" ~. ·Daije······ i' 'Qiie'S'fCir's';"'j ·rlc·:················1'·i'sis' Br·o·adway .. ··· .. ~. s·iisfofl········· i' ·itA·

::

::?~~:~:~:~~:~:::r~:~~~:::: +:~~~Jij,: :~(~:~~~:;:: :~~:~;: :::r~:~J~f.~~I :~If.~~~: r~~:~~:~:~:~:~:: :r~(
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This list is quite different from the previous list, and it is useful
for a different purpose. Because your customer list is arranged
in groups-first all of Alan's customers, then all of Bob's,
and so on-you can quickly see how each of your sales representatives is doing.

RECAP

You use the Field & Sort Settings tool to sort records.
You create the primary sort field by entering the number 1 in
the Sort # column for the field you want to use.
You create secondary and subsequent sort fields also by
entering numbers in the sort column. You can have as many as
five sort fields.
Typing an A or D in the AID column tells Reflex whether you
want the sort to be in ascending.or descending order.
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Often, you will want to find just one record without having to
scroll through all of them. (''What was the July result?") Or you
want to see just a few records that provide the information
you want. ("How have my top salespeople been doing this
year?") Or you want to use a smaller subset of your records
temporarily. ("Let's look at our Boston customers before
deciding on a strategy.") With Reflex, you can look at just the
records you need at any moment.

SEARCH CONDITIONS
You can command Reflex to search for any record or group of
records in your database. You do this by entering conditions
that Reflex uses to identify the records you want to see.
Search conditions identify
specific records among all
of the records in the
database.

Sales $: 350

Sales $: 350

Sales $: 575

Sales $: 575

Sales $: 817
Sales $: 570

SEARCH
Sales $: 250

CONDITION

Sales $: 250

)
Sales $ > $500

FINDING
Find is used to zero-in on a particular record or set of records
while still seeing the whole database in the Views.
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U sing the same conditions, you can create a temporary working
database consisting of only those records that meet the conditions. This is called filtering the database.
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The Filter creates a
working database, setting
aside the other records
temporarily.

Sales $: 350
Sales $: 575
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Sales $: 575

Sales $: 817

In

Sales $: 570

FILTER
)
Sales $: 250

Sales $ > $500

Filtering has no effect on the underlying database; it only
determines which records are displayed and used in the Views.

PART 7

SETTING SEARCH CONDITIONS: FINDING
AND FILTERING
In this part, you'll learn how to set search conditions. You'll use
them to find records that match. Then you'll use the same
conditions to filter the records to create a smaller working database. In this way, you'll isolate different parts of your total
database for closer scrutiny.
You will be using the sample database of the Tyler Canoe
Company's customer list. It is the Custlist file on your Help
disk.
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o Specify search conditions
o Find records that meet the criteria
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Filter the database to see only those records
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SPECIFY SEARCH CONDITIONS
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You start with the customer list on the Help disk. If you are
continuing directly from Part 6, skip the first two steps.
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1. Retrieve Custlist from your
data disk. (lPR)

l>

z

o

"
Ei

2. Open the List View (lVL),
Type R to replace the Form

m
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View

3. Sort the records alphabetically by Name.

Use the Field & Sort Settings
tool (lRF).

N ow you're ready to enter search conditions.
Your customer list provides quite a bit of information. At this
point, you want to find records for customers in Boston who
have purchased more than $20,000 worth of canoes in the past
year.
1. Choose Set conditions
from the Search menu. ISS

The Search Conditions tool
appears, displaying a table
with the database field
names.
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Hethod of entry: 0 Cell Ii Table
Field
i Condition
Date ,., .........................
i
..........
, .. , .... , ..
.~ ......................................... .

19

z
z

(5

u:
Vl

HatIe

Z

o

Address i
i
.~.~~~............i........................... .i
State

i=

(5

• • • • • • • • , . , • • • ' •• ' •• 0"

z
o

U
I
U

c:::

<t:

• • • • , •• " . , •• , • • • • • • • • • • • •

Use: t8l Conditions as Entered 0 Opposite of Conditions

UJ

Vl

IProceed I I Cancel I

19

z

f=

UJ

In

The tool first asks you to indicate how you want to enter the
conditions: Cell or Table. The Table checkbox is already
highlighted, as Reflex assumes that you will usually want that
choice.

2. Press 1~ I.

The cursor moves to the first
condition cell in the table.

To establish the search conditions, you enter information in the
cells next to the field names. As usual in Reflex, you select
the cell first, then type in the condition.

3. Select the condition cell
next to City.

You want to see the records for Boston customers. So you tell
Reflex, in effect, "City equals Boston." Reflex then looks
through the database and makes note of all the records that
meet this condition.
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4. Type in: "Boston"

Type it exactly like this. Reflex
needs the quotation marks to
identify text field entries.

5. Press 1~ I.

Note that Reflex adds another
condition column to the table
(you will use this later).
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6. Use the [IJ key to scroll
the table. Select the condition
cell next to Total Sales and
type: > 20000

Vl

This establishes the condition
"Total Sales greater than
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$20,000. "
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When you enter two or more conditions in the same column in
the table, Reflex understands you to mean "Show me only
the records that meet all these conditions-in this case, those
that have Boston in the City field AND a number greater
than 20,000 in the Total Sales field." A condition entered into a
different column causes Reflex to use OR.
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Because both search
conditions are in the same
column, a record must meet
both conditions to pass.
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I1ethod of entry: 0 Cell r81 Table
Field
1Condition 10R
Hatle
Address 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 11, . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . " " . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .

1

. . . . . . . . . . . . 101 . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . "

1

....... .

~.~~~ ••••••••••• ).• ~~~~~~ ••••••••••1••••••••••••••••••••••••••• )
State 1
1
1
Zip
1
!
!

•

.............. , .... ' .......... '., ..... ' ............. '0 ..... ' ....... " ....... .

)~~~:c~~:c_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::)

Use: r81 Conditions as Entered 0 Opposite of Conditions

I Proceed I I Cancel I
7. Press~.

Notice that ~ takes you
out of the table to the next
pair of checkboxes, skipping
the cells between.

Reflex gives you a choice between using the conditions you
have established, or their opposite. This provides you a way to
see all the records that don't meet the conditions. At present,
we want to use these conditions, so we will select the specified
checkbox.

8. Press 1~ I.

The cursor moves to Proceed.

9. Press 1 ~ 1 to proceed.

The Search Conditions tool
disappears.
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You have established your search conditions. As yet, the List
View is just as you have left it. You now have two choices:
you may either find these records or filter the database to make
only these records visible. Let's do both, one at a time.
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FIND SPECIFIC RECORDS
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Now that you have established your search conditions, you can
find records that meet them. To do this, you choose Find
Record from the Search menu (/SF), or use the Find key l.:][J.
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1. Press 1Home I.

This selects the first record in
your database.

2. Press C£:[J.

Reflex highlights the first record that meets the conditions
you have established.
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3. Press
times.

C£:[J several more

Each record for Boston customers with total sales greater
than $20, 000 is highlighted in
succession.

FILTER TO MAKE A WORKING DATABASE
To see a list consisting of only the records you want, you need
to apply the filter. You can either choose Apply Filter from
the Search menu (lSA), or press the Filter key []LJ C£:[J.
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1. Press ~ C£:[J.

Instantly, Reflex changes the
list to include only the records
that meet your filter conditions. Notice the "Filt" indicator on the message line.

2. Press 1Home I.

This brings you to the top of
the list.
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The Filtered List.
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You have created a smaller working database-a subset of the
whole. As long as the filter is applied, Reflex treats the
working database as the current database. Only these records
show in the views. Note that your full database is still in the
computer's memory; it just isn't showing. Reflex has temporarily set aside the records that do not meet the search conditions.
REMOVING THE FILTER
To remove the filter, choose
Remove Filter from the Search
menu (/SR) or press the Filter
key CQ:J [TIJ again.

Your database is once more
complete. All the records are
visible in List View.

THE OR COLUMN

Let's go back and examine an additional way of using the
Conditions tool.
1. Choose Set Conditions
again from the Search menu.
ISS

2. Select the Condition cell in
the third column (headed OR)
on the Rep field row.
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3. Type in "Bob" and press

a:
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The modified search
conditions. You have added
an OR to the conditions.

VI

z

"Bob"

I Vi~

Edit

Print IF i ll?

REcords

Hethod of entry: 0 Cell ~ Table
Field
! Condition ! OR
Date

a

f=

(5

z

a
u

Be sure to use quotation
marks.

Search

! 00

:~::::::::::::::(:::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I
U

Hatte
....................................................................
" ...... , ... ,.................... , .. .
Address !
!
!
...........................................................
, ............. , ................. " ......... , ..
.~.~~~"""." . .l..~~~~~~." ........... "........... "................ ".................. .
State
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Use:

~

Conditions as Entered 0 Opposite of Conditions

IProceed I I Cancel I
Your new conditions allow more records to pass the filter. Now
Reflex will search for records that meet the conditions either
in the first column or in the second column (or both)-in
this case, those that are in Boston AND have more than $20,000
total sales, OR that show Bob as sales rep (no matter what
city or how much total sales).
Note that when you entered a condition in the OR column,
Reflex automatically added another OR column. Reflex always
provides up to 10 columns for conditions.
4. Press ~ twice to select
Proceed, then press

I (---11.
5. Choose Apply Filter from
the Search menu (/SA) to see
your new working database.
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Here is a list of logical operators you can use to enter conditions.
A complete list appears in Reference A.

>
>=
<
<=
<>
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equals
greater than
greater than or equal to
less than
less than or equal to
not equal to
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RECAP
Use the Search Conditions tool to establish search conditons.
Find successive records that meet the conditions by choosing
the Find command (/SF) or by pressing the Find key [£[J.
Filter the records by choosing Apply Filter (lSA) or by pressing
the Filter key ~ Q[J. Remove the Filter by choosing
Remove Filter (/SR) or by pressing ~ []I] again.

PARTS
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Z

CHANGING THE LIST AND PRINTING
You often need a quick printout of the information you're
working with. In this part, you arrange columns in the List
View of your customer list to show exactly the information you
want. And then you get a quick printout of this data.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

o Insert and delete columns of information in the List View
o Print out a list of your customers
CHANGE THE LIST VIEW DISPLAY
You can display all the columns, some of the columns, or none of
the columns in the List View. And you can arrange the
columns in any order you like. Changing the List View display
makes it possible to get many different lists from one set of
records.
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In this part, you still use the Tyler Canoe Company customer
list (Custlist). If you are continuing directly from the previous
part, skip the first two steps.
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1. Retrieve Custlist from your
data disk.
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2. Open the List View, replac-
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ing the Form View, if
necessary.

u

3. Remove any Filters.
ISR

z
«
:r:

Now you're ready to change the display. You want your list of
customers to display the sales rep next to the customer
name and to show the last date of purchase and the amount.
DELETING COLUMNS

The first thing to do is delete the columns you don't want.
(Don't worry, the information remains in the database. Reflex
only removes it from the List View temporarily.)
1. Select any cell in the
Address column.
2. Choose Column Select
from the Edit menu (lEe) or
press the Column key

The entire Address column is
highlighted.

[HJ.
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3. Press 1 Del I.

The Address column disappears, and the display adjusts.
The City column is now
highlighted.

4. Press

1

Dell again.

The City column disappears
and the State column is
highlighted.

5. Press

1

Dell again.

The State column disappears,
and the Zip column is
highlighted.

6. Press

1

Dell again.

Now the Zip column disappears. Your List View looks
like the illustration below.
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The modified List View.
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To un-select a column, press CO or IT] and the cursor
returns to the heading cell, or press 1 Esc 1 and the cursor
returns to the row it was on before the column selection.
MOVING A COLUMN

N ow that you have removed the columns you don't need, you
are ready to rearrange the remaining columns. First you insert
a blank column to the left of the Rep column, and then you
enter the column name you want to put there.
1. Select the Rep column
(press

[HJ

2. Press 1

if necessary).
Ins

I.

A highlighted blank column
appears to the left of the
Rep.

3. Press CI].

The column highlight disappears, and only the column
heading cell is selected.

4. Type: Name

The Name column, with all
the names listed, appears to
the left of the Rep column.

and press

1~ I.

5. Make the new Name
column wider. IES
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The List View, ready to be
printed.

25-Jan-85l Baltic Boating

1,358.88
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You now have a complete list of your customers, sales reps, last
date of purchase, and total amount of sales. This is the list
you will print out.

NOTES ON ARRANGING THE LIST VIEW
To restore any column you have deleted, enter the field name in
a blank column heading.
To restore all the deleted columns, choose Show All Fields
from the List menu (lLS). You may need to readjust your
column widths to show all the data.
To replace one column with another, enter the new field name
in the column heading. The old column is deleted and replaced
with the new column.
To delete all the columns at once (leaving one blank column
remaining), choose Window Clear from the Edit menu (lEW).
WARNING
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If you press the Row key
[]D, you will select an entire
row. If you then press
I Del I, you will delete the
record on that row. Unlike
a column, you can't get a row
back; it has been permanently
deleted from the database.
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PRINT THE CONTENTS OF THE LIST VIEW
Make sure your printer is attached to your computer, plugged
in, turned on, and supplied with paper. Consult the manual
supplied by the manufacturer for directions.
The Global Settings tool contains checkboxes for automatic linefeed, serial or parallel printers, and which port you have
attached the printer to. When you set up your printer, choose
Global Settings from the Print/File menu (/PG), and enter
the correct settings. Then choose Save Settings from the Global
Settings menu to make these settings permanent.
The following procedure is for obtaining a quick print-out of
information from the List View. (The steps are the same
for the Form and Crosstab Views.) The Report View provides
many additional features for customized reports. The Graph
View uses the special Graph Print program.
When you are finished arranging the List View to your
satisfaction (including changing the column widths to display
the information), you are ready to print it out. Reflex prints
only the columns that are currently part of the List. It prints all
the records in the working database, not just those shown on
the screen at one time.
USING THE PRINT SETTINGS TOOL

You use the Print Settings tool to add a title to the information
and to tell Reflex how you want it printed.
Choose Print from the Print/
File menu. IPP

The Print Settings tool is
displayed.
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Ed it

PrintlF i IE!
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&!l::m-ds

Searth

Opt ions

PRINT SETTINGS

0....

o

Title Line 1
Title Line 2
Output:
1&1 To Printer 0 To Disk File
Margins: Left [JJ Right
Top [JJ BottO/1 C!J
Page Length
~
Setup String c:=J
Paper Feed:
r&1 Cont inuous 0 Single sheet
Print FrO/1 Page [JJ To D!J
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I Print I

IPut Away I

I CMlCeI I

As you can see, the Print Settings tool provides cells for quite a
bit of information. The entries displayed are default valuesa standard set of instructions that will fit most cases. If your
printer or page size requirements are different, you can change
them as we go along.

The cursor highlights Title Line 1. You can enter up to 50
characters in each of the title lines.

1. Type:
Tyler Company Customers
Press 1~ I.

2. If you want to, add a second title line, perhaps

This title will appear on the
first page of your print-out,
centered at the top.
This line will appear, centered,
directly under the first line.

From the Sales Department
Press 1~ I.

The Output: To Printer. . . To Disk File line allows you to use
the printer or to "print" the output to a file on a disk. You
want to use the printer now, so you don't need to change the
default value.

3. Press 1~ I.

This enters the printer instruction and moves the cursor to
the next set of cells.

The left and right margins are measured in character widths,
or spaces. The numbers entered in the cells answer the
question, "How many spaces from the left edge of the paper do
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you want the margin?" The default values are for standard
8% by 11 inch paper. If you want to change them, do so now;
otherwise, continue.
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4. Press 1 ~ 1 twice.

--i

This takes you past the right
margin cell and selects the
top margin cell.

I
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The top and bottom margins are measured in rows. (One row
equals one line of printing.) The number for the top margin
tells the printer how many lines to leave blank at the top of the
paper. The number for the bottom margin tells the printer
how many lines to leave blank at the bottom. Again, change the
default values if you want to, or go on.

5. Press 1 ~ 1 twice.

This takes you past the bottom margin cell and selects
the page length cell.

The standard page length is 66 lines. If you have odd-sized
paper, change this setting (6 lines to the inch).

6. Press 1~ I.

This selects the setup string
cell.

The setup string cell enables you to send a string of instructions
to your printer for special types of print-boldface, compressed
print, etc. Right now, we are not going to do anything special,
so leave this cell blank.

7. Press 1~ I.

This selects the checkbox for
continuous feed paper.

Your printer paper is either continuous or single sheet. You
need to tell Reflex what kind of paper is being fed into your
printer.

8. Select the proper Paper
Feed checkbox for your
printer setup and press 1~ I.

This selects the Print From
Page checkbox.

Print From Page . . . To . . . tells the printer the range of
pages to print. Right now, you want to print all the records,
leave the default selection.
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9. Press I ~ I twice.

This selects the Print cell.

10. Ready? is your printer
turned on? Press I ~ I.

Your printer goes to work.
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When your printer is finished printing, put away the Print tool.
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11. Select Put Away and
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The Print tool disappears.
Your previous display is on the
screen.

Arranging columns of information for printing is a basic feature
of Reflex. The Report View provides an even greater array
of display and calculation options for custom reports.

NOTES ON PRINTING
When the Print Settings tool is open, use the Save Settings
command from the Options menu to make permanent the
instructions you enter in this tool (does not apply to the title
lines). This makes the current instructions the default
instructions.
The I Ctrl II ~ I key combination takes you directly to Print
in the Print Settings tool. It is exactly like selecting the
Print cell and then pressing I ~ I. Use it when you are certain
that the remaining instructions are correct.
Printing the Form View prints one record at a time.

RECAP
Select a column by choosing Column Select from the Edit menu
(/ES) or press the Column key

[HJ.

Insert a column to the left of the selected column by choosing
Insert from the Edit menu (lEI) or press I Ins I.
Delete the selected column by choosing Delete from the Edit
menu (lED) or press I Del I.
Enter a field name in a column heading to cause Reflex to
display that column.
To Print the contents of a View, choose Print from the Print/
File menu (/PP), fill out the instructions, and Proceed.
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In this part, you will learn the different ways of editing the
database you have created. You will make changes to the
records on your customer list.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

o Edit the contents of a field
o Add and delete a record
o Add field names to change the form and the database
EDIT FIELD CONTENTS
Retrieve the Tyler2 file from the Help disk.
1. Choose Retrieve File from
the Print/File menu. IPR

The Retrieve File tool appears.

2. If necessary, enter: A: in
the Directory box.
3. Press WQJ, select Tyler2
and then proceed.

The first record of your mailing list appears in Form View.

4. Open the List View and
split the screen vertically. IVL

You are ready to begin editing
your records.

Adirondacks Expeditions has changed its name to Adirondacks
Adventures. To change the name in your records, you select
the field with the information in it, edit the field contents, and
then enter the changed field contents.
1. Press 1Home I.

This selects the first field in
your first record. Adirondacks
Expeditions is displayed in the
edit line on your screen.
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The first field in the first
record has been selected.
Note that the field contents
are displayed in the edit
line.

Records

NaMe: Adirondacks Expeditions

Z

i=

Address: III AStreet

is
UJ

City: Albany
State: NV

Zip Code: 98881

2. Press Q[J.

Search

List

mg

111
r
;'iri"B"S'f;: ,

"Crenshaw"s"Canoel'ng""""'1"333"c''S'fr:'
' O'erirlY'' s' DeefJs'ea'' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1' 44'4' 'D'S'f;:'
::~~d:~::~(~~::f(~~(ij?::::::::::r~(~FI

This puts Reflex in the Edit
mode. You will be able to
make changes to the contents
of the selected field.

Notice that Reflex has inserted an apostrophe before
Adirondacks. This indicates that the entry is a text field, not a
date or numeric field.
In the Edit mode, a small cursor sits just to the right of the
field contents in the edit line. (It also appears in the same
position in the cell.) By using ~ and ~ keys, you
highlight individual characters in Adirondacks Expeditions.

3. Use the ~ key to move
the cursor until it is on the E
in Expeditions.
4. Type in: Adventures

The cursor movement has no
effect on the contents. (The
(Backspace) key erases them.)
The word appears before
Expeditions.

In the Edit mode, everything you type is inserted where the
cursor sits. You can't type over what is there. You use the
I Del I key to remove unwanted characters.
5. Press

I

Del

I three times.

Watch the edit line at the top

of the screen. The characters
disappear one at a time.
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I key to erase the

1:1

That's quicker.
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of Expeditions.

7. Press I ~

~

I

I.

Your editing changes are now
final. Once you press I ~ I,
you are no longer in Edit
mode. To edit another cell, select it and press [fIJ again.

SPECIAL KEYS IN EDIT MODE

If you change your mind while editing, press the Escape key,
I Esc I. Editing changes made before pressing I ~ I are
ignored, and the field contents remain what they were before
you started. I Esc I also takes you out of Edit mode.
You can use the Backspace key, (Backspace), to erase
characters.
The Tab key, ~, moves you through the edit line five
spaces at a time. I .0 II~ I moves to the left, [§J unshifted
moves to the right.

I
The Delete key, I

The Insert key,

Ins
Del

I, inserts a space.
I, deletes the selected character.

EDITING IS THE SAME IN FORM VIEW

The Edit mode works exactly the same way in Form View and
everywhere else in Reflex. You select the cell you want to
modify and press W].

DELETE A RECORD
Crenshaw's Canoeing has gone out of business, so you need to
delete that record from your mailing list. Deleting a whole
record is done with a menu option. As with all the editing
procedures, you can delete a record in the List View or the
Form View. In the List View:

1. Select any field in the
record for Crenshaw's
Canoeing.

2. Choose Delete Record

The entire record disappears.

from the Records menu. fRO
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Once you delete the record,
it's gone. Of course, it still
exists on your data disk and
the whole file can be retrieved
again. But then you would
have to begin again from the
start of your editing.

To delete the current record in Form View, choose Delete
Record from the Records menu, and the record disappears.

ADD A NEW RECORD
You can add a record between other records in your database.
This inserts a blank record after the current record.
A new customer, Canoes Unlimited, has been added to your
list. It needs to be added after Baltic Boating. To add this
record in the List View:
1. Select any cell in the Baltic
Boating record.

2. Choose Add Record from
the Records menu. IRA

A blank record is added to
the database following Baltic
Boating.

3. Press I Esc I to unselect
the blank row, then type the
information in the proper
fields:
Name:
Address:
City:
State: Zip Code:
Canoes Unlimited 666 Sixth St. Seattle WA
90006

To add a record following the current record in the Form View,
choose Add Record from the Records menu. A blank record
is displayed. Fill it out in the usual way.
INSERT AND DELETE ON THE EDIT MENU

The Insert command on the Edit menu can be used to add a
blank row above the current record in the List View. To insert
a blank row, select the entire row by choosing Row Select
from the Edit menu (/ER), then choose Insert from the Edit
menu (lEI) or press I Ins I.
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This sequence inserts a blank row in the List, Crosstab, and
Report Views.
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Choosing Delete from the Edit menu (lED) or pressing 1 Del I,
deletes the currently selected object, whether row, column, or
field contents.
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CHANGE THE FORM DESIGN
To add more information to the records you are keeping or to
change the arrangement of the field names, you will need
to change the design of your form. To reach Form Design, you
must first make the Form View active.

1. If necessary, make the

Notice that the Form menu is
is added to the menu line.

Form View active with

ffiJ·
2. Choose Design Form from
the Form menu. IFD

All your original field
names are displayed.

I Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Form Design will appear on
the screen, displaying your
original field names.

Search

For"

NaJ\e I

Address
City
State

Zip Code

Line: 883 Col: 887

REARRANGING THE FIELD NAMES

You can use Form Design at any time to modify the form.
Changing the form is exactly like setting it up initially. In this
example we first explain the steps for moving a field name
from one location to another.
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1. Select the Zip Code field
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2. Choose Move Field from
the Form menu. IFM

The message line tells you to
move the cursor to the new
position.

3. Use the arrow keys to

A "shadow" of the selected
cell moves to the new
location.

move the Zip Code field
down below State.

The "shadow" shows the
new location of the cell.

Use the arrow keys to move
the cursor to the field name.
Notice that in Form Design,
the arrow keys move you only
one space or one line at a
time, not from field to field.
The cell contents appear on
the edit line.

Zip Code

I Uiews

Edi t

PrintlFi Ie

Records

Search

FOrti

Hat!e

Address
Cit!:!
State

~

Line: 811 Col: e81
Use arrow keys to position, then ENTER
4. Press I ~

I.

The field name is moved to its
new location.

[m] If you have a mouse, you can move the field name with
it. In Form Design, put the pointer on the field name you want
to move and press-and-hold the left button. While still holding
down the button, move the pointer to the new location. A
"shadow" cell accompanies the pointer. When it is where you
want it, release the button. The field name is entered in its new
location.
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ADDING A TITLE TO THE FORM

o

The title will be added as a label, which means that it will
appear on every form, but it won't be a field name. To make
something on the form a label, you type an apostrophe before
the characters in Form Design.
Begin in Form Design.
1. Press 1Home I.

The cursor moves to the upper left corner.

center your title.
3. Type: ·Tyler Customers

The apostrophe tells Reflex
that this is not a field name.

4. Press 1~ I.

This enters the words onto
the form.

EDITING FIELD NAMES

While you're at it, why not erase Code from Zip Code? It's not
really necessary. Changing afield name does not affect the
records in any way.
If you want to change a field
name, edit it, don't delete
it. If you delete a field name,
all the data in that field is
lost.

1. Select Zip Code and press

You are now in Edit mode.

[flJ.
2. Press (Backspace) to remove the word Code and the
space after Zip.
NOTE

-I
I
m
;;0

m

(")

o
;;0
o
V)

2. Press [§J three times to

WARNING

:::::j

Z

G')

Your change is not final until
you press 1~ I.

Reflex will not accept a "trailing" space after a field name, or a
''leading'' space before a field name. Spaces in field names must
be surrounded with valid characters.
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ADDING A FIELD NAME
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a::

You've decided to add Date, Total Sales, and Rep to each
record.

U
w

a::
w

I
I-

19

Z

i=

ow

1. Select Name.

This is the first field name.

2. Choose Insert from the

This inserts a blank line in the
form above the selected field
name.

Edit menu (lEI) or press

I

Ins

I.

3. Position the cursor at the
left edge of the form, above
Name.

4. Type: Date
Press I ~ I.

This is where you will type
your new field name.
As usual, there is no need to
add a colon (:). Reflex automatically adds it for you in
Form View.

5. Press I Ins I to insert another blank row above Name.
6. Position the cursor several
spaces to the right of Date
and type: Rep

Be sure to leave enough room
for the date between the two
new field names.

7. Press
I

1 End 1 and then
~ 1 twice to position the

cursor at the bottom left of
the Form Design screen, and
type: Total Sales
Press I ~ I.

8. Choose Exit Design from
the Form menu and take a
look. (/FE)

The screen displays the current record in Form View,
with the title and the three
(empty) fields. The current record has not changed while
you worked in Form Design.

9. Make the List View active

The new columns are added
on the far right side of the
List View.

[£[J, and scroll it to see the
added columns.

You may wonder why you have added these new fields to your
mailing list. You certainly wouldn't print the date of purchase
or the sales rep on a mailing label.

As you have seen in the Sort and Search parts, it is very useful
to have these extra fields. You are able, for example, to send
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a mailing to customers who have purchased canoes recently, or
to all customers for a particular sales representative.
When you print out the mailing labels using the Report View,
you will be able to choose which fields to print and to leave
out the unneccessary information.

m
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Z
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m
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NOTES ON EDITING
In Form Design: Choosing Insert from the Edit menu or
pressing I Ins I inserts a blank line above the selected location. Choosing Delete from the Edit menu or pressing I Del
deletes the selected object or, if no object is selected, deletes
an entire blank line. Reflex will not allow you to delete a
line with a field name on it.

RECAP

To edit cell contents, select the cell and press lliJ. Change the
contents in the edit line and press I ~ I.
To insert or delete a record, select any cell in the record you
want. Choose Add Record or Delete Record from the Records
menu.
You can add or change field names at any time without affecting
the information in the database.
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LOOKING AHEAD
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The Advanced Tutorial introduces the remaining Reflex Views
and explains methods of analysis. The skills you have
developed in the Basic Tutorial will be put to use in the following
chapter.
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The Advanced Tutorial is devoted to introducing many of the
features that make Reflex The Analytic Database System.
It will also help you improve the skills you learned in the Basic
Tutorial.

o

....J
W

u::::

ow

~
::J
~

Part 1, Calculated Fields
Shows you how to calculate information in some fields based on
information in others.

l5

Part 2, Making a Graph
Explains how to graph information in the database.
Part 3, Using Crosstabs for Analysis
Explains how to use crosstabs for numeric summaries of your
data.
Part 4, Planning
Shows you how to set up a hypothetical database using the
Vary tool and how to do what-if? analyses.
Part 5, Using the, Report View
Explains how to set up a mailing list and a sales report.

REFLEX CONCEPT

CALCULATED FIELDS
By entering a formula, you can use information you already
have to calculate new information. Reflex can calculate
the value of any field based on values in other fields on the
same record. To create such a calculated field, you simply
select the field and enter the formula. Reflex does the calculation and displays the result. You can use formulas to cut
down both the number of manual calculations and the number
of entries you have to make in your records.

Calculated fields. Reflex
uses a formula to calculate
field values from values in
other fields.

4-2

Revenue: $690
Cost: $500
Profit: $190
Commission: $19
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FORMULAS

()

»

()

Normally, formulas contain numbers, field names, built-in
functions, and operators. An operator tells Reflex to multiply,
divide, add, or subtract. For example, the formula for
Commission equals 10 percent of Profit would be written:
Commission

=

.10 * Profit

The illustration shows how it would look typed into the
Commission field. Note that you don't have to type in the
Commission part of the formula. When you type the formula
into the Commission field, Reflex displays the result in that
field.
A calculated field. Reflex
calculates the value for the
Commission field as 10
percent of the value in the
Profit field.

=,19 *Profit.
Uiews Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

ForK

Sales Report
Date: 11/28/84
Salesrep: John
AMount: $574,99
Cost: 386,B9
Profit: 188,99
COMMission: =,19 *Profit.

Here is what happens: Reflex looks at the Profit field contents,
in this case a numeric value, multiplies it by .10, and displays
the result in the Commission field.
A formula entered on one record is used on every record in the
database. The same calculation is performed for every record,
automatically.

MODELS
Any field can be a calculated field, depending for its value on
values in other fields. Typically, of course, calculations are
performed on numeric fields. When several fields are linked
together by formulas, the result is often called a model. Models
4-3
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are representations of relationships between pieces of information. In the following example of a model, all fields are linked
directly or indirectly to the Cost field:
FIELD

EXPLANATION

FORMULA

Cost

You enter data.

Price

Cost

* 1.60

Price is 60 percent
more than cost.

* .10

Commission is 10
percent of price.

Commission

=

Price

% Margin

=

(1 - Cost/Price)

* 100

Percent margin is a
percentage of price.

Profit

Price - Cost

Profit is price minus
cost.

Net Profit

Profit - Commission

The Company's net
profit is profit
minus commission.

When you enter information in the Cost field, Reflex calculates
the values for all the other fields immediately. Whenever you
change the value of the Cost field, the values in the other fields
are recalculated.

WHAT-IF?
You can use models to answer important what-if questions
about your business. What if inflation goes up? How will that
rise affect costs, profits, schedules? What if profits grow? How
will that growth affect taxes and staffing? Any time you can
model the relationship between values, you can turn out results
based on hypothetical futures.
For example, look back to the model above based on the Cost
field. When you supply a variety of possible cost figures,
the model instantly shows how those different costs affect all
the other figures. Finally, you can make a few simple changes in
the formulas themelves to see the results of changing price or
commission policies.
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MORE COMPLEX FORMULAS

(")

l>

(1

In addition to numbers, field names, and the +, -, *, and I
operators, a formula can contain built-in functions and
logical operators: greater than, less than, greater than or
equal to, and the like. A formula such as
@IF (Cost> 100,250, Cost * 2.5)
tells Reflex to choose between two values, returning 250 if the
value in the Cost field is greater than 100, or Cost times 2.5
if the value in the Cost field is equal to or less than 100.

PART 1

CALCULATED FIELDS
In this part, you enter formulas to calculate values in one field
based on values in other fields.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

o
o

Enter simple formulas to calculate field
values using field names and numbers.
Enter a more complex formula using @IF.

ENTER SIMPLE FORMULAS
So far you have been using a customer list database. Now we
turn to the kinds of records often used to keep track of the
current state of business. For this lesson, we have prepared a
sample monthly sales record for the Tyler Canoe Company.
Begin by retrieving the Salesrep file from the Help disk.
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Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

ForM

Tyler Canoe COMPany
Monthly Sales Report
Date:

~

Rep: Alan
Product: Paddles
Quantity: 81
Sales $: $6,558
Avg Price:

$81

Unit Cost: $77
Total Cost: $6,237
The Form View displays the first record, which contains the
fields Date, Rep, Product, Quantity, Sales $, Average Price,
Unit Cost, and Total Cost. You are going to add two new fields:
$ Margin (dollar margin), and % Margin (percent margin).
Mter the fields are added, you will enter formulas to calculate
the values for the new fields.
ADDING FIELD NAMES IN FORM DESIGN

As you remember, you need to return to Form Design to add
field names:
1. Choose Design Form from
the Form menu. IFD
2. Select a convenient location on the screen, then type
in: $ Margin I ~ I.
3. Select another location
and type in: % Margin
I~I.

The two new fields have been
added to your records.

4. Choose Exit Design from
the Form menu. IFE

The Form View appears.

You have added two new fields to the records, but there is no
information in them yet. When you enter formulas, Reflex will
calculate the information.
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WHAT DOES A FORMULA LOOK LIKE?

n

To see what a formula looks like on the Reflex screen, select
the Avg Price field and look at the edit line.

h

l>

c

~

m

The Avg Price field is a
calculated field.

Records

Search

o
-n
m
r

For",

o

V'I

Tyler Canoe COMpany
Monthly Sales Report
Date: Jan-85
Rep: Alan
Product: Paddles
Quantity: 81
Sales $: $6,558
Aug Price: t1lJ]

$ Margin:

Unit Cost: $77

Yo

Margin:

Total Cost: $6,237
As you can see, the field value displayed in the window area is
a number, while the value displayed in the edit line is a
formula: = Sales $ / Quantity. When we set up the sample
database, we used a formula to calculate the values in this field.
The average price is always the total sales divided by the
quantity.

ENTER YOUR OWN FORMULA
The first formula you will enter is the formula for the $ Margin.
The dollar margin is the difference between the total cost and
the total sales dollars.
The general rule for entering formulas is: Select the field, type
in the formula, and press 1 ~ 1 or select another field. This
rule is just like entering a value, except you enter a formula.
1. In Form View, select the

$ Margin field and type:
= Sales $ - Total Cost
2. Press 1~ I.

The = tells Reflex that the
entry is a formula.
The calculation is performed.

N ow all the records have calculated values in the $ Margin
field.
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If Reflex beeps at you when you try to enter a formula, there's
something wrong. Reflex automatically puts you in Edit
mode so you can make any necessary changes.

~

o Check the spelling of the field names. Reflex doesn't care

o.....J
W

u::::

~
::J
«
u

about capital letters, but spelling the field names correctly is
critical. Spelling includes spaces between words. If you
made a spelling error, edit what you typed in. Press I ~ I.
Now it should work.
o Because Reflex automatically determines the field type
based on the first entry in a field, it is possible to mis-type a
field as a text field if you forget to enter the equals sign in
front of a formula. You want this field to be a numeric field.
To change the field type:
1. Choose Field & Sort from
the Records menu. IRF
2. Select the cell in the Type
column on the line for the
field.
3. Press [lIQJ and then select the numeric field type.
USING CHOICES

Experienced users have found that the Choices key IT!QJ is
helpful in entering formulas. Mter you type =, press the
Choices key to dislay a list of current field names. Use the
OJ and [IJ to scroll the list. When the field name you
want to use in your formula is highlighted, press I ~ I. The
field name is entered in the formula just as if you had typed it.
You can use the Choices key as often as necessary while
entering a formula.
ENTER THE SECOND FORMULA

For your second formula, use the List View. You will see how
quickly Reflex calculates values.
Open the List View (/VL).
Press I ~ I to replace the
Form View.

Your second formula is the percent margin. The dollar margin
is the amount the Tyler Canoe Company makes on each
sale. The percent margin is the relationship between the dollar
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margin and the price. For example, if you sell for $10 something that cost you $7, your margin is $3, which represents 30
percent of the total sales dollars.

n

So the formula you want to write is:

o
"'T1
m
r

% Margin = $ Margin / Sales $

* 100

This alerts Reflex that you are
entering a formula.

=
2. Press ITIQ], the Choices
key.

A list of field names is displayed. $ Margin is already
selected.

3. Press 1 ~ I.

$ Margin is displayed in your
formula.

4. Type 1 Space 1 [LJ

~
m

Vl

N ow enter the formula, this time using Choices.
Margin column and type in:

r)

c

o

Why times 100? To see the result as a percent, rather than a
decimal (e.g., 30 rather than .3).

1. Select any cell in the %

»

1 Space I.

The spaces are optional. They
make the formula easier to
read.

5. Press ITIQ], move cursor
down to select Sales $, press

The choice list scrolls as you
move the cursor down.

I~I.

6. Type in the rest of the formula: * 100

Put spaces on either side of
the * if you like.

7. Press 1 ~ I.

Reflex calculates values for
the % Margin field on every
record.

We have gone carefully through using the choice list in formulas
because you will often find it useful. It is faster than typing
for most field names, and it prevents typing errors.

SETTING DISPLAY FORMATS
Both the $ Margin and % Margin fields display their values as a
series of numbers, without commas; and the % Margin values
are more precise than we need. To set the display formats
for these fields, we will use the Field and Sort Settings tool.
4-9
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1. Choose Field & Sort Settings from the Records menu.
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2. Move the cursor down
and across to select the Format cell for the $ Margin
field.

u
-l

«
u

The table will scroll as you
move the cursor down.

lliQJ to displaya choice list of numeric
display formats.
3. Press Choices

4. Select Currency and press
I~I.

Currency is entered in the format cell, and the precision is
automatically set to 2.

5. Press ~ to select the

This database uses only whole
dollars, so we don't need the
digits following the decimal.

Precision cell, and type
Press 1~ I.

o.

6. Select the Format cell for
% Margin.
7. Use Choices lliQJ to set
the format to Fixed, and
change the Precision to o.

8. Press ~ to select the
Proceed cell and press

1~ I.

The List View returns to the
screen.

You have changed the display formats for the two new fields,
making them easier to read on the screen.
NOTE

The display format has no influence on any calculations
performed. Reflex always calculates based on 15 digits of
significance.

ENTER A MORE COMPLEX FORMULA
So far you have seen fairly straightforward examples of formulas calculating field values in your records:
Avg Price = Sales $ / Quantity
Total Cost = Unit Cost * Quantity
$ Margin = Sales $ - Total Cost
% Margin = $ Margin / Sales $ * 100
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Now you will enter a more complex formula that uses a built-in
function.
A built-in function is an internal calculator, used by Reflex to
perform in place of or as part of formulas. Built-in functions
begin with the @ symbol. The function name identifies
the kind of calculation to perform. With only a few exceptions,
all functions are followed by an argument (enclosed in
parentheses). The argument acts as a direction to the function,
giving it specific values to operate on. If a function has more
than one argument, each argument is separated from the next
by a comma. The function you use in this tutorial is of this type.
USING @IF

@IF uses a search condition to determine which of two values
will be the result. In the following steps, you use @IF to
calculate two different commission rates for your sales records,
depending on how much the % Margin is.
Here is the format:
@IF(search condition, result 1, result 2).
This is sometimes called if-then-else: If a record meets the
search condition, then result 1 is used, or else (if the record does
not meet the condition) result 2 is used.
We will now go through it step by step.
To encourage your salespeople to sell higher-margin products,
you pay commissions on a sliding scale. Their standard commission is 10 percent of the Sales $. But if the % Margin is above
35 percent, their commission goes up to 15 percent of the
Sales $.
The formula for calculating the commission is:
Commission = @IF(% Margin> = 35, Sales $ * .15,
Sales $ * .1)
This formula can be read as follows: "The commission equals
one of two values: If the % Margin is greater than or equal
to 35 percent, then the commission is .15 times the Sales $; else
(otherwise) the commission is .1 times the Sales $."
First, of course, you need to add a field for Commission.
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1. Go to the Form Design
screen and type in:
Commission

When you have added the
field, leave Form Design.

2. In the Form View or List
View, select the Commission
field and enter:

Remember, you can use
Choices for the field names.

= @IF(% Margin >= 35, Sales $ * .15, Sales $ * .1)
3. Press 1~

I.

Reflex now calculates the value in the Commission field
automatically.
The commission formula
returns a value in the
Commission field.

Fom
Tyler Canoe COMPany
Monthly Sales Report
Date: Jan-85
Rep: Alan

Product: Paddles
Quantity: 81
Sales $: $6,558
Price: $81
Unit Cost: $n

Y.

Total Cost: $6,237

COMission:

Avg

$ Margin: $313

Hargin: 5
~

If yau make a mistake, Reflex will beep and place you in the
Edit mode. The cursor will move to a position near the error.
Read the formula carefully, comparing it to the version printed
here. One common error is to put a space between> and =.
This disrupts Reflex's understanding; change it to > =. Spaces
are important within field names also.
ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS POSSIBILITIES
Your additional information reflects the company's actual
business even more closely than the original "raw" data. You
have not only the sales records for the month, but also the
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dollar and percent margin figures, and a record of the commissions earned by each of the salesreps on the month's sales.
You are now in position to analyze your information for better
understanding.
The next two lessons use the Graph View and the Crosstab
View to analyze the information in this database.

NOTES ON CALCULATED FIELDS
Reflex knows you are entering a formula when you begin your
entry with =, +, or @. You can edit any formula by selecting
the cell and pressing [ill.

o Global constants: Enter the same value in a field on every
record with a formula. = 145, for example, will enter

o
o

145 in every record.
Delete a formula: You can delete a formula with = I ~ I or
delete the formula from the Field & Sort Settings tool.
Override a formula: Entering a value without an = sign will
override the formulaJar that recard only and it is called a
local value. If you then delete a local value, the formula will
again calculate a value for the field.

RECAP
You enter a formula in a field, just as if you were entering a
number or a word.
The formula uses numbers, field names, operators, and built-in
functions.
Reflex calculates the field value based on the formula you have
entered.
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REFLEX CONCEPT

THE GRAPH VIEW
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The Reflex Graph View gives you another way of looking at
the information in your database.

I
I-

The Reflex graph is designed to enable you to do graphic
analysis. To make a graph, you simply specify the x-axis field
and the y-axis fields. Menu options offer display and calculation
choices. Reflex provides five types of graph: scatter graph,
line graph, bar graph, cumulative (stacked) bar graph,
or pie chart.
Graphs make data come
alive.

Profit

I Uiews

Edit

PrintlFi Ie

Records

Search

Graph

Type

'1. 1

299

159

1ge

59

9

.Revenue

IICost

Elmo

INSTANT SUMMARY-TO-DETAIL
Unlike conventional graphs, the Reflex Graph View isn't
simply a static display. They are analytic graphs. You can use
the graph to select points of interest. For instance, suppose you
see a high point, such as a portfolio with particularly good
returns. Select that point on the graph, and Reflex shows the
detailed record behind it in the Form or List View.
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Uiews
FOR"

Edit

Records

PrintlFile

Graph

Search

-t

Type

I

m

.j.1

G)

~

Inuestttent Port

"I

8,6

"onth: 2/81/84
Portfolio: First Cit

8,5

Return: B,41
Code: 336

B,3

<
m
:E

8,4

B,2

Contact: SMith

B,l
B,B

287 232 232 3m 314 336 355 361
9 Return

II

I

Code

GRAPH SUMMARIES
When you graph individual records, Reflex displays each value.
You may also graph summaries: totals, averages, counts,
minimums, maximums, variances and standard deviations.
Name

Graph with sum. Reflex
adds up all the values for
the x-axis entries.

Amount

Alan

5

Cathy

3

,...--

r-

TOTAL

,...--

Bob

7

Alan

2

Alan

1

Bob

6
5

7

3

Cathy

4

+

+

+

2

6

4

Alan

2

+

+

+

Bob

3

1

3

6

Cathy

6

)

Alan

Bob

Cathy

+
2
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GRAPH FOR EACH: THE V-AXIS
Field values displayed on the y-axis can be instantly divided
into categories based on unique entries in a field. For example,
if you graph sales over time, you can divide the sales results
into categories for each sales rep. The graph automatically puts
up a separate line or set of bars for each.

PART 2

MAKING A GRAPH
In this part, you learn how to make several graphs from the
records in your database.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

D Make a graph of each sales rep's sales and choose the most

effective display
D See detailed records of significant points
D Change the graph to display totals
D Change the graph by adding another y-axis value

SET UP A GRAPH
To set up a graph in the Graph View, you follow these basic
steps:
1. Enter the field name you want displayed on the x-axis.
2. Enter the field name(s) you want displayed on the y-axis.
3. Choose the type of graph: scatter, line, cumulative bar,
parallel bar, or pie chart.
For this graph, we'll use the monthly sales records of the
Tyler Canoe Company. We have included a database for this
tutorial on the Help disk, under the file name Sales. Retrieve
the Sales file and open the Form View.
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A Monthly Sales Record for
the Tyler Canoe Company.

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Fom

Tyler Canoe COMpany
Monthly Sales Report
Date: mGl
Rep: Alan
Product: Paddles
Quantity: 81

$ Margin: $313

Sales $: $6,558

Avg $ Margin: 4

Avg Price: $81

X Margin:

Unit Cost: $n

COMission: 655

5

Total Cost: $6,237
The Tyler Canoe Company keeps track of sales by date, by
sales representative, and by product. You can see what
the sales records look like by scanning through them with the
[fl] and [][] keys. Now you will graph this information.
1. Choose Graph from the
Views menu, IVG, Press

I ~ I to
The Graph View.

replace.

X-axis Field
Edit

I Uieus
,

PrintlFile

Records

Note that two menu titles
have been added to the menu
line-Graph and Type.

Search

Graph

Type

,I

Graph
area
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When the Graph View is first opened, the X-axis Field name
cell is highlighted. You start by entering a field name.
Whatever field name you put here will determine what appears
on the x-axis of your graph. Because the Choices key ITIQJ
is so useful, we will use it exclusively in the following steps.
However, you can type in the field names instead if you
want to.

2. Press Choices ITIQJ, scroll
down to select Rep, and
press I ~ I.

The x-axis cell becomes Rep.

3. Press [IJ once to select
the first y-axis label cell.

The y-axis label cell sits at the
lower left of the screen.

You fill in the y-axis label cells with field names to determine
what fields appear on the y-axis. There is only one label
cell at present; as soon as you type in a field name, another cell
will appear. You can have as many as eight fields on the y-axis.

4. Press Choices ITIQJ and
select Sales $, then press
I~I.

5. Press ~ once to
select the empty y-axis label
box. Use Choices to enter

Reflex draws a graph of sales
for each record in your
database.
Reflex adds a second line to
your graph.

Total Cost.

Your first graph. This is a
graph of individual records.

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Graph

Type

58888.....-----------------.....,
48e88
3eeee
28eee
188e8

Alan Alan Alan Alan Alan Alan Alan Alan Alan Alan AICil Alan
~
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Reflex has put each entry in the Rep field on the x-axis and
graphed the corresponding Sales $ and Total Cost value in the
form of a line graph.

SEE DETAILED RECORDS FOR
SIGNIFICANT POINTS
There are several things you might want to do next: Scroll the
graph to see more of it; select one of the points on the graph
and see the individual record it represents; split the screen
to see the graph and individual records at the same time;
change the type of graph; change the graph to represent totals
for each Rep; or add another value in the next legend box.
These things can be done at any time. But for now, let's take
them in order.
SCROLLING THE GRAPH

Scrolling in Graph View works as Page Right and Page Left do
in List View.
Use the

I

Ctrl

I Ctrl I ~ and
I GJ keys to scroll

The graph moves to display
more information.

the graph.

The current record is highlighted on the graph. (You can use
the Previous Record [ill and Next Record [ill keys or the
~ and GJ keys to change the current record.)
As you scroll across the graph, notice that Alan's Sales $ line
periodically drops very near or below the Total Cost line. We'll .
select one of those points to see what's happening.
SELECTING RECORDS ON THE GRAPH

Each point on the graph represents a value in a particular
record. By selecting any point, you automatically make that
record the current record. Scroll until one of Alan's below-cost
sales is on the screen. We'll select the record on the graph, then
see the record in the Form View.

CD key 3
times to highlight the current
record in the graph.

1. Press the

The rectangle around the current record is now
highlighted.
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G::J and the

a..

2. Use the

l!J

~ keys to move the high-

~

«

light from point to point until
one of Alan's sales-below-cost
records is selected.

l!J

z

Q

«
~

3. Open the Form View, IVF.
Press 1 ~ 1 to replace the
Graph View.

One of Alan's records appears. He has sold paddles
below cost.

[m] If you have a mouse, you can select a record by putting
the pointer on the record in the graph and clicking the left
button.
SPLITTING AND RESIZING THE SCREEN

Seeing individual records by selecting a point on the graph can
be very useful. To make it even easier, let's split the screen
to display both Graph and Form Views.

1. Open the Graph View,
IVG. Type V to split the

The Graph View is on the
right.

screen vertically.

2. Press [NJ to make the
Form View active.

3. Choose Resize from the
Views menu. IVR
4. Press ~ several times,
until the shadow line is very
close to the left column of
fields in Form View.

5. Press 1 ~

I.

Your previous graph will be
shown on the right. Just
enough of Form View will be
displayed to show the sales
figures on the graph.

Now you can use both views at once, selecting individual
records in the Graph View and seeing all the details in the
Form View. Of course, you can expand the active view at any
time so that it fills the entire screen.
SELECTING ANOTHER RECORD

We'll continue selecting records to see if there is a pattern to
Alan's sales/cost results.
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m:J to make the
Graph View active.

1. Press

2. Select another of Alan's
sales-below-cost records.

The record corresponding
to a point on the graph is
displayed in Form View.

Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Again, it is for paddles.

Records

Search

Graph

Type

FORI1 ------.,,..tni',:lliI'il.I-------------......,
58888.,..-----------..,

Tyler CillO
MOnthly Sa

Date:

48888

~y-85

Rep: Alan

38888

Product: Paddles
Quantity: 85

28888
18888

Sales $: $4,859
A\lg Price: $57
Unit Cost:

8~--.,..--~~-~~~~

Alill Alill Alill Alill Alill Alill Alill

$77

Total Cost: $6,545

9 Sales

$

I

Total Cost

Rep
x'-j---......,

CHANGING THE GRAPH TYPE

When you choose Graph View, Reflex automatically uses a line
graph. However, you can change the type of graph instantly
to suit your needs. The types of graph available appear in
the Type menu.
The Type menu displays
the available graph types.

Uiews

Edit

PrintlFi Ie

Records

Search

Graph
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First, close the Form View
1. Press [£[J, then choose
Close from the Views menu.
IVC

2. Choose Bar from the Type
menu./TB

A bar graph of the same
information.

Uiews

Edit

,,1

PrintlFile

Records

The graph changes to a bar
graph.

Search

Graph

Type

58888
48888
38888

2BBBB
lBBBB
B

.Sales $

DTotal Cost

We'll leave the question of Alan's particular sales records for a
moment, to take a look at some totals. How are sales going
overall?
CHANGING THE GRAPH TO DISPLAY TOTALS

SO far, you have seen individual records displayed on your
graph, one for each record in your database. Reflex can
automatically total the values displayed and graph them for
each sales rep. In fact, the Reflex Graph View can calculate and
display sums, counts, averages, minimums, maximums,
standard deviations and variances.

To graph Totals, use the Graph Options tool:
1. Choose Options from the
Graph menu. IGO

2. Select the Summary cell.
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3. Press ITIQ] to display the
list of Summary Choices.

Notice that the summaries
Reflex will Graph are: sum,
count, average, minimum,
maximum, variance, and standard deviation.
Reflex will total the values
graphed for each x-axis entry.

4. Select @SUM
and press 1~ I.
Proceed.

The graph after Totals has
been chosen.

Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Graph

Type

'j,l

s

358888

u

388888

"

258888
288888
158888
188888
58888

8

lISales $

IITotal Cost SI

Clearly, Alan is doing well. He and Dave are your top sales
reps. When you add another y-axis value, $ Margin, you will be
able to compare how much each rep makes for the company.

5. Select the empty label cell.
6. Press Choices ITIQ] and
select $ Margin from the

Your graph adds a $ Margin
bar.

choice list.
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I

a..

«
0::
'-.9

«

Three y-axis values
graphed with Summary.

'-.9
Z

52

«

Edit

PrintlFi Ie

Records

Search

Graph

Type

358888

S

388888

U

258888

"

~

288888
15BBB8
188888
5BBB8

8

.Sales $

IITotal Cost mImh RT Illi

As you might have expected, the dollar margin figures follow
the sales dollars figures closely. Alan is certainly contributing
his share. Let's look at sales per month.

ENTER SEVERAL V-AXIS VALUES AT ONCE WITH
FOR EACH
Often you will want to see separate lines or sets of bars, based
on different categories in a field-a separate sales line for
each sales rep, or a separate yield line for each product. Using
the For Each command accomplishes this. It creates a
separate y-axis graphfor each value in another field.
Simply enter a new x-axis field to change the graph:
1. Select the x-axis cell and
enter: Date
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Total Sales, Total $ Margin,
and Total Cost by month.

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Graph

Type

388888~-------------------,

S

258888

n

U

28SS88

Your sales are generally rising. Normally, the canoe business is
cyclical, with strong spring and fall seasons. This graph
shows nothing you wouldn't expect. However, you can now
break up the total Sales $ figures into a graph that represents
how each sales rep is performing.

2. Choose For Each from the
Graph menu. IGF

Sales $ For Each Rep.

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Reflex adds a cell for you to
enter which field you want to
use for your categories.

Search

Graph

Type

lsssee

S

SSSS8

n

U

S

a
1

e
s

688S8
48888
28888

..

8

For Each:

BOob

~athy
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3. Enter: Rep

The graph breaks up the total
sales figures into four different bars, one for each sales
rep.

This graph presents a somewhat different story. Alan's sales
have taken off, and Cathy's are moving up. Dave is strong and
steady as usual. But what is happening to Bob? In a time of
rising sales, his are low.
Notice that we display values from the Sales $ field on the yaxis, but that we use the Rep field for the For Each.

FURTHER GRAPHIC ANALYSIS
This part has barely scratched the surface of the Graph View.
You will want to experiment with changing the type to find
the most effective display, entering a new x-axis field and new
y-axis fields and trying different summaries. The Graph
View works like the other views: You select a cell, enter what
you want it to work on, and press 1~ I.
We also recommend applying various filters to the database
with the Search Conditions tool and seeing the effects on
the graph. Graphing values from a working database provides
visual representations of subsets of the records.

NOTES ON GRAPH VIEW
You can add a title to the graph with a Graph menu option. It
will appear centered over the graph.
The Graph Scaling option enables you to override the
automatic scales for the x- and y-axes and establish your own.
Use the Graph Print program on the Report & Utilities
disk to print a Reflex graph.

RECAP
To make a graph, you enter a field name in the X-axis field cell
and in as many y-axis label cells as you need (up to eight).
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You can select a point on the graph and see the record displayed
in the Form View.

VI

You use For Each to create a separate graph line or set of bars
for each unique value in another field.

THE CROSSTAB VIEW
The Crosstab View gives you another way of looking at your
information. It summarizes the data in categories, which
you define. The Crosstab View provides quick and effective
numerical analysis of your records.

WHAT IS A CROSSTAB?

The easiest way to explain a crosstab is with an example. Let's
say you're sitting at your desk with today's sales receipts in
front of you. Each receipt has a product name, a price, and a
sales rep name. What you want is a summary of this information; actually, you want several different summaries.
First, you want total sales. So you go through each receipt and
add up all the prices to get the total. You write it down on
some paper.
Second, you want total sales far each product. So you divide
your receipts into piles, one for each product. Then you go
through each pile, adding up the sales from each receipt. You
write the results in a little chart.
Total sales for each
product.

TOTAL SALES

PROOUCT"" A-

$,

2,700

'PRDDUCIg

$ 2,760

l'RODUC-TC

$ 3, 330

I
m
/I

~
VI

You use Summaries to summarize the values graphed.

REFLEX CONCEPT

-I

-ro-rAL

ie,7'10

Third, you want total sales far each sales rep. So again you
divide your receipts into piles, this time one pile for each sales
rep. Then you go through each pile, adding up the prices.
Again you write the results in a chart.
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TOTAL SALES
SALES REP 1

~2,%5

SALES REP 2

$

$)..,2.40

2,305"

,OTAL

SALES I2.EP4-

SALES REP 3

$

$ 1,890

9,790

Fourth, you make a big chart with intersecting categories so
you can quickly record the total sales for each product for each
sales rep.
One last time you divide your receipts into even smaller piles.
Each of the sales rep piles you divide into a pile for each
product. Then you go through each pile, adding up the prices.
You write the results in the squares on your chart. This
way you can see at a glance how your people and your products
are doing.
TOTAL SALES

A simple cross-tabulation
chart.

SALES REP 1

SALES I2.EP 2

P!2Dvuc..- A

$ 7S0

PlZ.oovcr"l3

!""q 0

il,I':)O

c.

$ q 1.r:>

$555

$2,%5""

$ 2,305'"

'Pl2Ovucr
ALL.

PIZ.ODuC.TS

SALES I2.EP3

.HoO

SALES REP 4-

$ 'fOO

:I> 45"0

$')..,700

$ 2.30

'$ "'f0

$2,7foO

'$740

:'63,330

1,880

i

.$1,110

$

Au...
SALES 12EPS

2,240

i

8,790

Very happy with the result, you think to yourself, "1 wish 1 had
a chart just like this with the average prices." So you go
through each pile again. . .
That's the basic idea of a crosstab.
You define what kind of summary you want (total sales), and
then divide the information into smaller categories (total
sales for each product, total sales for each sales rep), and then
cross the categories in the form of a chart so you can tabulate
even more specific information (total sales for each product
for each sales rep).
Reflex does it for you automatically.

MANY DIFFERENT SUMMARIES
A Reflex crosstab can show more than just total sales. It uses
seven summary functions: @SUM, @AVG (average),
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@COUNT, @STD (standard deviation), @VAR (variance),
@MAX (maximum), and @MIN (minimum).
Sometimes you get information drawn straight from the
database: maximum or minumum values, for example. Often,
though, the summary produces a figure found on no individual
record: sum, average, count, standard deviation, variance.
CROSSTAB ANALYSIS: DISPLAY OPTIONS

The crosstab results can use any of Reflex's numeric display
options-fixed, general, scientific, financial, and currency. You
can set the decimal precision to include as many as 15 digits.
Or the crossstab can display the results as percentages, or
indexes as well.
Because the Crosstab View is so flexible and quick, you can
perform several different analyses in just a few minutes.

PART 3

USING CROSSTABS FOR ANALYSIS
In this part, you use a series of crosstabs to analyze the Tyler
Canoe Company's monthly sales records.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

o Set up a simple crosstab to become familiar with the basic
concept

o Expand the crosstab into a full two-dimensional table that
lets you see the relationships among the parts of your
information
o Use the crosstab to perform several different analyses by
changing the kind of summary function you want to perform

SET UP A CROSSTAB
Setting up a crosstab has two parts:
1. Entering a crosstab Summary function and a field name to
determine the kind of summary you want the crosstab to
calculate.
2. Dividing the data into categories. This is like dividing a
stack of paper records into convenient piles for scrutiny.
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We will cross-tabulate sales by sales rep for each product.
1. Retrieve the Sales file from
the Help disk, if necessary.

This is the same database as
used in the previous tutorial.

Before we get started, let's change some of the display formats
from Currency to Financial. You may notice at times that
numbers are occasionally displayed as a string of asterisks. This
means there's not enough room to display it. You may then
either widen the column (IES) or change the display format to
one which takes less room.
2. Open the Field & Sort Settings tool/RF and choose the
format cell for Sales $ and
use [£1QJ to change it to
Financial.

The format cell displays
financial.

Now we'll introduce a very useful feature-the Ditto feature.
It is used to copy the value from a cell to the one below it.
(It is particularly useful for data entry in the List View.)
3. Press CO to select the
format cell for the Avg Price
field. Enter I I (ditto-double
quote) and press 1~ I.

The Financial format is copied
from the cell above.

4. Repeat step 3 for the next

They are all set to Financial.

3 rows (Unit Cost, Total Cost,
and $ Margin).

5. Open the Crosstab View,
called Xtab on the Views
menu./VX
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I Views

Edit

PrintlFile

SUMary:

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: II.....-.._ _ _ _ _ _ _

.....,j

ALL i

i - Column headings
ALL
:
:
:} Results cells
""".".".""; .. "."" .. " .... ;.. """" .. "".;

:
:
:
I9"·""··············
.. ····,,·,,·····

Row headings

The first cell, the Summary cell, is highlighted, ready for you
to enter the kind of summary you want. The Field cell is where
you will enter the field name you want to use. More columns
and rows will be added as you need them. As the screen stands
when you first see it, you have a small crosstab with one
column heading and one row heading. "All" means that all the
records are considered for that row and that column. The
crosstab begins as a summary of all the records.
6. Press Choices [IT[] and
select @SUM Press 1 ~ \.

The first summary you want
to see is the total sales dollars. The @SUM function wi/l
add all the values in the field
you enter next.

7. With the Field cell selected, press Choices [IT[],
scroll the list of fields, and select Sales $ from the choice
list. Press I ~ I.

@SUM will add all the values
in the Sales $ field across all
the records.

Immediately, your crosstab presents its first result: the total
sales dollars for all records in your database.
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Your first crosstab.
The results reflect what
you have entered in the
Summary and Field cells.

I Views

All

Slmtlary:

Edit

PrintlFile

I@SUH

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: ISales $
All !

~.93.1!.~
.. .i................. .i
.
:

:

:

",., •. '0",,,,1,, .. , •• , ••• ,,.,,'0"0,,,, •••. ,,,,,'0'

Although this is a simple crosstab, the general principle is clear.
The crosstab shows the answer to the question, "What were
the total sales for all products and all sales reps?"
MAKING SMALLER CATEGORIES

Most often you will want to divide a field into categories, one
for each unique entry. To do this, use For Each on the Crosstab
menu.
We will divide the Rep field, creating one column for each.
1. Choose For Each from the
Crosstab menu. ICF
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PI' intiF i le
SlWlary:

Rs.>aJrds

Search

Crosstab

Field: I Sales $
ALL!

~~III"wmilllilll

r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: For Each: 0 CollJlVl ~ Row
Field HaHe

IProceed I I Cancel I

Your first choice is whether you want the sales reps' names
displayed along the top (as column headings) or along the side
(as row headings). Let's put them in column headings across the
top.

o:J and then
~ to select the Column
checkbox and press

2. Press

The cursor moves to the Field
Name cell.

I~I.
3. Enter: Rep

Use Choices or type it in.

4. Proceed.

Your crosstab automatically
expands to show Sales $ for
each sales rep.

Reflex has looked through the entries in the Rep field and has
created one column for each. The results cells display the
total sales for each sales rep.
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Edit
SlINry:

PrintlFile

11ooooo@s_lItt_......

Records

Search

Cross tab

Field: ISales $

Rep

i "A lan" i 18ob" i "Cathy" i l'I)ave" i

AlL i

.

.

~"~!4~,,LI,~,!?1,3,
,,~,!~,2, "~!.1.B,U,9,3,1,!,~"i""""",,,
..
..

,
".
'
" '
.............. 11.:" •• ' .... ,."." ............ " •• ,. " ............. "" ........... , •• "".,"01"" ................ '.,'.1

MAKE THE CROSSTAB TWO-DIMENSIONAL

Why is Bob lagging behind? Breaking down the sales for each
product for each rep might give you a clue. Just as you used
For Each to create categories for each sales rep, you can use it
to create categories for each product.

1. Choose For Each from the

The tool appears.

Crosstab menu. ICF

2. Select the Row checkbox,
if necessary, and press / ~ /.
NOTE

Be certain to select the Row checkbox, so you don't erase the
columns for Rep with columns for Product.

3. Enter Product in the Field
Name cell. Then proceed.
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Your two-dimensional
crosstab.
Now you have a crosstabulation of the total sales
for each sales rep by each
product.

I Views

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Crosstab

SUMary: I@SUHField: S.. ;;.;al. ;;..es_$_ _ _ _ _ _--'
Rep
L.,.,;;I

~ E~r.n:~ .. ,,~,~,~,~,~.?. !....~, ~,~,~,~,,! ....~,~, ~ ,~,?,?,,!," ,~,~,! ,~,~. !" ~,~,?,! ,~,¥., ,!" .... ,", ........

o ,. ,~,p.~.t! . ~,~,?~,~,! . "~,~,~,~,~,~,,!,"'~,~,~,?,~. !. ,.?~~,~,JP,~,?,?,~,,!,"""' . """,!

~

,. . ,~,~r~. . ,,!,"'~,~,~,~,?,~,,!,"'~,~,~,~,~,,!,"'~,?,~,~,~,~,,!,"'~,?,!,~,~,~,,!,'~,~,!,~,,!,""""'""",!

c ,. ,I,~,~,~.f.~,~. !....~,~,~,~,~,~,,! ....~,~,~,?,~,~. !. ,,?,~,~,~,~. !,' . ~,!,~,?. !},~,~,¥.,~,,!, . "' . ". ". ,!

t "I!,~""""',!,'~,~,?,~,~,?.?.,!,'~,~,~,~.?.~,~,,!,'~,~,~,~,~,~,~,,!,'~,~,~,?,~,~,,!,,?,~,~,!,~,~,,!,"""'"""""

It's now pretty clear that the reason Alan is doing so well is
that he's concentrating on the top-of-the-line Tyler Silent
canoes. Bob, by contrast, has done very poorly with the Silent.
Bob also has the lowest sales in all product categories.

CHANGE THE CROSSTAB FOR ANALYSIS
You can change this crosstab in several ways to continue
examining the relationship between your sales reps and your
products.
D You can change the summary function or the field simply by

selecting it and entering new ones.
D You can change the display by choosing Options from the

Crosstab menu.
CHANGING THE SUMMARY FUNCTION AND FIELD

First, let's see how much each product and each sales rep
contributes to the dollar margin:

1. Select the Field cell, and
enter $ Margin.

Use Choices [1IQJ or type it
in.
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Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Crosstab
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This crosstab confirms some of what you already knew: Alan's
performance is very good on all products except paddles.
Bob, on the other hand, has a poor showing with everything
but paddles. So~e questions come to mind: Is Bob pushing for
too high a price on paddles· (his sales were lowest but his
$ Margin is highest)? Should he be concentrating on selling the
more profitable canoes? Conversely, is Alan selling paddles
below cost to generate sales on the other products? Looking at
the average of Avg $ Margin will give you the perspective
you need.
This time you will change both the Field cell and the Summary
cell. But before you do, you will learn a step that will save
recalculation time on large databases.

2. Select the Field cell and

The results area goes blank.

press Del.

If you had changed the Field cell the new crosstab would have
been recalculated. Deleting the Field cell just turned the
crosstab off temporarily.
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3. Select the Summary cell,
and enter @AVG.

in.

4. Select the Field cell, and
enter Avg $ Margin.

in.

Use Choices
Use Choices

ITIQJ

or type it

ITIQJ

or type it
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Crosstab: Average $
Margin by Rep for each
Product.

I Uiews

~UG

Edit

PrintlFile

SUMary: _ _

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: I~Av..;..:g_$_"...;..ar.:.;.gi_n_ _ _ _----'

Rep

P ·'Paddle 1 (8) 1
29 1
11 i
14 i
12 i
~ "iiS'i'i'ent"j"""""S2i"j""""'si'4'j""''''''4'45'j'"'''''''3i3'~'''''''''45i''j'''''''''''''''''j

~ . ::~~~:~d:·:~:~:::::::j:~i:C::::j:#:C:::::::~:~:~:::::::j:~:C::::::X~j:C::::::::::::::~

c
t

"Swiftw i

335 i

413 i

348 i

256 i

336 i

i

::~::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::~::::::::::::i#::::::::::::~:ij,::::::::::::i~~:::::::::::::::::::::

.......................... ...................................................................................................
,

Sure enough, Bob's Avg $ Margin is higher than all the other
salesreps on every product except Silents, and is especially high
on paddles. And although Alan is selling paddles below cost,
the high Avg $ Margin that he's getting on Silents is enough to
give him the highest total $ Margin among the four sales reps.
CHANGING THE DISPLAY

The Crosstab display options are useful to clarify the information within the crosstab. Instead of displaying the summary
figures as numbers, you can display them as percentages. It is
often easier to see how the categories compare this way.

back to @SUM.

Use Choices [Ij]J or type it
in.

2. Change the Field cell back
to $ Margin.

Use Choices [Ij]J or type it
in.

3. Choose Options from the

The Options tool appears.

1. Change the Summary cell

Crosstabs menu. ICO
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I Vi~

Edi t

PrifitlF ile

SUMary: _ _

P ' Padc
r
''SilE
0
d

Records

Search

Cross tab

Field: I. .A.-V9_$_tta_r.-.9i_n
.
_ _ _ _----'
T~

of Data In Each Cell:

I tbtber 0 Yo Total 0 Yo Row 0 Yo Collmn 0 Index

u .:.~.~.~ Display Fomat
IFinancial
c ''Swif
t IU
Defaul t CoIlKl Width c=JJ

Precision

c=JJ

I Proceed I I Cancel I

The top row is a series of checkboxes for the way data is
displayed in the results cells. We will choose % Column so that
we can see the results in percentages, showing what percent
of each rep's sales came from each product.
The % Column choice changes the numbers into percentages in
each column. Each number is the percentage for that cell
over all records for that column.

4. Move the cursor to the

0/0 Column checkbox and
press I ~ I.
We'd also like to set the display format so no digits to the
right of the decimal are shown.

5. Select the Display Format
cell.

6. Press [TIQJ for a list of
Format choices.

7. Select Fixed and press
I~I.

8. Enter 0 in the Precision
cell.

The following step is a new instruction for proceeding from a
tool immediately, without having to move the cursor from
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cell to cell. You should use it only when yuu are certain that you
have filled out all the necessary instruction cells in a tool.

c
Z

VI

G'I

()

9. Press

Ctrl

I

I 1 ~ I.

Press 1 Ctrl 1 first and, while
holding it down, press I ~ I.
The Crosstab Options tool disappears, and the results cells
change to % Column.

~

VI
VI

~

OJ
VI

"o
:::0
»z
»

!<
VI
Vi

Total of dollar margin, %
Column display.

I Uieus

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: I $ "argin

SUMaf'IJ: _

Yo

CollM

Rep

1 "Rlan" 1 1'Bob" 1lCatt'.l" 1 I~ave" 1 rt.L 1
P
"Paddle
1
-3 1
16 1
11
91
41
r .............................................................................................................................
.
o ..'.~.P.~J.l ............~.L .......... ).?L ..........~. l............~. l............~. 1
..................

~ . I.~.~r.~. . . !............~.~. l......... ,).~. !.......... ).~..l.......... ).~. l.......... ).~. !................ ..

c "Swiftwl
311
51i
39i
441
391
t ..ril . ····· ........ ·. . i'ee·i··· . ·. ··i·ee·i .. ·. ·····i·ee·i .... ·.... ·i·ee·i· .... ··· .. i·ee'i'··· .......... ····

Two important pieces of information are quickly revealed by
this crosstab. The first is that reps with a lower percentage of
their $ Margin in Paddles have a higher percentage in Silents.
The second is that Silents are very important to total company
$ Margin and Paddles are not. And from the previous crosstab
of Avg $ Margin, you know that Silents are the highest
$ Margin per unit item you have to sell. It looks like Bob might
benefit from a selling strategy of deeper discounts on Paddles
to improve his $ Margin on Silents and thus improve his
$ Margin overall.

MAKE RANGES
The Make Ranges command enables you to break a numeric
field into a set of ranges for use as categories. It is similar
to the way For Each divides a text or date field into unique
entries. Make Ranges does not use unique entries, but a set of
numeric ranges.
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Your commission policy is specifically designed to encourage
your sales reps to concentrate on high-percentage margin sales.
You are going to use a crosstab to evaluate sales activities for
different percentage margins. Because you want a general idea
of sales activity, you will summarize for total quantity sold
within each range.

w

:>
co

~
VI
VI

2
u
w

I

I-

1. Choose Options from the
Crosstab menu and return the
type of data to Number.

2. Select the Field cell and
enter Quantity.

The results area changes to
display total quantity.

3. Choose Make Ranges
from the Crosstab menu.

The Crosstab Ranges tool
appears.

Edit

The Crosstab Ranges tool
SUI'""ary:

PI' ioUF i Ie

I@SU"

,eM
Records

Search

erosstab

Field: IQuantity

Rep

P
r
o ''Silent i
F· ld H
d
U ,..,~,~,rJI,I"j,""'"
Ie
ane
I ............ , ...... ,.,.,.

c ,..,~,~,V,~,~,.!..""" Fnm

tALL

c=J To c=J By c=J
I Proceed I Cancel

4. Select Rowand press
I~I.

5. Enter % Margin in the
Field cell.

You want to substitute the
ranges of % Margin for the
products, leaving the reps.
You will divide the records
into ranges based on values in
this field.

The range you will enter is from zero to 60 by 10. This makes a
series row headings, thus creating categories for the crosstab.
(This will become clear as you do it.)
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After a few moments of calculating, Reflex displays the
new crosstab.

6. Enter these values:
From: 0

To: 60
By: 10

% Margin

Views
SUMMary:

:2:

Edit
1

@SUM

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: Q;. . ua_nt_it. c;.y_ _ _ _ _ _
10...

.....1

1

i IIAlan" i l'Bob" i IICathy" i IIOave" i

ALL i

"~,~I~,,, ~,~, 1", ~,~,~""""""'" ~,~,~,,!,""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'" ~,~,~,,!,"""""""'"

M "y,~,~,~",~, ~,~, 1" ,~,~,~,,!,""""""""""""""""""""""" ,~,~,,!,"""" ,~,~,~,,!,"""" ,~,?,~,,!,"""""""'"
: "~,~I~,,,~,~,~,I,},~,~,,!,"""""'~,~,,!,"""'"~,~,~,,!,""""'~,~,~,,!,"""""'~,~,,!,'''''''''~,~,~,,!,"""""""'"
9 "y,~,~,~", ~,~,~, 1" ,~,~,~,,!,""""" ,~,~,,!,""""" .?~,,!,""""" ,~.?,!,"""'" ~.?,~,,!,"""" ,~,?,?,,!,"""""""'"

~ "~n9.,, ~,~,~ 1" ,~~,~,,!,"""'" ~,~,~,,!,"""'" ,,~,~,,!,"""'" ~,~,~,,!,,"""'" ,~,~,,!,'''''''' ,~,~,~,,!,"""""""'"

,T~,~,Y", ~,~,~, 1" ,~,~,~, ,! "'" "" ,~,~,~,,! ",' """"~,~, ,! """" """"""" ",'" ,"'" ""',' ,"" ~,~,~,,!, ,", '" """,,"
ALL

VI

~

Rep
;-:

n

~
VI

<
m

Before looking at this crosstab closely, change the column width
of the row headings so you can see the categories. Select any
row heading cell; then use the Set Column Width command
on the Edit menu to make the column wider.
1

m

co

and proceed.

The total quantity of sales
within different ranges of

-1

:r:

818 i

443 i

688!

813 i

2746 i

As you can see, Bob's sales activity is skewed toward the
higher percentage margins. The large number at % Margin
20-30 is undoubtedly paddles. The others show more largenumber activity in lower margin ranges.
INSERTING AN ADDITIONAL CATEGORY

For Each and Make Ranges are not the only way to create
column or row headings. You can enter search conditions into
headings one at a time, as many as you like.
As you remember, Alan had several sales in which the %
Margin was below zero. You will insert another row heading
above the current top row and enter a condition to capture
these records.
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1. Select the top row
heading.

It currently has % Margin
UPTO(O, 10).

The expression UPTO(0,10) is a range operator used in
Reflex to set search conditions. It is the same as > = 0 and
< 10; that is, the range includes the lower number, but stops
short of the upper number.
2. Press 1 Ins

I.

3. In the empty row heading
cell, enter: % Margin < 0

A blank row is inserted above
the top row.
This establishes a row for all
the records in which the
0/0 Margin field is less than
zero.

The crosstab displays the total quantity of sales where the
margin was less than zero in the new top row. In fact, the new
heading displays results for Cathy as well as Alan. Has she
picked up the practice from him?

THE PRACTICAL RESULTS OF CROSSTABS
If these were your own business records, you would certainly
have several topics of conversation the next time you talked
with your sales staff.

Alan may have found an effective technique that the rest of
your sales reps could profit from. You may want to encourage
Bob to take less profit on paddles and concentrate on selling
larger quantities of canoes. You have spotted an area of great
potential if you can help Bob increase sales of the Tyler Silent.
In short, your understanding of what is going on is increased.
One of the goals of Reflex is to help determine which questions
ought to be asked, as well as to help answer them.
NOTES ON THE CROSSTAB VIEW

The Crosstab menu presents several options for Named
Crosstabs. You can save, retrieve, and erase crosstab specifications in a file on your data disk. This allows you to set up a
useful crosstab, save it, and invoke it again when your data has
been updated.
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You can enter any valid search condition in a heading cell for
use in a crosstab. This allows you to make a crosstab like this:
@SUM

Crosstabs with search
conditions as column
headings

I Views

Edit

PrintlFile

SUI'lt'lary: _ _

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: IIo-S_al_es_$_ _ _ _ _ _--'

Yo

Row

Yo Margin { 25 i Yo Margin }: 25 i
AlL i
R "Alan"
17 i
83 i
lea:
e """""""""""""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
'~ob" :
8i
92 i
lea :
p """""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""'"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

,. . ,~,~t~,~. . ,,!,"'''''''''''''''''''''''~,~,,!,,''''''''''""""""""~,?,,!,""""""""'~,~,,!,"""'",,',""
"Dave" i

38 :

78 :

All

18 !

82

lea :
lBa:

" .. ,.,', ...... " .... , ••• ,." ••.• , ................ , .............. , ........ '., ....... 0.'.''' ......... , ...... ",., .... , ••• , ...... .

!

For complete directions, see the "Crosstabs" section of Reference A.

RECAP

Enter a summary function and a field name to determine the
kind of summary information you want Reflex to produce
in your crosstab.
Divide the information in your fields into smaller categories in
the column and row headings.
Change the crosstab to explore the meaning of your
information.
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REFLEX CONCEPT

VARY

Vl

Vi
~

«
z
«

zw
>
UJ

Vary is a Reflex tool that creates records automatically. You
can use Vary to create extensive sets of new records for filling
out a standard form. And you can create sets of hypothetical
records for planning and forecasting.

~

«
w
0::

CD

~

Z

Z

z

::s
a..
AUTOMATIC STANDARDIZED DATA ENTRY
Records in a database often require repetitive entries: product
names, dates, division names, and so on. In such cases, you
will find it useful to set up a series of records with these values
already established and blank fields left to be filled in laterin effect, creating a skeleton for the database. Using the
Vary tool, you can automatically create such records.
For example, suppose that your company has three regional
divisions, each selling the same group of products, and that you
are setting up a database to keep track of the results. You can
use Vary to create three divisional records.
Vary creates three records
at once.

I

Division

Product
Sales

I

Division C

Division B

-

VARY)
Division A

Product
Sales

Then, typing a list of products common to all divisions, you
create further records for each product for each divisional
record.
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I
I

Division C
I

I

I

-0

Division C

z
z

~

Z

G)
OJ

Division B
I

I

Division B

ff-

I---

Division A

Product
Sales

-

Division A

VARY

)

-

Product 1
Sales

-

-

:::0
m

l>
A

IT,

<
m
Z

f-

l>

z

l>
~
VI
Vl

r-

Your database is established. Empty fields (such as Sales) on
each record wait to be filled in with specific numbers, but
all the records with common entries have been created automatically. You not only reduce the time it takes to enter
this information, but you also establish a record for each necessary entry. You can see at a glance what information is missing.

AUTOMATIC HYPOTHETICAL DATA
The Vary tool is a shortcut for putting numbers in records. This
is a powerful way to make the most of business models, since
you Can create many what-if scenarios at the same time.
Vary automatically enters a range of numbers, creating records
for each successive entry.
Consider a familiar what-if question: ''What would be the effect
of a price change on profits?" You have entered formulas that
return profits based on price and quantity and formulas
that return quantity based on price. You could enter each
possible price into a record, one at a time, and see what results
the model produces. But that's slow. Also, you'd have a
record of only the last possibility you tried.
What you really need is a set of records returning profits for
various prices-say, all prices between $3000 and $4000, at
$100 intervals. Use Vary to enter the range of prices, and
instantly you have a complete set of records, showing profit for
each entry.
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Vary enters a range of
numbers, and the models
calculate values for each
new record.

Price: 300

Cost: 200
$ Margin: 100

)------,1
~I Price - Cost I

~

«
UJ

0:::

00

t!J
Z

I

Z

z

I

::s

a..

Price: 350

Price: 300

Cost: 200

Cost: 200
~argin:

I
Price: 400

Cost: 200
~argin:

I
Price.: 500
Price: 450

Cost: 200
Cost: 200
l1argin: 300
1argin: 250

200

150

$ Margin: 100

You can now analyze your hypothetical data with Graph View
and Crosstab View, just as if you were analyzing historical
records.

PART 4

PLANNING BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS
In this lesson, we will set up a hypothetical database and use it
to plan part of the introduction of a new product. We will use
Vary to create many records instantly and the other Reflex
features to understand the model.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

o
o
o
o

Set up a new database
Enter data with Vary
Create several models
Graph the results to find the exact break-even point

CREATE A BREAK-EVEN MODEL
Your basic task is to predict how many new canoes need to be
sold at various prices before the company starts to make a
profit on them. The database you set up needs fields for
projected price, units, different costs (fixed, variable, and
total), and expected revenue and profit.
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If you still have a database in memory, choose Clear Database
from the Records menu (/RC). Confirm by typing Y when
the prompt message appears. The screen clears, and you are
ready to start.

z

Begin in Form Design.

l>
~

""'C

~

z

Z

G)
OJ

:::0

m

m
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m

1. Type these field names in

Z

l>

a column down the left edge
of the screen:

z

l>
~
Vi
VI

Price
Units
Revenue
Fixed Cost
Variable Cost
Total Cost
Profit

2. Choose Exit Design from
the Form menu. IFE

This returns you to Form
View.

You establish the overall model of your break-even analysis in
Form View. Assume a price of $1000. Fixed costs are estimated
at $400,000, and each canoe will have additional variable costs
of $150.

3. Enter the following formulas and values in the appropriate field:

=

Price:
1000
Units: = 200
Revenue: = Price * Units
Fixed Cost: = 400000
Variable Cost: = 150 * Units
Total Cost: = Fixed Cost + Variable Cost
Profit: = Revenue - Total Cost
NOTE

Remember that Reflex sets the field type based on your first
entry. If you accidentally enter a formula without the =, these
fields will become text fields, and they will not accept the
revised formula. You can change the field type in Field & Sort
Settings.
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USE VARY TO CREATE RECORDS

Vi
~

«
z
«

You have set up a model for your break-even analysis. Now you
will use the Vary tool to enter a series of values automatically.

zUJ
>
W
~

«

Choose Vary from the Records
menu./RV

UJ

ex:::
co

The Vary tool appears.

~

Z

Z
z

~

The Vary tool.

F~M------------------------------------~

Price: ieee

.••••••_

Units: 2ee _ • • • • • •~jm
Revenue: 2e
Field to vary:
Fixed Cost:
Fro" I
Variable Co
Uary: tEl Only the current record 0 All records
Total Cost:
Proceed
Cancel
Profit: -23
I...-_--.,j

I

I I

When you fill out the Vary tool and proceed, Reflex creates a
set of records. For now, you will put values from 250 to
1000 with intervals of 50 in the Units field. The values in the
calculated fields which depend on the Units value will be
calculated for each record.
Fill out the tool according to the following steps:
1. In the Field to vary cell,
type: Units
2. In the From cell, type: 250
3. In the To cell, type: 1000
4. In the By cell, type: 50

5. Select the Vary Only the
Current Record cell, then
proceed.
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GRAPH THE CALCULATED VALUES
Your database now has 17 records in it, each with a different
Units value. The Reflex Graph View will quickly show the
relationship between revenue and total cost.
Remember only the leftmost
view can be resized. Use
eN] to change the active
view.

1. Open the Graph View.
Split the screen and resize it
so that a portion of the Form
View is visible.

2. Select the x-axis Field cell
and enter: Units
3. Select the first y-axis label
box and enter: Total Cost
4. Select the second y-axis
label box and enter: Revenue

A graph of the break-even
information

I Uiews

Edit

PrintIFile

FORl1
Price:

Records

Graph

Search

Type

'I"

188e
800eee

~its: S8e

Revenue:

S88ee8

Fixed Cos t: 488888
Uariable Cost: 75888
Total Cost:

475888

6eeeee

4eeeeEI
2eeeee

Profit: 25888
8
8

oTotal Cost

288

488

688

8ee

Ieee

Units
• Revenue

xI

The break-even point is where the lines cross-that is, where
revenue overtakes total costs and begins to produce profit.

5. Press [ } ] three times to
select the graph area.

The current record indicator
becomes a solid highlight.

Use the ~ key to select the break-even point on
the graph.

The current record, displayed
in Form View, shows the records on either side of break
even.

6.
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You immediately see the break-even is approximately 450 units.
To refine this further, you may want to do a more detailed
Vary, say from 450 to 500 by 5.

w

5

!:i:
oa..
w

a::
w

::r:

I-

NOTES ON VARY
If the Field to Vary is a text field, the From .. To .. By line is
replaced with a Text entry box. You can enter a series of words
into the field by typing them into this box. Separate the
words with commas. For example, enter: North, South, East,
West and Reflex will create four records, one for each word.
If the Field to Vary is a date field, Reflex enters a series
of dates. Enter the beginning date, the ending date, and the
number of days interval.

RECAP
Set up a hypothetical database just as you would any database.
Enter formulas to calculate a model of the information you
want to look at.
Use Vary to create records with a series of values in a field.
Analyze the result with filters, graphs, and crosstabs.

REFLEX CONCEPT

THE REPORT VIEW
The Report View gives you a way of printing customized
reports of the information in your database.
The Report View enables you to select information from your
database, lay it out in a clear way, and print it.

FLEXIBLE REPORT FORMATS
You can create a report format which suits your needs exactly.
You can print detailed lists of information, mailing labels, or
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summaries of your records. Use headers, footers, titles,
and conclusions.

-i

You may want a long, detailed report with subtotals, averages,
and cumulative totals along the way:

o

I
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Your Reflex report may be
long and detailed.

July 4,

12:08:51 am

1985
Sales Summary

REP

PRODUCT

SALES

PERCENT
TOTAL

CUMULATIVE SALES
FOR EACH MONTH

NET MARGIN

=======================================================================

Alan
Alan
Alan
Alan

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Total For Alan
Bob
Bob
Bob
Bob

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Total For Bob
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Total For Cathy
Dave
Dave
Dave
Dave

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Total For Dave
Total For Jan-85
Alan
Alan
Alan
Al an

Paddles

Dave
Dave
Dave
Dave

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

~
~
~
~

$6,550
$16,835
$4,976
$6,672

0.70
1. 81
0.53
0.72

$35,033

3.76

$5,235
$6,450
$3,794
$7,433

0.56
0.69
0.41
0.80

$22,912

2.46

$4,613
$6,709
$2,667
$5,728

0.50
0.72
0.29
0.61

$19,717

2.12

$6,325
$11,760
$5,831
$11,836

0.68
1. 26
0.63
1. 27

$35,752

3.84

~

$113,414

12.18

~

0.71
1.7>"

'f.

$6,550
$23,385
$28,361
$35,033

($342.00)
$5,189.75
$578.40
$1,738.20

--------$7,164.35

$40,268
$46,718
$50,512
$57,945

$784.50
$2,062.50
$684.60
$2,385.05

--------$5,916.65

$62,558
$69,267
$71,934
$77,662

$686.70
$1,712.65
$450.30
$1,809.80

---------

$4,659.45
$83,987
$95,747
$101,578
$113,414

$456.50
$3,156.00
$1,446.35
$3,068.60

--------$8,127.45

$25,867.90
$6,635
$22,952

$18,361.90
$8,795
$24,351
$8,701
$21,566

0.94
2.61
0.93
2.32

$63,413

6.81

Total For Jun-[,5

$241,029

25.88

Year-To-Date

$931,463

Total For Dave

:

$186,411
$210,762
$219,463
$241,029

$292.50
$5,308.35
$810.90
$4,347.10

---------

$10,758.85
~

$57,953.75

$211,891.85
page:
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Or you may need only a short summary of the information:

w

5

li:

oa...

UJ

Sales Report
Summary By Product For Each Honth

A short summary report.

0:

w

PRODUCT

:r:

I-

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Jan-85 Total
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

PERCENT HARGIN

SALES

NET HARGIN

$22,723
$111,7511
$17,268
$31,669

$3,858
$18,3811
$5,178
$13,752

17.97
113.79
29.09
113.92

$113,11111

$111,172

33.69 S

$21,375
$35,917
$15,1116
$110,877

18.93 S

Feb-85 Total

Jun-85 Total

(1.95lS
116.00 S
311.19 S
111.91 S
$2111,029

=====================
Total
Average
Hinimum
Haximum

S
S
S
S

$92,166

YEAR-TO-DATE

$931,1163
$9,703
$1,167
$113,876

30.011 S

======================

$335,5711
$3,1196
($1,812 )
$22,786

31.36 S
(311.70)S
51.93 S

SET UP AND PREVIEW YOUR REPORT
To set up your report, you "draw a picture" of the way you
want it to look, and what information you want it to print.
Reflex takes what you create on the screen and uses that information to create the report.
The Preview on Screen feature allows you to preview your
report before you print it. Typically, you will gradually build up
a report, previewing it on the screen at each step of the way
to see what it looks like.

SUMMARY AND DETAIL
Reflex's Report View allows you to see both detail and
summary. Summary calculations include totals, averages,
counts, minimums, maximums, variances, and standard
deviations. Percentages and running totals may be printed.
In addition to totals at the end of the report or at the end
of each page, subtotals may be printed on a break in any sort
field.
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You can sort and filter the database to obtain specific reports
based on subsets of the whole.

PART 5

DESIGNING AND PRINTING A REPORT
In this lesson we will set up and print out a sales report.
WHAT YOU'LL DO

o Retrieve a database.

o Sort the records.
o Design the report.
o Preview the report on the screen and make modifications.
o Print the report.

o Save the report specifications for later use with other data.
START THE REPORT AND UTILITIES PROGRAM
The Reflex Report View is on the Report & Utilities disk. You
need to start with the Report & Utilities title screen, which
comes up when you run Reflex2 from this disk.
1. Assuming that you are already running Reflex, return
to DOS by choosing Quit from
the Views menu. IVQ

2. Confirm by typing Y for

The message line will ask for
confirmation.

The DOS A> prompt appears.

"yes".

3. Remove the Reflex system
disk from Drive A and insert
the Report & Utilities disk.

4. At the A> prompt, type in
Reflex2 and press 1~ I.

The Report & Utilities title
screen will appear.
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The Report & Utilities title
screen. The Report check
box has been highlighted.

Reflex
The Analyt ic Database

~

z
1=
z

_

I Graph Print I

I Trans late

I File Merge

~

0...

o

z

«

~

z

I

Z

~

Vi

UJ

IExit

o

to DOS I

BRINGING UP THE REPORT VIEW

You can bring up any of the programs on this disk by selecting
the apropriate option.
5. Select Report and press

The Report screen appears.

I~I.

PrintlFile

The Report View.

When printed column
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The Report Design screen is similar to the main program
screen, but the main menu titles are different, and the windows
area is permanently divided into the When Printed column
and the Design area.

THE BASIC APPROACH
The basic approach to creating a report is to provide two types
of information:
1. What you want printed, e.g. ,data, titles, totals and
subtotals, etc.
2. When you want each.row in your report description printed,
e.g., at the top of each page, once for every record, every
time a sort key changes (as in subtotals), etc.
The screen layout for Report View is designed specifically to
make it easy to provide these two sets of information. The main
area-the Design area-is where you specify what you want
printed. On the left is the When Printed Column where
you say when to print each row.
The other key aspect of Reflex's approach to reporting is that it
is designed to enable you to take a step-by-step approach.
There is a preview on screen feature which shows you what the
report will look like on paper. So while you are building up
the report description, you can often check to see what it will
actually look like, and progress from there.

A PEEK AT THE FINAL REPORT
Especially for a fairly complex report, it is a good idea to have
the final product in mind. In this case we want to end up with a
report that looks like the print-out on the next page.
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The final report.

TYLER CANOE COMPANY SALES
January
June, 1985

--

c::

«

Date

t!)

z
z

Jan-85

;:::

Rep

Product

Alan

Paddles
S i Ie nt
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

ii:
a..

Bob

Q

Z

«
t!)

z

Cathy

Z

\.!J

Vi

Dave

w

Q

Total Sales for
Feb-85

Alan

$6,550
$16,835
$4,976
$6,672
$5,235
$6,450
$3,794
$7,433
$4,613
$6,709
$2,667
$5,728
$6,325
$11,760
$5,831
$11,836

----------

Jan-55:

$113,414

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Bob

Cathy

Dave

Total Sales for
Mar-55

Total Sales

Alan

$6,635
$16,317
$5,477
$9,244
$4,583
$3,267
$3,926
$8,892
$4,432
$6,878
$2,643
$6,102
$5,725
$9,455
$3,370
$16,639

----------

Feb-85:

$113,585

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$6,487
$12,509
$7,324

Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$8,795
$24,351
$8,701
$21,566

Bob

Total Sales for

----------

Jun-85:

Total Sales for January

--

$241,029

June:

$931,463

To produce this report, our Report design screen will look like
this:
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The Report definition
which creates the sales
report.

PrintlFile

Search

o

Attributes

m

VI

G)
Z

T'ltER CANOE COMPANY SALES
January -- June, 1985
Rep

Product

~

~pr~od_uc~t

Z

G'I

l>

z
o

Total Sales

-0

____

Total Sales for --Dm:
Total sales for January -- June:

:::0

Sales $
---------@SUM(Sales

Z

-i

Z

G'I

»

@SUM(Sales

;;0

m

-u

o

Row flags

~

Row: 1 Fro/'lCol: 1 through Col: 1
The entries in the Design area describe what to print in the
report. The row flags in the When Printed column say when
to print each row: Header means at the top of each page;
Body means once for each record; and I-Date means that
Date is the first sort field and the row should be printed
whenever the Date fi~ld changes (this is used to print subtotals by date).
We will now build this report up from scratch.
DESIGNING A REPORT

There are four steps to designing a report:
D Retrieve the database you want to use.
D Sort the records.
D Design the report.
D Print the report.

RETRIEVE THE DATA YOU WANT TO USE
The first thing to do is to retrieve the database from your data
disk. The Retrieve File command is on the Print/File menu.
1. Insert the Help disk in
Drive A.

This disk has the sample files
on it.

2. Choose Retrieve File from
the Print/File menu, IPR.

The Retrieve File tool appears.
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3. If necessary, change the

aa..
w

0:::

Directory designation to A:\

~

4. Press Choices

«

ITIQJ to displaya choice list of file
names, and select Sales.

z

i=

z

c::
a..
£:)

z

5. Proceed.

«

The Sales database is retrieved
from the data disk.

~

z

Z

ITIQJ to see a choice
list of the field names in this
database.
6. Press

l!J

V)

w

C

The field names in your
Sales database.

Fields
@Today
@iow
(fage-Ho
~ew Page
$ Margin

Date
Product
Quantity
Rep
Sales $

The first four choices are special fields available for any
Reflex report. They are used for the current date and time,
and pagination. The remaining field names are drawn from the
file you have retrieved. We won't need to use all the field
names; in fact all the information for our report will be in the
Date, Rep, Product, and Sales $ fields.
7. Use the [IJ key to scroll
through the other fields.
8. Press

I

Esc

I to

put the

choice list away.

SORT THE DATABASE

The Report View prints your records in the order they are
sorted in the database. To get meaningful subtotals, records
must be sorted by the fields you want to subtotal by. For
example, to get total sales by month, you need to sort by month.
The Report View Sort tool is a small version of the Field and
Sort Settings tool, presenting only the Field, Sort #, and
AID columns. You establish the sort order in the same way as
you do it in the main program.
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The primary sort field will determine the large categories of
the report. Our report is going to present the records for each
month, and within each month, broken down by sales rep. Thus
we need to make Date the primary sort field, and Rep the
secondary sort field.

o

m

Vl

G)
Z

Z

Gl

»z
o

"'U

::0

1. Choose Change Sort Settings from the Report menu.

Z

The Sort Settings tool
appears.

--i

Z

Gl

»

IRe

::u

m

"'U

2. Enter' a 1 by the Date

o

~

field, and a 2 by the Rep
field.

The AID column is used to specify ascending or descending
order. We'll leave both sort fields in ascending order.
3. Proceed.

N ow we get to actually design the report.

ENTER FIELD NAMES
Reflex will print the data from a field when you enter a field
name in the design area. Let's start by entering field names on
the first row.
We strongly recommend using Choices c:EIQJ to enter field
names, for speed and accuracy. You can, if you prefer, type in
field names. The general rule for entering field names is
select the location, press [EQJ to bring up Choices, select the
field natne you want, and press 1~ I.
1. Press c:EIQJ, select Date,
and press 1~ I, Then press
~ twice (to position the
cursor for the next field
name).

The row flag, "Body" automatically appears in the When
Printed column.

2. Your cursor should be on
row 1, column 16. Use
Choices [EQJ to Enter Rep at
this spot. Then press ~
once.
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3. Your cursor should be on

o
Q..

row 1, column 36. Use
Choices to Enter Product at
this spot. Then press ~
once.

UJ

0::

«
t!J

z
zi=
C2
Q..

4. Your cursor should be on

Q

Z

«

row 1, column 56. Use
Choices to Enter Sales $ at
this spot.

t!J

z

Z

~

in
w

Q

First row with entries.

Sales $

I Report

Edit

I~~I'HOay ~ ~

PrintlFile

Search

Attributes
product

Reo

Each row in the Report design has a row flag in the When
Printed Column; it tells Reflex when to print that row. The
Body row flag means, "print this row once for each record
in the database." It is the body of the report. In the row you
have just finished, Reflex will print data from each of the four
fields for each record. Take a look:

5. Choose Preview on Screen
from the Report menu, IRP.

The preview screen.

Report

Edit

PrintlFile

Search

The Report design screen disappears and is rep/aced with
the preview screen.

Attributes

Jan-55
Paddles
Alan
Jan-55
Alan
Silent
Sport
Jan-55
Alan
Jan-55
Alan
Swiftwater
Jan-55
Paddles
Bob
Jan-85
Bob
Silent
Jan-55
Sport
Bob
Jan-85
Bob
Swiftwater
Jan-55
Cathy
Paddles
Jan-55
Cathy
Silent
Jan-85
sport
Cathy
Jan-55
Cathy
Swiftwater
Jan-55
Dave
Paddles
Jan-55
Silent
Dave
Jan-55
Sport
Dave
Jan-55
Swiftwater
Dave
Feb-55
Paddles
Alan
Feb-55
Alan
Silent
Cont inue Previewing Page I? 1!Im11iml Quit
4-60

$6,558
$16,535
$4,976
$6,672
$5,235
$6,458
$3,794
$7,433
$4,613
$6,789
$2,667
$5,725
$6,325
$11,768
$5,531
$11,536
$6,635
$16,317
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Here you see the result of entering field names: data gets
printed where you placed the field names in the design area.
The message line asks you whether to continue previewing
your report, or to return to the design screen.

o

m

VI

G)
Z

Z

G)

»
z

o

6. Press I ~ I a few times to

""'0
;;0

Z
-i
Z

see subsequent pages of the
report.

G\

»

;;0

You can return to the design screen at any time by typing Q, or
by selecting Quit and pressing I ~ I.
As you page through your report you will notice that the
records reflect the sort order. It would be useful to have a
subtotal for each month.

SUBTOTALS FOR SORT FIELDS
We anticipated the need for a monthly subtotal when we sorted
the database with Date as the primary sort field. The sort
fields have their own row flags which tell Reflex to "print this
row when the entry in this sort field changes."

To get a subtotal, you need to do three things:
D Enter a field name.
D Specify a summary function, e.g., @SUM, for that field

name.
D Enter a row flag to tell Reflex when to print the subtotal.

1. Return to the design
screen.
2. Position the cursor on row
2, column 56, directly beneath the Sales $ entry on
row 1.

3. Enter Sales $

After you have entered
Sales $, don 't move the cursor. You need to select the
field name you have just entered in order to enter a summary for it.
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o
a...

4. Press Choices [EQJ to dis-

c:::

playa choice list of
summaries.

w

«
~

z
i=
z

5. Select @SUM on the
choice list and press 1~ I.

ii:
a...

The Sales $ field name
changes to @SUM(Sa/es $)

o

z

«
~

z

Z

The Sales $ field formula.

~

Sales $

I Report

Edit

~O

~

'I:II-

V)

w

o

:I.

Search

PrintlFile

Attributes
product

BeD

When you enter this summary function, Reflex creates a
formula which calculates the sum of the values in that field.
Note also that when the Sales $ field name was selected,
Choices didn't show a list of field names, it showed a list of
available attributes. It always works this way - if you select
something already there, Choices shows you available attributes
for that selection. In this case it was summary functions for
the Sales $ field. In fact, there are many other types of
attributes as well. We'll get to those later.
As it stands now, Reflex will print this new row once for every
record in the database, so the sum of Sales $ means only the
sum of Sales $ for that record, which is the same as the simple
Sales $ figure.
To resolve this, we'll go the the When Printed column to say to
print this row only when the Date changes. This will give us
totals by date.
6. Press [fl] to select the
When Printed column.

The special highlight extending across the design area is
to remind you that row flags
apply to the entire row

1. Press Choices [EQJ to see
a choice list of row flags.

The Row Flags.

WhenPrinted
Header
Body
Footer
Conclusion
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Here is what each row flag means when it is entered in the
When Printed column:

»

"U

:::0

Z
Z

-i

Gl

»

Footer prints the row once at the bottom of each page of the
report.
Conclusion prints the row once at the end of the report.
Sort fields (I-Date, 2-Rep, etc) prints the row each time a
value changes in the sort field.

Now you will use the I-Date row flag, to tell Reflex to print
the results of@SUM(Sales $) each time the date changes. That
is, just after the last January record, just after the last
February record, etc.

1-Date is entered in the When
column.

9. Choose Preview on Screen
from the Report menu to see
the resu It. IRP

Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85

Edit

PrintlFile

Alan
Alan
Alan
Alan
Bob
Bob
Bob
Bob
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy
Dave
Dave
Dave
Dave

Feb-85
Alan
Continue Previewing Page I?

Search

Attributes

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swi ftwater
Paddles
Silent
sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
1~11iD

Quit

$6,55B
$16,835
$4,976
$6,672
$5,235
$6,45B
$3,794
$7,433
$4,613
$6,789
$2,667
$5,728
$6,325
$l1,76B
$5,831
$11,836
$113,414
$6,635

Z

z
o

Body prints the row once for each record in the working
database.

Report

G)
Gl

Header prints the row once at the top of each page of
the report.

The preview of the result.

VI

Z

Intro prints the row once at the beginning of the report.

8. Select the 1-Date row flag
and press 1 ~ I.

o

m

.,
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$113,414 is the sum of sales for January. If you page through
the report, you will see total sales for subsequent months,
printed immediately after the set of records for that month.

o
Q...

W

0:::

<{

t!J

Z

~

z

ii:

DESIGN THE PRESENTATION

Q...

o
Z

<{

N ow that we have set the values we want to present, we need
to arrange the report so that it is an effective presentation.
To do this we need to add some rows, type in some explanatory
text, and change the attributes on some fields.

t!J
Z

Z

t!J

Vl

L.U

o

ENTER BLANK ROWS

At the top of the report we will enter five new rows, to make
room for three rows of introduction and two rows of header.
1. Return to the design
screen: Type Q
2. Select the "Body" row flag
in row one by pressing

3. Press

1

Ins

1

[ill.

five times.

Five rows are inserted at the
top of the design.

Your additional rows are all "Body" rows, so you will need to
change the row flags. For the rest of this tutorial, we will
use the first letter shorthand for entering row flags.
4. Press home to select the
row flag in the first row.

s.

Type I and press 1~ I.

6. Repeat step five for the
second and third row flags.

The row flag changes to
"Intro. "
You now have three "Intra"
rows.

7. Change the row flags on
rows four and five to
"Header" by selecting them
and entering H.
ENTERING TEXT

Previously you entered field names in the design area, telling
Reflex to draw information from the database. However,
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you can also enter text, telling Reflex to print literally whatever
you type into the report. This is useful for titles, column
headings, labels for subtotals, and so forth.

o

m

Vl

G)
Z

Z

G)

We will enter a two-line title, to appear once at the beginning of
the report, and a column heading line identifying the data in
the fields. The heading line will appear at the top of each page.

l>

z

CJ
""CJ

:::u

Z
-i
Z

G)

1. Select row one, column 21

»

in the design area.

:::u
m

""CJ

o

~

2. Type in
TYLER CANOE COMPANY SALES
and press 1 ~ I.
3. Select row two, column
23.
4. Type in
January-June, 1985
and press 1~ I.

Leave the third row blank. A blank row in the design area is
interpreted as a signal to skip a line. The report title will
be followed by one blank line.
Since what you just typed isn't recognized as a field name, it is
treated as simply text, to be printed in the indicated place in
the report.
Now continue with the header row:

5. Select row 4, column 1.
6. Type in 'Date and press
I~I.

The apostrophe (single quote)
tells Reflex that this is not a
field name.

Since Date would be recognized as a field name, you precede it
with a single quote to have the word, rather than the date
values, appear in the report. This says, "Print the word, not
the values". The quote isn't printed.

7. Select row 4, column 16.
Type in 'Rep and press 1~ I.

Again, the apostrophe tells
Reflex that this is not a field
name.
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8. Select row 4, column 36.
Type in 'Product and press
I~I.

o
a...
w
c:::

«
t!J

z
i=
z

9. Select row 4, column 56.
Type in Total Sales and press
I~I.

a::
a...
o

z

«
t!J

z

We will leave the next header row blank, leaving a blank line
between the header and the data when the report is printed.

Z

\.9

Vl

w

o

The Report design to this
point.

'Total Sales
I Report

Edit

PrintlFi Ie

Search

Attributes

T'rtER CANOE COMPANY SALES
January -- June, 1985
Rep

Product

Ben

product

Row: 4 FrOM Col: 56 through Col: 66
Each column of data you use in your report now has a heading,
to identify it. This use of explanatory text is very useful to
clarify your presentation.
10. Choose Preview on
Screen from the Report menu
(/RP) to see what the report
looks like now.

11. Press Q to return to the
Design screen.
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I Report

Edit

PrintlF i Ie

Search

o

Attributes

m

Vl

G)
Z

Z

G)

TYLER CANOE COMPANY SALES
January -- June, 1985
Date

Rep

Product

»
z

o

""'C

Total Sales

Jan-85
Alan
Paddles
Jan-85
Alan
Silent
Jan-85
Alan
sport
Jan-85
Alan
Swiftwater
Jan-85
Bob
Paddles
Jan-85
Bob
Silent
Jan-85
Bob
Sport
Jan-85
Bob
Swiftwater
Jan-85
Cathy
Paddles
Jan-85
Cathy
Silent
Jan-85
Cathy
sport
Jan-85
Cathy
Swiftwater
Jan-85
Dave
Paddles
Continue Previewing Page 1? IlMjtmml Quit

:::0

Z
Z

--l

$6,559
$16,835
$4,976
$6,672
$5,235
$6,459
$3,794
$7,433
$4,613
$6,789
$2,667
$5,728
$6,325

Gl

»

:::0
m
""'C

o

~

CHANGING ATTRIBUTES

You have already used the Summary attribute to add @SUM
to the Sales $ field. This changed the field name into a formula
to calculate a value for your report. Several of the other
attributes are display attributes, and we will use one of them,
the On Change/All attribute.
This attribute enables you to prevent unnecessary field entries
from being printed. In this case, we will instruct Reflex to
print the date only once for each month, and the rep only once
for each rep. This will clean up the report and make it easier
to read.

SUMMary
Justi ficat ion
ForMat
Precision
On Change/A 11
CUMulative
Uariable Width
Export
'!. of Total

1. Select the Date field on
row 6.

2. Choose On Change/All
from the Attributes menu.

lAO

The Attribute indicator at the
bottom right of the screen
changes to "On Change/All."

3. You have already selected
the field you want to change,
so press Choices [lIQ] to displaya choice list of On
Change/All attributes
available.
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a0-

4. Select "Only on Change"

ex:

and press

w

«

This instructs Reflex to print
the data from this field only
when a new value appears.

I ~ I.

~

z
z

f=

5. Select the Rep field. Press

c::
o
z

[flQ], select "Only on
Change," and press I ~

~

6. Preview the result by

Z

choosing Preview on Screen
from the Report menu. IRP

0-

«
z

~

Vi
UJ

o

The result of the "Only on
Change" attribute applied
to the Date and Rep fields.

Report

Edit

This applies the same attribute to the Rep field.

I.

PrintlFile

The long string of months
and reps has been replaced
with a single entry for each
group.

Search

Attributes

T\tER CANOE COMPANY SALES
January -- June, 1985
Date
Jan-85

Rep

Product

Alan

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Quit

Bob
Cathy
Dave
Continue Previewing Page 11

'mlml

Total Sales
$6,558
$16,835
$4,976
$6,672
$5,235
$6,458
$3,794
$7,433
$4,613
$6,789
$2,667
$5,728
$6,325

lillWillMi

ADDING AN UNDERLINE

Traditionally, a column of figures has an underline after the last
one to indicate that the next one is a total.
We will insert a row above the totals line and enter a series of
hyphens as an underline.

1. Select row 7 by positioning the cursor on that row
and pressing [TIJ.

2. Insert a new line by pressing the

4-68

I

Ins

I key.

A blank line is added above
what was row 7.
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So the underlines print above the totals (and not for each
record), we'll enter the I-Date row flag:
3. Press [IlQ], select 1-Date
and press I ~ I.

1-Date appears in the When
Printed column.

While we're at it, let's add a blank line after each total and a
conclusion line at the bottom of the design.

4. Press

LIJ to select the
blank line below the totals
line. Select 1-Date from
Choices.

1-Date appears in the When
Printed column.

5. Select the next line. Select
Conclusion from Choices.

Conclusion appears in the
When Printed column.

Now, getting to the underlines:

6. Select row 7, column 56,
and enter a series of hyphens.
1 _________ _

PrintIFile

A series of hyphens
between the "Body" row
and the "I-Date" row will
serve as a column
underline.

Search

Attributes

T't'lER CANOE COMPANY SALES
January -- June l 1985

Row:

7 Fro",

Col:

56

Rep

Product

Ben

Product

through Col:

Total Sales

65

7., Choose Preview on Screen
from the Report menu, IRP,
to see the result.
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SETTING VARIABLE WIDTH

o0...

When you enter a field name in the design area, Reflex
establishes a standard width to display the data. You will often
want to change this width, depending on the actual values
contained in your database and the way you are using the field
entries in your report.
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ex:
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In the example that follows, you will use a field name within an
explanatory note. Then you will change the width of the field,
making it "as wide as necessary." This attribute makes the
size of the data determine the area used for it.

«
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Z
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1. Select row 8, column 21,
and enter Total Sales for

Be sure to press 1 ~ 1 after
you type the characters.

2. Press ~ twice, and enter Date

This is a field name, so you
can either type in the word,
or use Choices WQ]. Be sure
to press 1~ I.

3. Press ~ once, and

Be sure
press 1~ I. A
colon will now follow the
date in your report.

enter:

to

The field name will draw entries from your database. Because
it is entered on a "I-Date" row, it will print the entry each
time the Date changes. As you have guessed, this text explains
the total sales figure that appears after each month's sales
figures in your report.
However, the date is right-justified, the date format you are
using is only eight characters wide, and the space allowed
by Reflex is 9 characters. If you preview your report at this
point, you will notice that there are extra spaces in your
sentence.
Reflex provides several ways of handling such design subtleties,
including setting the column width, and changing the justification. However, for this particular case, you will apply the
Variable Width attribute.

4. Select the Date field you
have just entered on row 8.
5. Choose Variable Width
from the Attributes menu.

IAV
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The current attribute indicator
changes to Variable Width.
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6. Press [TIQ] and select

m

Vl

G)

"Wide as Needed." Press
I~I.

Z

Z

G)

The ''Wide as Needed" attribute not only makes the area
available for each entry flexible, depending on the length of the
entry, but it also causes everything to the right of that field
to "slide left" to maintain the spacing established in your
Report Design. In this case, the colon (:) will move to the left
close to the date in your report.

7. Choose Preview on Screen
to see the result of your
c,hange.
However, you need to prevent the @SUM(Sales $) entry on
this row from sliding left to keep it in the Total Sales column.

8. Select the @SUM(Sales $)
entry on row 8, press [TIQ],

The total sales figure will remain in its column.

and select "Position as
Shown". Press I ~ I.

The total sales row in the
report preview.

Report

Edit

PrintIFile

Search Attributes
$11,769
Silent
Sport
$5,831
$11,836
Swiftwater

Total Sales for Jan-85:
Feb-85

Alan

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Bob
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Cathy
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Dave
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Continue Previewing Page I? ImlliD Quit

---------$113,414

~

$6,635
$16,317
$5,477
$9,244
$4,583
$3,267
$3,926
$8,892
$4,432
$6,878
$2,643
$6,192
$5,725
$9,455
$3,378

mmmm1
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ENTERING A CONCLUSION

At the conclusion of your report, you often want a total figure
for the entire report. A summary entered on a "Conclusion"
row will reflect all the entries in your report.
1. Select row 10, column 21.
Enter

Total sales for January - June:
2. Select row 10, column 56.
Use Choices to enter Sales $.

Now you want to add an attribute to this field name, SUM.
Because it appears on a "Conclusion" row, it will total the
Sales $ entries for all the records included in the report.
3. Choose Summary from the
Attributes menu, lAS.

The Attributes indicator at the
bottom of the screen changes
to Summary.

4. The Sales $ field is already
selected, so press Choices
[£IQJ and select @Sum from
the choice list. Press / ~ /.

The entry changes to
@Sum(Sales $).

Your report design is complete. Choose Preview on Screen
from the Report menu to preview the result.
The Final Report design.

PrintlFile

Search

Attributes

T'1tER CANOE COMPANY SALES
January -- June, 1985

Row:

4-72

19

FroM Col:

56

Rep

Product

Total Sales

Ben

product

Sale5 ~
----------

Total Sales for -----Dm:

esunnale5

Total sales for January -- June:

;~11Iil~fJm

through Col:

65
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The Final Report
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TYLER CANOE COHPANY SALES
January
June, 1985

G)

--

Date
Jan-85

Product

Alan

Paddles
S i Ie nt
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Cathy

Dave

Total Sales for
Feb-85

$6,550
$16,835
$4,976
$6,672
$5,235
$6,450
$3,794
$7,433
$4,613
$6,709
$2,667
$5,728
$6,325
$11,760
$5,831
$11,836

---------$113,414

Jan-85:
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Sw i ftw at e r
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Alan

Bob

Cathy

Dave

Total Sales for
Har-85

Total Sales

Rep

Bob

Z

$6,635
$16,317
$5,477
$9,244
$4,583
$3,267
$3,926
$8,892
$4,432
$6,878
$2,643
$6,102
$5,725
$9,455
$3,370
$16,639

---------$113,585

Feb-85:

$6,487
$12,509
$7,324

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Alan

Bob
$8,795
$24,351
$8,701
$21,566

Silent
Sport
Swiftwater
Total Sales for

---------$241,029

Jun-85:

Total Sales for January

--

June:

$931,463

PRINTING THE REPORT
To print your report, choose Change Printer Setting from the
Print/File menu. The Reflex print tool is displayed for you
to enter margins and other printer information.

To print your report, select Print at the bottom of the print
tool and press I ~ I.
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SAVING THE REPORT DESIGN

h:=

o
0....

LU
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«

Reflex enables you to save any report design in a file on your
data disk. It works like saving a database, but only the design is
saved, not the data. Everything in the design is saved, including the sort order, the attributes you have applied to the
entries, and the printer settings.

l,!J

Z
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z

ex:
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«

A common practice is to set up a standard report, save the
specification, and then each week, month, or quarter, retrieve
the report specification and print the report with that period's
data.

l,!J

z

Z
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Vi
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o

We'll save this report specification under the name "Sample":
1. Choose Save Report Design from the Report menu
(IRS)

The Save tool is presented.

2. With the name cell
selected, type Sample.
3. Press

CD to select Pro-

ceed and press

I~ I

The report specification is
saved.

FURTHER REPORTING
That's it! We've just gone through a fairly substantial report.
Hopefully, one point in particular came out in this exercise:
Using Reflex'S Report View is an ad-hoc, evolutionary process
where you try something and then view it on the screen to see
what the result is. So you can experiment, quickly see the
results, and make changes as necessary.
To learn more about what Reflex's Report View can do, we
suggest you refer to the Reference section. In particular, look
at the other attributes. They provide different capabilities
for formatting, justification, different summary functions (such
as averages, counts, variances, and others), percentage
display, and printing to a disk file in a format to be used with
mailing list and other programs.
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REFERENCE A

PART 1

REFLEX BASICS

3

AlThe Reflex Screen BlWindows; Views and Tools
C/Select and Choose
D/Important Keys and Their Uses E/Reflex Menus

SCREENHANDLING

PART 2

SCREENHANDLING

15

AlManaging the Views B/Tools

ENTERING AND
EDITING DATA

THE VIEWS

PART 3

ENTERING AND EDITING DATA

21

A/The Database-Records and Fields B/Field
Specifications
C/Choices D/Editing

PART 4

THE VIEWS

34

AlForm Design B/The Form View C/The List View
D/The Graph View E/The Crosstab View

PRINT/FILE

PART 5

PRINT/FILE

81

A/DOS Directories B/Global Settings
C/Retrieving a Database D/Saving a File E/Erasing a File
F/Printing

RECORDS

PART 6

RECORDS

96

A/Field & Sort Settings BNary C/Records Commands

SEARCH

PART 7

SEARCH

114

AlSearch Conditions B/Set Search Conditions
C/Filter, Find and Keep

CALCULATED FIELDS

PART 8

CALCULATED FIELDS

134

AlForm B/Formats for Formulas C/Entering Formulas
D/Functions ElWorking with Dates
F /Recalculation G/Editing Formulas H/Converting a Formula
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A

THE REFLEX SCREEN 4

B

WINDOWS: VIEWS AND TOOLS 6
Views 6
Tools 6

C

SELECT AND CHOOSE

Cursor movement
D

7
7

IMPORTANT KEYS AND THEIR USES
The function keys 10

10

Other important keys 12
E

REFLEX MENUS

12

Choosing a menu command

13
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Reference A describes the use of the main Reflex program. As
much as possible, this chapter follows the order of the main
menus on the Reflex screen.

U

~

x
W

-I

LL

W

Neither Reference A nor Reference B, which describes use of
the Reflex Report & Utilities disk, is a substitute for the
first half of the User's Guide. ''Welcome to Reflex" provides an
overview of the program, and "Starting Out" describes the
procedure for loading Reflex into your computer. The tutorials
and the Reflex Concepts give you a thorough basic understanding of Reflex.

0:::

The reference chapters do describe how to use all the features
and capabilities of the program. As you become more familiar
with what it can do, we believe you will want to use it in depth.
These chapters provide a map to help you explore Reflex,
The Analytic Database.

A

THE REFLEX SCREEN
When you proceed from the Reflex Title screen, the main
program screen is displayed. Most of your work will be with
this screen.
Reflex is a visual product. You work with it by interacting with
it on the screen. You enter, see, and modify both data and
instructions on the screen.
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The Main Program screen.

I Views

1/81/85

-

Edit

PrintlFile

/ Main menu line

Edit line-

Records

Search

FOI11

I

)

m
"T1
rm

X

r--G!.:,!

OJ

~

Tyler Canoe COMpany
Honthly Sales Report

n
Vl

Date: ~
Rep: Alan
Windows area

:::0

Product: Silent
Quant ity: 16

$ Hargin: $7,715

Sales $: $16,835

Avg $ Hargin: 482

Avg Price: $1,852
Un it Cos t: $578
Total Cost: $9,128

Hargin: 46
eoMission: 2525.25
Yo

Message line - -

The main menu line contains the currently available menu
titles.
The edit line displays the contents of a selected cell. It is used
for editing information. As you edit cell contents, the editing
changes appear in the edit line.
The windows area displays the views of your database and the
information you are working with. Up to three views can be
displayed at once in separate windows. Information in any view
may extend beyond the window through which it is seen. You
can bring information from beyond the boundaries of the
window into view by scrolling with the cursor movement keys,
both vertically and horizontally.
The message line displays brief directions, error messages,
warnings, and status information useful in running Reflex.
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WINDOWS: VIEWS AND TOOLS
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VIEWS
Data is entered and presented in views. Reflex has 5 views,
each providing a different perspective on your information: the
Form View, the List View, the Graph View, the Crosstab
View and the Report View.
The Form and List Views.

1/81/85

I Uiews

Edit

Date:

Records Search FOrt1
LIST - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Date
i Rep
i Product i Quant i ty i
Tyler Canoe Co
i P~les
81 i
"onthly Sales • Jan-85 i Alan
PrintlFile

~

Rep: Alan

Product: Paddles
Quantity: 81
Sales $: $6,558
Aug Price: $81
Unit Cost: $77
Total Cost: $6,237

"Jaii::ss""'j"Ai'aii""""""'j"s'l'i'eiit"""""j'""""""'i'6'j'"
'J'an':a's"""1'A'faii"""""""1'S'pa'rf"""""'1"""""""ie"1'"
"Jaii:'ss'"''i'Maii'''''''''''''l''S'wI'HwalE,rT'''''''''''''''g'j'''
"Jan:'as"'"l''e'o'6''''''''''''''''l'Paddi'es'''''''T'''''''''''''s'i''l'''
'jan'::ss""'l"oo6""""""""l'S'ri'eilt"""""j""""""""6"j'"
"Jaii::ss""'j"Oob"""""""'j"s'fjOrf"""""'j""""""""7'l'"
'jaii:'ss""'j's'o'6""""""""j"swl'ffwale:r'j"""'"'''''''9''j'''
"Jaii::ss"""j"Cat'hy"""""'j'pidiii'e:s""""j""""""'4'S"j'"
"j'a'n'::ss"""j"caHi!i"""""'l'S'rreilt"""""j'"""""""'7'j'"
"jan:'s's"'''j'cith!i'''''''''''l''s'pcjrf''''''''''T''''''''''''''s'l'''
"Jaii::ss""'j"Cath!i"""""'j''S'wl'ft'wat'e:r'l'"''''''"""'7'l'"
'J'a'n'::s's"""1"DiVe:""""""'1'padiJ'ies""""!""'"' ' ' '6'8' 1' '

THE ACTIVE VIEW

Although the screen can display up to three views, only one is
active at any time. It is the view which will receive any
commands that you give.

TOOLS

Aside from views, the other kind of windows are tools. You
use tools to give instructions to Reflex or to see and change
various settings. A typical tool will contain a variety of related
command and settings options.
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Title Line 1
Title Line '2
Output:
Hargins: Left
Top
Page Length
Paper Feed:
Print Fro" Page

"T1

rm

X

OJ

~

n
VI

To Printer 0 To Disk File
[JJ Right [ill
~

[JJ
[ill

OJ

BottOM

Setup String c=J
~ Cont inuous 0 Single sheet
[JJ To [Jill
Print

C

~

m

RIMT SINGS

The Print tool.

IPut Away I

I Cancel

SELECT AND CHOOSE
You select a location on the screen (and the object at that
location) by moving the cursor to it. The cursor is a rectangle
of light on the screen that indicates your current work area.
It can be one character wide or as wide as a row on the screen.
The action you take after selecting something affects what
you've selected.
You also choose a menu command with the cursor on the
screen, but this time it is a two-step operation. You pop down·a
menu, and then you choose from the commands presented.
You select and choose by moving the cursor. You control
the cursor with the cursor movement keys or with a mouse.

CURSOR MOVEMENT
Most actions and commands in Reflex operate on the current
selection. You change the selection by moving the cursor.
Cursor movement performs another important function as well.
Since any of the views may be larger than the amount of
window area available to them, you need to be able to move
them to look at different parts of the views. This is called
scrolling. The way you scroll is by moving the cursor to some5-7
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Scrolling to see different
parts of the view.

THE ANALYTIC DATABASE SYSTEM

thing off the edge of the window. The view automatically
shifts (scrolls) to bring it into view.

W
-I

LL

W

a:::

CURSOR MOVEMENT KEYS

The cursor movement keys are located on the right side of
the keyboard.
Tab

Control

Backspace

Break key

1

\
Shift
Function keys

5-8

Alt

Shift
Typewriter keys

Caps Lock

Insert

Delete

Cursor movement keys

FIVE
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The arrow keys move the cursor generally in the direction the
arrow points. Press the key to move the cursor one space;
hold it down to make the cursor move rapidly in the direction
indicated.

:;0

m

."

I

m

X

OJ

~

n
Vl

The I Home I key moves the cursor generally to the top left
corner of any display, or to the first in a series of objects you
can work on. The I End I key moves it to the bottom or to the
last object in a series.

I Pg up I and I Pg On I move the cursor in large jumps, one
screenful at a time. I Ctrl I ~ and I Ctrl I G::J act as
Page Right and Page Left, moving the cursor about one
screenful. When using these, press the I Ctrl I key down and
hold it while pressing the ~ or G::J key; then release both.
~ is the tab key, moving the cursor from object to object
in a series. It moves five spaces to the right in Form Design or
editing, and one space to the right in a table display. Used with
[QJ, it becomes a backtab key, reversing its direction.

NOTE

Pressing the I ~~~ I key above the bank of cursor movement
keys changes them into number keys so you can't move the
cursor with them. We recommend that you avoid using this·key.
If you press I ~~~ I, press it again to switch it off.
MOUSE CURSOR MOVEMENT
[m] You can also move the cursor with a mouse. As you

move the mouse, an arrow-shaped pointer on the screen
tracks its movement.
The mouse.

[m] The mouse has buttons that, when pressed, send signals
to the computer. Reflex uses only one button on a mouse. If
you are using a mouse with more than 1 button, the left
one will be used with Reflex.
[m]

You can use the mouse in two ways:
5-9
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o Selection To select something, point at it, press the

Vl

U

~

button, and release it. This selects whatever you were pointing at.
o Press-and-hold Point at something, press the button, hold
it down, move the pointer to another location on the screen
while holding the button, and then release the button. Pressand-hold is used to choose a menu option and to move
objects from one location to another on the screen.

x
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IMPORTANT KEYS AND THEIR USES

THE FUNCTION KEYS
The function keys are grouped on the left side of the keyboard. Each of them performs a specific action. Several
function keys duplicate menu commands, providing you with a
shortcut for commands you use most frequently. Some function
keys have a shifted action as well: You press [Q] and the
function key together to invoke the alternate command.
The Function Keys and
Template.
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FUNCTION
Help

EXPLANATION
Provides information about the active view
or tool and access to further information.

:u
m
rm

"

X

CD

~

;=)

WJ

Edit

Puts Reflex into Edit mode.

[IT]

Select Row

Selects the entire row.

[K]

Select Column

Selects the entire column.

[ill

Find

Finds and makes current the next record
that meets current search conditions.

[ill

Next View

Makes the next view active when more
than one view is displayed.

[ill

Previous Record

Makes the previous record in the database
the current record.

ffiJ

Next Record

Makes the next record in the database the
current record.

mJ

Recalc

Recalculates formulas.

lliQJ

Choices

Provides a list of current field names or
other valid choices for the current selection.

wCill

Row Heading

Selects a row heading.

[QJ [ill

Column Heading

Selects a column heading.

[QJ [fl]

Filter

This key toggles: Press once to apply filter
conditions to the database. Press again to
remove the fi Iter.

[QJ [ill

Expand

This key toggles: Press once to expand the
active view to full screen. Press again to
return to the previous display.

w[ill

First Record

Makes the first record in the database the
current record.

[QJ [ill

Last Record

Makes the last record in the database the
current record.

[QJmJ

Sort

Applies the current sort order to the
database.

Vl
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KEY

EXPLANATION

I (---J I

The key that signals you are giving a command or entering
information in a field. Tells the computer, "do this" or
"remember this." This is called the "Enter" key.

--~----------------~~~==~~----------------------------------

Esc

Used to return to a previous situation. Puts away menus and
tools. Removes the Help screens when you are finished.
Cancels the Edit mode and removes any changes you made.

~

Like the Shift key on a typewriter. Use it to access the top
symbol on number and punctuation keys or to type capital
letters. Also used with function keys for additional functions.

Del

Deletes the selected object. An alternative to the Delete
command on the Edit menu.

Ins

Inserts a row, column, or space. An alternative to the Insert
command on the Edit menu.

(Backspace)

A backspace key that erases the previous keystroke when
typing.

t~~~

This key toggles between capitals and lowercase letters. It has
no effect on number keys or punctuation keys.

Ctrl

Used with other keys in special cases. I Ctrl II (---J I proceeds
from a tool. I Ctrl I and the GJ and ~ keys are used
for moving by whole pages. I Ctrl I I Home I and I Ctrl I
I End I move to the top and bottom of the current screen.

~~~

An on/off switch for the numeric keypad. When it is off, the
keys are cursor movement keys. When it is on, they are
number keys.

[ZJ

Activates the menus.
NOTE

The

I

E

I

Ctrl

I is like [QJ-you press the other key while
I is pressed.

Ctrl

REFLEX MENUS
Reflex offers "menus of commands" which you can choose from
to give it instructions. These menus are grouped under menu
titles. The main menu line contains the menu titles.
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Edit

PrintlFile

Records

:::0

Search

m

""TI

I

m

X

Reflex has five menu titles which are always displayedViews, Edit, PrintiFile, Records, and Search. Others are put
on the menu line as appropriate for different parts of the
program.
Beneath each menu title is a set of menu choices which can be
chosen to give a command. Upon request, these menu choices
"pop down" beneath the menu title. You choose the one you
want, and the indicated operation is then carried out.
A menu "popped down".

When a menu choice is not appropriate at a particular point in
the program, it will appear shaded in the menu and you will not
be able to choose it. As an example, the Print command in the
figure above is shaded, as would be appropriate if no database
were loaded.
When a menu command is followed by two dots, it indicates
that choosing that command will bring up a tool.

CHOOSING A MENU COMMAND
Reflex provides three ways to choose a menu command: using
the cursor keys, typing first letters, and using the mouse.
CURSOR KEYS

1. Press [Z] to activate the main menu line.
2. Use ~ or ~ to pop down the menu you want.
3. Use [J:J or [IJ to highlight the menu command you
want.
4. Press I ~ I.
If you change your mind, press I Esc

I before you press

I~I.
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TYPING FIRST LETTERS

U

~

1. Press [Z) to activate the main menu line.
2. Type the first letter of the main menu title you want .
3. Type the first letter of the menu command you want.

xW

..J
L.L.
W

a::

For example, to choose the Form View from the Views menu,
the sequence is: /VF.
If you change your mind, press
[m]

I

Esc

I before step three.

USING A MOUSE

1. Without pressing [Z), put the tip of the pointer on the
menu title you want.
2. Press-and-hold the left button.
3. While still holding down the left button, move the pointer to
the menu command you want.
4. When the menu command you want is highlighted, release
the button.
[m] If you change your mind, move the pointer away from
the menu and release the button. A menu option will be chosen
only if it is highlighted when you release the button.
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PART 2
SCREENHANDLING
VI

("\
::0

m
m

Z

A

MANAGING THE VIEWS

I

::t>

16

z

CJ

Opening a View 16
Opening multiple Views 16
Closing a View 17
Changing the Active View 18
Resizing a View 18
Expanding and shrinking a View 18
B

TOOLS

r-

Z

G)

19

Moving around in tools 19
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This section describes how to work with the display of windows,

views, and tools.

~

A

MANAGING THE VIEWS

Z
::J

Cl

Z

«
I

Of Reflex's five views, four are on the Reflex System Disk: the
Form View, the List View, the Graph View and the Crosstab
View. The Report View is found on the Report & Utilities disk.

Z

LU
LU

a::

U

VI

The Views menu provides all the commands necessary for
displaying and arranging the views on the screen.

OPENING A VIEW
To open a view, choose it from the Views menu. For example,
to open the Form View, choose Form under the Views menu
(/VF).

The first view opened takes the entire windows area.

OPENING MULTIPLE VIEWS
Form, List, and Graph Views can share the screen in separate
windows.
To open a second or third view, choose it from the Views menu.
Reflex then asks you whether to replace the active view with
the one you just chose or whether to split the window and show
the two views together. You have three choices:
The message line for
opening a second view
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CHOICE

ACTION

Replace

Replace the active view with the new one.

Vertical

Split the active view in half vertically. The chosen view is
displayed on the right and becomes the active view.

Horizontal

Split the active view in half horizontally. The chosen view is
displayed below and becomes the active view.

Vl
(')

;;:u

m
m

There are three ways to make this choice:
D Use

Z

:r:

»z

GJ or ~ to highlight your choice and press

o

I (---J I.

I

Z
G')

D Type in the first letter of your choice.
D Use the mouse pointer.

[m] If you are using a mouse, you tell Reflex how to split the
window by putting the pointer inside the active view, near an
edge of the window, and clicking the left button.
[m] If you click near the left side of the active view, Reflex
divides the window horizontally in line with the point of the
arrow. The chosen view is displayed below and becomes
the active view. If you click near the top of the active view,
Reflex divides the window vertically in line with the point of
the arrow. The chosen view is displayed on the right and
becomes the active view.
[m] To replace the active view, put the pointer on the word
Replace in the message line and click the left button. (Make
sure the tip of the pointer is below the windows area.)

CLOSING A VIEW
The active view may be closed by choosing Close from the
Views menu (lve). The active view disappears. If there are
other views on the screen, the windows area adjusts the display
to fill the space. Another view automatically becomes the
active view. Mter you close a view, you may re-open it at any
time.
Closing a view does not affect the information in the database.
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CHANGING THE ACTIVE VIEW
When one view is on the screen, it is the active view. When
more than one view is on the screen, the active view is identified
by a highlighted view label.
To change the active view, press the Next View key [£§J or
choose Next View from the Views menu (/VN). Reflex cycles
through the windows shown on the screen.

l!J
Z
::i

o
z

«
:::c

[m] If you are using a mouse, move the pointer anywhere in
the view and click the left button.

z

UJ
UJ

0:::

U

VI

RESIZING A VIEW
To change the size of either the topmost or leftmost view, use
the Resize command on the Views menu.
1. Make the leftmost view or the topmost view active.
2. Choose Resize from the Views menu. A dotted line, known
as the shadow line, appears on the dividing line between
two views.
3. Use the cursor keys to move the shadow line to a new
location.
4. Press I ~ I. The windows adjust.
[m]

If you are using a mouse:

1. Choose Resize from the Views menu.
2. Put the top of the pointer on the dividing line and press-andhold the left button.
3. Move the shadow line to a new location and release the
button. The windows adjust.

EXPANDING AND SHRINKING A VIEW
You can expand the active view to fill the entire screen.
Expanding a view doesn't erase other views on the screen; the
expanded window merely covers them temporarily until you
shrink it back to its former size.
To expand the active view, choose Expand from the Views
menu (/VE) or press the Expand key, [QJ [£[J.
To return the screen to the previous display, choose Shrink
(lV5) from Views menu or press [QJ [KJ again.
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TOOLS
Several Reflex menu commands display a tool in a window
that temporarily overlays whatever views are displayed. Tools
provide ways for you to give specific directions so that Reflex
can carry out important functions.

VI

n

~

m
m

Z

When a tool is displayed, it is active. Until you put it away, you
can't use any of the views.

:r:

Tools don't change size; they aren't resized, expanded, or
shrunk.

G)

I Esc I. The tool is canceled and any changes made
are forgotten. (This works with all tools except Field & Sort
Settings.), where changes are accepted.)
Select the Proceed box and press I ~ I. Reflex carries out
the function and puts away the tool.
Select the Cancel box and press I ~ I. The tool is cancelled,
and any changes made are forgotten.
Select the Put Away box and press I ~ I. Changes made are
retained.
Press I Ctrl II ~ I. This is a shorthand for proceeding
from anywhere in the tool.

D Press

D
D
D

o

r

Z

There are a number of ways to put away a tool:

D

»z

MOVING AROUND IN TOOLS
Tools often contain a variety of places to provide instructions to
Reflex for carrying out commands. The parts of a tool are
shown on the next page.
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The Search Conditions
Tool.

SEARCH CONDITIONS

Method of entry: D Cell I Table} Check boxes
Field
i Condition i OR
Date
., ......... .. ......... ,.. '."'.,.' ..... ...... ... '." ... "",,"""".
Product i
.~~ ..........................................i............................
Table
"

l!J
Z

"

"

'

..... "., ... ,", ......... " •• ,.,.,.,., ... , ....... ,.,.,., •• , ••• "0"""",,,.

~

o
z

«
:::c
zw

.Q~~.~~~ ... .i........................................................
lInit Cost i

c::::

Sales$

w

U

VI

Use:

~

Conditions as Entered D Opposite of Conditions

I Proceed I I Cancel I}

Buttons

Instruction cell this is a type-in cell in which you enter
information.
Check boxes these are enumerated choices, from which you
pick one. The choice picked is identified by an X in the box
next to it on the left.
Tables row and column grids for entering information,
typically on a field-by-field basis.
Buttons typically, Proceed and Cancel, buttons are at the
bottom of the cell and cause immediate actions, such as carrying
out the command and putting away the tool.
In moving between these elements of a tool, cursor keys
operate normally, moving the selection from one to another.
One point of note, however, is the operation of checkboxes. In
making a choice from those shown in a group of checkboxes,
you'll cursor to the desired choice and then use either the
1 ~ I, ~,I {} II§ I, [IJ, or CO keys to move on to
the next selection. This will leave the desired checkbox
checked. If you were to use ~ or G::J keys, it would simply move the check to the next checkbox.
Pressing 1 ~ 1 accepts the entry in the currently selected cell
and moves the selection to the next cell. Selecting a button, e.g.
Proceed or Cancel and pressing 1~ I, causes the indicated
operation to be immediately performed and, in the case of
Proceed, Cancel, and Put Away, put away the tool.
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ENTERING AND EDITING DATA
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~
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This section describes the basic functions of setting up a

database, entering information, and modifying information.

A

THE DATABASE-RECORDS AND FIELDS
At the heart of Reflex is a database. It is the repository for the
information you will work with.
A database is a collection of records, each containing related
information. Each piece of information is called a field. An
example of a database is an address card file:

l-

ew

~

w
Z
w

I
1

I-

An address card file.

1

Phone

Name

Name

I

Phone

Name

Name

Name

Phone
f-

Phone

-

Phone

Address

I-

City
State

f-

Zip Code

The entire card file is a database. Each card is a record, and
each entry, e.g., Name, Address, and Phone, are fields.

CREATING THE DATABASE

The first step in working with Reflex is to create a database.
While this may be done with the Translate facility to use
information from other sources, more commonly you'll start
from scratch.
There are 2 steps to creating a database:
1. Naming the fields.
2. Entering information.
NAMING THE FIELDS

Prior to entering data, the only required step is telling Reflex
which fields will be in the database. This can be done in one
of two ways:
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1. Create the Form using Form Design.
2. Enter the field names in the Field & Sort Settings Tool.
Either way, once you've specified the field names, the database
is set up and ready to accept information.
NOTE

Fields may be added, deleted, moved, or renamed at any time,
even after information is entered in the database. So don't
worry about getting it exactly right and anticipating all your
needs from the start.
CREATING RECORDS

When the database is created, a blank record is automatically
provided to accept information.

m
Z

-i

m

When you enter data in the blank record, Reflex enters it into
the database and creates another blank record for further
entry. This process is repeated. A blank record can always be
found immediately following the last record in the database,
and may be reached by pressing the Last Record Key
~ [NJ, then the Next Record Key [NJ. In the List, you
may also press the I End I key.
You can also add additional blank records any place within the
database. Choosing Add Record from the Records menu
(IRA) will add a record immediately following the current record.
To add a record immediately before the current record (e.g.,
before the first record), use the List View as follows:

1. Open List View.
2. Press I Home I to get to the first record.
3. Press the Row Key [IT] or choose Row Select from the
Edit menu (lER).
4. Press the I Ins I Key or choose Insert from the Edit menu
(lEI).

You can create records and enter information at any time. You
do not need to give a special command to begin or stop
entering data and creating records.

ENTERING DATA
Once a field has been created, you can enter data into it. You
enter one piece of information in each field. (We use the
terms data and information interchangeably throughout this
User's Guide.)
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The rule for entering data is: Select the field, type in the
iriforrnatian, and press I ~ lora cursor key.
Entering a value in a field.

PrintlFile

Records

Search

ForM

Custlmer list
NaMe: Chris Kyle
Address: 444 BStreet
City: San Francil

State:

Zip Code:

I-

DITTO

Ci::
UJ

When you enter a ditto ("), Reflex duplicates the field entry
from the same field in the previous record.

ow

I-

Z

w

CALCULATED FIELDS

Reflex will automatically calculate data based on entries in
other fields. See. Part 8, Calculated Fields.
CONSTANTS

Reflex will duplicate an entry in a field in all records if you
enter = in front of it. For example, = 145 will enter 145 in the
field in every record in which you have not entered another
value in that field. See Part 8, Calculated Fields.

THE CURRENT RECORD

Reflex always keeps one record as the current record. This
record-and the designation can easily be moved from record to
record-is the object of record commands, such as Delete
Record. It is also the record that is highlighted within the
Views.
The current record is whichever record you're working with. If
a field in the Form View or List View, a row in the List
View, or a point in the Graph View is selected, the encompassing record is automatically made the current one.
In Form View, the current record is the one displayed. In List
View, the current record is indicated by an arrowhead just
to the left of the row. In Graph View, the current record
is indicated by a highlight on the point or by a box drawn
around the x-axis label.
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CHANGING THE CURRENT RECORD

Press the following function keys to change the current record.
KEY

ACTION

[fl]

Makes the previous record current.

lliJ

Makes the next record current.

[QJ [fl]

Makes the first record current.

lliJ

Makes the last record current.

[QJ

The records appear in the order they are entered, until you
sort them (see Field & Sort Settings in Section 6, "Records").
m
Z
m
~
m
0
-i

=i

B

FIELD SPECIFICATIONS
Reflex keeps track of information by means of the field names.
You use the field names to direct Reflex to manipulate the
information in the various views and in the tools.

FIELD NAMES
Field names may be a maximum of 72 characters long. Reflex
has minor restrictions on what field names may be used.
UPPERCASE AND LOWERCASE

Reflex does not distinguish between uppercase (capital) and
lowercase letters, except when sorting. Some items are printed
in uppercase in the User's Guide for quick recognition on the
page. However, you may enter them without using uppercase.
RESERVED WORDS AND CHARACTERS

Field names can contain any characters on the keyboard,
including numbers and spaces, except for the words and characters listed below. These are reserved for use in Reflex
formulas.
Reserved Words
AND, OR, NOT, Upl'O, DNTO, THRU, BTWN, ALL,

and any of the

@ functions are reserved words and may not be used within a
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field name if they are surrounded by spaces; they may be used
as letter combinations happening to fall within another word.
Reserved Characters

( ) < > = + - / * ~ , are not valid as field names or within
field names. Spaces may be used within field names, but not as
a leading or trailing character. Note that while the reserved
words may appear within field names if they are not surrounded
by spaces, reserved characters may not, regardless of whether
there are spaces around them. Numbers may not be used
alone as field names. They are valid within field names.
VALID

INVALID

EXPLANATION

£5
LU
Q::

Price

and

("and" is a reserved word)

I-

More

True or False

("or" is a reserved word)

Overall

All totaled

("All" is a reserved word)

Total Cost

Variable

$Margin

+ Fixed
Variable + Fixed

(" +"
(" +"

0/0 Margin

99

(numbers can't be used alone)

I-

w

zw

is a reserved character)
is a reserved character)

In addition, you cannot use the same field name for two fields.
Date 1 and Date 2, however, are perfectly acceptable.
FIELD TYPES
Every field has a type. The field type indicates the kind of
data that can be entered in that field: text, numeric, or
date. When we say a text field, a numeric field, or a date field,
we are referring to a field of that type.
ESTABLISHING THE FIELD TYPE

When you first enter a field name, it has an undefined type.
There are two ways to establish the field type:

o Reflex recognizes the type of data you first enter into a
field. After that, the field is reserved for the same type of
data.
o You can set or change the field type yourself in Field & Sort
Settings. (See Part 6, "Records.")
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Text

A text field contains letters, words, sentences, punctuation
marks, special characters, letters and numbers together, and
any number or date that you want to treat as a text entry.
Here are some examples of entries that are automatically text:
D Letters, words, and sentences: Bill, San Francisco, CA,

North, Product out of stock
D Mixed entries: 5460 Bouyant Avenue, (415) 555-1212,1 ABC
717, 16d, 17#

Numbers treated as text: Typically you treat zip codes as text
because Reflex doesn't display a leading zero in a numeric field.
To cause a number to be treated as text, enter a single quote
mark (') before the number the first time you enter data in that
field. After the first entry, you do not need to use the quote
mark.
Numeric

A numeric field contains only numbers (plus a decimal point or
a minus sign) or a calculation that produces a number. When
you enter numbers, do not include $, or commas. You can
use the Field & Sort Settings Tool to set the display format to
display dollar signs and commas.
Date

A date field contains dates entered in the format month/day/
year-for example, 1117/84. You do not need to enter a zero in
front of a single-digit month or day. You can set the display
format to display the date in one of several ways: 17-Jan-84,
Jan-84, January 17, 1984, 1184, and 1117/84.
FIELD TYPE RECOGNITION

The first time you enter data into a field, Reflex assumes that
you want to set the field type for that kind of data.
D If the first entry contains any letters or special characters,

or if it begins with a single quote ('), Reflex sets the field
type as text.
D If the first entry is all numbers, Reflex sets the field type as
numeric.
D If the first entry is in the form of mmlddlyy, Reflex makes
the field a date field.
D If the first entry begins with =, +, or @, Reflex determines
the field type from the formula that follows.
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Reflex automatically recognizes thefield types, so you can go
directly from designing your form to entering data. You do
not need to take a separate step of establishing the field types.
In certain cases, however, you will need to use the Field &
Sort Settings tool to establish the field type.
D If your first entry is the wrong type (for instance, you

accidentally enter text in a field you want to use for numbers), you must use Field & Sort Settings to change the
type.
D If you write a formula for a calculated field in the first
record, the field type will be set according to the formula.
However, you cannot use untyped fields in the formula.
Either set the types for any untyped fields in the formula by
using the Field & Sort Settings Tool or make sure that
your formulas refer to already-typed fields.

I-

C5
L.U

Q:
w
Z

IL.U

c

CHOICES
The Reflex Choices feature enables you to enter keywords
and field names without having to remember them or type
them in.
Choices may be used anywhere in the program. Pressing the
Choices key ITIQ] causes Reflex to display a choice list
on the screen. It contains available entries for whatever
is currently selected.
Typically, a choice list contains all the current field names. You
select the field name from the choice list for use in formulas,
list column headings, and other places where you need to refer
to them.
Other examples of where Choices may be used are:
D In the Save, Retrieve, and Erase tools, the choice list

contains all the relevent file names in the current directory.
D In Report View, the list of choices shows the available
attribute options.
D In the Field & Sort Settings tool, the choice list contains the
available choices for field type or display format, depending
on which is currently selected.
D In the Crosstab View, the choice list shows the available
summary functions when the Summary cell is selected.
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A typical Choices display.
All the current field names
are listed.

PrintlF ile
Tyler Canoe Co",pany
nonthly Sales Report
Rep:

AI~

Product: Paddles
Quant ity: 81

Unit Cost: $n
Total Cost: =Unit Cost *I
Avg Price: $81

Records

Search

For",

Fields
Cotl",ission
Date
Product

I!muo
Rep

$ "argin: $313
Yo

"argin: 4,8

COM iss ion: $78,25

m
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SELECTING FROM A CHOICE LIST
Mter you have selected the location for your entry, press
Choices WQ].

o Use CD and [TI to move the cursor to the choice you

want. Then press 1~ I.
o Or: Type in the first letter of the desired choice. The first
choice beginning with that letter will be highlighted. Press
I~I.
NOTE

When the choice list appears, you may not see all the available
choices. Use the arrow keys to scroll to see all the choices.
The other cursor movement keys also work in choices.
1 Home 1 and 1 End 1 move the cursor to the first and last
choices. 1 Pg up 1 and 1 Pg Dn 1 scroll the list by pages. ~,
~, and ~ enter the choice and then move the selection
in the indicated direction.
[m] If you have a mouse, you can select a choice from the list
by putting the pointer on it and clicking the left button.
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EDITING
Editing is used to change any entry, whether it's infonnation in
the database or cells in a view or tool.
To correct a typing mistake as you make it, simply backspace
over it and retype.
You can edit an entry in two ways:

o
o
f-

is
UJ

a::

Select the cell and retype the entry.
Select the cell and press the Edit key [ill to enter the
Edit mode. This allows you to change the entry without
retyping it.

UJ

f-

Z

UJ

THE EDIT MODE
Edit mode allows you to modify an entry without retyping all of
it. Special functions are made available to insert, delete, and
change individual characters.
Begin by selecting what you want to change. Then press the
Edit key ffiJ to enter the Edit mode. While Reflex is in
the Edit mode, you can use the ~ and GJ keys to move
the cursor to any location in the entry without disturbing any of
the characters. Then simply type in corrections or changes.
Press I ~ I to enter the changed data in the selected cell and
leave the Edit mode.
While you are in Edit Mode, the selected cell and the Edit line
display the entry being edited. Since data entries may be 254
characters long, the entry will scroll automatically when
you move the cursor past the part shown. The Edit line will
show 80 characters at a time, while the amount shown by
the cell will vary depending on where it is.
Any value being edited is displayed in the fonnat it was typed
in, rather than the fonnat in which it is nonnally displayed. For
example, if there is a fonnula producing the value for a
particular field, you will edit the fonnula, not the value. If a
field contains a number, you will edit the underlying number,
regardless of the display fonnat.
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The following keys have particular functions in Edit mode:
FUNCTION
Returns the old data to the cell and takes you out of Edit
mode.

KEY

I

Esc

G:J

Moves the cursor one space to the left.

~

Moves the cursor one space to the right.

~

Moves the cursor five spaces to the right.

[QJ~

Moves the cursor five spaces to the left.

I Home I
I End I

Moves the cursor to the first character in the cell.
Moves the cursor to the last character in the cell.

(Backspace)

Moves the cursor to the left, deleting characters as it moves.

I

Ins

Inserts a space at the cursor location.

Del

Deletes a character at the cursor location.

m

Z

-i
m

Enters the data and then moves the selection to the next cell.

c::IJ

Enters the data and then moves the selection to the previous
cell.

None of the changes you make are permanent until you press
Esc I will remove the
changes and return the cell to the way it was before.

I ~ I, [1], or CD. Until then, I

THE EDIT MENU
The editing functions apply throughout Reflex.
The Edit menu.

PrintlF ile
Delete
Insert
Set Colulm Width
Row Select
ColuMn Select
Window Clear

Records

CJ

=l

[1]

NOTE

~

m

Search

DELETE
Choosing Delete (lED), or using the Del Key, erases whatever is
selected.
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o If a cell is selected, its contents become null.

o
o

If a row or column is selected, it is removed from the
display.
In Edit mode, Delete erases the character at the cursor
location.

INSERT
Where appropriate, choosing Insert (lEI), or pressing the Ins
Key, adds to the display.

o

l-

ew
a:
UJ

I-

o
o

Z
w

When a row or column is selected, Insert adds another row
immediately above, or column immediately to the left, of
the selection.
In Form Design, Insert adds a row above the selection.
In Edit mode, Insert adds a space at the selection.

SET COLUMN WIDTH
If the current selection is in a column, such as in the List View,
choosing Set Column width (lES) allows you to adjust the
width of that column.
To change the width of a column:
1. Select any cell in the column and choose Set Column Width
from the Edit menu.
2. Use ~ and ~ to change the width.
3. When the column width is as desired, press I ~ \.

[m] If you are using a mouse, you can change the column
width with the pointer:
1. Put the tip of the pointer on the dividing line between two
columns.
2. Press-and-hold the left button.
3. Move the pointer to the new location (a shadow line moves
with the pointer).
4. Release the button.
The maximum width of a column is 70 screen spaces.
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ROW SELECT
Choosing Row Select (fER), or pressing [TIJ, is a preparatory
action. You select a row in order to delete it or to insert another
one above it. Once you have selected a row, the o::J and [IJ
keys move the highlight from row to row.
To un-select a row: Press

1

Esc

I,~, or

G::].

COLUMN SELECT
Choosing Column Select (fES), or pressing ffi], is a preparatory action. You select a column in order to delete it or to insert
another one to the left. Once you have selected a column, the
~ and ~ keys move the highlight from column to
column.
To un-select a column: Press 1 Esc I, [IJ, or CL].

WINDOW CLEAR
To clear the active window (either a view or a tool), choose
Window Clear from the Edit menu (/EW). It does not apply to
Form View. It has no effect on the database itself.
Clear a view whenever you want to build up a new display from
scratch.
Clear a tool whenever you want to make extensive changes in
the instructions.
WARNING

Do not confuse this command
with Clear Database on the
Records menu. Clear Database
erases the current database
from the computer's memory.
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A
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35
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The information in a paper database is static. You can see it in
only one way, so it can be difficult to understand how the pieces
of information are related. The information in a Reflex database is fluid; you can display it many ways and examine it from
many angles.
Reflex provides different views of the information, each
providing a different perspective on what the information
means.
There are five Reflex Views:
The Form View

the detail, displayed one record at a
time.

The List View

the row-and-column display of the
records.

The Graph View

the visual overview for analyzing
trends and making comparisons.

The Crosstab View

the numeric overview for analyzing
trends and making comparisons.

-i

I

m

The Report View

for creating customized reports
from the database.

<
m
~

VI

In this section, we discuss the Form, List, Graph, and Crosstab
Views. Report View is discussed in Reference B.

A

FORM DESIGN
You use Form Design to create your Form View and thereby
set-up your database. With it you enter field names and
position them on the form. The field names you enter become
the fields in the database.
You use Form Design to:
D Enter field names and create the Form.
D Position field names on the Form.
D Rename fields.
D Add and delete fields.
D Place labels on the form.
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Using Form Design is easy. The form is treated like a blank
piece of paper, on which you enter field names wherever
you like. In the same fashion, the form may be modified at any
time, even after information is entered in the database.
Upon exiting Form Design, the database is ''live'' and you can
begin entering information.

OPENING FORM DESIGN
Form Design is part of Form View. There are two ways to
open Form Design:
D If you have not yet set up a database, Choose Form from the

Views menu (/VF). It will automatically open in Form
Design.
D If you are currently working with a database, you must first
make Form View the active view. Then choose Design
Form from the Form menu (/FD).
V'l

~

The Form Design screen fills the entire windows area. It
displays whatever field names or labels have been previously
established. It does not display data.

UJ

:>
UJ

I
f-

The Form Design screen.
Return to this screen at
any time if you wish to
modify the Form.

Cursor-

Position numbers-
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Form Design is 500 characters wide and 500 rows long. You can
enter field names anywhere in this area. Position numbers
on the bottom line of the Form Design window specify the
location of the cursor on the Form Design screen; use them to
align field names.

CLOSING FORM DESIGN
When you have finished with Form Design, you will return to
one of the Views.

o To close the Form Design screen and return to the Form
View, choose Exit Design from the Form menu (/FE).

o To close the Form Design screen and return to the List
View, Graph View, or Crosstab Views, choose the view from
the Views menu.

POSITIONING THE CURSOR

-l

:c
m

To enter or edit a field name at a particular location, the first
step is to position the cursor at that location.
You can move your cursor to any position on the form by using
the cursor keys.
KEY

WHERE YOUR CURSOR MOVES

[IJ

Up one line

ITJ
G::J
GJ

Down one line
Left one space
Right one space

I Home I
I End I

Top left corner of the form

[§J

Right five spaces

[QJ~

Left five spaces

I Pg Dn I
I Pg Up I
I Ctrl I G::J
I Ctrl I~
I (-J I

Down one page

Bottom right-hand corner of the form

Up one page
Left one page
Right one page
Down one row and to the left edge of the
leftmost field of the previous row.
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ENTERING FIELD NAMES
To enter a field name, position the cursor, type the name, and
either press I ~ I or reposition the cursor. Field names can
be located anywhere on the form as long as they do not overlap
any other entry. Three spaces are required between field
names (however a label may immediately precede a field name.)
You may enter up to 128 field names.
Spaces before and after a field name are not allowed. Spaces
within a field name count.
NOTE

Do not type a colon (:) after your field names. Reflex
automatically displays a colon after each field name on the
Form View when you leave Form Design.
For rules on valid field names, see Section B, Field Specifications, of Part 3, Entering and Editing Data.

VI

~

MOVING FIELD NAMES

LU

5
LU

To move a field name, select the field name you wish to move,
choose Move Field from the Form menu (/FM), and use the
cursor keys to position the field name where you want it. Press

I

I-

I~I.

[m] To rrwve a field name with a mouse, position the pointer
on the field name, press-and-hold the left button, and move
the pointer to the new location. Release the button.

Moving a field name does not affect the data entered in the
field. You can move a field name to any other location at any
time.

ADDING FIELD NAMES
You can add fields to an existing database in Form Design.

To add a field, simply position the cursor where you want the
new field name and type it in.
To insert a raw for adding a field name, use the Insert command
on the Edit menu (lEI) or the I Ins I key.
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DELETING FIELD NAMES
You can delete a field from the database by deleting the field
name. Follow this procedure:

1. Select the field name you want to delete.
2. Choose the Delete option from the Edit menu (lED) or press
1 Del I. Reflex will display a confirmation message.
3. Type Y to confirm.
The field name disappears. The field and all its entries are
removed from the database.
WARNING

When you delete a field
name, you delete the field
and all the data in that field.
Once you've deleted a field
name, the field and its
data no longer exist in your
computer's memory.

-t

:r:
m

If you mistakenly delete a field and then want to restore the
data to the database, you will have to retrieve the database
from your data disk. Any changes made since the last time the
database was saved to disk will be lost, though.

To delete a blank row, position the cursor anywhere in the row
and press 1 Del I. Reflex will not allow you to delete a row
with a field name in it.
EFFECTS ON FORMULAS

Because Reflex can use field names in formulas that calculate
field values, deleting one field can affect calculated fields. If
you delete a field that is used in a formula, error values result
in the remaining affected fields.

RENAMING FIELDS
You can edit field names to correct or rename them by using
either of the two methods below.
D Select the field name and type in the new field name. Press
I~I.
D Select the field name, then press the Edit key QU. When
you have finiShed making changes, press 1~ I.
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Editing field names doesn't affect the data in those fields.
Renaming a field will also rename it in any formula using that
field name.
WARNING

If you mean only to change a
field name, do not delete it
first. If you delete a field
name, the data in that field
disappears.

ENTERING LABELS
Anything entered in Form Design that is not to be used as a
field name is called a label. Enter a label by typing an
apostrophe (single quote) before the words in the label. Labels
can be used for titles, comments, directions, or other
information which appear on the Form but do not affect the
database.
Vl

s:

Labels may be entered anywhere on the form. They will appear
in Form View only. They can be edited only in Form Design.

w

5

w

I
f-

Form with labels.

1#llililll;f.i~:!

;;~,&=_}-labelS

Rep

B

Date I

Field names

THE FORM VIEW
The Form View displays one complete record at a time. You
see the field names, the data in each field, and whatever labels
you have included on your form.
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Records

Search

Forn

Tyler Canoe Cot1pany
Honthly Sales Report
Rep: Dave

Date: Jun-85

ProWct: Swiftwater
Quantity: 19
Unit Cost: $437
Total Cost: tilJm]
Avg Price: $661

Sales$: $12,566
$ Hargin: $4,263
Yo

Hargin: 33,9

COM iss ion : $1 ,865,75

You can use the Form View to enter and edit data.
You can also use the Form View to add or delete records, find a
specific record, cycle through the sequence of records, and
enter formulas for calculated fields.
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OPENING AND CLOSING THE FORM VIEW
To open the Farm View, choose Form from the Views menu
will display
the ReplaceNertica1JHorizontal message and wait for your
instructions.) If you are in Form Design, choose Exit Design
from the Form menu (/FE).
(lVF). (If another view is currently active, Reflex

Graph
Xtcm
Clo.se
Re.size
Expand
Shdn~

To close the Farm View, choose Close from the Views menu
(/VC).

Ne.xt Vie\.!

it
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MOVING AROUND THE FORM VIEW
The cursor movement keys take you from field to field in
sequence. Reflex looks across, then down, for the next field.
KEY

MOVES THE CURSOR TO

~

Previous field

GJ
CD
ITJ

Next field

I Home I
I End

First field

[§J

Next field

[QJ [§J

Previous field

Previous field
Next field

Last field

Pg up

Moves up one page

Pg On

Moves down one page

VI

~

L.U

:>
w

I

Ctrl

~

Moves left one page

Ctrl

GJ

Moves right one page

I-

The Form View can be larger than the window in which it is
displayed. If a field is not visible in the window, selecting
it causes the view to scroll so that it is shown.

SCANNING THE RECORDS
Use the Record keys, [}[] and [£[J, to display successive
records in the Form View.
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KEY

DISPLAYS

[}[]

Previous record

[£[J

Next record

[QJ [}[]

Fi rst record

[QJ [£[J

Last record
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ENTERING DATA IN FORM VIEW
The field established by each field name is just to the right of
the field name. You can enter data in the fields at any time. No
special commands are necessary.
CREATING A RECORD

To create a record, you simply enter data into a blank form.
Reflex automatically creates a new record with that data and
puts it into the database.
A blank form is always available at the end of the database,
after the last filled-in record. To reach it, first press the Last
Record Key, [QJ Q[J, and then the Next Record Key Q[J.
Since there are no more records at that point, Reflex displays
a blank form, which can be filled out. As soon as you enter data
into it, a record is created and a new blank form is available
after it.
To add a new record in the middle of the database, choose Add
Record from the Records menu (IRA). This will add a blank
record after the current record.
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ENTERING AND MODIFYING DATA

To enter and modify data in the form, follow the general editing
rules:
D Select the field, type in the new data, press I ~
D Or select the field, press the Edit key,

I.

UU, to enter the

Edit mode, make whatever changes are necessary, and press
I~I.

Selecting a different field automatically enters the data you
have typed in. A common sequence, then, is to enter data in a
field, press I ~ I to move the the next field, enter data in
that field, and so on until the record is filled out. If you are at
the end of the database, the Next Record Key Q[J brings
a blank form for continued data entry.
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SAVING THE DATABASE
WARNING

VI

~

c

Bear in mind that once you've
created records, they exist
only in the computer's
memory. To make them
permanent, you must save
your work in a file on a data
disk. Choose Save File from
the Print/File menu (IPS). It is
a good idea to save the
database every 20 minutes or
so. This will limit loss of
data due to power failures or
mistakes.

THE LIST VIEW

w

5>
w

In the List View, the records are displayed in rows and
columns. The records are displayed one per row, with each field
in a separate column. At the top of each column is the name of
the field shown within that column.

I

I-

D.Janti ty
Views Edit

PrintlFile

Date j Product
• Jan-85 j Paddles

j
j

Rep
Alan

Records
I.
j

81

Search

List

! Unit Cost j Sales$ j AV9 Price j Total
j
$77 j $6,558 j
$81! $6,2

"jaii~'a's'j''S'rre'rif'''''''''j''A'ra'ri'''j''''''''''''''i'6"j""""""$'sie'1"$'i'6;'S3'S'1"""''$'i';'es2''1""''$'9';'i''
"jaii~a's'1"S'p'(id""""""1"Araii'''1''''''''''''''i'e"1"""""'{~9'e'1""$'4;'37'6'1""""""S'43's'1"""$'3';-ii'
"j'aii~a'5"1"s'wl'fhjafer'j"Araii"'1""""""""cj'1""""""$'43i'1""$'6;'6i2"1""""""$'14'i"1'""'$'3>i'
"jaii~'a's'1"p'a'ddres""'"'1''B'o'b''''''1''''''''''''''5'i"1""""""''$'ii'1''''$'S;'2'3's'1''''''''''''$'i'e'3'1"""$'3';'9'
"ja'ii~'as'1"s'rreiif'"''''''1''B'o'b''''''1''''''''''''''''6''1''''''''''''$'5'7'e'1''''$'6;'45'e'1''''''''$'i';'e7'5"1""''$'3';'4'
"ja'ii~'as'1"s'porl"""""'j"Bob""'1""""""""7"1""""""$39'e'1""$'3';'7'9'4'1""""""$'5'4'2"1""''$'2';'7''
"jaii~as'j"s'wrHwafer'1"Bob""'1""""""""9"1""""""$43'i':""$'1;'4'3'3":""""""s'a'2'6":""''$'3;'9''
"j'ari~'a5"1"p'a'd'di'es"""'1"c'alh~'1"""""""4'5"1"""""""$'1i'1""$'4;'6i'3'1""""'"'$'i'e'3"1"""$'3';'4"
"j'aii~as'1"s'rreiif""""'1"c'alh~'1""""""""7"1""""""$'5'7'e'1"''$'6';'7'e9'1''''''''''''$'9'5'a"1"""$'3;'9"
"ja'ii~'ss'1"s'pod""""""1"C'at'h'~'1"""""'""'5"1"""""''$'3'9'e''1''''$'2';'6'6i'1''''''''''''$'5'3'3'1""''$'1';'9''
"jaii~a's'j''S'wrHwafer'1''cat'h'~'1''''''''''''''''7''1''"""""$'4'3i'1""$'s;'i2'a'1"""""''$'ai'a'[''''''$'3';'e'

::~~~:~:~~:!::~:~~~(~:~::::::L~:~~:~:::!::::::::::::::~:~::!::::::::::::::~:??T:J:~;:~~:~L::::::::::J:?:~:!::::::~:~:;:~::
The list may be customized, showing the fields in different
orders, or showing only some fields, by entering the field
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names in the column headers in the order in which you wish to
see them.
Filtering the database allows you to control which records are
displayed.

OPENING AND CLOSING THE LIST VIEW
To open the List View, choose List from the Views menu (/VL).
If there are other Views on the screen, Reflex displays the
ReplaceNerticaIJHorizontal message and waits for instructions.

xtab
Close
~ia
~aM
Shri~

Next Uiev
it

The List View displays the current record at the top of the list.
To display the first record in the database (according to the
current sort order), press I Home I or ~ [][].

To close the List View, choose Close from the Views menu
(/VC).
-i

WORKING IN THE LIST VIEW

I
m

<

~

THE CURRENT RECORD

Vl

The current record indicator is an arrowhead (~) located to the
left of the current record. Selecting any field in a record
makes it the current record.
To change the current record use the Record keys [fl],
Q[J, ~ [flJ, and ~ Q[J. These keys make current
the previous, next, first, and last records, respectively.
MOVING AROUND THE LIST VIEW

The cursor movement keys enable you to select any cell in the
List View table.
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The List View can be larger than the window in which it is
displayed. You can see the hidden parts of the List View
by scrolling.

To scroll the List View, use the cursor movement keys to select
cells. The View will scroll to display the selected cell.
CHANGING THE COLUMN WIDTH

Columns have preset widths, which may not always allow you
to see the entire field entry. (The Edit line also displays the
entry in any selected field.) You can change the width of
any column to see the contents.

To change the width of a column, first select any cell in the
column, then choose Set Column Width from the Edit menu
(lES). U se ~ and G::J to move the column dividing line to
where you want it, then press I ~ I.
[m] If you are using a mouse, you can change the width of a
column with the pointer. Put the tip of the pointer on the
dividing line you want to move. Press-and-hold the left button.
While still holding down the button, move the pointer and
the "shadow line" to the location you want. Release the button.

V'l
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The maximum width of any column is 70 characters.

RE-ARRANGING THE COLUMNS
You can rearrange the columns to display particular fields sideby-side or to make data entry easier. You can also move and
delete columns without losing any data. Deleted columns can be
recalled at any time.
The general approach to arranging the List is to put the field
names in the column headings in the order you'd like to see the
fields displayed.

Putting a field name in a column heading causes that field's
values to be displayed in the column.
NOTE

The Choices Key [1IQJ is a particularly convenient method of
entering field names in the column headings.
SELECTING A COLUMN

Before inserting or deleting a column, you must select it. To
select a column, choose Column Select from the Edit menu
(lEe) or press the Column key lliJ.
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To unselect a column, press [1], or CIJ. The cursor will
highlight the column heading cell. If you press 1 Esc I, the
cursor will return to its previous location.
To insert a blank column, first select a colunm. Then choose
Insert from the Edit menu (lEI) or press 1 Ins I. A blank
column will be inserted to the left of the selected column. A
field name can then be entered in the column heading to display
its values in that column.
437

A blank column inserted in
the List View.
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To delete a column, first select the column you want to delete.
Then choose Delete from the Edit menu (lED) or press
1 Del I. The selected column is deleted from List View.
NOTE

Although the column is no longer displayed, the data remains in
the database. You can recall a column at any time. See
Recalling a Column, below.
MOVING A COLUMN

To move a column, insert a blank column where you want it to
go. Select the column heading cell of the blank column by
scrolling to it or by pressing [][] CHJ. Enter the field name
of the column you want displayed in that location.
The column moves from its old location to the new location.
REPLACING A COLUMN

To replace a column with another, enter the field name of the
column you want to display in the heading of the column you
want to replace.
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The new column replaces the old column, and the old column is
deleted.
RECALLING A COLUMN

Any deleted column can be recalled.
You may insert a blank column for this purpose, replace an
existing column, or use the blank column that is always
available on the far right of the List.
CLEARING AND RESTORING THE VIEW

To delete all the columns at once, choose Window Clear from
the Edit menu (lEW). Only one blank column remains. Entering
a field name in any column heading will recall that column.
To recall all deleted columns and restore the List View to its
original order, choose Show All Fields from the List menu (/LS).
NOTE
Vl

~

w

The List View will display existing fields; it is not used to
create new fields. New fields may be added in Form Design or
in the Field & Sort Settings tool.

5

w

I
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ENTERING AND EDITING DATA IN THE LIST VIEW
To enter data in the List View, select the cell, type in the
information, and press I ~ I or select another cell. The value is
then entered in that field for that record.
ADDING A RECORD

Just as in the Form View, the List View allows you to fill in a
blank record at the end of the database. To reach it, you can
scroll, use the End Key, or the Last and Next Record Keys.
Entering data in any field in the blank record adds the record
to the database.
The List View provides two ways to add a record between
existing records:
D To add a record after the current record (below it in the list),
choose Add Record from the Records menu (IRA). A blank

record appears and becomes the current record.
D To insert a record before the current record (above it in the
list), first select the row by choosing Row Select from
the Edit menu (/ER) or by pressing the Row Key, QU.
Then choose Insert from the Edit menu (lEI) or press
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1 Ins I. A blank record appears. Press ~ to select the
first field in the row.
DELETING A RECORD

Just as there are two ways of inserting records in the List
View, there are two ways of deleting records.

o To delete the current record, choose Delete Record from the
Records menu (/RD). The current record is deleted.

o You may also delete the current record by deleting the row.
Choose Row Select from the Edit menu (/ER) or press the
Row key CTIJ. Then choose Delete from the Edit menu
(lED) or press 1 Del I. The current record is deleted.

D

THE GRAPH VIEW
The Graph View provides a visual representation of information. It can show data plotted in any of five ways-as a scatter
graph, a line graph, a bar chart, a cumulative (stacked) bar
chart, or a pie chart.
Values plotted on the graph are drawn from records in the
database. Reflex can plot individual values (i.e., one from each
record), or it can create summary graphs showing totals,
averages, counts, minimums, maximums, variances, and standard deviations.
Reflex also takes graphs beyond presentation graphics into
interactive analysis. Points on the graph may be selected,
causing the underlying detail to be displayed in the form or list.

THE GRAPH VIEW SCREEN
The Graph window contains a variety of cells which indicate
what's being graphed, e.g. the x-axis field and the y-axis fields.
These cells are under your control-not only do they tell you
what's being graphed, but by filling them in with field names,
you control what's graphed.
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Below are the parts of the Graph View.
A typical graph.
Title{prOduct Sales Analysis Summary indicatorl

Y-axis field

ii

Y-axis scale-I----<

For

l4eeee~---------------....--

S

l2eeee .............................
leeeee
aeeee
6eeee
4eeee
2eeee
e

U

.Alan
For

~

H

Each:

Rep

VI

..............................................................................

1180b
field

§Cathy

Dave}tY-axis legends

X-axis field

w

5

Title An optional title for the graph.

w

I
f-

Graph area Plotted data appears in the graph area.
X-axis field The field being plotted on the horizontal axis.
Summary Indicator Indicates that Reflex has summarized
the values for each unique entry in the x-axis field.
For Each field Indicator Indicates that Reflex has created
a separate y-graph for each unique entry in this field.
X-axis scale or labels
interval on the x-axis.

Identifies the entries for each

Y-axis legends These legends associate a particular graph
segment, e.g., particular line or bar, with the name of the field
being graphed.
Y-axis scale The numeric scale for the y-axis fields being
graphed.
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OPENING AND CLOSING THE GRAPH VIEW
To open the Graph View, choose Graph from the Views menu
(lVG).

Close
Re.s i1e
[)«() and

Shrink
Next Ui€:~
Quit

If the window is too small to display a graph, a message is
shown indicating that. If this occurs, Resize (/VR) or Expand
(lVE) to make the window larger.

To close a Graph View, choose Close from the Views menu
(lVC).

SETTING UP A GRAPH: PLOTTING DATA
The steps to create a Reflex graph are:

o Enter a field name in the x-axis field cell.
o Enter successive field names in the y-axis legend cells.
As soon as the x-axis field and one y-axis field have been
entered, Reflex draws the graph representing those values.
Changes to the graph (additional values, changing graph type,
etc.) cause Reflex to redraw the graph appropriately.
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MOVING AROUND THE GRAPH VIEW

The Graph View has a number of cells in which you see and
enter data and field names. Moving between these cells is
important, since selecting them and entering field names is how
you control what is graphed.
At minimum, there are three areas:

o The graph area-the large rectangle where the graph is
displayed.

o The x-axis field cell-where you enter the field to graph on
the x-axis.
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A y-axis legend cell-where you enter a field to graph on
the y-axis.

X-axis Field
Edit

I Uieus

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Graph

Type

...t1!fi".

1-

r

Graph
area

IX-axis field cell
,
1

01

VI

L,_Y aXIs legend cell

~
w

5

w

In addition to the three areas above, you can select:

:::c

I-

o Up to seven more y-axis legend cells.

o
o
The maximum display:
several areas.

A For Each field cell.
A graph title cell.

Rep

I Uiews
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PrintlFile
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Search

Graph

Type

'j"

Vear-To-Date Sales AnalysiS-Graph title cell

S

V-axis field cell {

i
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The graph areas are ordered in sequence. You use [TI and
~ to select the previous area and UJ and GJ to select
the next area.
THE X-AXIS FIELD

When you enter a field name in the x-axis field cell, you're
identifying the data that you want Reflex to plot on the x-axis.
You can plot one field at a time on the x-axis.

o To enter the x-axis field, select the x-axis field cell, type a
field name, and press 1~ I.
o Or select the x-axis field cell, press the Choices key illQJ,
and select a field name from the choice list.
To change the values displayed on the x-axis, select the x-axis
field and enter a new field name.
If the x-axis field is numeric and a line or scatter graph is
chosen, Reflex automatically scales the x-axis scale to show all
the data. If the x-axis field is text or date, or a bar or cumulative bar graph is chosen, one entry is made for each record,
with the values displayed in ascending order along the x-axis. If
there are too many entries to be shown, further entries may
be seen by scrolling to the right.
V-AXIS FIELDS

You can plot values for up to eight fields along the y-axis. You
do so by specifying field names in successive legend cells. To
specify the field for the y-axis, select a legend cell and enter the
field name. When you enter a field name in a blank legend
cell, a new blank legend cell appears to enter additional fields.
You can identify the graph for each field by the graphic
symbol or pattern next to the field name in the legend cell.
V-AXIS FIELD TYPE

Y-axis fields must be numeric. Text and date fields cannot be
graphed on the y-axes.
To change a field displayed on the y-axis, select the legend cell
and enter a new field name. To remove a field from the
graph, delete the field name from the legend cell. Select the
legend cell, then choose Delete from the Edit menu (lED)
or press 1 Del I.
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WORKING WITH RECORDS IN THE GRAPH
THE CURRENT RECORD

When individual records are represented on the graph, by
either points or bars, there is a one-to-one relationship between
records in the database and points or bars on the graph.
The current record is indicated by a rectangle around the graph
point or, in the case of bar graphs, around the x-axis label.
The current record
indicator in Graph View.

Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Graph

Type

'j,l

6eee
seBe
4BBB

3888
2888

Vl

S

LU

18eB

5
LU

I
I-

Jan-84 Feb-84 Mar-84 Apr-84 Hay-84 ,Am-84 JuI-84 Aug-84
~

Sales

I

I

Month

MOVING THROUGH RECORDS

The entries on the x-axis are ordered left to right in ascending
order of the entries in the field. The order is independent of
the current sort order.
The sort order, however, determines the first, last, next, and
previous records. Thus, the Record keys, [IT] and ~, may
select records in a sequence different from the sequence
represented on the graph. The ~ and ~ keys select records in the order they are represented on the graph.
SCROLLING THE GRAPH AREA

If the graph extends past the edges of the graph area, you can
scroll the graph horizontally to bring each graphed value
into view.

The graph can be scrolled either in whole pages or one record
at a time.
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To scroll a whole page, use the following keys:
MOVEMENT

KEY

I
I

Ctrl

I~

Page right

Ctrl

I~

Page left

To scroll the graph one record at a time, you must first select
the graph area. Do this by pressing [IJ until the current
record indicator changes to a solid cursor highlight. Then press
~ or ~ to scroll additional points into viewing.
GRAPHIC RECORD SELECTION (SEE A POINT OF INTEREST?)

Often when you're looking at a graph, a particular point grabs
your attention-it's unusually high or low, or is at the peak
of an unexpected trend. You'd like to know what's behind
it. Graphic record selection is a fast way to see the detail behind
any point on the graph.
By selecting a point on the graph, you make that record
current, so it will be automatically displayed in the Form View
or List View. Open the Form View or List View, either sharing
the screen with the Graph View, or alone, and you'll see the
record behind any selected point on the graph.
To select a point in the graph, follow these steps:
1. Cursor up to the graph area. This will be indicated by the
rectangle around the current point or bar selection highlighting. This rectangle indicates the graph point representing the current record.
2. You can now move the point or bar selection from record to
record with the ~ and ~ cursor keys. Doing so
changes the current record to the one behind whichever
point is highlighted.
[m] If you are using a mouse, select a point or bar with the
mouse pointer. The record corresponding to the selected
data becomes the current record.
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GRAPH TYPES
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When the Graph View is active, the Type menu added to the
main menu line provides commands for five types of graphs:
scatter, line, bar, cumulative (stacked) bar, or pie chart.

I

f-

To set the graph type, choose one of the five types from the
Type menu. You can change the graph type at any time
by choosing a new type. Reflex will immediately replot the new
graph. If you don't choose, Reflex will plot a line graph.
LINE GRAPH

A line graph plots individual points which are connected with a
line. When multiple fields are being graphed, lines connect
points shaped differently for each field. The legends at the bottom of the Graph view associate each point shape with the
correponding field.
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A line graph.

I Uiews
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Graph
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Line graphs are often useful for showing trends and
relationships.
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SCATTER GRAPH

A scatter graph plots individual points. When multiple fields
are being graphed, differently shaped points are used for each
field. The legends on the bottom of the Graph View associate
each point shape with the corresponding field.
A scatter graph.

Profit

I Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Graph

Type

Jtl!T!".

~ 3588.,.---------------------,
38B8
75B8
78B8
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1888
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~ Sales

1988

1981

1987

1983

1984

1985

Year

Scatter graphs are often used for identifying trends and
groupings of data.
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BAR GRAPH

A bar graph represents y-axis values as solid bars. When
multiple fields are graphed, each field has its own bar, with a
pattern corresponding to the legend on the bottom of the Graph
View.
A bar graph.

Profit

I Uiews
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Graph

Type
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Bar graphs are often used for showing several fields side-byside for comparison.
CUMULATIVE BAR GRAPH

A cumulative bar graph is like a bar graph except that the
values for different fields are shown stacked on one bar, rather
than on separate bars. The bar section for each field has its
own pattern, corresponding to the legend on the bottom of the
Graph View.
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A cumulative bar graph.
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PrintlFile
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Graph

Type

3588
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A cumulative bar graph is often used for comparing the
relative contribution of several parts of a whole and growth of
the sum of the parts.
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A pie chart shows a circle ("pie") split up proportionally by the
values of the field being graphed.
A pie chart.

Sales

I Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Graph

Type

.j.1

1988 <t8,48'I.)
1982 (26,671.)

1981 (l6,l9'l.)

Year
A pie chart is often used to represent the relative contribution
of several parts to the whole.
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GRAPHING SUMMARIES AND FOR EACH
Two options in the Graph View enable you to change the graph
significantly to display summaries for each entry in the x-axis
field, and to display graphs of groups of records (e.g., for
each year) side-by-side on the y-axis.
DISPLAYING SUMMARIES

Often you will want to display summaries instead of individual
records. The summaries available are @SUM (total), @AVG
(average), @COUNT (coUnt), @MAX (maximum), @MIN
(minimum), @STD (standard deviation), and @VAR (variance).
The Summaries option tells Reflex to group the records by
the values in the x-axis field, i.e. all the records with the same
value (e.g., Company Name) belong to one group. Reflex
summarizes the values for each group and graphs the summary,
not the individual values.
For example, let's suppose you have 30 records in your database. For the x-axis field named Company, 15 of those records
have General Motors, 10 have Ford, and the remaining 5
have Chrysler. Initially, when Reflex plots the graph, it shows
30 entries--one for each record. Entering a summary causes
it to show only 3 entries--one for each company. Each plotted
point is the summary of all the data for each company.
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1. To enter a summary, choose Options from the Graph menu
(/GO). The Options tool is displayed.
2. Enter a summary function in the Summary cell and Proceed.
The graph changes to reflect the summary you have
entered.
The summary functions are:
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@SUM

Displays the total of the y-field values
for each x-axis value.

@AVG

Displays the average of the y-field
values for each x-axis value.

@COUNT

Displays the number of y-field values
for each x-axis value.

@MAX

Displays the maximum y-field value for
each x-axis value.

@MIN

Displays the minimum y-field value for
each x-axis value.

FIVE
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@STD

Displays the standard deviation of the
y-field values for each x-axis value.

@VAR

Displays the variance of the y-field
values for each x-axis value.

When the Summary cell is selected, Choices
list of these summary functions.

o

lliQJ displays a

To remove the summary, delete it from the Summary cell.

FOR EACH

Just as Summaries groups the records by similar values for the
purpose of showing totals, For Each groups the records by
similar values to show side-by-side comparisons.
For example, suppose you have a database of sales by month
by company:
Sales database.
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you can graph Sales by Month:

Sales by Month, in both
Scatter and Line.

Sales
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It's not very clear, though, since there are 3 points per month,
all graphed together without any differentiation by company.
For Each will provide this differentiation. Choosing For
Each from the Graph menu (lGF) and specifying the Company
field will group the records for each company and display a
separate graph for each:
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Sales for each Company.
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To use For Each:
D Choose For Each from the Graph menu (lGF). Reflex
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displays a cell to enter the field to use.
D Enter a field name. Reflex enters one legend for each
unique entry in that field and graphs the data for each.
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For Each will only act on one y-axis field. If more than one is
displayed, the others will be removed from the graph.
If there are more than eight unique entries in the field, Reflex
won't be able to display all the values because the graph is
limited to eight legend cell entries. The message line will
indicate that fewer than all the entries are displayed. In this
case, you can filter the database to remove some of the values.
NOTE

You may well want to use For Each and Summaries at the
same time. In the example above, if you had multiple sales
records for each company each month, you would have used the
Summary @SUM in addition to For Each to get the same
result.

SCALING, TITLES, AND GRIDS
When you first set up a graph, you identify the values for
Reflex to plot. Subsequently, it is possible to modify the graph
for clarity. You can change the scale, add a title, and use grid
lines to make the information easier to read.
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CHANGING THE SCALE

Reflex automatically scales the x-axis and y-axis to show as
much data as is practical. You can change either scale by using
the Scaling option on the Graph menu. You can also set the
origin of the graph (the point at which the x-axis crosses the
y-axis) and define the size of the intervals between tick marks
on the x- and y-axes.
The Graph Scaling tool.
X (Horizontal)

I
Haxil1U1'l I
Interval I

Hinil1UM

axis

V <Vertical) axis

Hinil1ul1 5ee
Haxil1ul1 425e
Interval 758
Origin

'U4J%' I Cancel I

V)

s
w

5

When you set the scales, you determine the amount of space to
be given each value on the axis. On the x-axis, such scaling is
applicable only when a numeric field is graphed and a Line
or Scatter graph is shown. Otherwise discrete labels are
shown.

w
I

f-

There are three scaling elements: the minimum value, the
maximum value, and the interval between numbers. For
example, you may want a scale to be from 0 to 100 with intervals of 10, or from 23.5 to 53.5 with intervals of 3.

To change the scales, select Scaling from the Graph menu
(/GS). Enter the values you want in the instruction cells.
Proceed. Reflex replots the graph with the new scales.
If you set a scale so the interval doesn't divide equally, the
maximum will not be shown. For example, if you set a scale
from 0 to 10 with intervals of 3, Reflex will set the scale at 0, 3,
6, and 9.
REPOSITIONING THE ORIGIN

You can use Scaling to change the origin of the graph. Simply
enter the Y Origin value in the Origin cell and Proceed.
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GRAPH DISPLAY OPTIONS: TITLE AND GRID LINES

To display a title or to use grid lines in the graph area, choose
Options from the Graph menu (lGO).
The Graph options tool.

StMary: _

Title: 0 ~ !81 Off
XGrid: 0 ~ !81 Off
VGrid: 0 ~ !81 Off
XLabel Width:

D

I Proceed I I Cnel I
To display a title for the graph, select the Title On checkbox,
and proceed. A title cell will then be shown at the top of the
graph. Select it and enter the desired title. Titles will display
up to 42 characters.

-I

:r:

To display grid lines, select the appropriate Grid On checkbox
in the Options tool. Grid lines may be displayed horizontally
(Y Grid), vertically (X Grid), or both.
'j,l

A Graph with horizontal
grid lines.
4B888 .........................................................................................................................
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PRINTING THE GRAPH
To print a Reflex graph, you name it and save it on your data
disk. Then you use the Graph Print program to actually
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print it. The Graph Print program is included on the Report &
Utilities Disk.
To print a graph, start by choosing Print under the Graph
menu (/GP). The Save Named Graph tool is displayed.
Enter a drive and directory in the Directory cell. In the Name
cell, enter the file name to be used for the file on disk. Then
select Proceed and Press 1~ I.
That's as far as you go here; further instructions are given in
"Graph Print" in Reference B.
Follow this procedure for each graph to be printed. Use a
separate file for each.

E
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THE CROSSTAB VIEW
The Crosstab View provides a numeric summary of the
information in your database by means of a cross-tabulation. A
crosstab breaks information down by category, such as by
product or division or year, and then summarizes information
for each. So you might see total sales by product, average
margin by month, and so on.
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The crosstab will calculate:

o totals.

o

averages.
o counts.
o maximums.
o minimums.
o standard deviations.
o variances.
The Crosstab View will automatically break your Wormation
down into individual categories (e.g., by product), or within
numeric ranges (e.g., salaries within $10,000 spreads), or
by any set of conditions you specify (e.g., sales from the
Eastern region where the margin is greater than 30% and the
salesrep was over quota for the month).
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OPENING AND CLOSING THE CROSSTAB VIEW
On the Views menu, the Crosstab View is abbreviated to Xtab.

Fom
List

To open the Crosstab View, choose Xtab from the Views
menu (lVX). The Crosstab View takes the entire windows area,
replacing whichever views are already on the screen. When
you close the Crosstab View, they will reappear, just as you left
them.
To close the Crosstab View, choose Close from the Views menu
(lve).

You cannot open another view directly from the Crosstab View.
Mter you close the Crosstab View, you can open and display
the other views as usual.
THE CROSSTAB VIEW SCREEN

Below are the parts of the Crosstab View.
A typical Crosstab.

PrintlFile

Search

Field: ISales $

SUMMary:
3
4

Records
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1 Summary cell
2 Field cell
3 Automatic column title
4 Automatic row title

5
6
7
8

. ............... .

Column heading
Row heading
Results area
Results cell
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Summary Shows the Crosstab function currently being used
to calculate the results. In the illustration, @SUM adds up
the values in the Sales $ field.
Field Shows the field currently being summarized in the
Crosstab results. In the illustration, the results reflect values
in the Sales $ field.
Automatic column title Shows the field name being used
for the column headings. In the illustration, the column
headings are unique entries in the Salesrep field.
Column heading Identifies the data summarized in the
column below. In the illustration, the numbers in the "Dave"
column show the sum of the Sales $ within the subset of records
with 'Dave' in the Salesrep field.
Automatic row title Shows the field name being used for
the row headings. In the illustration, the row headings are
unique entries in the Product field.
Row heading Identifies the data summarized in the row to
the right. In the illustration, the numbers in the "Silent"
row show the sum of the Sales $ within the subset of records
with 'Silent' in the Product field.
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Results area The grid of results cells in which the calculations are displayed.
Results cell Shows the result of the calculation applied to the
data identified by both the column heading and the row
heading. In the illustration, the numbers in the results cell
show the sum of the Sales $ field within the subset of records
with 'Dave' in the Salesrep field AND 'Sport' in the Product
field.
The ALL row and column headings indicate that all the records
in the database should be included for that row or column.
Where the ALL column and the ALL row intersect in the figure above, the result is total sales for all the records.

MOVING AROUND THE CROSSTAB VIEW
The cursor movement keys enable you to select any cell in the
Crosstab View. Within the results area, they work as is
usual within a rows-and-columns table. When you move up
from the table, either with IT] or 1 0. II~ I, the Field cell is
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selected. To reach the Summary cell, select the Field cell and
press ~ or 1 <) Ilij I.
When the cursor is within the results area,
to the upper left corner of the results area.

1

Home

1

takes you

[IT] selects the row heading.

CBJ selects the column heading.
SCROLLING THE CROSSTAB VIEW

The Crosstab View can be larger than the windows area. You
can see the hidden parts of the crosstab by scrolling.
To scroll, use the cursor movement keys to select cells. The
view scrolls to display the selected cell.
The column and row headings always remain visible.

ROW AND COLUMN MANUPULATION
-i

The Crosstab View has a flexible display. You can:

I

m

<
m

D insert and delete columns and rows.

~

Vl

D change the width of individual columns or all columns.
INSERTING AND DELETING COLUMNS AND ROWS

To insert a row, use the Row Key [IT] or choose Row Select
from the Edit menu (lER) to select the row directly below where
you would like the new row to be. Then insert the new row by
either pressing the 1 Ins 1 Key or choosing Insert from the
Edit menu (lEI).
Inserting a column is done similarly.
To delete a row or column, select it and then delete it by either
pressing the 1 Dell Key or choosing Delete from the Edit
menu (lED).
CHANGING THE COLUMN WIDTH

You can change column widths in the Crosstab View just as you
change them in the List View. Select any cell in the column,
then choose Set Column Width from the Edit menu (/ES) and
use the ~ and ~ keys to adjust the column width. Press
1 ~ 1 when the width is as desired.
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[m] If you are using a mouse, you can change the width of a
column with the pointer. Put the tip of the pointer on the dividing line you want to move. Press-and-hold the left button.
While still holding down the button, move the pointer and the
"shadow line" to the location you want. Release the button.

To set the width of all the columns, you use the Crosstab options tool:
o Choose Options from the Crosstab menu (/eO). This tool

includes an instruction box for column width. Enter a
number from 2 to 40 and proceed. The display adjusts,
setting all the columns to that width.
If you want to set the width for all columns and then further
adjust specific columns, first use the general facility, since that
will override any previous adjustments.
CLEARING THE CROSSTAB VIEW

To clear the Crosstab View, choose Window Clear from the
Edit menu (lEW). This erases all data from the Crosstab View
and displays the original empty crosstab.

VI

3:
w

5

L.U

I

I-

CREATING A CROSSTAB

A crosstab formula consists of a Summary function, a field
name, and row and column headers. You enter the function in
the Summary cell, the field name in the Field cell, and the
appropriate conditions in column and row headings.
THE CROSSTAB SUMMARY FUNCTIONS

The Summary cell can use any of the seven summary functions.
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@SUM

Totals the values in the field

@AVG

Averages the values in the field

@COUNT

Counts the entries in the field

@MAX

Finds the largest value in the field

@MIN

Finds the smallest value in the field

@STD

Calculates the standard deviation of the
values in the field

@VAR

Calculates the variance of the values in
the field

FIVE
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When the Summary cell is selected, Choices [II[] presents a
choice list of these functions.
You can change the function at any time. The crosstab will
automatically recalculate.
FIELD NAMES

In the Field cell, you enter a field name from the current
database. Choices [IfQ] presents a choice list of current field
names when the Field cell is selected.
Numeric fields can be used with any of the functions. Text
fields can be used only with @COUNT. Date fields can be used
with @COUNT, @MIN, and @MAX.
You can enter a different field name in the Field cell at any
time. The crosstab will automatically recalculate.
ROW AND COLUMN HEADERS

The row and column headers control which records from the
database are considered in each column and row.
Two built-in facilities are provided to create the row and
column headers for most common cases. The facilities are For
Each and Make Ranges. For more general needs, the column
or row headings can be set up using search conditions written
as they are in the Search Conditions tool.

For Each will create one row or column for each unique value
in a field. For example, if you wanted to look at average
margin by product, you'd want to create one row or column for
each product. For Each creates the rows or columns, with
appropriate headers, automatically.
Make Ranges creates a row or column for a series of value
ranges. For example if you wanted to count sales within ranges
of margin rates-O to 10, 10 to 20,20 to 30, and so on, you'd
want to create one row or column for each range. Make Ranges
creates the rows or columns automatically, with the headers
set up to accept records falling in those value ranges.
Search conditions can be put in the row and column headers
to perform crosstabs on arbitrary subsets of records. For
example, if you wanted to see total sales where the margin was
greater than 25%, you could enter Margin > .25 in a column
header. That column would then only look at records whose
Margin field contained a value greater than .25.
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FOR EACH

You can automatically create one row or column heading for
each unique entry in a field by using the For Each option
on the Crosstab menu. Choose For Each from the Crosstab
menu (/CF).
The Crosstab For Each
tool.

For Each: 1&1 ColUMn

DRaw

Field NaMe IRep

I

'1",%%1 I Cance I I
Column or Row Select the appropriate checkbox to set up
either rows or columns.
Field name Enter a field name. This is the field which will be
used for setting up the column or row headers.
VI

Select Proceed and press 1~ I.

~

UJ

5

Reflex automatically creates as many rows or columns as there
are unique entries in the field and enters each one in a
heading. The field name is displayed above or to the left of the
heading cells, as an automatic title for the headings.

w

I

I-

l~i!l~i1CJ:1

Column headings created
with the For Each tool.

Stml1ary:

I@SUM

Field: IQuantity

Rep

"Bob" i "Cathy" i "Dave" i
443 i

638 i

882 i

ALL i
2645 i

In the example shown, there are many entries in the Rep field,
but only four unique entries: Alan, Bob, Cathy, and Dave.
Reflex has created a separate column for each of them.
An ALL is automatically entered in the last column heading.
You may add additional Crosstab columns after using For Each.
You can insert a column or use the blank column at the right
side of the crosstab. Then enter a search condition in the
column heading. Rows may be added similarly.
NOTE
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Do For Each first, before you add other rows or columns. In
whichever dimension it is applied (Le. rows or columns), For
Each erases whatever headings are previously displayed.
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Changes to the database do not affect the For Each row and
column headers when the Crosstab View is reopened. If
you add or delete a unique entry in the For Each field, you
need to apply For Each for that field again to make the headers
reflect the current database. Database changes are automatically reflected in the results cells, however.
MAKE RANGES

Numeric fields can be automatically divided into ranges. The
Make Ranges tool automatically creates a row or column header
for each range, dividing the records into subsets defined by
the ranges.
Choose Make Ranges from the Crosstab menu (/CM).
CROSSTAB RANGES

The Make Ranges tool

Ranges for: r&1 Co lUM 0 Row
Field Hal'\E! "_ar..;;,9_in_ _ _ _ _
1-1

FrOM

----J

CJ!J To LJ!J By CJ!J
'Ii.iM%1 I Cancel I

--i

I

m

<
m
~

VI

Column or Row Select the appropriate checkbox to display
the Ranges in either row headings or column headings.

Field Name Enter a field name for a numeric field. This is
the field that will be divided into the ranges you specify.
From Enter the number that starts the range.
To

Enter the number that ends the range.

By Enter the number that defines the interval.
Select Proceed and press 1~ I.
Reflex automatically creates as many rows or columns as there
are ranges specified and enters each range in a heading. The
field name is displayed above or to the right of the heading cells
as an automatic title for the headings.
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38)

Row headings created with
the Make Ranges tool.

PrintlFile
Sutl/'lary:

@S_U_H~
Hargin

1.0..
1

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: 1 S_al_es_ _ _ _ _ _ _
1....

....1

""""""""""",!""".".~,?!.~.~.~,,! ......... ,~.?!.~.~.?.! ..... ,.,~.~.~,!.~.~,~" ...... "~.~.~,!.~,~.~... ,... ,., ... ,."",.",.
In the example shown, the Margin field has been divided into
equal ranges. Reflex has created a separate column for each
of them. An ALL is automatically entered in the last column
heading.
You may add additional Crosstab columns after using Make
Ranges. You can insert a column or use the blank column at the
right side of the crosstab. Then enter a search condition in the
column heading. Rows may be added similarly.
VI

NOTE

~

LU

:>
LU

I
I-

Do Make Ranges first, before you add other rows or columns.
In whichever dimension it is applied (Le. rows or columns),
Make Ranges erases whatever headings were previously
displayed.
Changes to the database do not affect the Make Ranges row
and column headers when the Crosstab is reopened. If you add
or delete a unique entry in the Make Ranges field, you need
to apply Make Ranges for that field again to make the headers
reflect the current database. Database changes are automatically reflected in the results cells, however.
A Note on Ranges

From is the starting point of the range, To is the ending point,
and By is the interval. For example, if the data in the field
goes from 10 to 1000, and you want to include only data from
100 to 500 and to partition the data in steps of 50, you type:
From 100 To 500 By 50. Proceed.
If the range is not evenly divisible by the interval, the last
entry will be the remainder.
SEARCH CONDITIONS IN ROW AND COLUMN HEADERS

Sometimes you'll want to use Crosstabs to summarize and
compare groups or records based on criteria other than values
in a particular field (as For Each would do) or values falling
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into a range (as Make Range would do). You might want
to compare revenues for sales with less than 25% margin vs
sales with greater than 25% margin. Or you might want to look
at more complex groups of records, such as a salary average
for all employees in a particular department who have more
than 10 years seniority.
Just as you can set search conditions for identifying records to
be included when you apply a filter, so can you use search
conditions for identifying records to be included in a Crosstab
row or column. This allows you to perform Crosstab calculations
on arbitrary sets of data such as:
Rep = "Bob" or Rep = "Alan"
Margin> .25
Price> 1000 AND Date> 1/1/84
Any of the conditions which may be used in search conditions
may be used in a row or column header. The conditions are
entered into the header exactly as they would be in the
Condition cell in the Search Conditions tool. Part 7, Search,
provides the full specifications for using these conditions.
An example crosstab using search conditions to compare average margins for sales by salesrep broken down by whether
the margins were less than 25% or greater than or equal to 25%
is shown below.
Crosstab using search
conditions in column
headings.

@SUH
Uiews

1

Edit

PrintlFile

SUMMary: _ _

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: 1 S_al_es_$_ _ _ _ _ _----' x Row
10-

x Margin ( 25 i X Hargin ): 25 i
lU i
"Alan"
17
83
""",,",,"" """."""""",,""",,. ".......... "......... "....... "........ ".... "lee
..................... .
P ..I.~.~......... "............ "........ ""~..............................?~.......... "." ..... ~.~.................. .
.. . .~.~J~.I.I. .. ........................ ~.~..............................~.? ................... ~.~................... .
"Dave"
39
78
199
......
"' ... '.' ...... , ......... ,.'.' ....................... , ...... ,., ...... " .. , ....... "' .. " .... ,,,.,, ........ , ........ .
AU.
18
82
., ...... ,..... ,... ,.. ,.,."", ... '."" ... .... ......... ,, .. '.", .. ,""."', .. ,....... ,....... 199
",, .. ' ............... .

eR

"

"

"
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DISPLAY OPTIONS

You can see the results of your crosstab analysis in various
ways: the Numbers, Percent of Total, Percent of Row, Percent
of Column, or Index (amount of difference from the average).
The Options tool.

Type of Data In Each Cell:
Y. Row D Y. ColuMn D Index

D NuHber D Y. Total I
Display Fornat

IFixed

Default ColUMn Width

C}]

I

Precision c=JJ

I Proceed I I Cancel
To change the display, choose Options from the Crosstab menu
(/eO). The checkboxes enable you to select the display option

you want.

Vl

S
w
:>

Number Displays results as numbers. This is the usual way
of displaying results, and Reflex defaults to this choice.

L.U

I

I-

% Total Displays the value of each cell as a percentage of the
value of all the records in the working database (subject to
any database filter that may be in effect.)
% Row Displays results as percentages of each row. Reflex
calculates the percentage each result cell contributes to the
total for all database records matching the search conditions for
that row (subject to any database filter that has been applied.)
Since individual records in the database may be not be included
in a particular crosstab, or may be included in more than one
row or column, the percent numbers in a row may not total
100%.
% Column

Displays results as percentages of each column.
Reflex calculates the percentage each result cell contributes to
the total for all records matching the filter conditions for
that column (subject to any database filter that has been applied.) Since individual records in the database may be not
be included in a particular crosstab, or may be included in more
than one row or column, the percent numbers in a column
may not total 100%.
Index Displays results as the weighted index of the data cell.
In numerical terms, an index of 100 is average. Indexes over
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100 represent data above the crosstab average, while indexes
below 100 represent data below the crosstab average.
A Note on Index

Index shows a result in relation to the average for the column
and row it is in. It is a way of nonnalizing the data and seeing at
a glance what cell is ''better'' or "worse" than average.
Reflex calculates the index for each cell using the following
fonnula:
(Number value/Expected value) * 100
The Expected value is:
%Row * % Column * Number value for ALL records
NUMERIC DISPLAY FORMATS

You can establish the display fonnat for the numbers in the
results cells. Set the numeric display fonnat in the Crosstab
Options tool:

o Choose Options from the Crosstab menu (lCO).The tool
includes an instruction box for numeric display fonnat. Enter
the display fonnat you want and proceed. Choices
ITIQ] provides a choice list of numeric display fonnats when
that instruction box is selected.
The numeric display fonnats are the same as those for numeric
fields. For a complete description of numeric display fonnats,
see Field & Sort Settings in Part 6, "Records."
Dates are displayed as set in the Field & Sort Settings tool.

ADDITIONAL FORMULAS
Occasionally you will want to perfonn different calculations
within one crosstab. For example, you might want to look at
total sales, average price, and average margin by product. The
Crosstab facility for using additional fonnulas in particular
rows or columns provides this flexibility.
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Field: ISales$
Product
Paddles i Silent i Sport i Swiftwater i AlL i
"""~,~,~,!,?,~,~,,!,""'~,~,~,!,?,?,~,,!,"'~,~,~,!,~,~,?,,!,""'''''''~,?,~,!,~,~,~,,!,'~,~,!.?~,,!,'

"~,~,~,~Y~,,,~,r,~,~,~,~,,!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,?,~,,!,,,,,,,,"~,!,~,~,~,,!,,"""""~,~,~,,!,""'''''''''''''',?,~,~"!,""'''''~~,,!,,
"7,~,~,~,~J"~,r,~,~,~,~""!"",,,,~,~,!,~,~,,!,,,,,,~,~,~,!,~,~,~,,!,,""~,~,!,~,~,?,,!,""'''''''~,~.?!,~,~,,!,'~,?,~,!.?~?,,!,'

"7,~,~,~,~",~~x.~,~,~,~""!"""""",,,,~,~,,!,,,""""""'~,~,,!,""""""'~,~,,!,""""""""""'~,~,,!,"""""'~,~,,!,'
I ••

J.' .. ".""., .. ""., ... ,." ....... '.""".".".", •• ,.' •• " ........ """, •••• ,., ............ " .... ", ........ " .... '.," ... ' ... ,.,', .... ,.,.

To perform a different calculation within a particular row or
column, enter an additional formula in that row or column
header. It is often desirable to add a row or column to the
crosstab for this purpose.
The additional formula row or column will perform its calculation without affecting the rest of the crosstab.
An additional formula has the following structure:
Vl

= @summary(field name)

~

w

:>

or

w

I
I-

= %@summary(field name)
If the prefix is only an "=", the result cells display the number.
If the prefix includes a "%", the result cells display the
percentage of the row or column, depending on whether the
additional formula was put in a row or column.

Examples:

= @SUM(Sales)
=

%@SUM(Sales)

= @AVG(Margin)
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Crosstab with Additional
Formulas.

1

Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Field:

Su""ary:

Ann i

Search

Crosstab

101 _ _ _ _ _ _ _----1

Ed i George i

Joe i

AlL i

~UI1(Chairs)
i
1'23 i
158 1
'269 1
195 1
736 1
..................
" ........ , ..... , ..... " .. "' ...... " ....... , ... , ..... , ......................................................... , ....... ,

... ,... ..

='1.@SUH(Chairs 1
111. 1
'21X 1
35X 1
'26X 1
lB8'1. 1
=OOUG(Chairs)
1
6'
2
1
79
1
139
1
98
1
.............................. ,." ............. ' .. ,.. ' ....... ,...... ,............ ,......................................... ,.... ' ....9'2,.....1' ...... ,.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . , ' " . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 . . . . . . . . "

..................... ,." ...... , ........ , ...

:@SlRi(Sofas)
1 858 1 938 1 Ieee 1 918 1
3698 1
...........
, ............ ............. , ... , ...... , .. '., ............................................. ,.................................. ,., ....... .
=X@SUH(Sofas)
1 '23'1. 1 '25X 1 '211. i
'25X 1
lBB'1. 1
.....................
,.,.,.,., .. "." .. " .. " .. "., .. ....... , ... ,., ... , ......... , ...... ,' .......... ,." ..................................... , ..... .
1 4'25 1 465 1 see 1 455 1
461 1
.....~(Sofas)
, ........ , ............. , ........... ,.,.,., .......... ,., .............. , ........... , ..... , ..................... , ............ ,.... ,.... , ......... .
....... ,.... ,.......... ,... ,.. ,",., .. ... ,... ,........ ,........ ,.................................................... .
,

"

'

"

::@SUl1<Desks) i

6'28 1

488 1

5'28 1

548 1

EFFECTS ON RESULTS CELLS

-l

Additional formulas apply only to their particular rows or
columns; they do not affect any of the results in any of the other
results cells.
For example, if you perform a For Each on Product, then
insert an additional formula between two of the resulting row
headings, the ALL column will not include the results of
the additional formula in the totals.
DISPLAY OPTIONS

Rows and columns that contain additional formulas are not
included in or otherwise affected by the display options (% Total,
% Row, % Column, Index). An additional formula with a %
prefix will display % Row results if it is entered in a row
heading and % Column results if it is entered in a column
heading.
. NUMERIC DISPLAY FORMATS

Additional formula results will display with the format of the
field being used, as set in the Field & Sort Settings tool, rather
than the general Crosstab format.
INTERSECTING ADDITIONAL FORMULAS

Result cells that are the intersection of two additional formulas
are often meaningless. For example, if a column heading cell
contains = @STD(Price) and a row heading cell contains
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=@COUNT(Product), the result cell will display N/A, for not
applicable.
Unless both formulas are exactly the same Reflex displays NIA
in a results cell for two intersecting additional formulas.

SAVING, RETRIEVING, AND DELETING
CROSSTABS
You can save, retrieve, and delete crosstabs on a data disk.
When you save a crosstab, Reflex creates a file for the crosstab
specifications, without saving the data. When you retrieve it,
the specifications are entered in the crosstab, recreating
the crosstab with whichever data is currently in the database.
Erasing a crosstab file deletes it from the data disk.

To save a crosstab specification, choose Save Crosstab from the
Crosstab menu (/C5).
To retrieve and display a crosstab specification, choose Retrieve
Crosstab from the Crosstab menu (fCR).

VI

~
L.U

:>

To erase a crosstab specification file from the disk, choose
Erase Named Crosstab from the Crosstab menu (ICE).

L.U

I

I-

In each tool, enter the directory and file name in the respective
cells. Then select Proceed and press 1+--ll.
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The commands under the PrintlFile menu are used to:

o Print the active view.
o Save, retrieve and erase Reflex databases from disk.
o Establish system settings.

A

DOS DIRECTORIES

USING DIRECTORIES
Reflex runs under the IBM PC-DOS, Version 2.0 or later,
operating system. To help manage files, DOS uses a directory
structure to store and locate files. This feature is of particular
value when you are using a hard disk, which has the capacity to
store a large number of files. If you take advantage of this
feature, you will need to specify the directory in which your
files are stored when you use any of the Reflex Save, Retrieve,
or Erase commands.
HOW DIRECTORIES WORK

Directories allow you to compartmentalize your files, so you
can work with a few of them at once. This is desirable when
you have many files, as is common with a hard disk. Rather
than looking through dozens of file names, using a directory can
allow you to only work with a few at a time.
When you're at the DOS level, rather than in Reflex or another
program, you can tell DOS to create directories, move files
around between directories, and show which files are in a
particular directory.
There is also an important concept called the "current directory". This is the directory whose files are available at any
given time; essentially, by making a directory the current
directory, you're saying "I want to work with these files for the
time being." Actually, you can access files outside the current
directory, but it takes a little more work than for files within it.
You can make any directory, or no directory, the current one
at anytime.
The advantage of using directories comes by grouping files that
you will use together within a directory and then making it
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the current directory when you want to use those files.
For example, you might create a directory called "Sales" and
keep all your sales databases in it. Then when using Reflex,
specify "Sales" as the current directory and Reflex will show
you only those files when saving and retrieving databases.
The important directory management commands in DOS are:
MK
CD

make (create) a directory
change the current directory

Instructions for using these commands are discussed in your
manual.

DO~

NOTE

Using directories is entirely optional. It is common not to
bother when using floppy diskettes, while it is often quite
valuable when using hard disks.

THE CURRENT DIRECTORY
When working with files, Reflex looks to the current directory. You set this to tell Reflex where to store and look for
files. This is optional, though. You are free not to use directories
at all.
The current directory can be specified in either of two places:

o As a default for all file operations, in the Global Settings tool
(lPG).

o In the tools performing the actual operations.
In either case, it is entered along with the disk drive designation
(e.g., "A:") in the tool's Directory cell. If a directory is not
specified, you simply see a backslash (e.g., "A:'..:').
Directory and File N arne
cells in the Save Database
tool.

Directory IB:\
NaMe

I

_

DOS FILE EXTENSION
When you save a database or other Reflex files, Reflex adds a
DOS file extension to the name you provide. This extension
is used by the operating system. You won't see it in Reflex, but
you will see it if you use operating system utilities. So, for
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example, if you save a database under "Sales", you will see it as
"Sales" in the Retrieve and Save Database tools, but the DOS
Dir command will show it as "Sales.RXD".
The types of Reflex files, and the extensions added are:
REFLEX FILE

DOS EXTENSION

Database

.RXD

Crosstab Specification

.RXC

Graph Picture File

.RXP

Report Specification

.RXR

Translate Specification

.RXT

Configuration File

.RX

Driver File

.RX

Print to disk

.PRN

Using the extensions in DOS provides an easy way to handle all
the Reflex files on a disk or directory at once. For example,
the following DOS command will copy all the Reflex files from
Drive A: to Drive B: (this example assumes that directories
aren't used):
Copy A:\*.RX*

B:

UJ

.....J

u::::

~

z
a::
Q..

B

GLOBAL SETTINGS
The Global Settings tool enables you to provide instructions
that will be used generally throughout Reflex activities.
The Global Settings tool is used for specifying:

o

The default directory for Reflex files.

o Printer set-up options.
o Automatic or manual formula recalculation.
The Global Settings are saved in a configuration file called
"Config.RX". Each time Reflex is run, the file is read. In this
way, your settings are carried through from session to session
and there is no need to re-enter them.
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To open the Global Settings tool, choose Global Settings from
the Print/File menu (lPG).
The Global Settings Tool includes the following settings and
options:
The Global Settings tool.

Vie~~;

Edit

PrlntlF il~:!

Records

Search

Global Sett ings

status: MeMory Available: 369K ReMaining 369K Starting
Records: e in Filter e Tota I in Database
SysteM Directory \-18_:'_ _ _ _ _
Recalculation: r:i?J Manual 0 Autol1atic
Printer Connection: Serial 0 1 02 Parallel miD 2
Printer Has Auto-LineFeed: r:i?J No 0 Yes
.....1

[fuC;(i] I Cance I I
Status Displays current memory available and number of
Records in the database.
Memory The number of K bytes (thousands of bytes) of
available internal memory (RAM, as opposed to on the diskette.) The :first nUmber is the number of bytes free beyond the
data cUrrently in the database, and the second number Is the
total amount of memory available to the database, including
the amount already used.
Records The number of records in the database. The first
number is the number of records in the working (filtered)
database, and the second number is the number of records in
the whole database. The difference is the number of records
that are currently filtered out.
Recalculation Select Automatic to inStruct Reflex to
recalculate formulas whenever a value affecting one changes.
Alternatively, select Manual in which case formulas will
only be recalculated when the Recalc command is given (/RR) or
the Recalc key [£[J is pressed.
System directory This is the current directory-where
Reflex will look when saving and retrieving files. This is the
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default; it can be overridden in any of the tools that make
use of it.
Connection This setting should reflect how your printer is
connected. Indicate which of the two serial or two parallel ports
the printer is attached to. The default is that your printer is
connected to the first parallel port.
NOTE

Serial printers require a ''baud rate" setting in DOS. See
"Printers," Appendix D.
Auto-line feed Some printers automatically perform a
linefeed at the end of each line; most do not. If your printer
does linefeed automatically, change the checkbox selection
to Yes; otherwise leave it at No and Reflex will send linefeed
commands at the end of each line.

If your printer documentation isn't handy, an easy way to
determine this is by looking at the printer output. If the
vertical spacing is fine, it is set correctly. If it double spaces,
change the selection to Yes. If it does not space, i.e. all the
output is over-struck on one line, and the Yes cell is selected,
change the selection to No.
Proceed Establishes the Global Settings as the settings for
your system.
Cancel Resets the Global Settings to what they were when
the tool was opened and puts away the tool.

To save the Global Settings on your system disk, choose Save
Settings from the Global Settings menu (lGS). Reflex will make
the settings permanent. The new settings will be assumed
each time you start the program.

c

RETRIEVING A DATABASE
Retrieving a database brings a previously saved Reflex
database in from disk so you may work on it.

To retrieve a database, insert the data disk containing the file
into a disk drive, if it is not already there (or on a hard disk.)
Then choose Retrieve File from the Print/File menu (lPR).
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This displays the Retrieve tool, into which you enter the file
name to be retrieved and, if desired, specify which set of
records you want to retrieve.

The Retrieve tool has the following settings and options:
The Retrieve tool.

RETRIEUE REFLEX DATABASE

Directory IB:\
NaMe

I

_

I Proceed I I Cancel
Directory This is the current directory-where Reflex will
look for the file. You can change this entry by selecting it
and entering a different directory.
Name Enter the name of the file you wish to retrieve in this
cell. Choices ffiQJ displays a choice list of all the Reflex
databases in the current directory.
Proceed When you select Proceed, Reflex retrieves the file
specified in the Retrieve tool.
Cancel Cancel puts away the tool and returns the settings in
the tool to what they were before it was opened.
WARNING

If you retrieve a database
from a file while working with
another database, the database you retrieve will erase the
one currently in memory. If
you want to keep that
database, save it before
retrieving another.

RETRIEVING PART OF A FILE
Reflex allows you to retrieve an entire database, or only
certain records from a database. This partial retrieve may be
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done by specifying a range of records to be retrieved, e.g.,
records 100 through 200, or a filter condition, such as only those
records where Margin> .25.
To retrieve part of a file, choose Partial Retrieve from the File
menu (/FP).
The Retrieve tool adds two checkboxes, giving you a choice of
the two ways to define which subset of records you want to
retrieve.
The Retrieve tool for
partial retrieve.

Directory IL-B_:'_ _ _.....J
NaMe
Partial I Range 0 Condition

c=J

To

I Proceed I

Cancel

FroM

c=J

I

RANGE

If you want to retrieve a range of records, select the Range
checkbox. Reflex then adds two cells in the tool: From and To.
Enter the first and last record numbers you want to include.
For example, if you enter 1..10, Reflex will retrieve the first 10
records in the database. If you enter 35 .. 50, Reflex will
retrieve the thirty-fifth through the fiftieth records.
CONDITION

To retrieve only those records meeting a search condition,
select the Condition checkbox. After you then proceed from the
Retrieve tool, Reflex will display the Search Conditions tool.
Enter the conditions here in exactly the same way as you
do when setting conditions for filtering and finding. Refer to
Part 7, Search, for instructions on using the Search Conditions
tool.
Proceed and Reflex will then retrieve only those records
meeting the Search condition.
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NORMAL RETRIEVE

If, after selecting Partial Retrieve, you change your mind and
wish to retrieve the entire file, choose Normal Retrieve
from the File menu (/FN).

D

SAVING A DATABASE
Saving a database stores the Reflex database and all its
associated settings in a disk file. This keeps it stored safely
while your computer is turned off Or while you are working on
other databases (or even other programs.)
Once a database is saved on a data disk, you can retrieve it
with the Retrieve File command (lPR).
You should save your database on a data disk at regular and
frequent intervals. This limits your loss of data if the computer
is accidentally turned off or the power fails.

To save a database, with a data diskette in a disk drive (or an
attached hard disk), choose Save File from the PrintlFile menu
(IPS). This displays the Save tool, into which you enter the
file name that the database should be stored under.
The Save tool has the following settings and options:
The Save tool.

Directory IB:\
NaMe

I

_

I Proceed I I Cance 1 I
Directory This is the current directory-where Reflex will
look for and store files. You can change this entry by selecting it
and entering a different directory.
Enter the file name in this cell. The Choices key [IT[]
displays a choice list of all the Reflex database files in the
current directory.

Name
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Proceed When you select Proceed, Reflex saves the database
under the file name provided.
Cancel Cancel puts away the tool without performing any
action.
WARNING

If you try to save a database
into a file that already
exists, you will be asked for
confirmation, to prevent
unknowingly writing over an
existing file.

UPDATING A FILE
To save an updated database (if you don't want to keep the old
version), save it under the old file name. The old file is erased,
and the new file reflects the changes you made.
If you want to keep both the old file and the updated file, save
the updated file under a different file name.

SAVING A FILTERED DATABASE
When you save a database with a filter applied, the entire
database is saved, not just the working database. The filter, as
with all database settings, is saved with the database and
appears when you retrieve it.

LU
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In order to save only part of a database, you first need to
delete the records you don't want to save by applying a filter
and then choosing Keep Records from the Search menu.

E

ERASING A DATABASE
You may wish to erase a database you have previously saved
when it is of no further use, or you may want to delete one
if you've created a new database and find that your only data
diskette doesn't have enough room to save it. Erasing a
database removes it from the disk and frees up the disk space.
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To erase a database from a data disk, choose Erase File
from the Print/File menu (lPE).
The Erase File tool has the following settings and options:
The Erase tool.

Directory I B:\
NaMe

I

_

I Proceed I I Cance 1 I
Directory This is the current directory-where Reflex looks
for files. You can change this by selecting it and entering a
different directory.

Name Enter the file name in this cell. The Choices key [TIQ]
displays a choice list of all the files in the current directory.
Proceed When you select Proceed, Reflex erases the
specified file.

Cancel Cancel puts away the tool without performing any
action.
WARNING

F

If you erase a file, its contents
are lost permanently.

PRINTING
The Print Settings tool is used to print the Form View, List
View, or Crosstab View. The Graph and Report Views contain
their own printing facilities.
To print the active view, choose Print from the Print/File menu
(lPP). The Print Settings tool assumes that the active view is

to be printed.
The Print Settings tool contains the following settings and
options:
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Edit

Priflt/Fi te

Records

Secwdl

Options

Ti tle Line 1
Title Line 2
Output:
1&1 To Printer 0 To Disk File
Hargins: Left [JJ Right [ill
Top [JJ BottOM [}]
Page Length
~
Setup String c=:J
Paper Feed:
1&1 Continuous 0 Single sheet
Print FrOM Page [JJ To [][I
Print

IPut Away I

I Cancel

Title lines You may place two title lines centered at the top
of the first page of the printout. They will be printed spaced
with 1 line between them. Up to 50 characters will be printed
in each of the title lines.
Output: To Printer..To Disk File Select To Printer to print
the view immediately or select To Disk File to save the print
image of the information in a disk file for later printing or
use by other programs.
If To Disk File is selected, the File Name cell is displayed.
Enter the file name to save the print image in.

Left and right margins The side margins are measured in
character widths, or spaces, from the edge of the paper.
Both the left and right margins are measured from the left side
of the paper.
Top and bottom margins The top and bottom margins are
measured in rows, or lines of printing. The top margin is
measured from the top of the paper and the bottom margin
from the bottom.
Page length The number of lines on a page.
Setup string You may enter a string of characters that
provide special printing instructions to the printer. See Setup
Strings, below.
Paper feed If you select Single-Sheet, Reflex prompts
you to enter a new sheet of paper before it prints each page. If
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you select Continuous, Reflex prints without interruption,
advancing the paper to the top of the next page automatically.

A Print range.
I!UI

Print from page You may specify a range of pages to
print. This range applies to ''horizontal slices"; for each page in
the range, Reflex will print all the way across.
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Print Print initiates the actual printing.
Put away Puts away the Print tool and saves any changes
you have made.
Cancel Puts away the Print tool and restores the settings to
what they were when the tool was opened.

GRAPH PRINTING
To print the Graph View, choose the Print command in the
Graph menu. This is described fully in Graph Printing in
Chapter 6, Reference B.
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MARGIN AND PAGE LENGTH LIMITS AND
DEFAULTS
Following are the limits and default values for the margins:
MARGIN

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

DEFAULT

Left
Right
Top
Bottom
Page Length

0
1
0
0
5

240
255
10
10
200

2
74
2
6
66

If your printer skips over the perforations in the paper, you will
want to decrease the page length from 66. Try 60, although
depending on the printer that may need adjustment.

SETUP STRINGS
Printers often require special codes be sent to them to invoke
special functions, such as bold or compressed printing. The
Setup String allows you to send such codes to the printer.
Unfortunately, since there isn't standardization among printers
on codes used, you'll need to refer to your printer manual to
see which to use.
The setup string is specified as a sequence of characters in the
Setup String cell. There are two ways to specify a particular
code:

o Type the appropriate character on the keyboard.
o Since often these codes aren't represented by characters on
the keyboard, you can also enter a code as a backslash
followed by a 3 digit decimal number.
For example, for an IBM or Epson dot-matrix printer:
\015 turns on compressed print
\018 turns off compressed print
\027E turns on compressed and bold print
Printer setup strings may be used in combination with the
other printer settings to fit large printouts on standard-size
paper. For example, some of the most popular combinations that
can be used with Epson and IBM printers are:
To print 132 columns on 8112 inch-wide paper, use:
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Printer Setup \015
Right Margin 132
To print 240 columns on a 14 inch-wide paper, use:
Printer Setup \015
Right Margin 240

SAVING THE PRINT SETTINGS
To tell Reflex to save ~he current print settings as the default
settings in the configuration file, choose Save Settings from the
Options menu (lOS). The same settings are then displayed
each time you open the Print tool.

PRINTER SETUP
Before you can print:
D You must have a printer connected to one of your computer's

output ports (either serial or parallel).
D The printer must be turned on.
D You must specify the type of connection for your printer in
the Global Settings tool.

-c

::0

At this point, you can give the Print command (/PP), fill the
appropriate information in the Print Settings tool, and select
Print.
NOTES ON PRINTING

A few additional notes on printing:
D To halt printing, press

I

Ctrl

II

Break

I.

D Reflex prints everything in the active view, including

whatever you cannot see on the screen. For example, if you
print from the List View, Reflex prints all records from
your working database in the list format even though you
may view 13 records on the screen at one time.
D Reflex prints only records from the working database, so
applying a filter can be used to control what's printed.
D Printing the Form View prints the current record only.
D Print view respects column widths. If you wish to print the
full contents of a column that extend beyond the set width,
you must widen the column before printing.
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PART 6
RECORDS

A

FIELD & SORT SETTINGS

97

Using the field & settings tool 97
Fields 99
Field types 99
Formulas 102
The sort order 102
Display formats 105
Precision 106
B

VARY

107

The Vary tool 108
Conditions and effects 110
C

VI
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The Records menu contains commands which are used for
working with the database. They are:

A

Field & Sort Settings

used for setting the sort order,
field types, display formats,
formulas, and adding fields.

Vary

sets up the skeleton of a database
automatically.

Add Record

creates a new record.

Delete Record

deletes the current record.

Perform Sort

sorts the records in the database
according to the sort order
specified in the Field & Sort
Settings tool.

Recalc

recalculates the values in all
calculated fields.

Clear Database

clears the current database from
memory.

FIELD & SORT SETTINGS
The Field & Sort Settings tool shows you all the· important
internal information about the database. It is a table with
one row for each field, allowing you to view and change:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Field names.
Field types.
Formulas.
Sort Order.
Display format.
Display precision.

:::0
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n

o

::xl

o
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USING THE FIELD & SORT SETTINGS TOOL

To open the Field & Sort Settings tool, choose Field & Sort
Settings from the Records menu (I RF).

The tool is a table with one row for each field and one column
for each of the settings.
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The Field & Sort Settings
tool.
~

NaMe

Type

~

~

ForMula

Sort I ~ AID ~ ForMat l Prec l

. ~~~.~ ...................... J.~~~.~ ..............................................~..........................~. ~~~~~~ .............
~

Product

Text

. ~~~ .........................!..r.~t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . ,. . . . ,., .
. ~~~E~.~ . ,........... ..l.,~~~~r.~.~.!...................... "' ...... ,..... !..........................~,.~~~~r.~~. ..........
............ , ........... ""

................ , ............................... I ...... ' ........... , ............. , ..... , ........... ,.,.,.

I ........ '

Unit,...Cost
1NuMeric 1
1Fixed 9
........
, ... , .............. ,,, .......... , .. , .. , ............... , ......... , ............. , ... , .. ,., ... "", .. ,.,.,, ............. ,...... , ..... .

Sales$

1NUMeric 1

1

1Fixed

B

.
.
..
. ,......... ,.......... ...... ,..................... ".'......... ,........ ,... ,., ....... ,... .
.......................... ,..........................
.............................. , .... , ............................. , ..... " ................... , ... , ...... ".10."'.' ........ , •• , .... ,.'

., ....... .

,

Name Shows all the field names.
Type Identifies the type of each field.

Formula Shows the formulas for each calculated field.
Sort #

Establishes the sort order of the records.

Specifies whether the field is to be sorted in ascending
or descending order.

AID

Format Sets the display format of the data in the fields.
Precision Identifies how many digits to the right of the decimal point are displayed for each numeric field.
To nwdify the attributes of any field, select the appropriate cell
and enter the new definition. You can change the column
widths and scroll the table in the usual fashion.

VI

Cl

0::

o

Press the Choices key IT1QJ to display a choices list appropriate
to the cell you have selected: field type choices, field names
for formulas, and display formats.
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When you have finished making entries in the cells, select
Proceed. Whatever changes have been made in the Field &
Sort Settings tool are reflected in the views.
The I Esc I key will put away the tool; however unlike other
tools, the settings will not revert to their values prior to
the tool being opened. Actions taken in the tool, such as changing field types and formulas, are effected immediately. For
this reason, a Cancel button is not provided.
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FIELDS
The field names in the database are listed in the first column of
the table. They are listed in the order that they were added
to the database.
ADDING A FIELD

To add a field to the database, select the blank cell at the
bottom of the Name column. Type the new field name and
press 1~ I. (As you do so, another blank row automatically
appears.)

You can define the field type here, or you can let Reflex
recognize the field type from the data you enter into the field.
When you add a field, the field appears last in the List View
and on the bottom left of the Form View.
DELETING A FIELD

To delete a field, position the cursor in that row, press []I] to
select the entire row, and then choose Delete from the Edit
menu (lED) or press 1 Del I. Reflex asks you to confirm the
deletion. Type Y to confirm. The field and all its data are
erased.
WARNING

Deleting a field name permanently deletes the data in
that field in all the records.
RENAMING A FIELD

To rename a field, select the field name and then edit it in the
usual fashion. Changing a field name does not affect the
data. All formulas using the old field name will change to
reflect the new field name.
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WARNING

o

Do not delete the field if you
only intend to rename it.

VI

FIELD TYPES
The second column of the table identifies the field type-the
type of data Reflex will accept for that field.
There are three kinds of data: text, date, and numeric. However, there are five field types; there is a special type for
text and numeric which save memory in certain circumstances.
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These types are:
D Text.
D Repeating text.
D Date.
D Numeric.
D Integer.

Text, numeric, and date are as discussed under Field types in
Section 3, Entering and Editing Records.

Repeating text is a variation of Text. It looks and acts like
text. However, internally, if there are duplicate values in a field
in different records, that value will be stored only once, rather
than in each record. For example, if you have 1000 sales
records, each with a salesman's name, and there are 10 salesmen, then on average each name would be stored 100 times. By
making the Salesman field Repeating Text, each name would
only be stored once. This can save a substantial amount of
memory.
Integer is a variation of Numeric. It is for fields whose values
are integers (whole numbers) between -32,766 and +32,767.
By making a field integer, rather than numeric, you'll save
roughly 75% of the space needed for that field. A Years field is
a common example of a field which could be integer.
When Reflex establishes a field type by examining the value
entered in the first record, it will type it as Text, Numeric,
or Date. If, knowing what sort of values will be in a field, you
believe it would be appropriate to re-type it as Repeating
Text or Integer, do so in the Field & Sort Settings tool.
To set or change a field type, select the Field Type cell in the
row for the desired field and either type in the new field
type, or use the Choices key [ITQJ and select the desired type.
Type Y to confirm.
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CHANGING FIELD TYPES

Mter you enter data, it is possible that you will want to change
the type of a field.
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WARNING

You may change any field
type to any other, but in some
cases you will lose data.
Reflex does as much as possible to retain data, but it is
not always possible. For
example, changing the number 777 to text is easyyou get "777". Changing the
text "Eastern Region" to a
number is not possible-there
is no numeric representation.

A table of changes and their effect on the data and any formulas
in the fields appears below.
FROM

TO

EFFECT ON DATA

EFFECT ON
FORMULAS

Text

Repeat

No change

No change

Text, Repeat

Date

If text entries are in date format
with leading quote, they become
dates, otherwise ERROR

ERROR

Text, Repeat

Num

If text entries are numbers with
leading quote, they become
numbers; otherwise, ERROR

ERROR

Text, Repeat

Int

If within range, same as above
If out of range, ERROR

ERROR

Repeat

Text

No change

No change

Date

Text

Puts quote before date, treats as
text

ERROR

Date

Repeat

Same as above

ERROR

Date

Num,lnt

Becomes null

ERROR

Num,lnt

Text

Puts quote before number, treats
as text

ERROR

Num,lnt

Repeat

Same as above

ERROR

Num,lnt

Date

Becomes null

ERROR

Num

Int

Within range, rounded; out of
range, ERROR

No effect if within
range (though
rounding may affect
results)

Int

Num

No change

No change
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FORMULAS
The Formula column of the table shows the formulas for any
fields which have them. The formulas shown may have been entered in the Field & Sort Settings or they may have been
entered with the field selected in the Form View or List View.

To enter a formula, select a Formula cell and enter the
formula. You do not need to use the leading = when you enter
a formula in the Field & Sort Settings tool.
To modify an existing formula, select it and edit it. Reflex
recalculates your data accordingly.
To delete a formula, select it and then choose Delete from the
Edit menu or press I Del I. Any values calculated from the
formula deleted will become null.
See also Part 8, "Calculated Fields."
REMOVING LOCAL VALUES

Removing local values means removing all values from a given
field, in all records, other than those values resulting from
the formula. In other words, any constants are removed.

To delete non-calculated data from a particular field, select
the Name cell in the row for that field and choose Remove
Local Values from the Fields menu (lFR).
This is a useful command when you translate files from other
programs into Reflex files. You must delete entries from
any field you wish to make a calculated field. It is also useful
when you simply want to start over in a particular field
after entering a lot of values.
VI
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THE SORT ORDER
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The sort order is the sequence in which the records in your
database are displayed. This includes the display in the List and
also the order in which the First, Last, Next, and Previous
Record commands (the [£L], ~ [£L], illJ, and ~
illJ keys) display the records. The Next Record key, for
example, determines which record is next from the sort order.
If you change the sort order, the order in which you see the
records will change.
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You indicate which fields Reflex is to use in sorting the records
in the Sort # column. In the AID column, you indicate whether
the fields should be sorted in ascending or descending order.
THE PRIMARY SORT FIELD

The primary sort field is the one Reflex uses first in sorting
the records. You create the primary sort field by entering 1 in
the Sort # cell. Reflex then sorts your records according to
the data in that field and the ascending or descending designation. For example, if you make a text field the primary sort
field, Reflex sorts your records alphabetically according to the
entries in that field.
Sorted records. Records
sorted by Rep, then
Product.

Paddles i Jan-85 i
81 i
$77 i $6,55B i
$81 i $6,2
!·Paddi'es· .. ····~ ..Feb:·85·~····· .. ··· ....S·5·~··· .. ···· .. ··fi7'i···'$6;'i'35·i··········· .. ·h2·i·····'$'6;·S

Man· .... ·!··Hienf·· ...... rJ·a·n·:·s·s.. j.. ·.. ···· .. ··'i'(;·j· .... ······ls·7·8·j··$1·6·;·s3·5·j·······'$'i';·s·52·j··· .. ·s·9·;·1
··Ai'c1'n .. ···j··Hi'enf· ...... ··~··Feb~85·j····· .. ···· .. ·l·7·~····· .. ·· .. ·s·s·7s·i··s·i'6·;·3i'7·j· .. ·········S·968·j······s'9';'6
.·Ala·n··· .. ·r'S'p·o'd· .... ·.... ·· rJ'a'n'~s'5' j............. 'i's" j....... '" ' $398' j' .. '$4; '37'6' j' ......... ' $'4'3'8' j'" ...$'3;'9
··Ai'a·n·· .. ·j·'S'p·o·rf·· .. ··· .... ~··Feb~85·~· .. ·.. ··· .. ·.. I'i'·~· ...... ·····$'39·8·j····S·4·;·S77·~······· .. ···S·443·j······s'4';'2
··ATan· .. ·.. j·SwTH~;ate·r··j ..ja·n·:8·S··r· .. ·.. ···· .... ·9·r .. ·· .. ·· .. '$'4'37·i····s·6;·672·j .. ·········'$'741··j· .. ··'$'3;·9
·Man·· .. ·i·'S'wl'f'fwafer·j ..Feb~85·j .. ··· .. ·······l·4·j .. ·.. ·· .. ···S·43·7·j····S·9·;i4·4·j············S·6·6·S·~··· .. ·s·6';'1
·B·o·b········i··P~iddi'es·· .... ··j··jan·::85·r .. ·· .. ·· .. ·..s·i'·j· ...... ··· .. ·'$77·1'···$5;·235·j···· .. ······s·l·s·3·j·····'$'3;'9
··Bob····· .. ~··Paddi'es· .. ····j ..Feb::8S.. ~·· .. ·.... ·.. ··4i'·~·· .. ····· .. ···$77·~· .. '$4;·5·s·3·j············s·l·l·2·~·····'$'3;'1
.·8·0'13···· .. ·j"n i'e·n't' .. ··· .... j' 'ja'n'::85' j· .. ·.. ··· .. ·.. ··6· j.......... ' $57'8' j....S'6'; '458' j....... '$L'S'7'5' j..... '$'3;'4
··Bob·······i··Hi'enf··· .. ····~··F·eb::85·~····· .. ·· .... ···3'~''''''''''''$'57S'j''''$'3;i67'j''''''''$i';'S'S9'~''''''$L'7
::~:~:~::::::r~:~:~:~f:::::::::r~~~~~~:C:::::::::::::?T::::::::::J~~~:C:~:~;:?~~:T:::::::::::~:~:~f:::::::~:~;:?
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SECONDARY SORT FIELDS

(')

Often your records will have repetitive data in the primary sort
field. For example, if you sort by date and several records
have the same date, you may need to specify further sort fields.
You can define up to five sort fields by typing in successive
numbers in the appropriate rows in the Sort # column.
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For example, the sort order specification in the illustration
above tells Reflex to arrange the records by Rep; within each
Rep's records, arrange them by Product; within Product,
arrange by Date; and within Date, arrange by Sales $.
ASCENDING/DESCENDING

For each field that is used in the sort order, i. e. has a 1 through
5 in the Sort # column, Reflex must be told whether to
arrange the field in ascending or descending order. This is done
in the AID column: A for ascending and D for descending.
A is automatically entered in the AID column as soon as a sort
number is given for a field. Select the cell and change it to a
D if you would like to see your records in descending order.
For text fields, ascending order means alphabetical order (A to
Z); descending means the reverse (Z to A).
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For date fields, ascending order means ordering from the
earliest to the latest date; descending means latest to earliest.

0::

For numeric fields, ascending order means smallest to largest
number; descending order means from largest to smallest.
CHANGING THE SORT ORDER

To change the sort order, edit the entries in the Sort # and
AID columns.
You will see that when you change one number in the Sort #
column, all the other entries adjust accordingly, so there is
always a proper order. If for example, field B is number 2 in
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the sort order and you enter a 2 for field C, field B will
automatically be adjusted to 3. If field D was 3, it would be
adjusted to 4, and so on. Similarly if you delete a number from
the sort order column, the other entries are adjusted downwards. This means that you can edit only the portion of the sort
order which changes, and the other parts are automatically
adjusted to keep the same relative order.

DISPLAY FORMATS
In the Format column, you can define the display format of
the data in the field. When you select a format cell, Choices
ITfQ] displays a list of available formats.
NOTE

The display format chosen has no effect on the format in which
values may be input. Specifically, regardless of the display
format, dates are entered as mm/dd/yy, and numbers are
entered as a string of digits with an optional decimal point and
minus sign, but without commas, dollar signs, or parentheses.
TEXT FORMATS

Text fields display what you enter, exactly as you enter them.
No other display formats are available.
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NUMERIC FORMATS

Numbers may be displayed in one of five ways:
CHOICE

DISPLAY

EXAMPLE

General

Regular or scientific display,
depending on field width
and magnitude of number.
The number will be fully
displayed, with as many
decimal places as necessary,
up to 15.

1234.567

Fixed

Set number of digits to the
right of the decimal (up to
15) are displayed.

1234.57

Financial

Fixed precision, with
commas, and parenthesis
around negative numbers.

1,234.57

Currency

Fixed precision, with leading
$, commas, and parenthesis
around negative numbers.

$1,234.57

Scientific

Scientific notation

1.234567E + 03

DATE FORMATS

Dates may be displayed in one of five ways:
CHOICE

DISPLAYS

mm/dd/yy

11/18/84

mm/yy

11/84

dd-mmm-yy

18-Nov-84

0::

mmm-yy

Nov-84

u
L.U

mmm dd, yyyy

November 18, 1984

VI
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PRECISION
Use the Precision column to enter the number of digits to
display to the right of the decimal point for fields with Fixed,
Financial, Currency, or Scientific display formats. The Precision
column does not affect fields with the General display format,
since General format does not limit the number of digits
displayed (up to 15).
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For example, for fields displaying dollar amounts (e.g. financial
or currency), a precision of 2 will show the two cents digits,
while a precision of 0 will show only the whole dollar amounts.
The range for precision is 0 to 15 digits. When the display is
set to fewer digits than are necessary to fully display a number,
the number will be rounded, rather than truncated.
No matter what the display, Reflex calculations are based on 15
digits of significance.

B

VARY
Vary is a facility which will automatically create a range of
records. This has two primary uses:

tJ Create the skeleton of a database-suppose you want to
analyze results for 5 divisions by month over the past
5 years. That's 300 records (5 divisions times 12 months
times 5 years). Rather than entering all those records, you
can use Vary to create 1 record for each division for each
month for each year, 300 records in all. You then only enter
the additional information in each record.
o Quickly create hypothetical scenarios-suppose you want to
look at the results of 10 possible pricing scenarios. You can
set up a database with the appropriate fields and formulas to
calculate revenue, cost, and profit based on the price level.
You can then use Vary to create 10 records, one for each
price level, and examine the results.
The key to Vary is that it creates a range of records with a
specified range of values in a particular field (that field being
varied over the range of values.)
Here's an example. Suppose you want a 12 month sales history
for each of 4 salesreps. You set up a form with three field
names:
Month
Salesrep
Monthly Sales
You know you will need one record for each month and each
salesrep. First you use Vary to create one record for each
salesrep.
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One record is the basis for
four records. Alan, Bob,
Cathy, Dave
Month
Sales rep

VARY

Monthly sales

---7

Then use Vary to add twelve monthly records for each Salesrep's record.
Each record is the basis for
twelve more records.
(J anuary through
December).

):-.

VARY ALL
RECORDS

Alan

Vl
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Now, after two Vary operations, your database consists of 48
records, 12 for each of four salesreps. The Monthly Sales
field on each one is blank, waiting to be filled in during the
year.
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THE VARY TOOL
Vary is performed with the Vary tool, in which you provide the
field to vary and the range to vary it over.

To open the Vary tool, choose Vary from the Records menu
(fRV). The tool has the following settings and options:

VARY

The Vary tool.

Field to vary:
Frott 1 _ _- '
Uary: !8l Only the current record 0 All records
1...

I Proceed I I Cancel I
Field to Vary In this cell, you enter the field in which you
will want to enter a series of values. You can use the Choices
key [IfQJ to display a list of current field names.
From...To ...By If the field to Vary is a numeric or date field,
enter a range and an interval for the field values. If the field
is a text field, the From... To ... By cells will be replaced with one
cell into which you enter the text values. This is shown below.
The Vary tool after a text
field has been entered.

Text
Uary: !8l Only the current record 0 All records
~

I Proceed I I Cancel

m
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Text Enter text entries, separated by commas, to create one
record for each entry.
Vary current recordIVary all records Choose between
creating the new set of records for just the current record, or
creating one set for each record in the working database.
Proceed Performs the Vary operation and puts away the tool.
Cancel Puts away the tool without performing the Vary
operation and returns entries in the tool to what they were
before it was opened.
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CONDITIONS AND EFFECTS
FIELD TYPE

Before you can use Vary, you must have already established the
field type for the field you are going to vary. (Reflex recognizes the field type based on the first value you enter into
a field. Or you can define the type in the Field & Sort Settings
tool.)
VARY THE CURRENT RECORD OR ALL RECORDS

The Vary All records option performs the Vary operation for all
the records in the working database. If you have one record
for each of five regions and then Vary All to create 12 monthly
records, the result will be 60 records, 12 for each region.
This has the effect of varying multiple fields, creating all the
different combinations.
If you selected Vary Only the current record, 12 records would
be created, one for each month and all with the same region.
Be careful when using Vary All that there aren't other records
in the working database that you don't want Vary'ed. You
could end up with extraneous records.
If there are records which you don't want Vary'ed when doing a
Vary All, filter them out. Only records in the working database
are Vary'ed.
A common example is that you have monthly records for, say,
five departments over 4 years and you want to create another
year's records (e.g. for 1985) for each department. That's 60
records you want to create: one for each month, for each
department. You can't Vary all the records since that would
yield 4 more years' worth. So, filter out all but one year's
records and then do a Vary All, Varying Year from 1985 to 1985
By 1. That will create one record for each month for each
department, each with 1985 as the Year.
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EFFECT ON THE ORIGINAL RECORDS

Sometimes when you Vary, you'll want to use the current
record as the first record in the Varied sequence and sometimes
you'll want to create an entirely new set of records apart from
the current record. Generally, if the current record has a
value already in the Field to Vary, you'll want all new records;
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if it doesn't have a value, you'll want to start with that record as
the first one in the Vary'ed sequence. That's exactly what
Reflex does:

If the field contains an entry, all newly created records are
added to the database, and the current record remains
unaffected.
If the field is null, the current record becomes the first in the
Vary sequence.
If you vary all records, and the field contains an entry in any
record, all newly created records are added to the database and
all the old records remain unaffected. If the field is Null in all
records, each existing record becomes the first in its Vary
sequence.
VARYING NUMERIC RANGES

If the field name in the Field to Vary cell is a numeric or date
field, Reflex retains the From... To ... By cells. Here, you
specify the range of values to enter in the field in the new
records.

For example, if you want to vary entries in the field from 25 to
75 with intervals of 5, enter: FROM 25 TO 75 BY 5.
If the interval doesn't divide evenly into the range, it goes up
to, but not including the top of the range. For example, if
you enter From 10 to 20 by 3, Reflex creates four new records
and enters 10, 13, 16, and 19 in the named field.

The varied entries can be increasing or decreasing. Thus, if you
tell Reflex to vary the named field From 25 To 10 By 5,
Reflex creates records with 25, 20, 15, and 10 in the field. You
can also vary fields in intervals less than 1, using decimals.
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VARYING DATE FIELDS

o

To vary date values, use the date entry format (mm1dd/yy) in
the From and To cells. In the By cell, enter the number of days
for the interval.
For example, From 111/84 To 711184 By 7 creates one record for
each week (seven days) for the first six months of 1984. How
those dates appear on your records is determined by the
display format you establish in the Field & Sort Settings tool.
VARYING TEXT FIELDS

When you enter a text field name in the Field to Vary cell,
Reflex replaces the From.. To.. By cells with a cell titled Text.
5-'111
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You enter a list of the actual entries you want to appear in
the field in each new record, separated by commas. Reflex then
creates one record for each entry on the Text line.
For example, if you want Reflex to create new records for sales
regions North, South, and West, you enter North, South,
West in the Text cell. When you proceed, Reflex automatically
creates three new records. The first new record has North in
the field, the second has South, and the third has West.
Use commas to separate text entries. This means that none of
the text entries themselves can include commas. For example, if
you enter Smith, Fred Reflex creates one record for Smith
and another for Fred.
Reflex ignores leading and trailing blank spaces. Text entries
can be up to 254 characters long. This is the overall maximum
for the combined entries in the text cell, as well as the maximum
for anyone field.

C

RECORDS COMMANDS
The remaining commands on the records menu add and delete
individual records, re-apply the sort order, recalculate all
formulas, and enable you to clear the current database from
memory.
ADD RECORD
The Add Record command (IRA) creates a blank record
following the current record. In Form View, the blank record is
displayed. In List View, the blank record is inserted below
the current record in the list and is made current.
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DELETE RECORD
The Delete Record command (lRD) deletes the current record.
In Form View the next record is displayed. In the List View,
the row is removed, and the next record becomes current.
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WARNING

No confirmation is required.
When you choose Delete
Record, the current record is
deleted instantly.

PERFORM SORT

The Perform Sort command (lRP) sorts the records according
to the current sort order. You establish the sort order in
Field & Sort Settings.
When you first proceed from the Field & Sort Settings tool,
the database is sorted. If you add or modify records afterward,
they are not necessarily in the right order. Choose Perform
Sort, and the records are re-sorted.

RECALC

If you have set Recalculation to Manual in the Global
Settings tool, use the Recalc command (lRR) to recalculate all
the formula values.

When manual recalculation is set, no formulas will be recalculated until and unless you give this command. With a lot of
complex formulas, this allows you to enter data without waiting
for recalculation, recalculating only when you're done and
want to see all the correct values.

CLEAR DATABASE

The Clear Database command (IRe) erases the current
database from your computer's memory. This is as if you had
just brought up Reflex and had not yet created or retrieved a
database.
This includes all records, field names, and data. The Reflex

program itself remains in memory, ready to work on a new
database.
When you choose Clear Database, a confirmation message will
appear. Type Y to confirm.
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The commands on the Search menu enable you to establish
search conditions for Reflex to find, filter, or keep a subset
of records in your database.

A

Set Conditions

displays the Search Conditions tool in which
you enter the search conditions that tell
Reflex which records to filter or find.

Apply Filter

creates a "working database" of only the
records that meet the search conditions, and
temporarily sets aside all the records
which do not meet the search conditions.

Remove Filter

brings back all the records which were
temporarily set aside when the filter was
applied.

Find Record

makes current the next record in the
database that meets the search conditions.

Keep Records

retains in memory only those records that
meet the search conditions, deleting the
rest.

SEARCH CONDITIONS
Search conditions define what records you want to find or
filter. They are criteria upon which to judge each individual
record, looking for those with particular characteristics.
For example, "Price> 100" is a search condition which would
look for all records in which the Price field contains a number
greater than 100.
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Finding records based on a
search condition.

Price: 150

Price: 75

Price: 75

FIND
)
Price> 100

The general format for a search condition is:
field name

operator

value

1. The field name may be any field name cUITently being
used in your database.
2. The operator tells Reflex how to compare the value to the
entries in the specified field in each record.
3. The value is the text characters, number, date, or formula
that is compared to the entries in the specified field in
each record.
Records which satisfy the condition are said to ''meet the
condition".
Here are some examples of search conditions:

:r:
u
ex:
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w
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FIELD NAME

OPERATOR

Rep

VALUE

MEANING

"Bob"

All records with
Bob in the Rep
field meet this
condition.

Price

>

250

All records with a
value greater than
250 in the price
field meet this
condition.

Date

<

1/15/83

All records with a
date earlier than
1/15/83 in the
Date field meet
this condition.

OPERATORS
There are two different kinds of operators used in search
conditions: Logical operators and Range operators.

VI
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LOGICAL OPERATORS

The Logical Operators are shown below:
MEANING

FORMAT

Equals

Field name = value

>

Greater than

Field name> value

>=

Greater than or equal to

Field name> = value

<

Less than

Field name < value

<=

Less than or equal to

Field name < = value

<>

Not equal to

Field name <> value

AND

Combines two or more
Search conditions into
one Search condition; all
of the conditions must
be met for a record to
be found.

condition
AND condition

OR

Combines two or more
Search conditions; any
one of the conditions
may be met for a record
to be found.

condition
OR condition

NOT

Inverts a Search
condition so as to find
its opposite; i.e.,
everything but that
condition.

NOT (condition)

OPERATOR

Here are some examples using these logical operators:
Cost> 150 AND Cost < 250
Records in which the value in the Cost field is greater than 150
and is less than 250, meet this condition.
Cost> 250 AND Rep = "Bob"
Records in which the value in the Cost field is greater than 250
and the entry in the Rep field is Bob meet this condition.

I

u

c:::

«

Cost> 250 OR Margin> .25

L.U

VI

Records in which the value in the Cost field is greater than 250
meet this condition, and records in which the value in the
Margin field is greater than .25 also meet this condition.
NOT (Rep = "Bob")
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Records in which any entry except Bob is in the Rep field meet
this condition.
RANGE OPERATORS

The Reflex Range Operators THRU, BTWN, UPTO, and DNTO
filter or find records with numeric or date values within
specified ranges. The Range Operators may be used with
numeric or date fields, but not text fields.
MEANING
OPERATOR
THRU (Low value, high value) From and including the low
value to and including the
high value

FORMAT

BlWN (low value, high value) Greater than the low value
and less than the high value

Field name BlWN (low value,
high value)

UPTO (low value, high value)

Field name UPTO (low value,
high value)

From and including the low
value to but not including
the high value.

ONTO (high value, low value) From and including the high
value but not including the
low value.

Field name THRU (low value,
high value)

Field name DNTO (high value,
low value)

Here are some examples using Range operators:
Cost THRU (150, 250)
When the value in the Cost field is from 150 through 250
(including both 150 and 250), the record meets this condition.
This is the same as Cost> = 150 AND Cost < = 250.
Cost BTWN (150, 250)
When the value in the Cost field is greater than 150 and less
than 250 the record meets the condition. This is the same
as Cost> 150 AND Cost < 250.
Cost UPTO (150, 250)
When the value in the Cost field is from 150 to 250 (including
150, but not 250), the record meets this condition. This is
the same as Cost> = 150 AND Cost < 250.

V)
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Cost DNTO (250, 150)
When the value in the Cost field is from 250 to 150 (including
250, but not 150), the record meets this condition. This is
the same as Cost < = 250 AND Cost> 150.
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TEXT SEARCH CONDITIONS
Search conditions for text fields require that the text value be
enclosed in single or double quotes. Only the logical operators
maybe used.
EXACT MATCH

Exact match text field conditions always use an equal sign ( = ),
the not equal sign «», or the NOT operators. Reflex does
not make a distinction between upper and lower case in
text search conditions.
For example:
Salesrep

= "Alan"

All records that have Alan in the Salesrep field meet this
condition.
Salesrep <> "Alan"
All records except the ones that have Alan in the Salesrep field
meet this condition.
NOT (Salesrep = "Alan")
This is the same as Salesrep

<> "Alan"

PARTIAL MATCH

You can also match part of a text value. Using two dots within
the quotes before, after, or before and after text characters
instructs Reflex to compare the characters to part of the field
entry. This is called a wildcard match because the two dots
match anything. For example:
Name = "jam .. " Means "find records that begin with jam as
the first three letters in this field, no matter what follows."
For example, James Smith, Jamestown, and Jamboree,
all meet the condition.

I
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'Oan'ny"'j-aMes""""""""""""""""""'""""i No
"j'a'M'esfo'wn""""""""""""""""""'""""""'I'Ye'~;"""""'I"""""""'1
'j'o'y'ea'ux' 'N'o'ei"""""""""""""""""""""" ~"Ho""""""'~"

""'" '" '" 1

'J'a'M'b'o'r'e'e""""""""""""""""""""""""""l'Ye's"""""'T"''''''''''''~
I • , , • I • , • , , , • , ....... , , ... I ... , • , • , , • , • , , "

I • , •• , •• I • I I , . . . . , . . . . . . . ,

l' .,........ ,..... "1 '..............
,

,

~
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Name = " .. jam" Means "find records that end with jam as
the last three letters in this field, no matter what precedes
them." For example, strawberry jam, and log jam both meet
the condition.

rry
"O'n"Hle"i'aJ1'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''':

:

'('Ci9"JaM'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''j''Ves'''''''''''~'''''''''''''''l

'j'0hil"'JaMeson"""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''1''Ho'''''''''''''1'''''''''''''''1
"JaMbo'r'e'e""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''j''Mo""'''''''''j'''''''''''''''!
...... ,.... ,., .... ,.,." ....... ,.. ,... ,...... ,.. ,........ '.,.'., ....................................... ..
. . . I I . . . , • , • I •• I .. I . . . . . . . . , . . . . , . . . . . . I • I • I .. , ... I • , . . . . . . I •• , . . . . . ~ . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . II .. ~ . . . II . . . . . . . . . I ~

,

Vl
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Name = " .. jam .. " Means "find records that include the
letters jam together anywhere in this field, no matter what
precedes or follows." J ohn Jameson, R. James Butterworth III,
pajamas, and James Smith all meet the condition.
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'R':" 'JaM'e'S" 's'iiHe'r'w'o'dh'n 'f ....................... i Yes

·HaJ'or··WiTson··············· .. ······· ...... ····· .. ····· .. ···j··No····· .. ····· .. ·j .. ·.... ·· .... ··
p'aJ ·aMas.. ····· .. ·· .. ·.. ··· .... ··· ................................ j' 'Ve·s····· .. ·..... T· .... ··· ... ..

'Jay"H:" Lew I's···· .. ········· ........ ··· .... ·.. ········· .. ··· j' ·No .. ····· .. ·· .... j............ ..

'[o'g' Ta·M.. ········· .. ·.. ·········· ................................ !. 'Ve·s······ .... ·.. ·j........ ,... ..
Ja'MMed' logether .... ········ .. ·· .. ······· .... ······· ..... j..yes· .. ···· ...... j............ ..

}~:~~:~:~:r.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r~:~:::::::::::::::r::::::::::::.

The wildcard match is useful for keeping a list within a field.
Suppose you keep track of which industries your clients
are interested in for investments. You might have a field called
Industry Preference with entries such as:
CLIENT

INDUSTRY PREFERENCE

A

Technology, Oil, Retail

B

Aerospace, Retail, Steel

C

Oil, Utilities

You could find all clients interested in Oil by using the following
search condition:
Industry Preference = " . . Oil. . "
All the records with Oil anywhere in the Industry Preference
field would be found.
TEXT RANGES

To find records that alphabetically precede or follow the text
value, use the>, > = , <, and < = logical operators.

:r:
u
a:::

«
w

For example:

VI

Client N arne < "N"
All records in which the Client N arne begins with a letter
before N in the alphabet meet this condition.
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Salesrep > = "Cathy"
All records in which the entry in the Salesrep field is Cathy or
follows Cathy alphabetically meet this condition. Note that
"cb" follows "Cathy", while "c" precedes it.
You can establish a search condition for a range of text by using
the AND operator:
Product> = ".N' AND Product < "N"
All records in which the entry in the Product field begins with
A or is between A and N meet this condition.

NUMERIC SEARCH CONDITIONS
Numbers in search conditions for numeric fields can contain a
decimal point and a minus sign. They cannot contain commas,
dollar signs, or percent symbols. Numeric conditions may
use both the Logical and Range Operators.
For example:
Profit = 250.95
All records in which 250.95 is the entry in the Price field meet
this condition.
Profit Thru(-250,250)
All records in which the entry in the Profit field is from -250
through + 250 meet this condition.
CALCULATED CONDITIONS

Search conditions for numeric fields can include formulas to
calculate a value. This is called a calculated condition. All
mathematical, financial, date, and special functions may be
used in calculated search conditions. (For complete details about
writing formulas, see Part 8, "Calculated Fi~lds".)
For example:
Cost> Price * .5

VI

m

All records in which the Cost field is greater than one-half the
Price field meet this condition.
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=@IF(Cost ) Price *8.5, "Ves", "No")
Edit PrintlFile Records
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DATE SEARCH CONDITIONS
Conditions for date fields may use both the Logical and Range
Operators. For example:
Date > 3/15/84
All records which have a date in the date field later than March
15, 1984 meet this condition.
Date THRU(I/15/84, 3/15/84)
All records which have dates in the date field from January 15,
1984 through March 15, 1984 (inclusive) meet this condition.

SPECIAL SEARCH CONDITIONS
Reflex provides several special functions to isolate records with
specific conditions.
0::

OPERATOR AND
FORMAT

EXPLANATION

VI

@LOCALVAL(Field Name)

Finds all records that have a local value in the specified field.

@ISNULL(Field Name)

Finds all records that have a null value (no entry) in the
specified field

@ISERR(Field Name)

Finds all records that have an ERROR in the specified field

I
U
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These special functions are not used in the nonnal search
condition format. Typically, these functions are entered in the
Condition cell in the Search Conditions tool, stand-alone, as
shown as below:
@ISNULL(Name)
Each record is evaluated and if the Name field has no value
entered, the record meets this condition.

HOW ARE SEARCH CONDITIONS EVALUATED?
Although it is not necessary to understand the evaluation
process that Reflex performs in determining which records are
found, it can be useful in taking advantage of the full power
of filters.
When a filter is applied, Reflex evaluates the Search condition
once for each record in the database. If for a given record,
the result of this evaluation is false, that record does not pass
the filter. If the result is true, the record does pass. In doing the
evaluation for a given record, fields in the condition take their
values from that record.
For a simple condition such as Price = 100, then, Reflex goes
through each record, plugs that record's Price value into the
condition and sees whether the condition is true or not. If
the Price is 100, it's true; otherwise it's false. Any valid formula
calculations may be included in the condition.
@ABS(Yield - 24) < 1, is a perfectly acceptable, albeit more
complex, search condition.
A subtler condition, such as @ISNULL(Name), is still evaluated once per record. The function @ISNULL is designed
to return a true or false depending on whether the value it is
given is null or not. So the condition is true for any record
in which the name field is null, false otherwise.
Taking this further, if you wanted to filter out all records (to
save the fields and formulas but no records), you'd want a filter
which was always false. The simplest is just @false. To do
this, enter @false (just one word) in the condition cell. It will
be evaluated once for each record and always come up false
(of course). No records will pass the filter condition.
Finally, to get really fancy, suppose you wanted to randomly
filter out 80% of the records; i.e. look at a random sample
of 20% of the database. You'd want a condition which was ran5-125
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domly true 20% of the time and false 80% of the time. A
filter which does this is:
@RANDO<.2
The @RAND function returns a random number, evenly
distributed between 0 and 1. So, 20% of the time it will return a
number < .2, and 80% it will return a number> .2. By
entering that condition in the condition cell, 20% of the time it
will evaluate to true, and therefore the record will pass, and
80% of the time it will evaluate to false and the record will not
pass. The fact that when it was evaluated for each record,
no values were actually taken from the record is unusual, but
acceptable.

B

SET SEARCH CONDITIONS
Search conditions are entered in the Search Conditions Tool.
Once the conditions are established, Reflex is ready to filter,
find, or keep the records specified by the conditions.
To open the Conditions Tool, choose Set Conditions from the
Search menu (/SS). The Search Conditions tool has the following
options and settings:

The Search Conditions tool.

SEARCH CONDITIONS

Hethod of entry: 0 Cell I Table
Field ! Condition ! OR
Date
Product !
.~~p. ......................................................................
.Q~~~~.~~~ ....!....................................................... .
Unit Cost!
Sales$
•• " •• " ... , ..... ,., ... ,., .... ,', ........ " •• , •• " ........... 1"0""""",,

::I:
U

~

Use:

<!
w
Vl

~

Conditions as Entered 0 Opposite of Conditions

I Proceed I I Cancel I
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Method of Entry You can select Cell or Table. The Table
checkbox is preselected, and the conditions table is displayed.
Choose Cell to enter a single-line condition, instead of using
the table.
Condition This cell appears when you select Cell as the
Method of Entry.

Views

Ed it

PI' iot IF de

Becnrds

S~:!arch

SEARCH COHO IT IOHS
The Condition Cell.

'

Method of entry: I Cell 0 Table
Condition IL...-_______________---J

Use: riJ Conditions as Entered 0 Opposite of Conditions

I Proceed I I Cancel I
Conditions Table provides a "Query-by-Example" table for
entering search conditions. The first column presents all the
field names in the database. You enter the conditions in
the cells in the subsequent columns.
Use You can use either the conditions as entered or their
opposite.
Proceed This establishes the search conditions and puts away
the tool.
'
Cancel The search conditions are not established and the tool
returns to the way it was before you opened it.

USING THE CONDITIONS TABLE

c.n

m

l>

::::0

When you select the Table Method of entry, the tool shows the
table display. The first column lists all the field names in
your records. You enter conditions into the second and further
columns.
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SEARCH CONDITIONS

Method of entry: 0 Cell 1&1 Table
Field
t Condition
t OR
D~e
!
• • • 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . "

l

. . . . . . . . . . , " " , •• , .

,~''''''''''''..!.,~~~~C,'''''''',},'''''''''''''''''''''''',,}
Product l
Sales
t
Cost
1 ) 258

•••••••••••• 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , •••••••••••• , ••••••• 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

t

t

.11 ••• 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , ••

It ...................... , .................. "

1

!

. . . . . . . . , . " . , •• , . . . . ! . . . , . . . . . .

,~~,~~"'"',},''''''''''''''''''''''''',},'''''''''''''"""""",}
Use: r&I Conditions as Entered 0 Opposite of Conditions

'iBM!:' I Cancel I
Do not include the leading field name in the search condition.
The field name in the first column establishes the field name on
the left side of the search condition. Also, equal signs are not
required in the table, although all other operators are required.
For example, if the search condition is Cost> 250, enter
>250 in the cell to the right of Cost. If the search condition is
Rep = "Cathy", enter "Cathy" in the cell to the right of
Rep (the quotes are needed for text fields).
As soon as you enter a condition, another condition column
appears to the right of the first. This additional column allows
you to enter more conditions which are combined with the
conditions in the first column using the OR operator. A
maximum of 10 columns can be used.
Conditions entered in the columns work like this: search
conditions typed in the same column are connected by the
logical operator AND, and are combined into one condition. For
a given column, only records which meet all of the conditions
will be found. Search conditions typed in different columns
are connected by the logical operator OR, and records which
meet the conditions of any one column are found.
I
U
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Hethod of entry: 0 Cell ~ Table
Field
1Condition lOR
Date
1} 6/38/84 ,.... .. ,.. ,., ....... .. ",., .. .
.........................................
Product 1 ........... ............. .......... ......... .
.............................
.~~ ......................................................................
.~~.~~~ ... }........................................................
Unit Cost ~ 29.95
Sales$
,'"

"

,

,

,

,

................................................. , ............. , •••• ,I""'"

........... , ................ , ......... , ................ , ••••••• , ••••• 00."'"

For example, in the figure above, Reflex finds all the records
in your database that meet both conditions-that is, all records
with dates after June 30, 1984 in the Date field AND with
the value 29.95 in the Cost field. Reflex treats the entries in
the grid as if you had typed in Cost = 29.95 AND Date >
6/30/84 into the Condition Cell.
Sample Conditions Table.

Hethod of entry: 0 Cell

~

Table

Field

l Condition lOR
lOR
Date
1 } 6/38/84
................................................................
,., ... ,...... ,., ........... ' .. , ......... .
Product l
l
...........................................................................
, ....... .... ,., ... ,.,., ... ,.
"

.~ ................................................................................................. .
.~~.~~~ ... .l....................................................................................
lklit Cost l
l29.95

Sales$
If, instead, you enter 29.95 in the "OR" column, as shown
above, Reflex then finds all the records in your database that
meet either of those conditions-that is, all records with
dates after June 30, 1984, in the Date field OR with the value
29.95 in the Cost field, not necessarily on the same record.
Reflex would treat these entries as if you had entered in
Date > 6/30/84 OR Price = 29.95 in the Condition Cell.
Each cell on the grid is an independent Condition Cell with
fieldname = implied as the start of the condition. Thus, in the
cell next to Cost, you could enter: 29.95 AND Date >
6/30/84.
VI
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USING THE CONDITION CELL

()

When you select Cell, the table is replaced by the word
Condition and a cell for entering a search condition.

I
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Condition IAug Price) 2SSS
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When you use the Condition cell your search condition must be
complete, including field name(s), operator(s), and value(s) in
the formats shown in the preceding sections. For example:
Avg Price> 2000
The search condition may be up to 254 characters long.
WHEN TO USE THE CONDITION CELL

Although you can use either the conditions table or condition
cell to create the same filters, most people generally prefer the
table.
Some conditions, however, are more straightforward in the
condition cell. In particular, the special search conditions@ISNULL, @ISERR, and @LOCALVAL-are used without
a leading field name, e.g. @ISERR(Yield). They can be
entered directly into the condition cell. To use them in the table
requires some sleight-of-hand to attach them to a normal
condition format. For example, entering:
>0 AND @ISNULL(Yield)
in any field which will always be greater than zero, has the
effect of finding all the records with a null value in the Yield
field.

USE CONDITIONS AS ENTERED OR OPPOSITE
Every search condition you establish divides the database into
two groups:

o Records that meet the condition.

o

Records that don't.

Reflex assumes that you want to see the records that meet the
conditions you establish. If you want to see the records that
don't meet the conditions, select the Opposite of Conditions
checkbox.

I
U
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For instance, the search condition Cost
100 would normally
give you all records with the 100 in the Cost field. By selecting
the Opposite checkbox, Reflex finds all those records that
do not have 100 in the Cost field. You'll find the Opposite of
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Conditions useful for comparing a set of filtered records with
the set of remaining records.
NOTE

C

Selecting "Opposite" does not simply reverse the operators, it
searches for those records not meeting the conditions. For
example, using the opposite for the conditions
"Sales < 100 And Date < 1/30/84" will not filter for
"Sales> 100 And Date> 1/30/84." It will search for
"Sales > 100 Or Date > 1/30/84."

FILTER. FIND. AND KEEP

APPLY FILTER

Applying a filter gives you a way of seeing only selected parts
of your database. When you apply a filter, Reflex temporarily
sets aside records that do not meet the conditions. The records
that meet the conditions remain as your working database.

To apply a filter, choose Apply Filter from the Search menu
[QJ ffi]. This commands
. Reflex to show only those records that meet the search
conditions.
(lSA) or press the Filter key

When a filter is applied, Reflex operates exactly as it did
before, except that the database is temporarily reduced to the
specified records. The views show only these records.
These records are the same records that were part of the whole
database, and any changes to them will be retained when the
filter is removed.
If you have applied the filter and you add records that do not
meet the current search conditions, they will remain part
of your working database until you apply the filter again.
V'I

m

l>

FILTER STATUS MESSAGES

;0

When a filter is applied, a highlighted FILT message appears
on the message line.
Status information in the Global Settings tool includes the
number of records in the working database.
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REMOVE FILTER
A Filter can be applied and removed as often as you like.

To rerrwve a Filter, choose Remove Filter from the Search
menu (lSR) or press the Filter key [QJ Q[J again. The filter
is removed, and the database returns to its normal size.
Note that when the filter has been applied, the [QJ QU key
removes it. And when the filter is not applied the [QJ QU
key applies it. A tip to remember is that if you have applied
a filter and then enter more records which may not meet
the conditions, or change the search conditions to look at a
different set of records, the [QJ QU function key must be
pressed once to remove the filter and then again to re-apply it.
You can apply the new filter in one step by choosing Apply
Filter from the Search Menu (lSA).

FIND RECORD
If you want to view the records meeting the search conditions
while still viewing the whole database, use the Find Record
command.

Find locates the next record (starting at the current record)
which meets the conditions and makes it the current record. As
is always the case for the current record, this causes it to be
displayed in the Form View and indicated in the List View and
Graph View.

To see the next record that meets the conditions, choose Find
from the Search menu (/SF) or press the Find key QU.
Since Find starts with the current record, to ensure that
you find all the relevant records start at the first record by
pressing the [QJ c:::u:J key.
You can use Find as many times as you want. When Reflex
reaches the last record that meets the conditions, it remains on
that record when you perform Find again.
:r:
u

When you find records, all the other records remain available.
You can use the cursor movement keys and c:::u:J and [}[]
to select any record, just as usual.

c:::
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KEEP RECORDS
To retain all records that meet the search conditions, deleting
the rest, use the Keep Records command.
To delete all records that do not meet the conditions:
1. Apply the filter (/SA or GO []D).
2. Choose Keep Records from the Search menu (lSK).
3. Type Y to confirm.
All the records that do not meet the conditions are deleted.
WARNING

These records are permanently
deleted from memory, just
as if you had selected them
one at a time and deleted
them.
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A calculated field is one whose value is derived from other
fields. The derivation is called a formula, or model. For
example, Profit might be derived from Revenue and Cost with
this formula:
Profit = Revenue - Cost
U sing this formula would have the effect of calculating Profit
from the Revenue and Cost fields in each record and filling the
Profit field with the result for each record:
A calculated field.

Revenue

}

Revenue- Cost

Cost
Profit

Formulas provide a way to automatically enter values. This
provides a number of benefits:

o Values are calculated automatically, saving the need for you
to do calculations.

o Values are entered automatically, saving the need to enter
them.
o Values are changed automatically when other fields change,
saving the need to update dependent fields.
U sing a formula for a field has the effect of applying it to that
field for all records. However, you can enter a different value in
any individual record, superseding the formula for that record.

A

FORMULAS

VALUES: THE BASIC ELEMENTS
There are three basic elements for giving a value to a field:
constants, other field names, and functions.

ml>
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Constant A number, date, or text string that you type in,
e.g.:
Price

= 495

Customer Name = General Auto
Invoice Date = 11118/84

Field Names Other field names can be used to represent the
value in that field, e.g.:
Shipping Address

= Billing Address.

·Functions These are special, built-in facilities which perform
a calculation and return a value. For example, to calculate the
payment on a $1000 loan at 12% interest over 60 months,
you could use the PMT function:
Payment = @PMT(1000, .01, 60)
and the payment would be automatically calculated and stored
in the Payment field. There are many built-in functions in
Reflex, performing a wide variety of functions.

FORMULAS
Formulas combine these basic values into larger expressions
which calculate and produce a single value. This value is
stored in a field, just as if you had typed it in. For example:
Profit = Revenue - Cost
Here we are calculating the Profit field from two other fields,
Revenue and Cost. The expression "Revenue - Cost" is a
formula.
Notice the form of the formula above. It is built up from two
basic elements, field names in this case. The field names
are "joined" by the minus sign, which is an operator. This is
the general form for formul~onstants, field names, and
functions joined by operators.
Some other examples of formulas are:
Price = Cost * 4
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Calculating Price from
Cost.

I Views

=Cost *4

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

ForM

Units: 85
Price: lmilll
Cost:

$ Margin: 19299

3499

Fixed Cost:

129B

Total Cost:

46BB

Net Marg in:

Total Cost = Fixed Cost

9BBB

+ 40 * Units

Calculating Total Cost from
Fixed Cost and Units.
$1,469 i

8:

......S·i';·ii'6T' ..........jT ........ ·....$i'is 1
$49B 1 $816 1
·····S·i·;·S4S·i············6·i .. ···· .. ··· .. ·si'is··!·· .. ·.. ·.. ···'S'3'6·s·i· .. ·· .. ·$·6·8·S·!·· .. ··· .. ······
·· .. ·$·i';·i·8·4·r .. ·...... ··j·j ............ ··his·j ...... ··· .... 'S'4·S·S·r· .. ·.. ·$'78'4'j· . ·· .. ·.. ·.. ·
····'S'i';·s·ss·!···· .. ·· .. ··s·j··· .. ··· .. ····$i'is.. !.. ·· .. ··· .. ··'S'44·S·!····h;·S·6·S·!··········· .. ··
·········S·99·4··j············s·j··············si·i·o·;··············$'3'io·;········$674·;···············
.. ····S·i·;·3'9'i'r .. ··· .. ····s·!· .... ·.. ·· .. ··h2S·!· .. ·.. ··· .... ·$·4·4·S·!···· .. ·'S'9·5·i·!· . ·· .. ·.. ·....
······$i';·S·S·6.. j······ .. ·· ..6·j .. ······ .. ···'S'i'isT .. ··· .. ·.. ···$'3'6S.. ;········$·69·6.. j. ·············
· .. ··h;'i64·;········ ....j·!··· .. ···· .... ·$i'is·! .. ·.... ·· .... ·S4·ss·!··· .... ·$86·4·! . ··· .. ·······

::::::H~I~:~r::::::::::?r::::::::::::~W~r:::::::::::J~:~~r::::::~:?:~:~r:::::::::::::
" •• ,.' ... ' ...... ' •• ,.' .... ".10".' .... ,.' ........................................ , ................ , ....... , •• ,., ••

Total Interest = (Periods *
@PMT(Principal, Interest,Periods)) - Principal
Formulas recalculate themselves when any of their components
change. For example, where Profit is calculated as Revenue
- Cost, the form might look like:
Revenue: 100
Cost: 70
Profit: 30
If you were to change Cost to 80, Profit would automatically
change to 20:
Revenue: 100
Cost: 80
Profit: 20

:!!n
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This recalculation feature means that you don't have to worry
about entering or re-entering values into fields that are
derived. You enter values into the input fields and the calculated
fields are automatically kept up to date.

It also allows you to easily try ''What If?" analysis. What if this
number were different? Change it and you'll immediately see
the result.

FORMATS FOR FORMULAS

B

Formulas use operators to combine constants, field names, and
functions into larger expressions. The operators used in
formulas are called arithmetic operators (as opposed to the
logical operators and range operators used in search conditions.)

ARITHMETIC OPERATORS
The arithmetic operators are:

+ Add
- Subtract

*

Multiply
/ Divide
A
Exponent (to the power of)
- Negation
NOTE

Negation has a different meaning from the subtract sign,
although it is the same character. It may be used in front of any
value, function, or formula to make it a negative value, such as
- 2, or 6 + - 2 (resulting in 4).

THE GENERAL FORMAT
The general format for entering formulas is:

value operator value
where the values are constants (numbers, dates, text strings),
fieldnames, functions, or formulas; and the operator is an
arithmetic operator.
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For example:

4+7
Sales - Cost

This formula subtracts the value in
the Cost field from the value in the
Sales field on the same record.

60 * @PMT(1 000, .01, 60)

This formula calculates total payments over 60 periods.

Formulas may also be used in formulas. Anywhere a value can
be used, a formula can be used (since a formula produces a
value). This capability allows you to build up arbitrarily
complex formulas. For example:
Invoice Amt = «Billing Rate

*#

Hours) +

(Outside Costs * Markup))

* Discount

PRECEDENCE OF OPERATORS IN CALCULATIONS
If all the arithmetic operators in a formula are the same,
Reflex will perform the calculations as it reads the formula
from left to right. However, if the operators are different,
Reflex performs the calculations in the order (precedence)
shown in the following list:

PRECEDENCE

OPERATOR
negation

1

2

"-

to the power of (exponentiation)

3

* or /

multiply or divide

4

+

add or subtract

or -

So, for example, exponentiation will be done before
multiplication.

USING PARENTHESES TO CHANGE THE ORDER OF
CALCULATIONS
To change the order in which parts of a formula are calculated,
use parentheses to enclose the portion you want to calculate
first. Parentheses may be nested inside other parentheses, and
the innermost part will be calculated first.
::!!n
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For example:
RESULT

FORMULA
10

+

2 * 3

(10+2)*3
((10

c

+

2)

* (3 + 5)) * 4

16

36
384

ENTERING FORMULAS
Fonnulas are entered in the field cells of the Fonn or List
Views, just as numbers, text, or dates are. They may also be
entered in the Fonnula column in the Field & Sort Settings
tool.

To enter a farmula, select the cell in the Form or List and
enter the fonnula with a leading =:

= formula
The = tells Reflex that what you're entering is a fonnula,
rather than a text string.
Entering a formula in the
Form

$ Hargin:

:Pr ice - Cost.

Once entered, what is displayed in the cell is the result of the
fonnula, not the fonnula itself. When the cell is selected,
the fonnula is displayed on the Edit Line at top. When the cell
is selected and Edit Mode ill] is entered, the fonnula is
displayed in the cell, as well as on the edit line, for editing.
While entering fonnulas, choices [ITQ] shows a list of the field
names, which you can select from to build up the fonnula. Of
course, you can also type them in.
When entering fonnulas, spelling counts. Field names and
functions must be spelled correctly. If there is a mistake
of some sort, either a misspelled word, unrecognized operator,
or such, Reflex will not accept it. Instead, it will beep, change to
Edit mode, and position the cursor near the error.
Spaces are allowed between any of the elements, i.e. between
operators, field names, functions, and parentheses. Where
one space is allowed, any number or none is also allowed. Extra
spaces are not allowed inside any elements, i.e. inside field
names, functions, or operators. For example:
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VALID

INVALID

>=

>

@MONTH(Date)

@ MONTH(Date)
@MONTH (Date)

Price - Total Cost

Price - Total

=

Cost

Price - Total Cost
Price - Total Cost

LOCAL VALUES AND FORMULAS
A formula calculates values for a particular field in all records.
However, you can still enter a different constant into that
field in any given record. This is done just as entering values is
always done-select the cell and type it in. Such a local
value takes precedence over the value calculated by the function and is the value displayed for that record.
A calculated field with local
values.

=Cost

*4

I Uieus

..'111.

Edit

._Ii'll.

PrintlFile

Records

Search

List

~~Pr~ic=e~i;~=st~~==~------------------------I
728

2481

1"·""·""i88·'1' '·.. ·........1

".. ··~··99·s·1··· .. ".. ··'i6s·1··· ...... ·· .. · 1
...... ····7·6s·1············i'q·s·1···············1
""" ·.. ··66·8T"·· .. "··'ii's·!····· ........ ··!
...... ". 92'8·1· .. ···· .. ··'138·1··· .. ·····"···1
······~··9q·s·1···········'i7·8·1···············1

.......... ·688'1' ........ "'188'1' ........ ·.... ·1
"."., ... .. ,.,.:"' .... ,.,., .. ,.,.': ...... '''., ... ':
···
...
...
"

-Local values

It doesn't matter whether the local value was entered before or
after the formula; any record with a constant value entered
directly into it will display that value until that value is explicitly
removed.
REMOVING LOCAL VALUES

You can remove a local value from a field on a particular record
by selecting the field and deleting the contents (lED) or
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1 Del I. The formula, if one exists, will then take over and
recalculate the value for that field on that record.
To rerrwve local values from a field on all the records at once:
1. Open the Field & Sort Settings tool (lRF).
2. Select the field name cell for the field from which you wish
to remove local values.
3. Choose Remove Local Values from the Fields menu (/FR);
this command restores the underlying Formula to all
the records.
4. Press Y to confirm.
NOTE

Select the field name cell for the field you want before you
choose the Remove Local Values command. It removes the local
values from the field selected in the Field & Sort Settings tool
only, not the field that was selected in the View being used
before opening this tool.

ENTERING NUMBERS, DATES, AND TEXT IN
FORMULAS
NUMBERS IN FORMULAS

Numbers in formulas may be any number including a decimal
point and a negation sign. Note that the negation sign does not
replace the leading = if a formula begins with a negative
number.
DATES IN FORMULAS

Dates in formulas must be entered in the mmldd/yy format, or
by using any of the functions which produce a date.
TEXT IN FORMULAS

All values which are text characters in formulas must be
surrounded by quotes. If the word or characters contain a
double quote, then the surrounding quotes must be single (the
apostrophe). Conversely, if the word or characters contain a
single quote, then the text value must be surrounded by double
quotes.
Here is an example of how to enter text characters in a formula:
@IF(Price > 25, "Sell", "Hold")
0
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This means that if the value in the Price field is greater than 25
the word "Sell" will be entered (without quotes) otherwise the
word "Hold" (without quotes) is entered.

ENTERING CONSTANTS
A convenient way to put the same value in a field in all records
is to make a formula out of it. For example, to set Interest
Rate to 12 in all records, you would enter = 12 in the Interest
Rate cell. Constants can be a number, date, or text string.

D

FUNCTIONS
Functions are built-in facilities which perform certain calculations and provide the resulting value. They may be used in
formulas just like any other element such as field names and
constants.

The Compound Growth
Rate function.

. Present value

= 100

Future value = 200

# of periods = 12

----7
----7 @ CGR(100. 200,12)
----7 ~_____

t---

--I

Rate .059 ~<-----------~

There are different types of functions:
D Financial.
D Mathematical.
D Date.
D Logical.
D Special.

A sixth type of function, Summary functions are used in the
Crosstab, Graph, and Report Views, but are not available for
use in calculated fields.
Each function performs a different operation, serving a
different purpose.
:!!()
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Functions often take arguments, which are values given to
them to be used for performing the calculation. For example, in
Invoice Age = @DAYSBTWN(Invoice Date, Payment Date)
the @DAYSBTWN function is given two arguments: the
.Invoice Date field and the Payment Date field. It will calculate
the number of days between these two values for each record
and store it in the Invoice Age field. Constants and even
other functions can be used as arguments. To calculate the age
of open invoices, you might use the Today function to provide
the current date:
Invoice Age = @DAYSBTWN(Invoice Date, @TodayO)
Formulas may also be used as arguments to functions, as in:
@ABS(Yield - .24)
This formula measures how close the value in the Yield field is
to .24 by taking the absolute value of the difference.

FORMAT OF FUNCTIONS
Functions have the following format:
@function(argumenti, argument2, ... )

o There is always a leading @.
o The fun~tion name is followed by arguments in parentheses
(there are some exceptions to this for functions which do
not take arguments).
o When there is more than one argument, the arguments are
separated by commas.
o There are no spaces between the @, the function name and
the left parenthesis. There may be spaces between the
arguments and the commas.

FUNCTION TYPE
Just as fields have types, i.e. numeric, date, or text, so do
functions. A function's type is determined by what type
of value it returns.
To assign the value of a function to a field, the function must be
of the same type as the field. For example, the @CDATE
function, which returns a date, would be assigned to a date
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field. The @MONTH or @DAYSBTWN functions, which
return numbers, would be assigned to a numeric field.
You can use a field or function of one type in a formula which
calculates a value for a field of another type as long as the
whole formula produces a value that matches the target field.
For example, in:
RATING = @IF(Return > .15, "Buy", "Sell")
Return, which is a numeric field, is used in a function to
calculate a value for Rating, which is a text field.

FUNCTION LIST
Following is a list of Reflex functions. A detailed description,
with examples, of each function may be found in Appendix B.
FINANCIAL FUNCTIONS

@PMT(Principal, Interest,
Life)

Calculates the payment for a loan

@PV(Payment, Interest,
Life)

Calculates the present value of an
annuity

@FV(Payment, Interest,
Life)

Calculates the future value of an
annuity

@CGR(Present Value,
Future Value, Life)

Calculates the Compound Growth
Rate
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MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS
@PI

Returns the value PI (3.14159 ... )

@RANDO

Returns a random number between 0 and 1

@ABS(X)

Returns the absolute value of X

@INT(X)

Returns the integer portion of X

@SQRT(X)

Returns the square root of X

@SIN(X)

Returns the sine of X

@COS(X)

Returns the cosine of X

@TAN(X)

Returns the tangent of X

@EXP(X)

Returns e raised to the X power

@LOG(X)

Returns the Log base 10 of X

@LN(X)

Returns the Log base e of X

@ROUND(X, digits)

Rounds X to the number of digits specified (up to 15)

@MOD(X,Y)

Returns the remainder of XN

DATE FUNCTIONS
@TODAYO
@YEAR(Date)

Returns the year

@QTR(Date)

Returns the quarter (1-4)

@MONTH(Date)

Returns the month (1-12)

@WKDAY(Date)

Returns the day-of-week (1-7)

@DAY(Date)

Returns the day of the month (1-31)

@DATE(Month, Day, Year)

Returns a Date value

@CMONTH(Date)

Returns the first day of the month as a date value

@CDATE(Month, Day,
Year)

Returns the first day of the month as a date value

@CQTR(Date)

Returns the first day of the quarter as a date value

@ADDAYS(Date, X)

Adds X days to Date

@ADMNTHS(Date, X)

Adds X months to Date

@ADYRS(Date, X)

Adds X years to Date

@DAYSBTWN(Date1 ,
Date2)

Returns the number of days between two dates

@MNTHSBTWN(Date1 ,
Date2)

Returns the number of full of months between two dates

@YRSBTWN(Date1,
Date2)

Returns the number of full of years between two dates
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@IF(Condition,
True Result,
False Result)

Returns one of two values based on whether the condition is
true.

@CASE(Condition1,
Result1, Condition2,
Result2, ... )

Returns result based on which condition is true.

@CHOOSE(X, Result1,
Result2,
Result3, ... )

Returns result based on value of X

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

@ISERR(Field)

Returns true or false based on whether Field has error value

@ISNULL(Field)

Returns true or false based on whether Field has null value

@NULL

Returns null value

@DNULL

Returns null date value

@ERROR

Returns error value

@DERROR

Returns error date value
NOTE

E

To enter a null text value, use two double quotes ('''') with no
space between.

WORKING WITH DATES

DATE CONSOLIDATION
It is often desirable to analyze the information in the database
by a particular time period, such as day of the week, month,
quarter, or year.

To do this Reflex provides many different functions which help
you consolidate the information by time period.
The following table summarizes the date functions which are
used to consolidate dates, the result they produce, and an
example based on an input date of 6/25/84.
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FUNCTION

RESULT

EXAMPLE

@CMONTH(Date)
@CDATE(6,25,84)
@CQTR(Date)
@YEAR(Date)

first day of the month
first day of the month
first day of the quarter
the year (as a number,
not a date)
the quarter (as a number,
not a date)
the month (as a number,
not a date)
the day (as a number,
not a date)
the day of the week
(as a number, not a date)

6/1/84
6/1/84
4/1/84
1984

@QTR(Date)
@MONTH(Date)
@DAY(Date)
@WEEKDAY(Date)

2
6
25
2

Notice that these functions fall into two categories:

1. Those that produce a number representing the time period,
and
2. Those that produce a date, being the first day of the time
period. These functions begin with "C".
The difference in use of these functions can best be demonstrated by an example of tracking sales by month. Note that
the way these functions are typically used is by creating a new
field which is calculated with a function based on a regular
date field. That new field is then used for consolidating
the records.
TRACKING SALES BY MONTH

One use of these date consolidation functions is to track sales by
month. There are generally two ways you might want to use
monthly data:

1. Reviewing sales by month over several years, or
2. Totaling the sales of each month for several different years
(adding all the J anuarys together, all the Februarys
together, etc.).
The @CMONTH function allows you to do the first, while the
@MONTH function allows you to do the second.
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Say that you are tracking sales by date. You have a simple form
with two fields:
8995

Form for sales records.·

I Views

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

FOri"

Search

List

Date: 4/15/84
Sales: :lJmIilll

If you looked at the List, you'd see:
1/1'l184

List of sales records.

.

I Views

Edit

PrintIFile

Records

..... ~.?! .~~.~ ~ .~.~ ................ .
. 21,958.88 i
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N ow, suppose you wanted to use Crosstabs to see total sales by
month, or use Graph to plot total sales by month. What's
needed is a way to group the records by month, being smart
about having different entries for, say, December 1983 and
December 1984. The @CMonth function will do this. Add a
field called Month which is calculated with @CMonth(Date):
Sales Form with field for
Month.

=<n\ONT HCDa te)
Edit

I Views

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Date: 4/15/84
Sales: 8,995,88
Month:

~

The List would look like:
Sales List with Month
field.
. 17,889,88
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Notice that the Month field has the same value for all the
records in a given month.
You may want to use the Field & Sort Settings Tool to change
the display format for Month to MMM-YY:
Sales List with formatted
Month field.

=OCMONTH(Oate)
Uiews Edit

1

Date

PrintlFile

i Sales

Records

Search

List

i Month i

• "V~,~/~~",1"""~.?!,~,~~,~,~,~"lBD."""""""",,,1
1/22/84 i 21,959,89 i Jan-84 i
i
"i)e'i')8'4""j""""5;'7'9'7:'ee'j"Feb~84'j""''''""""'''j
"iJi'5)8'4""j"'"'5'6;'789:'ee'j''F'eb~8'4'j'''''''''"""""j
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N ow a Crosstab can be set up by using the For Each command
to create <:me column for each Month, grouping the records
by the month they fall in:
Crosstab for Sales by
Month.

Month : 9/81/84
Uiews Edit

1

SlIIt\ary:

1

PrintlFile

@SUM
Month
.Tl:I'lifill

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: 1L...S_al_es_ _ _ _ _ _--'
19/81/8 i 1118118 i 12/81/8 i 1/81/85 i 2/81/85 i

AlL i
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Or you could graph total sales by month:

Edit

Graph for Sales by Month.

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Graph

Type
S
U

H
158988

188888

58888

8

Sep-84
OSales

II

Oct-84

Noo-84 Dec-84
Honth

Jan-85

Feb-85

If instead of grouping the records by different months by
different years, you wanted to group them by month for all
years (e.g. all the Januarys together, all the Februarys
together, and so on) you would use the @Month function. Set
the Month field to @Month(Date). The List would show:

List of sales with @Month.

i 17,888,88
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Then a Crosstab could be created showing:
Crosstab for sales with
@Month.

Edit
SUMary:

1 @SUM

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Crosstab

Field: 1 S_al_es_ _ _ _ _ _ _--'
1...

Month

DATE ARITHMETIC
Reflex also provides a variety of functions for calculating the
differences between dates and adding time to dates.
CALCULATING THE TIME BETWEEN TWO DATES

Reflex provides the following functions which calculate the
number of days, months, or years between two dates:
FUNCTION

RESULT

@DAYSBTWN(1 0/1 0/84, 11/5/86)

755

@MNTHSBTWN(1 0/1 0/84, 11/5/86)

24

@YRSBTWN(1 0/1 0/84, 11/5/86)

2

An example of calculating time between two dates would be to
track the number of years of employee service, using the
date of hire and the system date as entered by the @Today
function:
Years Employed = @YrsBtwn(Date Hired, @TodayO)
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ADDING TIME TO DATES

Reflex also provides functions which allow the addition of days,
months, or years to a date:
FUNCTION

RESULT

@ADDAYS(11/25/84, 4)

11/29/84

@ADDMNTHS(11/25/84, 3)

2/25/85

@ADDYRS(11/25/84, 2)

11/25/86

One example of how this is helpful is assigning due dates in
project tracking.

F

RECALCULATION: AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL
Reflex calculates the result of a formula when it is entered.
When a change is made to an entry in a field that is used
by that formula, the formula is automatically recalculated.
Because formulas can be linked together, changing the value in
one field may affect several formulas and it is possible to take
a noticeable amount of time for all the recalculations to occur.
You can have Reflex automatically recalculate any formula that
is affected by an entry (automatic recalculation), or wait until
you have finished a series of entries (manual recalculation).
To set automatic or manual recalculation, open the Global
Settings tool from the Print/File menu (lPG). Select the
appropriate checkbox for Recalculation.

Automatic This option has Reflex recalculate any formula in
the database that is affected by an entry. Automatic recalculation insures that all the calculated fields reflect current data.
Manual By specifying manual recalculation, Reflex will
calculate formulas only when they are entered or edited, or
when you choose the Recalc command from the Records menu
(lRR), press the Recalc key Q[J, or turn Automatic
Recalculation back on in the Global Settings tool.
Manual recalculation is particularly useful when you are
entering a lot of data and don't care to see the calculated fields
until all the data is entered. If there are enough calculated
£:)
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~
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fields to slow down recalculation, data entry will be faster with
recalculation set to manual.

G

EDITING AND DELETING FORMULAS
Reflex treats formulas just like any other kind of data. The
standard editing functions apply. To change a formula, select
the field cell and either enter a new one from the beginning or
press [}I] to put Reflex in the Edit mode. You will notice that
while in Edit mode, the formula, rather than the result, is
displayed in the field cell. (The formula is always displayed on
the Edit Line when a calculated field is selected.)
To delete a formula, select it in the Formula column in the Field
& Sort Settings tool and choose delete from the Edit Menu
(lED) or press I Del I. Or, on a record in the Form View
or List View, select the field with the formula you want to
delete and enter the character = and press I ~ I.
Deleting a formula does not delete any local values.

H

CONVERTING A FORMULA TO ITS RESULT
Occasionally, you'll want to remove a formula but leave the
value.
To renwve the formula but leave the result, select it and type
an exclamation point (!) before the formula, using the edit key
[}I] and I Home I.

When entering a new formula, preceding it with the exclamation point (!) automatically calculates and enters the result(s)
and eliminates the formula.
Following is a table of results for different entries for entering
formulas, removing them, and converting them to just the
values.
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ENTRY

RESULT

= formulal ~ I

enters the formula for that field.

!formulal ~ I

calculates result of the formula and enters it for that record
only.

! =formulal ~ I

calculates and enters the result of the formula for each record.

II

~I

converts the current value in the cell (which may be the result
of a formula) to a local value. Operates only on the current
record.

!=I~I

converts the current value in each record into a local value.

=I~I

removes the formula (for all records).
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C/Moving Around Report View D/The Design Area
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G/The Edit Menu H/Print/File I1Search J IAttributes
KlExample Reports
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Reference B describes the use of the parts of Reflex on the
Report & Utilities Disk: the Report View, and the Graph Print,
Translate, and Merge facilities.

w

5

h:
o0W

0::

The Report View is used to create customized reports on the
information in Reflex databases. These reports·may be as
simple as mailing labels, straightforward columnar reports, or
more sophisticated summary reports containing subtotals,
averages, and other calculations.

w

:r:

I-

Designing a report is a process of laying out what elements you
want in the report, and where you want them printed.
The Report View is highly interactive. You design the report
on the screen. At any time you can preview what the printed
report will look like. This allows you to start simple, see
what the result is by previewing it, make changes and enhancements, preview it again, and so on, easily progressing to the
final result.

A

THE REPORT VIEW SCREEN
The Report View uses the entire screen. It has its own set of
menus on the main menu line. The windows area is divided into
two parts: the When Printed column and the Report Design
Area.
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The Report View screen
displaying a typical report
design.

Row flags

Main menu line

-Edit linePrintlFi Ie Search Attributes

-I

I

m

:::0

n ra
Intra
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header

Body

1-Date
1-Date
1-Date
Conclu
Conclu

m

""1J

o

~

Tyler Canoe COMpany
Sales and Margin Analysis
Swiftwater Canoes
Date

Sales Rep

Sales

<
m
~

Net Margin

------------------------------------------------------------.

Ben

Total for .Jlm:

Sales$
--Llkr.C1.in Design
::::::::::
:::::::::: area
@SUM(Sales$) @SUH($ MarcUnl

Vear-To-Date :

@SUH(Sales$) @SUM($ HarcUnl

~

When Printed column
Position numbers
Message line-Row: 1 FrOM Col: 1 through Col:
The When Printed column Displays row flags which tell
Reflex when to print each row.
The Report Design Area Shows text, fields, and totals
arranged on the screen as the report should look.
Position Numbers Indicate row and column number when
moving the cursor about the design area.

When you preview your report, the windows area changes to
show the report generated by the design.
The Preview screen
displays what the report
will look like when it is
printed.

Report

Edit

PrintlFi Ie

Search

Attributes

July 14, 1985

12:33:43 PI'!
Tyler Canoe COtlpany
Sales and Margin Analysis
Sw iftwater Canoes

Preview area

Date

Sales Rep

Sales

Net Margin

$6,672
$7,433
$5,728
$11,836

$2,739
$3,588
$2,669
$4,844

------------------------------------------------------------Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85

Alan
Bob
Cathy
Dave

Total for Jan-85 :
Feb-85
Alan
Feb-85
Bob
Feb-85
Cathy
Continue Previewing Page 1?

------------------$31,669

---------$13,752

$9,244
$3,126
$8,892
$4,522
$6,182
$2,686
1m.. Quit- Continue previewing? message
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Preview Area displays the first 21 lines of the report.

~
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5

Continue Previewing? message enables you to see the next
21 lines or to return to the design screen.
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B

OVERVIEW OF REPORTING
This section provides an overview of the process of producing
reports with Reflex. The individual steps are described in more
detail in later sections.
BRINGING UP THE REPORT VIEW

The Report View is on the Report & Utilities Diskette.

To bring up the Report View, select the Report cell on the
Report & Utilities title screen. Press I ~ I.
PRELIMINARY STEPS
There are two preliminary steps to producing a report:
1. Retrieve a database.
2. Sort the database.

You need to retrieve a database to report on. Information is
drawn from the database and is used by the Report View

to produce a report.

To retrieve a database, choose Retrieve File from the Print!
File menu (lPR).
Next, sort the database. The sort order determines the order
in which the records are printed, and it defines which fields are
used for SUbtotals, subaverages, etc. Because the sort fields
are used to define the report, they should be specified before
you begin the report definition process.

To set the sort order, choose Change Sort Settings from the
Report menu (IRe).
The sort order established in the main program is carried over,
but you may change it for the report.
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DESIGNING THE REPORT
Designing a report consists of a series of three steps, repeated
as often as necessary
1. Enter field names, totals, and text in the design area.
2. Modify these elements with attributes and row flag changes.
3. Preview the report as you go along by choosing Preview
on Screen from the Report menu.
In brief, you use the design area to layout what you want the
report to look like. In it, you position fields, titles, totals
and subtotals, explanatory text, and whatever else you want to
see in the report.
You use the When Printed column to specify when each row
should be printed. It is used, for example, to indicate which
rows are header lines to be printed at the top of each page,
which rows are subtotals to be printed whenever a particular
sort field changes, which rows are summaries to be printed
at the end of the report, and so on.
There's a partnership between the Design area and the When
Printed column-the Design Area says what the elements
in the report are, and the When Printed column says when and
where each element appears in the report. You'll find that
the process of building up a report design is a repeated sequence
of specifying what you want to see in the Design Area and
then going to the When Printed column to specify when
to print it in the report.
The other key element in building up a report is the Preview on
Screen feature. This shows you immediately on the screen
what the report will look like on paper. So at each step in the
report definition process, you can see what the report will look
like. Report definition is an evolutionary, step-by-step process
in which you start simple and build up, at each step checking
what the result is, making changes, and moving on from there.

SAVE AND PRINT THE REPORT
If you intend to use the same design for future reports, save
the design on your data disk. This is particularly useful
when you plan to periodically print the same report with
updated data.
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To print the report, choose Print from the Print/File menu

3:
w

(/PP). To first modify the printer settings, choose Change
Printer Settings from the PrintlFile menu (lPC).

5

h:
oCl..

UJ

To save a report design, choose Save Report Design from the
Report menu (IRS).

c::

w
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To close the Report View, after you have saved the design and
printed the report, choose Quit from the Report menu
(IRQ). The Report and Utilities title screen will appear.

c

MOVING AROUND THE REPORT VIEW
You can use the cursor movement keys to position the cursor
anywhere in the Report design area:

I Home I
I

End

Ctrl

I~

Ctrl

I~

II Home I
II End I
Pg Up I
I Pg Dn I
Ctrl

Ctrl

Takes you to the upper left corner of
the design area.
Takes you to column 1 on the last row
of your report.
Takes you right to pre-set tabs located
at column 6, column 11, column 16,
and column 21, etc.
Takes you left to pre-set tabs located
at column 6, column 11, column 16,
and column 21, etc.
Takes you 30 spaces right.
Takes you 30 spaces left.
Takes you to the upper left of screen.
Takes you to the lower right of screen.
Takes you 10 rows up.
Takes you 10 rows down.

In the design area, I Ins I inserts a space;
selected object, or deletes a space.

I

Del

I deletes the

To move to the When Printed column, press the Row key,

[]D. This selects the entire current row (shown by a grey
highlight), and enables you to enter a row flag.
In the When Printed column, I Ins I inserts a row above the
selected row; I Del I deletes the entire selected row,
including its contents in the Design area.
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The Design Area is the heart of the Report View. In it you lay
out what will appear in the report.

DESIGN ELEMENTS
The basic rule for using the design area is to position the cursor
where you want to include an element of the report and enter
that element.
The elements which may be put in the Design Area, and
therefore appear in a report, are:
Fields Entering a field name in the Design Area causes the
values from that field to be put in the report in that position.
Text Text annotations for the report-titles, explanations, labels for subtotals, etc.-may be put anywhere in the Design
Area.
Special Fields There are four pre-defined Special Fields
available, which are used to print the date, time, page numbers,
and to cause page breaks at particular places.
Formulas Any formula that can be used for a calculated field
may be included in the report definition. Reflex will perform
the calculation and include the result in the report.

These elements are modified by the Reflex attributes:
Display attributes Each element may have one or more
display attributes added to control the way it appears when
printed.
Arithmetic attributes Field values can be modified by the
arithmetic attributes to provide totals, averages, and other
summaries, and percent and cumulative displays. The arithmetic attributes work together with the row flags to define the
kind of summary that will be produced in the report.
USING FIELDS

Entering a field name in the Design Area causes the values
from that field to be printed in the report.
Typically, a field name appears in a body row, which means
that it will be printed once for each record, showing the value
6-9
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of that field for that record. When the field name is modified
with a Summary Attribute, as described below, then it would
typically appear in a sort field row, footer row, or conclusion
row, since you wouldn't want to see the summary value once for
each record.
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To include afield, .position the cursor in the desired spot and
enter the field name. Using Choices [}IQ] is the preferred way
to enter a field name, although it may also be typed in.
Whenever the cursor is positioned on a blank spot in the design
area, Choices will show a list of field names and Special Fields.
The figure below shows the use of a field name in the Design
Area.
Use of a field name in a
report design.

I Report

Edit

~

PrintlFile

. L.~1mtmJ n.....
~Ll

Search

r..LI___

__

Attributes
SalesS

Field names ~

When a field name is entered in the design area, it is underlined
to show the width of the entry as it will appear in the report.
This width can be changed as necessary.
USING TEXT

Text may be used anywhere in the report. Common uses
include titles, column headings, labels for subtotals, and general
annotations.

To include text, position the cursor on the desired spot and
type in the text. If the text is the same as a field name (which
is common with column headings), precede it with a leading
single quote. The single quote tells Reflex that what you're entering is text,rather than a field name. The quote won't be
printed.
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Edit

PrintlFile

Search

-l
I

Attributes

m
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Intro
Intro
Intro
Header
Header
Body
l-Date
l-Date
l-Date
Conclu
Conclu

m

Ty er Canoe CoHpany
Sales Analysis
Swi ftwater Canoes

n ro

Date

""'CJ

o

~

<
m

Sales Rep

~

Sales

--------------------------------.-----------~

Ben

SalesS

Text

::::::::::

@SL'HCSalesS)
@SUM(SalesS)

USING SPECIAL FIELDS

There are four Special fields available:
D @Today
D @Now

D @Page-No
D @NewPage

Prints the current date (from DOS).
Prints the current time (from DOS). If
your computer has an internal clock, the
time is updated while the report is
printing.
Prints the report page number.
Causes a page break. It must be the
only element on the row.

To include a Special field, use the same method as entering
field names. Position the cursor on a blank spot in the Design
Area and press [ill] for Choices.
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Ed it
n ro
Intro
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header
BodY
I-Date
I-Date
I-Date
Footer
Conclu
Conclu

PrintlF ile

Search

Attributes
liow

Tyler Canoe COMPany
Sales Analysis
Sui ftwater Canoes
Date

Sales Rep

I

Special fields

Sales

---------------------------------------------Dill. Ben
SalesS
---------Total for -Dill.: @S!Jt!(Sales$)
page:fi ----------'
@S!Jt!(SaleS$)
Vear-To-Date :

Row: 1 Fro" Col: 1 through Col: 1

USING FORMULAS

Just as you can use formulas for calculated fields, you can also
use formulas in the report design. Simple formulas such as
Price - Cost or Sales * 100 as well as complex formulas such
as those using the @IF and @CASE statements can all be
entered in the report design area. The values will be calculated
and printed.

To include a formula, position the cursor where you want the
formula result to be, and enter the formula with a leading
equals sign ( = ).
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formula.
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Search
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Attributes
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~:r:r,mIImt:'N.

In~ro

Intro
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header
Header

~Body

l-Date
l-Date
l-Date
Conclu
Conclu

-u

ctiou

@Indal1

Ty ler Canoe COMpany
Sales and Margin Analysis
!wi ftuater Canoes
Sales Rep
Sales

Date
~

Row: 9 Fro,", Col:

o

54

J

Formula
t~et

Hargin

Total for ....Date :

Sales$
DimimI
::::::::::
==========
@SUM($ales$) @SUHU MarC1.in...

Vear-To-Date :

mUH{$ales~} mUHU HamiD...

BeD

~

through Col: 63

Formulas are underlined to show the width of the entry as it
will appear in the report. This width can be changed as
necessary.
USING ATTRIBUTES

Once an element is entered in the design area, it can be
modified with one or more of the Reflex attributes. The attributes appear on the Attributes menu.
The display attributes control how elements are displayed in
the report. These elements include field values, special field
values, and the results of formulas. With the display attributes
you can control:
Format the same formatting options for numbers and dates
as are available for displaying numeric and date values in
the other views. In addition, a special report format option
allows you to display the formulas used to calculate a field in
the main program.
Precision controls the number of decimal places displayed.
Justification controls whether the value is left, center,
or right justified.
Variable Width prints a field as wide as needed to display
the data in it.
On Change/All allows you to have a field printed for all
values or only when the value changes.
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Export allows you to delimit fields (separate field values) to
be exported for use with other programs.
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The arithmetic attributes are used to perform calculations on
data within the report.
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Summary attributes enable you to insert totals, averages,
counts, etc.
Cumulative attributes enable you to insert running totals,
averages, counts, etc.
% of Total attributes enable you to print values as percentages of the whole.
USING SUMMARIES

A particularly important type of arithmetic attribute is the
Summary attribute. This is how totals, subtotals, and other
summary information is printed.
The different types of summaries available are:

o Sum (total)
o Count
o Average

o

Variance

o Standard Deviation
o Minimum
o Maximum
To print the total for a field, follow these steps:
1. Enter the field name where you want the total to appear in
the Design Area.
2. Choose Summary from the Attributes menu (lAS). Summary
is the default attribute, so this step is unnecessary unless a
different attribute has been previously chosen.
3. With the field name still selected, press ITIQ] for Choices.
The choice list will show the available summary attributes.
Choose @SUM for totaling.
4. Enter Conclusion in the When Printed column for that
row.
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Following these steps would give you a total for all the records
in the working database.
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Print this row Once at end of Re art
PrintlFi Ie Search Attributes

Selecting a Conclusion row
flag to print a total.

<

in

~

I~ER

CANOE COMPANY SALES
January--June, 1985

Rep

Product

fum

P~r~od~uc~t~

lata I Sa les For

___

Date

lata I sa les for January-June:
~hen Prmted
Intra
Header
Body
Footer

lotal Sales
Sales $
@SUM(Sales
@SUH{Sales

I·"~i(.],

Conclusion

Print this row Once at end of Report

You may also see subtotals within the report. Summaries may
be printed for each change in a sort field, such as:
Report with subtotals.

Tyler Canoe Company - Sales Analysis
1/07/85
1/14/85
1/21/85
1/28/85

Alan
Alan
Alan
Alan

==========

Total for Alan
1/07/85
1/14/85
1/21/85
1/28/85

Bob
Bob
Bob
Bob

Total for Bob
1/07/85
1/14/85
1/21/85
1/28/85

Cathy
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy

$35,033
$5,235
$6,450
$3,794
$7,433

==========

$22,912
$4,613
$6,709
$2,667
$5,728

==========

Total for Cathy
1/07/85
1/14/85
1/21/85
1/28/85

$16,835
$4,976
$6,672
$6,550

Dave
Dave
Dave
Dave

$19,717
$6,325
$11,760
$5,831
$11,836
===:======

Total for Dave
Total for Jan-85

$35,752
$113,414
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To see subtotals, or any other summary for each value of a sort
field, follow these steps:
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1. Enter a field name with a Summary attribute, as if producing a total for the whole report.
2. Select that row by pressing []D.
3. Press [IIQJ for Choices, which will show the row flag
options. These control when the row will be printed.
4. Choose the row flag corresponding to the sort field upon
which the subtotals should be based.

w

0:::

w

:r:
f-

In the example below, Date is the primary sort field and Rep is
the secondary sort field. When the row is selected, Choices
shows I-Date and 2-Rep. Select I-Date to see subtotals
by Date or 2-Rep to see them by Rep within Date. To see
subtotals by Date and Rep, copy the row and assign one row
flag to each.

Print this row when Date
PrintlFile Search Attributes

Choosing a sort-field row
flag to print subtotals.

Tyler Canoe CO"Pany - Sales Analysis

......Date

Ben

Sales $
-------------

@SlJt(Sales S)

-------------

@SlIt(Sales S)

Year" '"

------------'''''IICSales $)

Body

Footer
Conclusion

DIA'·
1-Date
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THE WHEN PRINTED COLUMN
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The When Printed column controls when each row in the
Design Area will be printed.

~

The When Printed column has one entry on each row. That
entry is a row flag, which instructs the Report View when to
print that row.
The When Printed column and the Design Area go hand-inhand. For example:

o

In the Design Area, you enter a title on the first row. In the
When Printed column you enter Intro to print that row
once at the beginning of the report.
o In the Design Area, you enter fields on a row to show detail
information. In the When Printed column you enter Body
to print that row once for each record.
o In the Design Area, you enter a summary. In the When
Printed column you enter Conclusion to print that row once
at the end of the report.

THE ROW FLAGS

The following row flags may be used:
Intro prints the row at the beginning of the report.
Header prints the row at the top of each page of the report.
Body prints the row for each record in the working database.
Footer prints the row at the bottom of each page of the
report.
Conclusion prints the row at the end of the report.
Sort fields (1-[sort field #1], 2-[sort field #2],
etc.) prints the row each time a value changes in the sort
field. This is typically used for subtotals.
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Print this row for Each Record
PrintJFile Search Attributes
Tyler Canoe CotlPany - Sales Analysis

UJ
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Vear-To-Date :

Sales $
.-----------------------esUH(Sales $)

Intro
Header
Body
Footer
Conclusion
Print this row for Each Record
The Sort Fields row flag deserves discussion. Whichever fields
are currently in the sort order (there may be up to five at
any time) are available as row flags. The sort order number
precedes the field name.
Any row with a sort-field row flag will print only when the
value in that field changes (this is also known as a ''key break").
Each summary value printed for a row with a sort-field row
flag, will reflect only those records with the same value for the
sort field. This is how subtotals are done.

As an example, the figure below shows a report design with
subtotals and sub-averages for sales by product. Product is the
sort field:
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Tyler Canoe COMpany
Sales Analysis

nr

Intr
Intr
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DATE
SALES REP PRODUCT
SALES
Head ---------------------------------------------------Ben
PrQdutt
Sales$
BodY ...Jill.
::::::::::
l-Pr
l-Pr
l-Pr
l-Pr

Head

~

<
m
~

Tyler Canoe Company
Sales Analysis
DArE

SALES REP

PRODUCT

Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Feb-85
Feb-85
Feb-85
Feb-85

Alan
Bob
Cathy
Dave
Alan
Bob
Cathy
Dave

Paddles
Paddles
Paddles
Paddles
Paddles
Paddles
Paddles
Paddles

Total for:
Average for:

Paddles
Paddles

SALES

------------------------------------------------------

Alan
Bob
Cathy
Dave
Alan
Bob
Cathy
Dave

Silent
Silent
Silent
Silent
Silent
Silent
Silent
Silent

Total for:
Average for:

Silent
Silent

Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Feb-85
Feb-85
Feb-85
Feb-85

$6,550
$5,235
$4,613
$6,325
$6,635
$4,583
$4,432
$5,725

=========

$44,098
$5,512
$16,835
$6,450
$6,709
$11,760
$16,317
$3,267
$6,878
$9,455

=========

$77,671
$9,709

The subtotal and sub-average designation was entered by
applying the @Sum and @Avg Summary attributes to the
Sales field.
The report will show the records for the first value of the the
sort field, and then the subtotal for those records; then the
records for the next value of the sort field and the subtotal for
those records. And so on.
ENTERING ROW FLAGS

To enter a row flag, first press c:IU to select the row, or
choose Row Select from the Edit menu (fER). You can enter a
row flag one of three ways:

o Press Choices [}IQ], for a choice list. Select the row flag and
press I ~ I, or
o Type in the row flag and press I ~ I, or
o Type the first letter of the row flag (1, H, B, F, C, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5), and press I ~ I
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THE REPORT MENU
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The commands on the Report menu provide access to features
specific to the Report View.
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Preview on Screen
Change Sort Settings
Display Values ON/OFF
Save Report Design
Retrieve Report Design
Erase Report Design
Quit

PREVIEW ON SCREEN
The Preview on Screen command enables you to preview your
report by displaying it on the screen just as it will look when
printed. This is a fundamental part of using the Reflex
reporting facilities. The Report View is designed to be interactive, to be used by incrementally building a report and viewing
it on the screen at each step of the way. Not sure what the
result of something will be? Enter it and preview it on the
screen to see the result. Return to the Report Design screen to
make changes as necessary.
Headers, footers, key breaks, etc. will all be displayed in the
order in which they will be printed. Page breaks will display
where they will occur when printed. All the data and
calculations are as they will appear in the report.
To preview your report, choose Preview on Screen from the
Report menu (lRP). The screen will display the first 21 lines of
your report. When you are ready to preview the next 21
lines, press C to continue, or Q to Quit back to report design.
The Continue Preview?
message line.

The End of Page mess·age
line.
6-20

Continue Previewing Page I?
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Quit

Page breaks are indicated by the "End of Page" message. Press
"C" to continue previewing the next page, or "Q" to quit back
to report design.

End of Page I, Next Page? IlliljJn;m:I Quit
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Note that page breaks and screen breaks both display a
message asking if you would like to continue previewing, but
only page breaks have any effect on the printed report.
When the Preview screen displays the last page of your report,
the message changes to "Last Page" and the only choice
available is "Proceed" which takes you back to the report design
screen.
The Last Page message
line.

Last Page

Im:!jl

WIDTH OF PREVIEW

Preview On Screen displays 80 columns of your report,
beginning with the leftmost column of the report as displayed
in the Design Area. If the Design Area were scrolled so
that column 11 were the leftmost column and Preview on
Screen were chosen, columns 11 through 90 would be displayed.
To preview the right side of a wide report, scroll the Design
Area to the right and choose Preview on Screen. The Design
Area is scrolled by moving the cursor with the cursor keys.
Right margins are represented on screen by a dotted vertical
line. Items that will be split up when the report is printed
will be intersected by this line.
EFFECT OF PRINT TOOL SETTINGS

Printer settings also affect the on-screen preview. This includes
the Print From Page... To option, Margins, and Page length.
Set-up strings will not affect the report preview.

CHANGE SORT SETTINGS
Sorting plays a central role in designing and printing a report.
The sort order controls (1) the order in which records are
printed, and (2) which fields may be used for various summary
calculations.
For each field in the sort order, you may:
1. Produce summary subtotals, averages, etc., for that field.
See Summary attributes, below.
2. Produce running totals, averages, counts, etc., for that
field. See Cumulative attributes, below.
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3. Produce Percent of Totals, for the entire database, or within
each value. See % of Total attributes, below.
4. Set the field to display for all values, or only when a value in
the field changes. See On Change/All attributes, below.
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SETTING THE SORT ORDER

You set the sort order in the Sort Settings tool.
To open the Sort Settings tool, choose Change Sort Settings
from the Report menu (IRe).
The Sort Settings tool in
the Report View.

SORT SETTINGS
Reflex Field NaMe i ~Qrt M i AID i
Date
iii A i
"""""""""""""""""""".",."""",.""" .. ,
Product
i3
iD ~

""""".",1""""""""""""", ••• , •• ,.0",.,.""",

. ~,~P, . . ,"" . ,.... ,........ ",,!, ,~" .. ,.. ".. ,!, ,~, .. ",!

"q~,~,~,~,~J~""""""""""!""""""",!,,,""',!
Unit Cost
"" ••••• ,.,.,', ••• ,., ••• ,.,"""'1, ••• "" ••• '."".11"".",

Sales $

Cancel

When it is first displayed, the Sort Settings tool shows the sort
order in effect when the database was saved in Reflex. You
can use this sort order, or establish a new one for your report.
For each field that is to be included in the sort order, enter a
number between 1 and 5 in the Sort # column, corresponding
to the sort number for that field. Entering a 1 makes that
field the primary sort field, a 2 makes that the secondary sort
field, and so on. Enter an A in the AID column to sort in
ascending order and a D to sort in descending order.
When you proceed from the tool, the database is sorted.
For more detailed instructions on using the Sort tool, see "Field
& Sort Settings" in Reference A.
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Sometimes when you're laying out a report it's more obvious to
work with actual values, rather than field names. The Display
Values On/Off command allows you to do this. Choosing the
command causes actual field values, as modified by any of the
attributes, to be displayed in place of the field names. You
still enter the field names, but what you see in the design area
are the values. This is particularly useful when formatting a
field or setting its column width.
An example report design, with Display Values on, looks like
this:
Report design with Display
Values on. The field name
appears on the Edit line,
and the values are
displayed in the design
area.

Pr intIF ile

Search

nr

Intr
Head
Head
Head
Head
Head
Head
~Body
l-Da
l-Da
l-Da
Cone
Cone

Att ributes
2:38:82 DI1

Tyler Canoe COMpany
Sales Analysis
Swiftwater Canoes
Date
~

Sales Rep

Sales
--16.~

Alan
Total for

=:::===:=:

~:

---1U1&1!..

Year-To-Date :

To display values instead offield names, choose Display Values
On/Off from the Report menu (fRO). To then go back to seeing
the field names, choose it again.
The values shown in the Design Area are those from the
current record. Any totals (except in footers) are the actual
numbers as they will appear in the report. The record selection
keys (Previous Record [}[], Next Record [}[], First
Record [QJ [TIJ, and Last Record [QJ [}[]) will flip
between records, showing values from different records.

SAVE REPORT DESIGN
The Save Report Design command is used to store the current
report design in a disk file. It may then later be retrieved to
6-23
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print the same report with new data. This is particularly useful
for printing a standard report periodically, such as every
week, month, or quarter.
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When the report design is saved, the following parts are saved:

w
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the entries in the Design area
the row flags in the When Printed column
the sort order
the print settings

The data is not saved, nor are any Search Conditions.

To save a repart design:
1. Choose Save Report Design from the Report menu (IRS).
2. Enter the Directory and File name in which the report
design should be saved.
3. Select Proceed and press 1(-J I.

Only one report design may be saved under a given name. If
you use a name for a second report design, the first one will be
lost.
RETRIEVE REPORT DESIGN

Once a report design has been saved, it may then be retrieved
to use with the current database. The effect will be the same
as if you had just typed it in.
Typically you will:
1. First retrieve a database.
2. Retrieve the report design.

A database used with a retrieved report design should include
the field names that are used within the report design. Any
field names which are refered to in the report design but
are not in the database will show up as errors in the report
design.
When the report design is retrieved, it will sort the database
by the sort order that was saved with it.

To retrieve a repart design:
1. Retrieve the database which is to be used with the report
design.
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2. Choose Retrieve Report Design from the Report menu
(lRR).

3. Enter the directory and file name in which the report design
was saved.
4. Select Proceed and press I ~ I.

ERASE REPORT DESIGN
The Erase Report Design command will delete a file containing
a saved report design from the disk. This command is used to
reclaim the disk space. The saved report design will no longer
be accessible.
To erase a report design file:
1. Choose Erase Report Design fr9m the Report menu (IRE).
2. Enter the directory and file name in which the report design
was saved.
3. Select Proceed and press I ~ I.
4. Press Y to confirm that you want to erase the report design
selected.

QUIT
To leave the Report View and return to the Report and
Utilities title screen, choose Quit from the Report menu (IRQ).
Make sure to first save your report design if you'll want to
use it again.
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The commands on the Edit menu are similar to those in the
main program with the exceptions of Move and Copy. They are:

:c

I-

D Delete
D Insert
D Set Column Width
D Row Select
D Move

D Copy
D Window Clear

DELETE

To delete the currently selected item, choose Delete from the
Edit menu (lED) or press the I Del I key.
Delete works as follows:
D if an item in the Design Area is selected, it is deleted.
D if a row is selected, it is deleted
D if no item is selected, the space on which the cursor sits is

deleted, and all items to the right of the cursor shift left one
space.
D in edit mode, the character selected is deleted.
NOTE

There is no confirmation required to delete an item or a row.
If an item or a row is deleted accidentally, you will need to
re-enter the object and its attributes.

INSERT

To insert a space ar a row, choose Insert from the Edit menu
I Ins I key.

(lEI) or press the

Insert works as follows:
D If a row is selected, a row is inserted above the row

highlighted.
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to the right of the
cursor, and all items to the right of the cursor shift right
one space.

D If no item is selected, a space is inserted

D When in edit mode, a space is inserted

to the left of the
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cursor.

SET COLUMN WIDTH

The Set Column Width command is used to change the width of
an item in the design area and to change the width of the
When Printed column.
To change the width of an item in the Design Area:
1. Select the item.
2. Choose Set Column Width from the Edit menu (fES).
3. Use~,~, ~,I <) II~ I, or the mouse to change
the size of the shadow box.
4. Press I ~ I.

Set Column Width cannot be used to resize text, which is
always as wide as the text entered. No item can overlap
another.
The maximum width for a field in the Design Area is 70
characters. To print a field that is wider than 70 characters,
enter it in the Design Area and then apply the Variable Width
option under the Width attribute.
To change the width of the When Printed column:
1. Select a row by pressing QL] or by choosing Row Select
from the Edit menu (fER).
2. Choose Set Column Width from the Edit menu (lES).
3. Use~,~, ~,I <) II~ I or the mouse to change
the size of the column.
4. Press I ~ I.

The maximum width for the When Printed column is 10
characters.

ROW SELECT

Selecting a row allows you to make entries in the When Printed
column and to insert, delete, copy, and move rows.
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To select a row:
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1. Position the cursor anywhere on that row.
2. Choose Row Select from the Edit menu (fER) or press ffi].
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MOVE
Move allows you to move a selected item to a different location
on the screen. The selected item can be an entry in the
Design Area or a whole row. Moving an item also moves all of
the attributes applied to that item.
To move an item in the Design Area:
1. Select it.

2. Choose Move from the Edit menu (fEM).
3. Use the cursor movement keys to move the shadow box to
the new location.
4. Press I ~ I.
[m]

To move an item using the mouse:

1. Position the mouse cursor so its tip is on the item to be

moved.
2. Press the mouse button and while holding it down, move the
mouse cursor (by moving the mouse) to the desired location.
3. Release the mouse button.
To move an entire row:

1. Select the row by choosing Row Select from the Edit menu
(fER) or press [KJ.
2. Select Move from the Edit menu (fEM).
3. Use the cursor movement keys to move the row to the
desired location
4. Press I ~ I.
To move an item to an area off the screen, move it to the edge
of the screen, terminate the move operation, scroll the Design
Area with the cursor keys, and then perform another move
operation. Repeat this sequence as needed to move an object
multiple screenfuls.
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Copy allows you to make a duplicate of an item in a different
location on the screen. All attributes set for the item will
be copied to the new location. The selected item can be an entry
in the Design Area or a whole row.

To copy an item in the Design Area:
1. Select it.
2. Choose Copy from the Edit menu (fEC).
3. Use the cursor movement keys to move the shadow box to
the desired location for the duplicate.
4. Press I ~ I.

To copy an entire row:
1. Select the row by choosing Row Select from the Edit menu
(fER) or press CITJ.
2. Select Copy from the Edit menu (fEC).
3. Use the cursor movement keys to move the duplicate row to
the desired location
4. Press I ~ I.
To copy an item to an area off the screen, first copy it on the
screen and then use the Move procedure for moving an item to
an area off the screen.

WINDOW CLEAR
To start fresh with a new Report Design, choose Window Clear
from the Edit menu (/EW).
The entire Design Area and When Printed column is left blank.
WARNING

The existing report definition
will be lost when this command is used. To save it
for possible future use, use
the Save Report Design
command.
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THE PRINT/FILE MENU
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The PrinUFile menu offers the following commands:

I
I-

o Retrieve File retrieves a Reflex database from disk so a
report may be generated from it.

o Print prints the report.
o Change Printer Settings displays and accepts changes
for printer settings.

o Global Settings Changes the setting for the directory,
the type of printer (serial or parallel) and turns auto linefeed
on or off.

RETRIEVE FILE

The Retrieve File command is used to retrieve a Reflex
database from disk. Once a database is retrieved it is available
for reporting.
Choosing the Retrieve File command brings up the Retrieve
File tQol:
The Retrieve File tool.

Directory IB:\
NaMe

I

_

I Proceed I I Cance 1 I
To retrieve a Reflex database to Report on:
1. Choose Retrieve File from the PrintlFile menu (/PR).
2. Select the Directory cell and enter the name of the directory
containing the database to be retrieved.
3. Select the Name cell and enter the name of the database to
be retrieved.
4. Select Proceed and press 1~ I.
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To print the report currently defined in the Report View,
choose Print from the PrinUFile menu (/PP).
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No tool is displayed; the report is immediately sent to the
printer when the Print command is chosen.

:E

CHANGE PRINTER SETTINGS
The Change Printer Settings command is used to establish
settings that determine how your report will be printed. It is
similar to the Print Settings tool in the main program.
To change the printer settings, choose Change Printer Settings
from the Print/File menu (lPC). Fill in the desired setting, or
select the appropriate checkbox, and select Print to print
the report. To save the settings without printing the report,
choose Put Away. Printer settings are saved along with
the report design when a report design is saved.
The Print Settings tool has the following options and settings:
The Print Settings tool.

I Report

Print If i le

Edit

Search

I To Printer 0 To Disk File

Output:
Margins:

Left
Top

[JJ
[JJ

em

Right
Botton []]
Setup String Ir-- - - - - - - - - - ,

Page Length

[ffi

Paper Feed:

tEl Cont inuous

Print With Page Breaks
Print Fro,", Page

[JJ

I Print
Row:

1 Fron

Attr H3utes

Col:

r&1

0 Single sheet

Yes

0 No

To ~
I'--Pu-tAw-a--'~d

I

1 through

Col:

I Cancel

I
_

Output Enables you to send a copy of your report to the
printer or save it to a disk file. A report might be sent to a disk
file so it can be printed later, or to store the data for use with
another program. See the Export Attribute, below.
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When the To Disk File checkbox is selected, the Name cell will
be displayed. Enter a name for your file in this box. Include
a directory designation if desired. For example:

5

~

o0W

C:REPORT.PRN

0::

w

:r:
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NOTE

The DOS extension (.PRN) is supplied automatically unless
another extension is specified.
Both the left and the right margins are measured in
character spaces from the left side of the paper. The left
margin may be set from 0-240, the right margin may be set
from 1-255.

Margins

The Top margin indicates the number of rows to be left blank at
the top of your paper before printing the first line of your
report. The Bottom margin indicates the number of rows to be
left blank at the bottom of each page. Both Top and Bottom
margins can be set from 0-10. The top margin is measured from
the top of the page; the bottom margin is measured from the
bottom.

Page Length U sed to indicate the number of rows that are
on each page. Page length can be set from 1 to 200. The
page length must be greater than the sum of the top and
bottom margins.
Common settings for the following standard paper sizes are:
PAPER SIZE

LEFT

RIGHT

TOP

BOTTOM

PAGE LENGTH

8'h x 11

2

74

2

6

66

11 x 14

2

132

2

6

66

Mail labels

2

38

o

o

6

Set-Up String U sed to enter a string of characters that send
spe<:ial instructions for printing to the printer. For example, a
common use is for producing a compressed-print report. Set-up
strings vary from printer to printer. Common set-up strings
for IBM and Epson printers can be found in Appendix C.
For more information on set-up strings accepted by your
printer, consult your printer manual.
Paper Feed Enables you to indicate whether or not you
would like the printer to pause between pages or print continuously. Select the Single Sheet cell for printing to pause
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between pages. Select Continuous Feed to print your report
without pausing.
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Print With Page Breaks Allows you to print a report
without page' breaks. Change the checkbox to "NO" when
printing ,to a disk file.

~

<
m
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Print From Page .. To Allows you to specify a range of
pages to print from and to. The "To" range must be equal to or
greater than the "From" range. To print a single page from a
report, set the "From" range and "To" range to be equal.
Print Prints the report and saves the settings.
Put Away Saves the settings in the tool and returns you to
the report design. The report can then be printed later by
choosing the Print command.
Cancel Restores the settings to their values at the time the
tool was opened and cancels any changes made.
ADDITIONAL NOTES ON PRINTING

To halt printing press any key. You will be given the option of
halting the printing.
Only records in the working database are printed. Any records
which are filtered out will remain a part of the database but
will not be printed with the report.
Print settings affect the Preview on Screen feature. The
From ... To settings determine which pages of the report will
be previewed. The Page length settings are reflected by
page breaks on the preview screen. The Margin settings determine where the dotted line for the right margin appears on
the screen.
If your printer stops while your report is printing, correct the
problem and turn your printer back on. Align the paper to
the top of the page and press "C" to continue. Printing will resume with the first line of the page being printed when the
printer stopped.
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GLOBAL SETTINGS
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The Global Settings tool enables you to provide settings that
are used on a system-wide basis and to provide default settings
that are saved with the Reflex program so you don't need to
enter them with each database.
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For complete information, see "Gobal Settings" in Reference A.

SEARCH
The Commands on the Search menu allow you to establish
search conditions to report on a subset of the information in.
your Reflex database. A report printed with a filter applied will
only print information for those records in the working database. Each of the choices under the Search menu as well as the
Find []U and ApplylRemove Filter [QJ []I] keys are
used in the same way as in the main program.
When a filter is applied, FILT appears in a highlighted box on
the bottom right hand corner of the screen.
Set Conditions The Set Conditions command displays the
Search Conditions tool in which you enter the search conditions
that tell Reflex which records to filter or find.
Apply Filter creates a ''working database" of only the
records that meet the search conditions. All records which do
not meet the search conditions are temporarily set aside.
Calculations in the Report View are based on those records in
the working database only.
Remove Filter brings back all the records which were
temporarily set aside when the filter was applied.
Find Record makes current the next record in the database
that meets the search conditions. With the Display Values
option on, this will be the record displayed on the screen.
Keep Records retains in memory only those records that
meet the search conditions. All records not meeting these
conditions are deleted from memory but remain in the database
on the disk.

For further information on establishing search conditions and
using each of the menu commands, see "Search" in Reference A.
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Many of the most powerful features in the Reflex Report View
can be found in the Attributes menu. There are two kinds of
attributes; display attributes and arithmetic attributes.

Display attributes allow you to change the wayan item is
displayed in the report. The display attributes are Justification,
Format, Precision, On Change/All, Variable Width, Export.
Arithmetic attributes allow you to include powerful
summarization features in your report. The arithmetic attributes are Summary, Cumulative, % Of Total.
Attributes can be used singly, or in combination with other,
attributes.

USING ATTRIBUTES

To set an Attribute for an item:
1. Select the item.
2. Choose the type of Attribute desired from the Attributes
menu.
3. Press [£I[] for Choices and a list of attributes available for
the attribute-type chosen and the particular item selected
will be displayed.
4. Select the attribute desired and press I ~ I.
Two important notes:

1. Attributes must always be entered using the Choices key

[£I[].
2. Choices will always display the available attributes for the
last attribute-type chosen when an item in the Design
Area is selected and [£I[] is pressed.
Note the evolution in the use of Choices. When a blank spot is
chosen in the Design Area, Choices shows the Fields and
Special Fields which may be entered there. Once an item is in
the Design Area, selecting it and using Choices shows the
Attributes which may be applied to it.
Once you have chosen a type of attribute from the Attributes
menu, it remains the current attribute-type until you choose
another. Moving to successive items on your report and
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pressing [}IQ] will display the options available for the current
type of attribute and the new item selected.
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The current attribute is indicated in the highlighted box on the
bottom right hand corner of the screen.
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DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES
Display attributes affect the appearance of entries in the
report, and their location on the page.
JUSTIFICATION

The Justification attributes are used to position data within
columns. There are three options available for justifying data in
a report:
Left justification

Positions the left-most
character in the data against
the left edge of the column.
$1,200.00

Center justification

Centers the data in the
column.
$1,200.00

Right justification

Positions the right-most
character in the data against
the right edge of the
column.
$1,200.00

To set an item's justification:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the item.
Choose Justification from the Attributes menu (/AJ).
Press [}IQ] to display the three choices discussed above.
Select the desired justification and press I ~ I.

Unless the justification of an item is changed in report, date
and numeric fields are right justified and text fields are
left justified.
FORMAT

The Format attributes are used to set display formats for items
entered in the report design.
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Fields entered in a Report will display with the formats set in
the Reflex database unless their format is changed with this
attribute.
With one exception (Show Formula), the formats available with
the Format attributes are the same as those available in the
Field & Sort Settings tool.
Show Formula

Displays the formulas used to
calculate values displayed in
the Reflex database.

To set an item's display format:
1. Select the item.
2. Choose Format from the Attributes menu (lAF).
3. Press WQJ to display the formats available for the item
selected.
4. Select the desired format and press I ~ I.
PRECISION

The Precision attributes are used to specify the number of
digits following the decimal point displayed in numeric fields.
The precision for any field will be the same as that established
in the Reflex database unless precision is changed in the
Report View.
NOTE

Regardless of the precision chosen, any calculations performed
using numeric fields are done using 15 digits of significance.

To set an item's precisian:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the item.
Choose Precision from the Attributes menu (lAP).
Press WQJ to display a list of options.
Select the desired precision (0-15) and press I ~

I.

ON CHANGE/ALL

The On Change/All attributes are used to specify when a value
is to be printed. To set a field to On ChangelAll, the field
must be a part of the current sort order.
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There are two options available when On Change/All is chosen
are:

5
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w

All

The field value is printed for
each record.

Only On Change

The field value is printed only
when it changes.

0:::
UJ

I
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For example, the following report design

~LIMI:~

_ __

Sales$

would print this report:
David
David
David
Adam
Adam
Adam

100
150
125
115
150
130

If the Only On Change attribute were applied to the Rep field,
the report would be printed as follows:
David

Adam

100
150
125
115
150
130

To apply an On Change/All attrilnde:
1. If necessary, sort the database by choosing Change Sort
Settings from the Report menu (IRe). A field must be a part
of the current sort order to have an On Change/All
attribute.
2. Select the item in the Design Area.
3. Choose On Change/All from the Attributes menu (lAO).
4. Press [IT[] to display the attribute choices.
5. Select the option desired and press I ~ I.
VARIABLE WIDTH

The Variable Width attributes are used to make the width of a
field as wide as needed to display the data in it. Variable
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width is often used in mailing lists, and in printing out reports
with fields containing data longer than 70 characters.
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There are three attributes available with Variable Width:

~

Width Shown

Allows you to set the width
of a column by using the
Set Column Width command.

Wide as Needed

Prints the column as wide as
needed to display the data
in it.

Position as Shown

Starts printing the field in
the column shown. This
option is used to anchor items
to the right of fields with
the Wide as Needed attribute
set.

For example, the following report design

PrintlFile

Search

Attributes

would print this report:
Ann Adams
123 A street
San Franc, CA
98765
Bob Barnes
456 B Street
NY
, NY
12345
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If City and Zip Code were set to be Wide as Needed, the
following report would be printed:
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Ann Adams
123 A street
San Francisco, CA
98765
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Bob Barnes
456 B Street
NY, NY
12345

The State field and the comma following City slide to the left or
right, allowing the City field to be as wide as needed.
EXPORT

The Export attributes are used to format items in the report so
that when the report is printed to a disk file, the data may be
easily read by other programs, including mail-merge programs.
The export options delimit (separate) the items in the report
database by separating them with commas, enclosing them
in quotes, or both.
There are four Export attributes available:
None

This is the default type. Use
this option to remove
delimiters from an item.

Quotes

This is used to surround an
item with double quotes.

"This item is quote
delimited"
Commas

This is used to place a
comma following an item.

This item is comma
delimited,
Quotes & Commas

This is used to surround an
item with quotes, followed
by a comma.

"This item is quote and
comma delimited",
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All items entered on a report, including titles and other text,
can be "exported," although typically you will only want to
export the actual data, generally in Body lines. It would not be
unusual to create a report consisting of nothing but one body
line for export. This would create a file which contains just
columns of data, properly delimited.

To write afile to disk using the Export Attribute, use the
following procedure for each item to be exported:
1. Select the item.

2. Enter any attributes desired, (including Variable Width).
3. Choose Export from the Attributes menu (lAE).
4. Press!1IQJ and a list of the Export attributes will be
displayed.
5. Select the option desired and press I ~ I
6. Print the file to disk by choosing Change Printer Settings
from the PrintlFile menu (/PC) and selecting To Disk
File checkbox.
7. Name the file, set the right margin to the width desired and
print the report without page breaks.
For information on how to delimit files for use with several
popular programs, see Appendix F. For more information on
printing to disk, see "Print/File" in Reference A.

ARITHMETIC ATTRIBUTES

The arithmetic attributes enable you to perform calculations
within the report.
SUMMARY

The Summary attributes are a special group of arithmetic
functions that can be used in building your Report. They allow
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you to draw values from a group of records rather than one
record only. For example: the expression
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@SUM(Sales)

a:::

uses the summary @SUM to add up the values in the sales
field for a group of records. Summaries are used together with
the Cumulative attribute to enter cumulative values, and are
used on key breaks to provide subtotals.
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To enter a summary:
1. Select the item to be summarized.
2. Choose Summary from the Attributes menu (lAS).
3. Press [£IQJ. A list of summaries available for the type of
field selected will be displayed
4. Select the desired summary and press I ~ I.
Summaries Used in Report
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None

Removes any summary set previously.

@SUM

Adds up the values in the field specified. @SUM can only be used with
numeric expressions.

@COUNT

Counts the number of entries in the
field specified. @COUNT can be used
with any numeric, date, or text fields.

@AVG

Finds the arithmetic average. @AVG
can only be used with numeric
expressions.

@MAX

Finds the maximum value. @MAXcan
be used with numeric or date
expressions.

@MIN

Finds the minimum value. @MIN can
be used with numeric or date
expressions.

@STD

Finds the standard deviation. @STD
can only be used with numeric
expressions. Returns error if
@COUNT = o.

@VAR

Finds the variance. @VAR can only be
used with numeric expressions. Returns error if @COUNT = o.
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Totals and Subtotals
Summary attributes are used to "add totals and subtotals to
your report. What is totaled depends on what is entered in the
When Printed column.

~

To print subtotals in your report:

:E

1. Sort the Report by choosing Change Sort Settings from the
Report menu.
2. Enter the field to be totaled in the appropriate location on
your report.
3. Choose Summary from the Attributes menu.
4. Press Choices [I1[]. Select the desired summary.
5. Select the When Printed column and enter a sort-field row
flag for the Report View to summarize over, or enter
Footer to display a subtotal for each page.
The number displayed in the summarized field will draw its
value from just those records in the database since the last
summary. So, if the summary is on a row with a sort-field row
flag, each summary will only include those records for the
particular value of the sort field. This is how subtotals, subcounts, sub-averages, etc., are printed.
Row for "Sub-Average" by
Date.

~!!'mm
iaet
OOUG C$a lesS)
This row will print once for each unique date in"the database.
Each time it prints, it will include the average sales for that
date.
If this same formula were entered on a different key break as
below:

Row for "Sub-Average" by
Rep by Date.

.CSales $)

The row would be printed once for each rep for each date (since
Date is the primary sort field and records will be printed for
each rep within each date). Each time it prints, it will include
the average sales for that rep for that date. To see the maximum
sale each rep made on each date, change @AVG to @MAX.
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Note that for a report to summarize over a field, that field
must be a part of the current sort order.
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Reports can be created that show subtotals following the detail
from which that total is derived, preceding the detail, and
without any of the underlying detail (subtotals only). For an
example of each of these, see the examples at the end of
this chapter.
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To add wtals w your report:
1. Enter the field to be totaled in the appropriate location on
your report.
2. Choose Summary from the Attributes menu and select the
desired summary.
3. Select the When Printed column for this row and enter
Conclusion.
This row will be printed once at the end of the report. The
number displayed will be calculate from all the records.
Effect of Filters

Summarized expressions draw their values from records in the
working database only. Applying a filter will affect both the
records shown and the summaries computed. The summary results shown will always correspond to the records printed.
CUMULATIVE

The Cumulative attributes are used to print running totals and
other "running summaries" such as averages, counts, etc.
The Cumulative attribute is always used together with a
summary, and can be used to show the cumulative value of
detail (Body) records, as well as subtotals.
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A typical choice list for the
Cumulative attribute.

Edit
n ra
Intra
Intra
Header
Header
Header
~BodY
I-Date
l-Date
I-Date

PrintlFile

Search

Attributes

Tyler Canoe Ca"f)any
Sales Analysis
Date

Sales Rep

Sales
SalesS

Total for ....Da1e:

----------

Cu~ulative

Sales

:~111i(it:U13'J

@SUH(SalesS)

Hot Cutlulative
For Ent ire Report

,anjll£u_
For Each Rep
For Each Product
Row: 7 Fro~ Col: 55 through Col: 66
The cumulative attribute choices allow a running total over the
whole report or within each value of a key field. For example:

Not Cumulative Used to remove the cumulative attribute.
For Entire Report U sed to provide a running accumulation
from the beginning to the end of the report. If this attribute
is applied to @SUM (Sales $), the report will print a running
total.
For Each Date U sed to reset the accumulated value each
time the date changes. If this attribute is applied to
@SUM(Sales $), the report will print a running total of sales
for each date, and will start over when the date changes.
For Each Rep U sed to reset the accumulated value each time
the rep changes. If this attribute is applied to
@SUM(Sales $), the report will print a running total of sales
for each rep, and will start over when the rep changes.
Note that one "For Each" choice is provided for each field in
the sort order.
Two things are specified in setting a field to be cumulative:
1. The summary to be used
2. When to reset the cumulative value.

If you want a running total starting at the beginning and
continuing to the end, you choose "For Entire Report" as the
reset. If you want the cumulative results to build up for part of
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the report, then start over, you choose the reset on one of
the sort fields (e.g., each time Date changes, each time Rep
changes, etc.). Any field or formula can be set to be
cumulatively summarized over the entire report, or over any of
the fields specified in the current sort order.
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In the following Report design, the expressions @SUM(Sales)
and @AVG(Sales) are set to be cumulative, reseting each
time the Name changes.

wr ~----------------!~-------!~~-!~!-----~-!~
I'~
Body

N.w

Sales i

eslll(Sales U

N(Sales U

This report design would generate the following report:
NAME

SALES

TOTAL SALES

AVERAGE SALES

David
David
David
Adam
Adam
Adam

10

10

20
30
15
25

30
60
15
40
75

10
15
20
15
20
25

35

The total sales and average sales figures accumulate for each
sales rep, and then start over. If the reset were For Entire
Report, the total sales and average sales figures would continue
to accumulate, ignoring the change in the Name field.

To set an item to be Cumulative:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sort the database.
Select the field to be displayed as cumulative.
Enter the summary desired using the Summary attribute.
Choose Cumulative from the Attributes menu (lAC).
Press [TIQJ and a list of fields in the current report sort
order wJl be displayed.
6. Select the field for the cumulative value to be reset on. If
you want a running total over the whole report, choose
for Entire Report.
7. Press 1~ I.

NOTE
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If no summary is specified, the summary @SUM is assigned
automatically.
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The Cumulative attribute can be applied to fields of any field
type. For example, you could cumulatively count a text
field. Summaries appropriate for the field selected will be
displayed by choosing Summary from the Attributes menu and
pressing ITlQ].
Cumulative Used in Subtotals
The Cumulative attribute can be used for subtotals in exactly
the same way as it is used with individual records. The value
displayed will be the cumulative value of each of the subtotals,
reset on changes in the value of the field chosen.
Design for running totals
in a Summary Report.

Edit

Printlfile

Search

SrtES fEP

Attributes
SrtES

10IIl SrtES

---------------------------------------------------------.
pate
'I»
Sales i (!SllHSales $)

Row: 1 FrOH Col: 1 thr~ Col: 1
In this example, the cumulative attribute is applied to
@SUM(Sales $), and is reset on Rep (the primary sort field).
Thus the report will print a running daily total for each Rep:
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DATE

SALES REP

SALES

TOTAL SALES

---------------------------------------------------------Alan
2/20/85
$5,528
$5,528

oa...
w
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w
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0/0

2/21/85
2/22/85
2/25/85
2/26/85
2/27/85
2/28/85

Alan
Alan
Alan
Alan
Alan
Alan

$16,987
$7,358
$18,578
$4,859
$40,976
$5,593

$22,515
$29,873
$48,451
$53,310
$94,286
$99,879

2/20/85
2/21/85
2/22/85
2/25/85
2/26/85
2/27/85
2/28/85

Cathy
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy

$4,278
$8,891
$4,562
$8,632
$8,454
$23,813
$10,986

$4,278
$13,169
$17,731
$26,363
$34,817
$58,630
$69,616

OF TOTAL

The % of Total attribute is used to print percentages rather
than the value of a field. You have the option of printing a value
as a percentage of all records, or as a percentage of the total
for the records within the current value of a sort field.
The % of Total attribute can be used to calculate the % of
totals, counts, averages, or any of the other summaries. In fact,
a summary attribute is always applied to a field before the %
of Total attribute is. Commonly, this will be @SUM, which
for a field in a body row will simply be that field's value.
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A typical choice list for %
Of Total.

Edit

PrintlFile

Search

:::c
m

Attributes
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SALES

r
Header

Yo

o

OF TOTAL

~
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m

~Bod':l

~

Hot a Percent
Ent ire Report

mlai·
By Rep
By

Product

Row: 3 Frott Col: 48 through Col: 51
The % of Total attribute choices allow the percentage to be
calculated over all records or within each value of a key field.
For example:

Not a Percent Removes the attribute from the field.
Entire Report Causes the report to print a percentage
figure which reflects the relationship between the value in the
field and the value of that field for all the records in the
working database. If this attribute is applied to
@SUM(Sales $), the result is calculated with this formula:
@SUM(Sales $}-for this row
@SUM(Sales $}-for all the records

By Date Prints the value as a percentage of all the records
within the respective value of the Date field.
@SUM(Sales $}-for this row
@SUM(Sales $}-for this date
Note that a "By" choice is provided for each field in the sort
order.
The % of Total attribute can be used with any summary
attribute. The result will be calculated similarly to the examples
above. For example, if % Total for Entire Report is applied to
@COUNT(Sales $), the result shows what % of the number
of sales was in each row or subtotal:
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@COUNT(Sales $}-for this row
@COUNT(Sales $}-for all the records
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Note that a @COUNT(Sales $) for a Body row is just one (1).
For a row with a subtotal (a sort-field row flag), though, it
counts all the records that went into the subtotal.
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To apply the % of Total attribute:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sort your report.
Select the item and apply a summary attribute.
Choose % of Total from the Attributes menu.
Press lliQJ and the list of fields which may be used to total
over will be displayed (these are the sort fields).
5. Select the field to be totaled over and press 1~ I. Or, to
total over all records, select Entire Report.
Total-Examples and Further Discussion
In the following report design the @SUM(Sales $) entry on the
Body line has the % of Total For Entire Report attribute
applied. (The attribute has been set, although it is not displayed
on the screen).
0/0

lleadl ~------------------!~----------~-!~!-~.
Sales S lUI1csales U
Body

Hane

This report design would produce the following report:
NAME

SALES

°lo'SALES

David
David
David

10
20
30
40
50
60

5
9
14
19
24
29

Tom
Tom
Tom

The figure in the % Sales column shows the percentage of the
total contributed by the individual sale.
When the % of Total attribute is applied, you have the option of
having the percentage calculated over just the current value
of a sort field, rather than all records. In the example above, if
the @SUM(Sales $) field had the % of Total attribute applied
By Rep, the percentages would be calculated within each group
of sales reps:
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NAME.
David
David
David
Tom
Tom
Tom

SALES

0/0

10
20
30
40
50
60

SALES

-i

::r:
m

17
33
50
27
33
40

:::0

m

-u

0

~

<
m
~

The figures in the % Sales column show the percentage each
individual sale contributes to that salesrep's·total.
% of Total Used in Subtotals
The % of Total attribute can be used to print the percent of the
total for subtotals. In the example above, if a subtotal line
were added to the design and the % of Total For Entire Report
were applied:

The following report would be printed:
NAME

David
David
David
David
Tom
Tom
Tom
Tom

SALES

%

10
20
30

SALES

17
33
50
29
27
33
40
71

40
50
60

The figures printed each time the Rep changes show the
percentage contributed by the total sales of each rep to the
total for the entire report.
By removing the Body row, leaving only the Header and 1Name row, you can print only the percentage each person
contributes to the total:
NAME

David
Tom

SALES

0/0

SALES

29
71
6-51
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Interesting results can be obtained by applying the % of Total
attribute to items which have other Summary attributes.
The result is calculated as follows: the summary is calculated
for the row printed (which may be a subtotal row) and then
divided by the summary for all records (or just the set of
records indicated by a sort-field row flag.) In the example
above, if the Sales $ field had the @COUNT Summary
attribute:

:>
~

o
Q..
W

c:::
w

.:I:

lleadJ -~----------------~~------------~-~~-~r!
1~

(CUfHSales

~

$)

The resulting report would show what percentage of the
number of sales, rather than % of the total sales $, came from
each salesman:
NAME

SALES

% SALES

David
Tom

50
50

If it were set to @Avg, you would see the average sale for each
salesrep as a percentage of the average for all salesreps:
NAME

David
Tom

SALES

0/0

SALES

57
143

While not immediately obvious, this is a valuable index of the
amount each tends to sell at. An index over 100 is above
average, while an index below 100 is below average. In addition
to showing a concise comparison, this is a quick way to
compare without first looking through all the entries to get an
idea of the general level for comparison.
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BASIC COLUMNAR REPORT

Sales and COIVlission S","ary
January - June, 1985
DATE

2

SALES REP PRODUCT

tEl SALES

PRCfIT

COI1ItI SS ION

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------....nm
...Beo_ _ Product ---W.W
CoMMission

3
4

SurrmarY} 1

Sales and CoaJnission
January - June, 1985

~!!:=====~~=~~==~~~~=====~=~=====~~~!!======~!~!~~
}2
Alan
Paddles
$6,550
$313
$655

Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85

Alan
Alan
Alan

Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$16,835
$lI,976
$6,672

$7,715
$1,076
$2,739

$2'525}
$498
3
$1,001

Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85

Bob

Bob
Bob
Bob

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$5,235
$6,450
$3,794
$7,433

$1,308
$3,030
$1,064
$3,500

$968
$379
$1,115

Cathy
Cathy

Paddles
Silent

$4,613
$6,709

$1,148
$2,719

$461
$1,006

Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan
JanJanJanJanJan-

~!!:=====~=~::==~~~~::=====~;:==~=====~~~:;;========!~!~}
2
Cathy
Sport
$4,737
$1 ,227
$474

Har-85
Har-85

Cathy

Swiftwater

$6,904

$2,971

$1 ,036

Har-85
Har-85
Har-85
Har-85

Dave
Dave
Dave
Dave

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$8,632
$4,678
$6,455
$17,886

$1,548
$1,828
$1,385
$7,398

$863
$702
$646
$2,683

Paddles
Silent
Sport

$5,528
$16,987
$1,358

($940)
$8,437
$1,508

$553
$2,548

Apr-85
Apr-85
Apr-85
Apr-85

1.
2.
3.
4.

$5~ 4

Prints these rows once at the begining of the report.
Prints these rows at the top of each page.
Prints this row for each record in the working database.
Prints this row (in this case, a blank row) whenever "Rep"
changes.
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COLUMNAR REPORT WITH SUBTOTALS
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Edit

w

PrintlFile

Search

Attributes

0::

w

I

I-

2

3
4

5
9

Sales and Cotltlission SUI'ltlary
n ro
Janua ry - June I 1985
Intro
Intro
Header DATE SALES REP PRODUCT
NET SALES PROFIT
COMMISSION
Header ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
BodY 1.:,nm BeD 13 Product
Sales$ i..Hir.qjn Connission

~:~e

I-Date
I-Date
Conclu

Total for

--Di1e:

6

Vear-To-Date Total:

-------- --------

--------

@$UM(Sale 7@$UM($ Ma S@$UM(COMMis

10 @$UM(Sale 11 @$UMU

Ma 12 @$UH(COMMis

Sales and Coum1ss1on St.mInarY) 1
January - June, 1985
DATE

SALES REP

PRODUCT

NET SALES

PROFIT

}
COMMISSION

2

====================================================================}
Alan
Paddles
$6,550
$313
$655

Jan-85

13

13

Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$16,835
$4,976
$6,672

$7,715
$1 ,076
$2,739

$2,525
$498
$1,001

Bob

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$5,235
$6,450
$3,794
$7,433

$1,308
$3,030
$1,064
$3,500

$524
$968
$379
$1,115

Cathy

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$4,613
$6,709
$2,667
$5,728

$1,148
$2,719
$717
$2,669

$461
$1,006
$267
$859

Dave

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$6,325
$11,760
$5,831
$11,836

$1,089
$4,920
$2,321
$4,844

$633
$1,764
$875
$1,775

6 $113,414

7 $41,172

Total for Jan-85 :
Feb-85

Alan

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Bob

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Dave

$6,635
$16,317
$5,477
$9,244

Swiftwater

$26,938

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

$8,795
$24,351
$8,701
$21,566

Total for Jun-85 :

$828
$4,425
$2,032
$4,041

6 $241,029 7 $92,166

9 Year-To-Date Total :10 $931,463 11 $335,574
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$90
$6,627
$1,187
$3,126

$1,172
$8,961
$1,681
$7,582

3

$880
$3,653
$870
$3,235

8~)5
12 $123,682
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1. Prints these rows once at the begining of the report.
2. Prints these rows at the top of each page.
3. Prints this row for each record in the working database.
4. Prints this row (in this case a blank row) whenever "Rep"
changes.
5. Prints these rows whenever "Date" changes.
6. Sums sales for each date.
7. Sums dollar margin for each date.
8. Sums commission for each date.
9. Prints this row once at the end of the report.
10. Sums sales for each record in the working database:
11. Sums dollar margin for each record in the working
database.
12. Sums commission for each record in the working database.
13. Uses On Change/All to print these values only when
they change.
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SUMMARY REPORT USING SUBTOTALS

~

w

5

h:
oa..

Edit

w

PrintlFile

Search

Attributes

cr::
w

::r:

I-

2-

10

e er
Header
Header
Header
Header
2-Prod
I-Date
I-Date
I-Date
Conclu
Conclu
Conclu
Conclu
Conclu
Conclu
Conclu
Conclu
Conclu

Sales Report
SUMMary By Product For Each Month
PRODUCT

SALES

NET MARGIN

,PERCENT MARGIN

-------------------------------------------------------

product

@SUtHSales

4

@sunCS nar

5 @9UGCX

....om Total @SUHCSales

8

@SUHCi Mar

9

3

nar

Y.

@9UGCX Har

Y.

7

:::::::::::::::::: 'iEAR-TO-DATE :::::::::::::::::::::
Total
Average
MiniMU/'l
MaxiMUM

1
1.
13

1
2 . 15MY.
14

17

18'

Y.

19

20

21'

Y.

16

----------------------------------------------------------------------.----.------------.------------.-------

Row: 1 Fro" Col: 1 through Col: 1
Sales Report
Summary By Product For Each Month

}

1
PRODUCT

SALES

NET MARGIN

PERCENT MARGIN

=========================================================
Paddles

6{

~~!~~t

3

Swiftwater
Jan-85 Total

$22,723

:i~:~~:
$31,669

7$113,414

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

4

$3',858

5 17.97 S }

$~~:~~:

~~:~~ ~

$13.752

43.92 S

$41,172

9;33.69 S

8

$21,375
$35,917
$15,416
$40,877

18.93 S

~":-:~---I

Feb-85 Total

(1.95)S
46.00 S
34.19 S
41.91 S

Jun-85 Total

$241,029

$92,166

30.04 S

iiiii;;~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ i ~ :;ii; ~ii"-Tri'::!l;iii: ~ .... ;~~:;;; ;;:;~
Maximum

19

$43.876

20

$22,786

21

51.93 S

=========================================================
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Prints these rows at the top of each page.
Prints this row whenever "Product" changes.
Calculates total sales for each product, each month.
Calculates total dollar margin for each product, each
month.
Calculates the average percent margin for each product,
each month.
Prints these rows whenever "Date" changes.
Calculates total sales for each month.
Calculates total dollar margin for each month.
Calculates the average percent margin for each month.
Prints these rows once at the conclusion of the report.
Calculates total sales for every record in the working
database.
Calculates total dollar margin for every record in the
working database.
Calculates average sales for every record in the working
database.
Calculates average dollar margin for every record in the
working database.
Calculates average percent margin for every record in the
working database.
Calculates the minimum sales for every record in the
working database.
Calculates the minimum dollar margin for every record in
the_ working database.
Calculates the minimum percent margin for every record in
the working database.
Calculates the maximum sales for every record in the
working database.
Calculates the maximum dollar margin for every record in
the working database.
Calculates the maximum percent margin for every record
in the working database.
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COLUMNAR REPORT USING SPECIAL REPORT
FUNCTIONS AND CUMULATIVE

~

w

5

Ii:
o0....
W

c:::

Edit

w

PrintlFile

Search

Attributes

::c

I-

3. (ftou

2

Sales SlItMJ'Y

19

. Raul 18 Frmt ColI I throutt ColI
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2 July 4,

-l
::I:
m

1985

:xl

Sales Summary

m

.."

o

4

< :::
9

::::~:: =========::~:: ====:~~!;~: ===:~~~~.;!~;: ~~;!;: =

====

5Alan
Alan
Alan
Alan

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Total For Alan
Bob
Bob
Bob
Bob

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Total For Bob
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy
Cathy

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Total For Cathy
Dave
Dave
Dave
Dave

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

Tot.al For Dave

13{

Total For Jan-85

$6,550
$16,835
$4,976
$6,672

60.70
1.81
0.53
0.72

S
S
S
S

10 $)5,033

11 3.76

$5,235
$6,1150
$3,7911
$7,1133

0.56
0.69
0.41
0.80

$22,912

2.116

$4,613
$6,709
$2,667
$5,728

0.50
0.72
0.29
0.61

$19,717

2.12

$6,325
$11,760
$5,831
$11,836

0.68
1. 26
0.63
1.27

$35,752

3.84 S

14 $113,414

15 '2 . '8 S

7

$6,550
$23,385
$28,361
$35,033

~

=:::::: =

=:::
8 ($342.00)
$5,189.75
$578.40
$1,738.20

---------

12$7,164.35
$40,268
$116,718
$50,512
$57,9115

$784.50
$2,062.50
$6811.60
$2,385.05

$62,558
$69,267
$71,934
$77,662

$686.79
$1,712.65
$450.30
$1,809.80

--------$5,916.65

---------

$11,659.115
$83,987
$95,7117
$101,578
$113,414

$1156.50
$3,156.00
$1,4116.35
$3,068.60

--------$8,127.45

16$25,867.90

----------------------------------------------------------------------Alan
Alan
Alan
Alan

Paddles

Dave
Dave
Dave
Dave

Paddles
Silent
Sport
Swiftwater

0.71
1.7<;

1:

$6,635
$22.952

$18.361.90

Total For Dave

13 {

Total For Jun-(,S

$8.795
$24.351
$8,701
$21.566

0.94
2.61
0.93
2.32

$186.411
$210.762
$219.463
$241,029

$63.413

6.81 S

$10.758.85

14 $241.029 1525.88 S

16 $57.953.75

$292.50
$5,308.35
$810.90
$4,347.10

---------

----------------------------------------------------------------------17 Year-To-Date

19 $211.891.85

18$931,463

21 page:

1. Prints these rows once at the begining of the report.
2. Uses the special field @TODAYtoreturn the date logged
into your computer.
3. Uses the special field @NOW to return the time logged
into your. computer.
4. Prints these rows at the top of each page.
5. Prints this row for every record in the working database.
6. Uses the % of Total attribute to return the percent each
sale is of the total sales.
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7. Uses Cumulative Attribute to increment the value in this
field by the value of the current record in the Sales $ field.
This value will be reset to zero each time the date changes.
8. Uses the formula = $ Margin - Commission to return
Net Margin.
9. Prints these rows whenever the Rep changes.
10. Returns the total sales for each Rep, each month.
11. Uses the % of Total attribute to return the percent of total
sales each Rep's sales of each product are for each month.
12. Returns the total Net Margin for each Rep, each month,
with the formula = $ Margin - Commission.
13. Prints these rows whenever the Date changes.
14. Returns the total sales for each date.
15. Uses the % of Total attribute to return each month's
percent of total sales.
16. Returns the total Net Margin for each month using the
formula = $ Margin - Commission.
17. Prints this row once at the end of the report.
18. Returns the total sales for all records in the working
database.
19. Returns the total Net Margin for all records in the working
database, applying the @SUM attribute to the formula
= $ Margin - Commission.
20. Prints these rows once at the bottom of each page.
21. Uses the special field @Page-No to automatically return a
page number.

UJ

5
~

o
a..
w

a:::
UJ

I

I-
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MAILING LABELS
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PrintlFile
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Search
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Attributes
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2

2 ZiJ""",,'/V-D_...:;,3_ _

Row: 9 FrOM Col: 1 through Col: 1

1

{

Kick J\n::.lerson
42!1S Klanath St.

~

3-84902

2

Samuel Baldridge
642 Main St.
Bridgeport, NB

60506

Ann Covina
5440 lQDxville Rd.
Knoxville, 'IN

43906

sally IeIW1Iil
1466H Graro Ave.
Himptcn, lie

39912

1. Prints these rows for every record in the working database.
2. Uses Variable Width to set these columns to be as Wide
as Needed to print the data in each record. All items to the
right of these fields will slide right or left to preserve the
spacing.
3. Uses Variable Width to set the Zip Code to Position as
Shown.
4. Printer settings: Top Margin (1); Bottom Margin (2); Page
length (6); Print with page breaks? (yes).
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TRANSLATE
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Overview of translating 63
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TRANSLATING PFS AND DBASE FILES
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TRANSLATING 1-2-3. SYMPHONY. AND DIF FILES

D

TRANSLATING ASCII TEXT FILES
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SIX

The Translate program allows you to take files created with
other programs and convert them into Reflex files. You
can translate an entire file or part of one. The new files can
then be retrieved for use with Reflex, just as if they had been
created in Reflex.

A

TRANSLATE
Reflex can translate Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, dBase II,
dBase III, PFS, or DIF files. In addition, Text files (ASCII)
formatted according to certain constraints can be translated.
Reflex displays the appropriate translate table for the type of
file you are translating. The translate table provides
information about the file you are translating (the "source" file)
and enables you to establish the equivalent Reflex file
information.

OVERVIEW OF TRANSLATING
Select Translate from the Report & Utilities title screen.
The Translate screen.

I Translate
'I

File Type ~

I Translate I

I

FrOM File _

I Partial Translate I

To File 11.-_ _---'

I Cancel I

1. Enter Type of file: PFS, dBase, DIF, 1-2-3, Symphony, Text.
Press Choices ITIQJ for a choice list of file types.
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2. Enter Name of file: Press Choices lliQJ for a list of file
names in the current directory (change the directory
if necessary in the Global Settings tool).
3. Fill out the translate table.
4. Press [§J to select Translate. You now have three choices:
Translate To translate your file according to the instructions in the translate table.
Partial Translate To translate a subset of the records
(the Search Conditions tool appears)
Cancel To cancel the translation and clear the translate
tool. This allows you to start over.

w

~

Vl

Z

~

I-

NOTE

If you wish to Save the translate specifications for later use, do
so before selecting Translate, Partial Translate, or Cancel.
THE TRANSLATE MENU

The Translate menu has eight commands:

Retrieve Translate Spec
translate specification.

Retrieves a previously-defined

Save Translate Spec Saves the current translate specification for later use.
Erase Translate Spec Erases a previously saved translate
specification.
Fields and Types U sed for translating spreadsheets. See
Translating DIF and Lotus Files, below.
Column Width U sed to change the width of a translate table
column.
Global Settings Enables you to change the system directory.
Quit

Returns to the Report & Utilities title screen.

SOURCE AND DESTINATION FILES

Reflex assumes your source file, the "From File," is located in
the system directory. To change the system directory
instructions, choose Global Settings from the Translate menu.
Or you may enter a disk, directory, and file name from a
different directory in the "From File" cell. The Choices key
[]IQJ displays files from the system directory.
The "To File" cell displays the destination for the translated file
and the file name. You may change this and also enter the
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disk and directory with the file name to put the translated file
in a different directory.
SOURCE FILE EXTENSIONS

To translate files created by other programs they must have
the following extensions:
PFS

files:

dBASE II, dBASE III files:
DIF

--i

.PFS

files:

~
z
Vl

.DBF

~

m

.DIF

1-2-3 files:

.WKS

Symphony files:

.WRK

Text (ASCII) files:

.PRN

TRANSLATING CALCULATED FIELDS

Reflex translates only the values in the file. It will not translate
any formulas you have written. There are two ways to handle
the translation of calculated fields:
1. Include the fields in the translation. Then use the Field and
Sort Settings tool's Remove Local Values command to
delete the values translated; then enter the formulas for the
fields.
2. Do not include the fields in your translation. Then add the
fields to the database and then enter the formulas for
the fields.
TRANSLATING DATES

Dates entered as text entries in the source file can be translated
directly into a date-typed field in Reflex. The date entries in
the source file must have one of the five Reflex date display
formats:
CHOICE

EXAMPLE

mm/dd/yy
mm/yy
dd-mmm-yy
mmm-yy
mmm dd, yyyy

1/16/85
1/85
16-Jan-85
Jan-85
January 16, 1985

TRANSLATING A SUBSET

When you select Partial Translate, the Search Conditions tool
appears. Here you enter the conditions a record must pass
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before it is translated. Only those records passing the conditions
will be included in the translate file.

This tool works like the Search Conditions tool in the main part
of Reflex. For further information, see "Search'; in
Reference A.
Here are the steps for translating a subset:

w

~

1. Select Partial.Translate.
2. Enter the conditions in the table or type-in line.
3. Proceed. Reflex will translate your file. (If you select
Cancel, Reflex redisplays the translate table.)

VI

Z

~
I-

NAMED TRANSLATE SPECIFICATIONS
If you will be periodically translating the same file, say with
new data each month, you may want to save the translate
specification so you don't have to recreate it each time.
SAVING A NAMED TRANSLATE SPEC

Mter you have filled out the translate table, and before translating, choose Save Translate Spec from the Translate menu
(ITS). Reflex will display the Save Translate Spec tool.
Enter a name for the Translate Spec and Proceed. Reflex will
save the current translate specifications, including the file
names.
USING A NAMED TRANSLATE SPEC

The source file must be in the same directory location as it was
when you created the Translate Spec.
Choose Retrieve Translate Spec from the Translate menu
(ITR). Reflex will display the Retrieve Translate Spec tool.

Enter the name for the Translate Spec you wish to retrieve.
Reflex will retrieve the Translate Spec and fill in the From File
and To File cells and the rest of the translate table. This is
just as if you had re-entered all the information. You may make
any necessary modifications to the specifications.
Adjustment for Named· Ranges

Reflex automatically adjusts for most changes in the size of a
Lotus 1-2-3 or Symphony file that uses a Named Range.
For example, if the number of rows in the named range
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increases, Reflex will automatically adjust to the new named
range when the Translate Spec is retrieved.
ERROR MESSAGES

Error messages you might encounter when retrieving a
Translate Spec:
-I

File name doesn't exist

Invalid translate spec

The source file is not in the
same location (disk/directory)
that it was when the spec
was created.
The structure of the source
file has changed significantly,
thus invalidating the translate
spec.

ERASING A NAMED TRANSLATE SPEC

To erase a Translate Spec you have previously saved, choose
Erase Translate Spec from the Translate menu (/TE). Reflex
will display the Erase Translate Spec tool.
Enter the disk, directory, and file name information and
Proceed. Reflex will erase the Translate Spec from the disk.

B

TRANSLATING PFS AND dBASE FILES
When you translate a PFS, dBase II or dBase III file, Reflex
displays a table with five columns, and as many rows as there
are field names.
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The Translate grid for PFS
and dBase files.
File T~

III

To File IA:\SrtES

Frotl File IA:\SALES

Source Field i Source Type i Reflex Field i Reflex Type i Include? i
DATE
i Text
i Yes
... ,.", ... ,.................i Text
..... ' ............ ,......i DATE
,., ........ , ... ' .... , ....... ...... ,., ... , ........ , ........ , ... , ... ,'"

UJ

~

"

"

. ~.~.~T :.~.~.~........ ~. T~.~.~................ ~ . ~.~.~T :.~.~.~........ ~ .I~.~.~................ ~ ..Y.~............ ~

VI

Z

.f.~.~J.: .~.~.~........ ~. J.~.~t ...............l. ~.~J. ~.~.~.~.~........ l.I~.~.~................!..Y.~.~............!

~

t-

HID:HAHE
i HID:HAHE
i Text
i Yes
i
..... '., .... '.,." .. '.,i..Text
, ...... , ....... """., ..... "., ... .... .......... , ...... '.,.' ....... ....... ,.,." .. ","., ..

,.,.'

"

"

"

..~.Q.Q.~.~.~.~............ !. T~.~t ............... !. @.Q.~.~.~.~............ !. I~.~J ............... !..Y.~............!
CITY
i Text
i CITY
i Text
i Yes
i
STATE
i
Text
i
STATE
i
Text
i
Yes
i
,., ... , ... ,.,., .. ,... ....... , .... "" .. , ..... ' ..... ,." ..... , .. ,., ... , ... , ....... , ..... "., ..... , ......... , ........ , .... " ... .

., ...... " ............. " ............... ,.,." .... , •••••• ,.,., •• , ••• '0.0'0'.,."' ............ " ........... , ............ " ... " ••
"

I Trans late I

IPartial Translate I

I Cancel I

Source Field This column lists the field names in the source
file.
Source Type
source file.

Identifies the data type of each field in the

Reflex Field Repeats the field names of the source file.
Select any cell in this column to change the field name.
Reflex Type Repeats the data types from the source file.
Select any cell in this column to change the field type. Press
Choices IT!QJ to display a choices list of available Reflex field
types.
Include? In this column you instruct Reflex to include or
exclude fields in the source file when it translates. To exclude a
field, select the corresponding cell in this column and change
the Yes to a No.
NOTES ON TRANSLATING PFS FILES

Occasionally a PFS file will have a very long field name. Reflex
will take the leftmost 70 characters for the Reflex field name.
PFS fields can contain very long entries. For the Reflex
translate program, the upper limit is 254 characters. Reflex
will automatically split every 70th character into a new
(subscripted) field. This is done automatically so that you can
view your translated PFS file in the same Form layout as it had
in PFS. For example, if the field name is Comments, characters 71-140 will go into a Reflex field Comrnents2; characters
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141-210 will go into a Reflex field Comments3, etc. The
translation grid will show these added fields. You can then
include or exclude them as desired.

Reflex can only translate 128 fields. If your file contains more
than 128 fields, some will be excluded.
NOTES ON TRANSLATING DBASE .. AND DBASE III FILES

Logical fields will become text fields, with .F for False and .T
for True in Reflex.
Trailing spaces on the right of entries will be stripped.
Reflex will take the first 254 characters from a dBase III
memo field. Memo files must be located in the same directory
as the source dBase III file.

c

TRANSLATING 1-2-3, SYMPHONY, AND
DIF FILES
1-2-3, Symphony, and D IF files are spreadsheet files with a
row and column format. Translating them into Reflex files
adjusts the information into a records-and-fields format.

Reflex reads a spreadsheet row-by-row, treating it as if it were
organized like the List View: each row is a different record;
each column is a series of field values, headed by a field name.
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@DATE(84,I,1)

READY

A
B
C
D
E
F
DATE REP
WINE TYPE I CASES SALES AUG PRICE
1
-------------------------------------------------------------2 ---------_.-----_.----_.-----_.-----_.-----------------------13,23 (
7,59
567
3 91-Jan-84 Ann
BUl'gund~
84,21
152 12,89
Cabel'ne
4 91-Jan-84 Ann
3,59
29,59
Chablis
179
5 91-Jan-84 Ann
84,71
Riesling
179 14,49
6 91-Jan-84 Ann
3,49
13,39
254
7 91-Jan-84 Bob
BUl'gund~
87,22
8 91-Jan-84 Bob
Cabe lin e
133 11,69
3,79
22,84
9 91-Jan-84 Bob
Chablis
162
62,57
Riesling
187 11,79
19 91-Jan-84 Bob
3,89
11,73
11 91-Jan-84 Chuck
324
BUl'gund~
5,59
48,25
12 91-Jan-84 Chuck
Cabelin e
114
11,11
13 91-Jan-84 Chuck
Chablis
144
1.69
62,57
Riesling
187 11,79
14 91-Jan-84 Chuck
7,19
19,11
792
15 91-Jan-84 Dave
BUl'gund~
9,69
63,16
Cabel'ne
152
16 91-Jan-84 Dave
5,59
29,37
Chablis
279
17 91-Jan-84 Dave
61,47
Riesling
349 29,99
18 91-Jan-84 Dave
6,98
4,19
587
19 91-Feb-84 Ann
BUl'gund~
89,38
29 91-Feb-84 Ann
Cabe lin e
299 16,89
1/81/84

I Uiews

Edit

PrintlFile

Records

Search

Font

DATE: _
REP: AM
WINE TWE: Burgundy
I CASES: 567
SALES: 7,58
AUG PRICE: 13,23

Your files must have this format. Reflex can, however, read
different portions of the spreadsheet for translating.
Here is the translate screen for Lotus files:
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1-2-3

I TrillS late
File Type l1li

FrOt\ File IA:\tBIIItE

TrillSlate : Fran CoI[[:]
Or I Using HaHed Range

Show Data fran

I

Row[[J

To File IA:\tDIItE
To CoI[[J

Row[l[]

I

Row [[J

Position 1has value of 1Type 1Reflex Field HaKe 1Type 1Include? 1
Al
1DATE
1Text 1DATE
1Text 1Yes
Bl
1REP
1iext 1REP
1Text 1Yes
Cl
1............
WINE TWE
1WINE TWE
1Text 1Yes
1
..................
................ 1...Text
.........................................
, ........... ,...... , ...... ,., ... , .. .
I ••• ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . " . "

...... ,., .............. "

•• , •• ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . , . " . ' . . . . ' , • • • • , . . . . . . . . " , . . . . . . '01 • • • " . , • • , . , . , . . . . . . . .

,

I TrillSlate I

,

,.,

,

I Partial Translate I

I Caocel I

"From ... To" line Specifies the coordinates of the upper
left corner and the lower right corner of a rectangle that
contains the data on the spreadsheet. Change the coordinates
to instruct Reflex to translate a particular portion of the
spreadsheet.
Named Range Enter the name to instruct Reflex to translate
the named range of a Lotus 1-2-3 file or the named range or
window of a Symphony file. (DIF files do not allow named
ranges.) The choices key [TIQ] will display a list of the named
ranges in the source file.
Show Data from Row Identifies the row which is currently
displayed in the Position and Has Value of columns. Reflex
displays the first row of data in the spreadsheet or named
range. Change the number to display a different row.
Position Names the coordinates of the spreadsheet cells
specified in the "Show Data from Row" cell.
Has Value of Displays the values from the spreadsheet cells
specified in the "Show Data from Row" cell. These are the
actual values stored in the spreadsheet.
Type Shows the data type of the entries in the "Show Data
from Row" cell.
Reflex Field Name Repeats the entries in the Has Value of
column. You can select any cell in this column to change the
field name. Or use the Fields menu command, discussed below.
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Type Repeats the data types from the third (type) column.
You can select any cell in this column to change the field
type. Or use the Types menu command, discussed below.

Include? In this column you instruct Reflex to include or
exclude this row when it translates. To exclude a field, select
the corresponding cell in this column and change the Yes to
a No.

w
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CHANGING THE ··FROM •.. TO·· COORDINATES
When the translate table is first displayed, Reflex shows the
coordinates of the upper left corner and the lower right corner
of the data on the spreadsheet. These coordinates are determined by rows and columns whicn contain entries. Note
that some parts of the area may not contain any data._
How Reflex sees a
spreadsheet. The
coordinates define a
rectangle which includes all
the entries.

A7: (D1>
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9
II
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21

~DATI( 84,1,1>

A

B

From 'I

t

I

READY

E

C

F

G

Benton WineJIY
Case Sal es SIlJItIWIg

WINE TYPE I CASES SALIS AUG PRICE
DATI RIP
--------------------------------------------------------------

I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84
I1-Jan-84

Ann
Ann
Ann
Ann

BoL
BoL
BoL
BoL

ClMlck
ClMlck
ClMlck
ClMlck

BuJlgundt

CaLeme
Chahlis
Riesl ing

BuJl!undt

CaLeme
Chahlis
Riesling

BuJlgundt

CaLeme
Chahlis
Riesling

567
152
171
171
254
133
162
187
324
114
144
187

7599
12899
3599
14499
3498
11699
3799
11799
3899
5599
1699
117.

. -----------2564 91299,

13,23
84,21
21,59
84,71
13,39
87,22
22,84
62,57
11,73
48,25
11.11
62,57

--To

If the spreadsheet is a perfect rectangle of data, you will not
necessarily change the coordinates. If there is extra information
on the spreadsheet, change the coordinates to isolate the
information you want to translate.
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A7: (»U PDATI(84,l,U
1

2
3
4

A

B

READY

E

C

r

G

Benton Winel'Y

It:::~~~:::~:::::::::i~::::~:~:;::::~;ir=:~~~:fi:::
19
11
12
13
14
15
. 16
17
18
19

Case Sales SUMaJIY

From

91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84

Ann
Ann
Bob
Bob
Bob
Bob
ClMlck
ClMlck
ClMlck
ClMlck

Chablis
Riesling
Burgundy

Cabel'llet
Chablis
Riesling
Burgundy

Cabel'llet
Chablis
Riesling

29

179
170
254
133
162
187
324
114
144
187
2564

3599
14400
3499
11699
3798
11799
3899
5599
1699
11799
91299

-I

~
zVl

~

29,59
84,?1
13,39
87,22
22,84
62,57
11,73
48,25
11,11

m

-To

To change the coordinates, select the cells in the "From. . . To"
line and enter the appropriate column letters and row
numbers. Or enter a named range for a 1~2-3 or Symphony file.

USING NAMED RANGES
Reflex can translate named ranges from 1-2-3 files, and named
ranges, sheet windows, and data windows from Symphony
files. The range, sheet or data window name is entered in the
Named Range cell.
When you select the Named Range cell, the Choices key [II[]
will display a list of named ranges, sheet windows, and data
windows. In the choice list, sheet windows are indicated
by a *S; data windows are indicated by *D; named ranges have
no indicator following them.
When you enter a named range, sheet window, or data window,
the translate table makes the following adjustments:
1. The "From Col" cells change to the boundries defined by the
range.
2. The "Show Data From Row" cell reflects the first row
number of the range.
3. The Position column lists the coordinates of the first row of
the range.
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4. The "Has Value of" column shows values from the first row
of the range.
5. The "Type" column' shows the data type of the cells in the
"Has Value. of" column.

USING THE ,"SHOW DATA FROM ROW" CELL

w

~
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Z

Enter successive row numbers in the "Show Data from Row"
cell to scan different rows on the spreadsheet. This enables you
to determine the location of the data you want to translate.

~

I-

This cell also enables you to enter field names and types
automatically with.the Fields and Types menu options. See
Fields and Types Menu Options, below.
NOTE

The "Show Data From Row" function is not limited by the
"From ... To" coordinates. You can display data from any row
on the spreadsheet which contains data.

THE FIELDS MENU COMMAND
The Fields menu command enables you to enter Reflex field
names from one row of entries on the spreadsheet.
Typical spreadsheet with
Column Headings to
become field names.

r
E
G
B
C
A
1
2
Ben ton Wi nellY
3
Case Sales SllMMiI'Y
4
5
lATE REP
NINE TYPE I CASES SALES AUG PRICE +-(- - 6 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
7
8
9
18
11
12
13

91-Jan-84 Ann
91-Jan-84 Ann
81-Jan-84 Ann
81-Jan-84 Ann
81-Jan-84 DoL
81-Jan-84 DoL
81-Jan-84 DoL

iw'gundy
567
CaLemel
152
Chahlis
179
Riesling
179
Bul'gundy254
CaLimet
133
Chahl is
162

7599
12899
3599
14498
3499
11699
3799

13,23
84,21
29,59
84,71
13,39
87,22
22,84

Typically, your desired field names will be entered in the
spreadsheet across one row, Le., in a row of column headings.
Use "Show Data from Row" to display that row. The "Has
Value of" column will change to reflect those names. Select
Fields from the Translate menu (/TF). This command instructs
Reflex to use those values as field names: the "Has Value
of" entries will be copied in the "Reflex Field Name" column.
The Reflex field names entered can be changed individually.
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Reflex prevents the translation of duplicate field names or unnamed fields (which can occur in spreadsheets) by automatically
changing them.
If you do not change a duplicate field name before translating,
Reflex will add a subscript number to the duplicate instances.
For example, if "Date" occurs as a field name three times,
the first instance will translate as Date, the second instance will
translate as Date[21, and the third instance will translate as

Date[31
If you include blank field names, Reflex will name the fields

Fieldl, Field2, etc.

THE TYPES MENU COMMAND
The Types menu command enables you to enter field types
from a selected spreadsheet row.
Typical Spreadsheet with a
row for Types.

1
2
3

4

c

B

A

D

E

F

G

Benton Winel'Y

Case Sales SUMMaJIY

! ::i~i::iri:r:::::=~:::::::::m::::~li=:::::inf:~(--5

DATI

REP

~mE

9
19
11
12
13

91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84
91-Jan-84

Ann
Ann
Bob
Bob
Bob

Chablis
Riesling

TVPE

8w'gundy

Ca1!el'ne t
Chablis

a CASES SALES AUG PRI CE
179
179
254
133
162

3599
14499
3499
11699
3799

29,59
84,71
13,39
87,22
22,84

Use "Show Data from Row" to display a row containing values
of the type you want. Then choose Types from the Translate
menu (lTI). This instructs Reflex to use the source file data
types as the Reflex data types.
The Reflex types entered can be changed individually.
Note that you will typically want to take the Types from a
different row than the field names come from, since the field
names themselves are text (words).
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NOTES ON TRANSLATING LOTUS FILES
Field names translated will include only the leftmost
70 characters.
Field entries translated will include only the leftmost
254 characters.

w

~

Lotus also uses a cell format command to display dates. For
example, the numeric value of @DATE(84,9,1) can be displayed
as a date in Lotus. It will be translated as a number unless
you specify Date in the Type column.

Vl
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If your Lotus file contains dates in a text-formatted column,
they can be translated into Reflex date fields if they match one
of Reflex's five date display formats. You must specify Date
in the Type column.

NOTES ON TRANSLATING DIF FILES
DIF files use only numbers or text. There are no date fields.
Again, dates entered in one of Reflex's five date display
formats can be translated into a Reflex date field.

D

TRANSLATING ASCII TEXT FILES
You can translate ASCII Text files that have been formatted
according to certain standard conventions.
In order to translate a text file:
D Each record must have a consistent structure.
D The file cannot contain extraneous elements:

no page headers or footers.
no titles.
no summaries or previews.
You use the Translate table to represent the structure of one
record in the source file. Essentially this says to Reflex, ''here
is what a record looks like." Reflex then uses this "template"
to translate the file one record at a time, establishing field
names and types as well.
NOTE
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TEXT FILE FORMATS
In order to tell Reflex what a record looks like, it is important
to understand how records are set up in text files. Each
record consists of a series of field entries. (Because they are
text values, we call them words in this discussion.) Each word
is set apart-delimited-in some way.
In fact, the delimiting format defines what Reflex sees as
words.
Words can be delimited by spaces:
word! word2 word3 word4 word5 < <
Words can be delimited by commas:
word!, word2, word3, word4, word5,

«

Words can be delimited by quotes:
"word!" "word 2" ''word3'' ''word4'' ''word5'' < <
Words can be delimited by quotes and commas:
''word!'', ''word2'', ''word3'', ''word4'', "word5" < <
Words can be delimited by an end-of-row signal:
word! «
word2 «
word3 «
word4 «
word5 «
Words can be delimited by both commas and end-of-row:
word!, «
word2, «
word3, «
word4, «
word5, «
Or words can be delimited by column numbers:

1-10
word!
NOTE

11-18
word2

19-35
word3

36-40
word4

41-42
word5 «

When anything other than spaces are used to delimit words,
the words may include spaces.
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These examples cover the types of delimiters that Reflex can
handle. With the exception of column number delimiters,
they can also be mixed-a record may contain different words
with different delimiters (although a word in a given position
must use the same delimiter in each record.)
w

~

HOW TO SEE YOUR FILE FORMAT

Vl

Z

~

You need to know how your file is delimited in order to tell
Reflex how to translate it. To see your file you use the DOS
Type command, already copied to your Reflex Disks by
the Install procedure.

I-

For this example, assume the file name of your source file is
BigIist.PRN.

1. Quit Reflex to return to
DOS.

Your computer displays the
A> prompt.

2. Place the diskette containing your source file in Drive A.

3. Type in:
Type Biglist and press I ~
NOTE

I.

Your source file will be displayed on the screen.

To halt scrolling of the display, hold down I

Ctrl

I and press

I Break I.
You can now see the delimiting format of this particular fIle.
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WHAT REFLEX NEEDS TO KNOW
Reflex needs to know where one word begins and ends, and
where the next word begins and ends, and so on, for one entire
record. Each word becomes a field. It needs to know what
field name to assign to each word, and what field type to use.
This defines the record structure for Reflex.

You use the Translate table to define the record structure.
Because this structure is used to translate each record, every
record must match the structure exactly.
To define a record structure, you build up the definition, word
by word, in the Go From and Stop On columns in the
Translate table.
For example, if the record is
"Johnson" "Bill" "3155 Kearney St" "Fremont" "eN.' "94538" < <
The following delimiters might be used:
FIELD NAME

GO FROM

STOil ON

Last Name

Any Character
(1, the first one it
comes to)

End of Word
(n, the last character
in the word)

First Name

Any Character
(B, the next one it
comes to)

(I, the last character

End of Word
in the word)

Address

Any Character (3)

End of Word (t, the
"word" in this case is
defi ned by the
delimiter" to include
three groups of
characters: the entire
address)

City

Any Character (F)

End of Word (t)

State

Any Character (C)

End of Word (A)

Zip Code

Any Character (9)

End of Word (8)
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If the same record were delimited by column number, Reflex
would have to be told how to do the same things, and you
would use the column numbers to do so:
1-10
11-18 19-35
36-45 46-47 49-53
Johnson Bill
3155 Kearney St Fremont CA
94538
w

~

VI

z

.-~

FIELD NAME
Last Name

GO FROM
1

First Name

11

18

Address

19

35

City

36

45

State

46

47

Zip Code

49

53

STOP ON

10
(the extra spaces are
disregarded)

USING THE TEXT FILE TRANSLATE TABLE

When it first appears, the text file translate table represents
how Reflex understands the file. Reflex reads the first row of
your data file and assumes that each word will be a field in
the file you wish to create. You may need to change the entries
in the table to reflect your actual file. Changing the entries is
discussed below.
The text file translate
table.

Text

I Translate
'I

File Type _ _

I

iii

FrOM File IA:\SALES

Reflex Field 1Reflex Type 1Go Fro",

To File IA:\SrtES
1stOlJ On

llnclude? 1

"~,~I~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,!.I~,~,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,!,,~,~,~,,,~,~,~,r,~,sJ~t,!J.~,~",~,f,,,~,~,r,~,,,,!,,y'~,,,,,,,,,,,,!

"~,~,~,~,~'" """""" ,! ,I~,~J""""""",! "~,~,~, ,,~,~,~,r,~,sJ~,r, ,! "~,~" ,~,f, "~,~X~'" ,!"y.~""""",,!
"~,~,~""""""""""!,I~,~,~"""""",,,,!,,~,~",~,~,~X,~,s,t~t,!"~,~",~,f",~x,~""!,'y'~,~,,,,"""',!
"~,~,Q,~,~,~,T""""""!,I~,~J""""",,,,,!,,~,~,~",~,~t~,sJ~t,!"~,~,~",~,f",~,r,~""!,'y'~,~,,,,,,,"""
"~,~,~,~,~""""""""!,I~,~,~""""",,,,,,!,~~,~"~~,~r~~,~~x"!,~~~"~.f"~,~X~""!,'y'~~",,,,,,,,,,,
"~,Q,~I"""""""",!,I~,~,~"""""",,,,!,,~,~,~",~,~,~x,~,sJ~,r"!"~,~,~,,,~.f.,,~,~,~,~,,,,!,'y'~,~,""""""

I Translate I
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Reflex Field When Reflex looks at the file it makes an
educated guess that each word in the first row is a field name.
Any group of characters or words in double quotes is assumed
to be one word.
Reflex Type When it first appears, all the entries are

''text.'' You may change this to instruct Reflex to define the
correct field types.
Go From and Stop On Reflex assumes that it will be able to
start at the beginning of a word and read until the end of the
word for each field. Any group of characters surrounded
with double quotes is assumed to be a word. You may need to
change these instructions to fit the format of your file.

Include? In this column you instruct Reflex to include or
exclude fields in the source file when it translates. To exclude a
field, select the corresponding cell in this column and change
the Yes to a No.
NOTE

All fields must be defined in the translate table, even though
some may be excluded at the time of translation.

THE GO FROM AND STOP ON CHOICES
The Go From and Stop On instructions tell Reflex to start
reading the file at a particular point and stop at a particular
point, and to put everything it reads between starting and
stopping into one Reflex field as the field value for that record.
Here are the Go From and Stop On choices available:
GO FROM

STOP ON

Any Character

End of Word

Start of Next Row

End of Row

Quote

Quote

Comma

Comma

Column number

Column number

Use Choices [}IQ] to enter the words in the appropriate cells,
or type them in. Column numbers must be typed in.
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If you use column numbers, you must use only column numbers
for all Go From and Stop On instructions. Column numbers
may not be mixed with the other delimiters.
Words are defined by the delimiting format, not merely the
groups of characters. Unless you specify comma delimiters, Reflex considers everything between two quotes to be one
word. If you do specify comma delimiters, then everything
between commas will be considered as one word (including
quotes, if any). Reflex starts reading at the next character following the point at which it has stopped. Until it stops reading
again, it considers the characters to all belong together in
one field as the value for that field.

w

~

Vl

Z

~

t-

GO FROM

The Go From instruction tells Reflex where to begin reading
for a particular field value. Anything encountered prior to
the Go From point, and after the last Stop On point, is ignored.
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GO FROM
Any Character

MEANING
Start reading when you come to the
next letter, number, or anything else
that is not a quote, comma, space, or
end-of-row symbol.

Start of Next Row

Start reading on the far left of the next
row containing a character. {Blank rows
are skipped over.}

Quote

Start reading the first character
following the next quote you come
upon.

Comma

Start reading the first character
following the next comma you come
upon.

SIX
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STOP ON
STOP ON

MEANING

End of Word

Reflex reads until it reaches the last character
of the word-a space, quote, or commaand enters what it has read as a Reflex field
value.

End of Row

Reflex reads until it reaches the end of the
row, and enters what it has read as a Reflex
field value.

Quote

Reflex reads until it reaches a quote, and
enters what it has read as a Reflex field
value.

Comma

Reflex reads until it reaches a comma, and
enters what it has read as a Reflex field
value.

Sometimes these instructions are equivalent. You might be able
to enter End of Word or Quote or Comma and get the same
result. Reflex will not translate the delimiter as part of
the field value.
Reflex will not translate the delimiters. If a field value contains
commas or quotes, use the other as a delimiter.

DELETING ROWS
Press [ED to select a row in the translate table. I Del I
deletes the selected row. I Ins I has no effect. Enter new
fields in the Reflex Field cell in the blank row· at the bottom of
the table.

TEXT TRANSLATION EXAMPLES
Reflex assumes that your rile is double quote delimited or
double quote and comma delimited. If that is the case, all you
will need to do is replace the. entries in the Reflex field column
with the field names you want, change the Reflex type if
appropriate, and proceed.
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Double Quote Delimited, or Double Quote and
Comma Delimited

Sample record from text file:
"Bill Johnson" "234 Kearney St" "Fremont" "CA:' "93245"

or
w

"Bill Johnson", "234 Kearney Sf', "Fremont", "CA:', "93245",

~

VI

Here is what the Translate table looks like when it first
appears:

Z

~

I-

Text

I Translate
FrOH File IB:WILLIST

File TIP! _

To File IB:WILLIST

Reflex Field 1Reflex Type 1Go Fro"
1Stop On
1Include? 1
..~o~o~o~ooo~oooooo!oI~.tooooooooooooooo!oo~ooo~r~J~oroo!oo~ooo~.f.oo~o~ro~oo!ooY.~oooooo .. oooo!

oo~o~ooo~o~o~o~o~ooo~.to!oI~o~oooooooooooooooo! ..~oo~r~o~~oroo~o~oo~.foo~r~oo~oY~ooooooo .. ooo~
oo~r~.tooooooooooooooo~oI~o~oooooooooooooooo~oo~ooo~r~.t~oro~ ..~ooo~ofooo~oro~o!oY~oo .. oooooooo!
oo~oooooooooooooooooooooooooo~oI~.tooooooooooooooo~o~oo~r~o~~o~oo~o~oo~ofooo~ro~oo~.Y~ooooooooooooo
oo?o~o~o~ooo .. ooooooooooooooo~oI~~oooooooooooooooo~oo~ooo~ro~J~ro~oo~oo~.fooo~o~oro~oo~oY~oooooooooooo~

·
•

.

•

I

,

•

•

• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • • , • • • • 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 • • • "

I Translate I

•

.
I

.

•

•

•

I

,

•

•

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 . . . . . 1 •• ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 • • • • • • • •

I Partial Translate I

I Cnel I

Reflex treats entries thus delimited as individual words. When
the translation table appears, each cell in the Reflex Field
Name column will contain one complete entry.
Notice that Reflex will read from any character to the end of a
word. Reflex will treat any character or group of characters
as a word if it is surrounded by quotes.

o

Change the entries to appropriate field names.
o Change the data types if necessary.
o Proceed.
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Here is what the translate table should look like after you have
changed the field names:

I Translate
File T~ ~

Fron File IB:'MIUIST

To File IB:\tIAIUIST

Reflex Field ; Reflex Type ; Go Frott
; stoP On ; Include? ;
"~,~,~"""""""""""~,I~,~,~""""",,,,,,~"~,~",~,~,~,~J~r.,~"~,~",~,f."~,~,~,~"~,'y'~,,,,,,,,",,1
,~,~,~,~,~,~,~""""""""~,I~J"""""",,,~,,~,~,~",~,~,~,~,~J~r"~"~,~",~.f."~,~r.~"l"y'~",,,,,,""~
"~,~,~,~"""""""""""~,I~~""""",,,,,,~,,~~",~~~~,~~,~,~,~"~,~,~"~,f",~,~,~"~"y'~",,,,,,""~
"~t~J~",,,,,,, '" """"~ ,I~t" ""'" """ ~ "~,~,~" ,~,~,~,~,~,~,~,~" ~,~,~" ,~,f, "~r~,, ~"y.~""" """~
"~,~,~" ,~,~,~" "" """" 1,I~,~"""""", "'~, ,~,~, "~,~,~,~,~,~,~,~, ,~"~",~,f,, ~r,~, ,1, ,y.~""""",,~

"'hi""

I Partial Translate I

-I

~
zVl

~
m

I~ll

Multiple row record formats

Sample record from file:
Johnson, Bill
3155 Kearney St
Fremont, CA, 93245

In this case, when the translate table first appears, only two
field entries are showing in the Reflex Field Name column. You
will need to add appropriate field names.
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Text
I Translate

File T~ _ _

FrOfl File I B:VtAILLIST

To File ! B:'J1AILLIST

Reflex Field l Reflex Type l Go FrOM
l Stop On
1Include? 1
. ~.~.~................ !.I~J ...............!. ~.~. .~.~.~.r.~.~J~r.! . ~.~.~. .~.f...~.~.r.~. !..Y.~............ !
·.~.~.~.~......................!. I~.~J ...............l. ~.~. .~.~.~.r.~.~.~.~.r. !. ~.~.~. .~.f...~T.~.. !..y.~............ !

w

~

Vl

Z

~

i

I-

i

, . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . , •• , •••• , . . . . , . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . " . ' . " "

I TraIlS late I

..... "

.

... "

.......... ", ......... "

IPartial Translate I

1

!

. . . . . . ' . . . . , . " . ' . . . , . . . . , . . . " . " . , . . . . II

I Cancel I

Here is what the translate table looks like after the field names
and other entries have been entered:
I Translate

File T~ ~

FrOM File I B:'MILLIST

To File I B:'J1AILLIST

Reflex Field i Reflex Type i Go FrOM
i stop On
i Include? i
. ~.~.~t . ~.~.~.~........ !.I~.~.t ...............!. ~.~.~. .~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~r .........!. ~.~.~.~..............!..Y.~............!
·.~.~T.~t . ~.~...... !.I~J ............... !. ~.~.~...~.~r~.~.~.~r ......... !..~.~...~.f...~.~.~....!..Y.~.~............!
Address
i Text
i Start of Next Row i End of Row i Yes
i
. ~. H.~..................!.I~J ...............!. ~t~.rt . ~.f...~.~.~J . ~.~.~. !. ~.~.~.~.~.............. !..Y.~.~............!
·.~t~t~................!.I~.~J ...............!. ~.~.~. .~.~.~r~.~.~.~.r.......... !. ~.~. .~.f...~.~r~..!..Y.~........,... !
.............. "'." .... ' .......... ,' .... ' ................. , .............. ,, .. ,.,., ....... , ...... "'10" ......... " ....... ,., ... "." .... .

. ~. ~.~...~.~.~.~..........!.I~.~.t ............... !. ~.~.~.. ~.~.~r~~.~.~r.......... !. ~~~...~.f. ~.~.~.... !. y~............!

I Partial Translate I
NOTE
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Multiple row single field record formats

Sample records from File:

Bill,
Smith,

J.,
424 East 57 St.,
New York,
NY,

10111,
Joe,
Brown,

,

123 West 34 St.,
New York,
NY,

10114,
Jane,

Billings,

,
23 Felton St.,
San Francisco,

CA,
94334,
This file format has one field value on each row. Notice that the
second and third records don't have a value for the middle
initial. They do, however, have an empty value where the Middle Initial would normally appear in the record. When
translating this type of file format it is important that each
record have the same number of fields, so even if many of the
fields are blank they must be represented with a blank row
with an appropriate delimiter.
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When you first specify the file for the above example the
translate tool looks like this:

Text

I Translate
"I

w

~

File T~

VI

Z

~
t-

II1II

I

FrOH File IB:WILLIST

Reflex Field 1Reflex Type 1Go FrOM

To File IB:WILLIST

1Stop On

1Include? 1

"~,~,~,~"""""""""""l,I~,~"""""",,,,!"~".~,~,~,~.~,~"!"~,,,~.f,,.~,~,~,,l . y'~,,,,,,,,,.,,l
•

•

,

I

•

t

I

•

.

I

I

•

•

•

•

•

•

I

I

I

••••••• , •• ,.' •••• ,11 •••• "1, ••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• "' •• , ••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••• '1 ••••••••••••• , •••••• ,.,1"""'11,.,.,111 •••

I Translate I

I Partial Translate I

I Caul I

Mter adding a row for each field in the database and setting
your Go From and Stop On settings your translate tool looks like
this:

I Translate
File Type ~

FrOH File IB:'JIAILLIST

To File IB:\ttAILLIST

Reflex Field i Reflex Type i Go Frol'l
i stop On
i Include? i
.,~,~r~t"~,~,~,~" ..... ,,,!,I~,~.,."""'.".,,!,'~.~, . ~,~,~,~,~,~r"",,".,!,'~,~.~,~"""".".,.!,.Y.~" . ,"""
Last Nal'le
i Text
i ,start
of Next Row i Col'll'la
i Yes"." ...... ,'
...........................................................
....................................................................
Hiddle Initial i Text
i Start of Next Row i COMa
i Yes
Address
i
Text
i
Start
of
Next
ROil
i
COI'
I
I'
I
a
i
....... "., ....... ,.. ,.. ,... ,........... ,", ...... ,., ... ,... ,., ........ ,........ ,...... ,., ...... ,.. ".,., ..... ,... ,.. ,.' .. Yes
.. ,...... ,'., ...
••••••• ,' •••• ' •••••• , ••• ,., •••••••••• " •••••••• , •••• , •••••••••••• 1" •• ", ••• " •••••• " .................. , •••••• 1.1.1'.' ••• ,., •• ,., •••• , ••••••
"

"~,~,~,~.".,.""''''''''.".!,I~,~J,,'' . ,. . ''''.!,'~J~,~.~'"~.f'''~,~,~,~."~,~. !,'~,~,~.~.~.'''.'''''.".!,,y.~,~'''", . ,.,

i Start
of Next Row i COI'Il'la
i Yes
...State
........ ,... ,.. ,...... ,.....i ,Text
.......... ,",., .... ,........
, .. , ......... ,., .... , ...... , ............ , ... ,.,., ........ , ..... " ... , ... , ... ,
,~,~.~"~,~,~" . "'""",!,I~,~t",,'.,.""",\ . ~t~,~t,,~.f'"~,~.~. ,~,~,~,.\"~,~.~'''""" . ",l,,Y.~,~. ,.'''''' .
"

I Partial Translate I
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Columnar (cardfile) delimited

Sample records from file:
Bill Johnson
Joe Smith

31 55 Kearney St
4251stSt

Fremont
Newark

CA
CA

94538
92345

In this case, the program which has created the file uses
column numbers to delimit the entries. But Reflex does not
know this. When the translate table appears, each individual
word has a Reflex Field Name cell allotted to it. You will
need to enter the appropriate field names, and define the column numbers for Reflex.
Here is what the translate table looks like when it first appears:
Text
I Translate

File T~ _ _

Fr~ File I B:'MIUIST

To File I B:'MIUIST

Reflex Field 1Reflex Type 1Go FrO/'l
1stop On
1Include? 1
. ~~.~.~...................... ~.I~~J................ ~ . ~~~. .~~r.~~.~.r. ~ . ~~ . ~.f. . ~.r.~. ~..Y.~............ ~
. ~.~.~................ ~ .I~J................ ~ . ~.~. .~.~r.~.~J~.r. ~ . ~.~. .~.f...~.~.r.~. ~ ..Y.~.~.............
..~.~.~...................... ~. I~.~.~................ ~ . ~.~. .~.~.~.r.~.~J~t.~ ..~...~.f...~t~.. ~ ..y.~............ ~
. ~.~.~.~.~................ ~ .I~.~.~................ ~ . ~.~. .~.~.~.r.~.~.~r. 1. ~.~. .~.f. . ~.~.r.~. ~ . y.~.............
..~J.......................... ~. I~.~................ ~ . ~. .~.~.~.r.~.~J~.r. ~ J.~. .~.f. .~.~r.~. ~ ..Y.~.~............ ~
.f~.~~................ ~.I~.~.~................ ~ . ~.~...~~t~.~.~.~r.. ~ . ~. .~.f...~~.~.~. ~ . y.~.............
. ~.......................... ~. I~.~.~................ ~ . ~.~.~. .~.~.~.~.~.~.r. ~ . ~. .~.f...~.~.~.~. ~ ..Y.~............ .

I TrCflSlate I

I Partial Translate I

I Caocel I

Notice that Reflex considers each word as a separate field
entry. Here is what the translate table looks like when the field
names have been changed and the column numbers entered:
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Translate
File ,T~ ~

Fran File IB:\MILLIST

Reflex Field 1Reflex T!I)E! 1Go Fro",

To File IB:\J1AILLIST

1stop On

1Include? 1

Hatle
1Text
11
119
1Yes
...................................................................................
' ....... , ........ ' .. .... ....... , .... , .... , .....
,\

"

Address
1 Text
1 28
1 35
1 Yes
. ~J~.~...................... LT~.~............... ,~ . ~.... ,., . . ". "' . . ,".~ . ~.~, .... ,.""' . ,. ,.,~"y.~,."' . """
State
1 Text
1 46
1 49
1 Yes
. U~, . ~,~.............. ~.I~,~, ......... ,.... ,~ . ~,~......... "" ... ".... "~"~,~"""' . "" . ,. "~,.Y.~,~"""""'"
I ................ "

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••• , •••••••••• , •••••• , ••••••••••••••••••• , ' , •••••••

.................................................................. , .......... " ....... " ... " ........ , ••• ,." ....... '.0' ..... ' .... , ...

I Partial Translate I
NOTE

I Cancel I

Occasionally, the first entry in such a text file does not begin in
column one, but is set to the right a few spaces to include a left
margin. In such cases, the entry in the translate table will be
displayed with spaces· in front of it. Be sure that the column
numbers are accurate to prevent the translation from
truncating later field entries.

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM
The most common error message you will likely see while
translating Text files is "Hit Premature End of File." This message means that Reflex reached the last character in the file
while in the middle of adding a record. (It should reach the last
character at the end of adding the last record.)

This means one of two things:

o
o

The Text file is not uniform. (Uniform means that all records
have exactly the same structure, and there are no extraneous elements like titles, headers, extra fields, etc.)
The Translate table is incorrect.

Here is what you should do:
1. Check the Translate table. Correct any mistakes, and
proceed.
2. Print out a hard copy of your source file.
3. Compare the record structure of the source to the Translate
table. Correct any mistakes, and proceed.
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4. Read the entire source file hard copy to be sure the file
itself is uniform:

o Are all the records there?
o Are they all the same? (e.g., sequence of fields always the
same from record to record.)

o Are there any extraneous elements? (e.g., headers, footers,
titles, explanatory text, summary calculation, an extra
field in any record.)
o Are there any missing or extra delimiters? (perhaps some
records are missing fields?)
5. It is sometimes possible to translate a reluctant Text file by
using a different method of defining the Go From and
Stop On instructions. (If the file appears to be uniform and
whole, try defining it in the Translate table with different
(equivalent) Go From and Stop On instructions.)
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PART 3

MERGE

MERGING DATABASES
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The Merge program enables you to combine (merge) two or
more Reflex databases into one new Reflex database.

MERGING DATABASES
Each database to be merged must have the same fields (field
names and types), entered in the same order (this is the order of
fields shown in the Field and Sort Settings tool, regardless of
the order shown in Form or List Views).
To merge databases, select Merge from the Report & Utilities
title screen.
The Merge screen.

Edit

Merge
MERGE DATABASES

-

Input files

Output file

I Proceed I I Cancel I
Input files Enter file names of Reflex files you wish to
merge in this column. Use Choices [}IQ] for files in the system
directory. Type in disk, directory, and file name instructions
for files in other locations.
The first file name entered in the Input files column is the
master database for the merge. All field names, types,
precision, format, sort order, and formula specifications are
taken from this database.

Output file

Enter a file name for the combined database.

The Output file must have a file name different from any of the
Input file names.
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NOTES AND LIMITATIONS
The Sort Order from the master database is carried over to
the merged database. However, the records are not automatically resorted. All the records from file 1 are followed by all the
records from file 2, etc. When you retrieve the merged
database, you may wish to choose Perform Sort from the
Records menu to resort the entire new database.
The Search Conditions from the master database are
carried over to the merged database. All records are included
in the merge, whether or not they meet the conditions.
Formulas are taken from the master database. If a field has
a formula in the master database (is a calculated field), it
must have one in all the databases. However, it need not be the
same formula in the subsequent files. The merged database
will use the formula from the master database to recalculate
that field in the new database.
If a field doesn't have a formula in the master database, it
cannot have one in any of the subsequent databases.
Local values will be carried over to the new database.

Size The merged database cannot be larger than 65,535
records.
CHANGING THE FIELD NAME ENTRY ORDER

If you need to merge databases with field names which have
been entered in a different order, you must first change
their order to match the order in the master database. To do so,
use the Field and Sort Settings tool in the database you wish
to change.
D Enter a series of new field names and field types which

match the order in the master database. Enter any formulas
that occur in the master database.
D Enter the appropriate old field name, preceded by an

exclamation point, in the formula cells for each new field
name. (This creates a converted formula, bringing the values
from the old fields into the new fields and then erasing the
formula.)
D Delete the old field names.
D Rename the new field names, if necessary, to match those in
the master database.
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PART 4
GRAPH PRINT

PRINTING GRAPHS 96
COLOR SETTINGS 98
THE GRAPH PRINT MENUS 100
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The Reflex Graph Print program enables you to print graphs
saved in the Graph View. You can preview the graph on the
screen prior to printing. You have control over the graph size,
orientation, and (if you are using a plotter) colors for each
range of values.

PRINTING GRAPHS
Graphs are saved on your data disk in the Graph View. To save
a graph, you choose Print from the Graph menu and enter a
file name. Reflex stores the specifications for the graph in
a file with the name you enter. The Graph Print program uses
these specifications to instruct the printer or plotter.
The Graph Print program works like the Reflex Print Settings
tool. You fill out a series of cells and checkboxes, and then
Print.

I-

Z

cr:
a...

To bring up the Graph Print program, select Graph Print on
the Report & Utilities title screen, and press I ~ I.

I
a...

~

I.!J

The Graph Print screen.

I Edit

Graph

Graph NaMe

Printer:

Graph Size:

1&1

Graph Height

LJJ
CJJ

Left Margin
Rotated:

1&1

Full

IEPSON

o Half o Manual
Graph Width

[]I]

Top Margin

CJJ

No 0 Yes
Print

IPut Away I I Cancel

Enter the file name of the graph saved in the
Graph View. Do not specify a file extension. Choices [EQJ
provides a list of graph file names in the system directory when
this cell is selected.

Graph Name
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If your graph files are in a different location, use the Global
Settings tool to change the directory.
Printer Enter the name of the printer or plotter attached to
your computer. Choices [£lQ] provides a list of printers and
plotters when this cell is selected.
You need to establish the connection for the printer or plotter
in the Global Settings tool: Serial 1, Serial 2, Parallel 1, or
Parallel 2.

Graph Size
tion cells:

These checkboxes control the remaining instruc-

Full enters the default settings for a full-sized graph. This
graph will take the entire page.
Half enters the default settings for a half-sized graph. It will
take half of a page.
Manual enables you to change the default settings to adjust
the height, width, margins, and rotation for a particular graph.
NOTE

You can change any setting by selecting the cell and changing
it. The Graph Size checkbox will automatically change to
Manual.

Height The height of the graph, in inches.
Width The width of the graph, in inches.
Left Margin The space between the left side of the graph
and the edge of the paper, in inches.
Top Margin The space between the top of the graph and the

edge of the paper, in inches.
NOTE

When entering a fraction of an inch, use the decimal format,
e.g., 7.5 or 13.6.

Rotate The orientation of the graph on the paper. Typically,
a half-sized graph will not be rotated and will print out normally
on the paper (Y-axis parallel to the left side of the paper,
X-axis parallel to the bottom). A full-sized graph will be rotated
and therefore print out sideways (Y-axis on top, X-axis parallel
to the left side).
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ROTATED

Rotated and Not Rotated
graphs.

NOT ROTATED
Top margin

m~»z

H

H

o..-m--n

I

Left margin

Left margin
~

TITLE

Top margin

~~
E

Print Prints the graph according to the settings.
Put Away Puts away Graph Print (returns to Report &
Utilities title screen), and retains the settings until you quit
from the Report & Utilities disk.

Cancel Puts away Graph Print (returns to Report & Utilities
title screen), and returns the settings to what they were
when Graph Print was opened.
COLOR SETTINGS

If you are using a plotter to reproduce your graph, you will
need to set color choices for different elements of the graph.
Choose Color Settings from the Graph menu (/GC). The Color
Settings tool will be displayed.
The Color Settings tool presents 1) a table with two columns:
Range and Color; and 2) checkboxes for Fill Style and
Transparency. Here you define.which color to use for each
data range, whether to. fill bars and pie slices solidly or
with hatch marks, and whether you' are plotting on paper or a
transparency for an overhead projector.
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I Edit
Colors:
Black
1
i
Black
................................. ,........ " ........ ..1
V1.
1BI;clc
va
1Black
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• • • • • • 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fill style: r&I Solid 0 Hatch
Transparency: r&I Ito 0 Yes

I Proceed I

I Cancel I

Range Displays the data ranges for the graph~ The X range
covers the X-axis values, the grid and scale numbers, and
any graph title. The· Y ranges are the fields graphed on the
Y-axis. Any color entered in the Color column will print
the Legend and the graphic line, bar, or slice of pie in that
color.
Y-l through Y-8 correspond to the entries in the Y-axis legend
cells at the bottom of the graph.

Color Enter the pen color you will use for each range.
The Choices key IT1Q] provides a list of colors to be entered in
these cells.
If you are using more pens than your plotter can accomodate at
one time, Reflex will prompt you to place successive pens in
their holders at the right time.
Fill Style Determines how your plotter will treat solid areas
of the graph, i. e., bars and pieces of pie.

Solid Instructs the plotter to fill the area solidly with the
color indicated in the Color table.
Hatch Instructs the plotter to fill the area with hatch lines of
the color indicated in the Color table.
Transparency Typically, a plotter draws a graph on paper.
If, however, you are using a plastic transparency, select the Yes
checkbox. The plotter will then work properly for drawing on
a transparency (i.e., more slowly).
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Proceed Returns to the Graph Print screen and establishes
the color settings you have entered.
Cancel Returns to the Graph Print screen and returns the
color settings to what they were when the tool was opened.

THE GRAPH PRINT MENUS
There are two menu titles in the main menu line: Edit and
Graph.
The Edit Menu

Delete deletes the entry in the selected cell and restores the
default setting.
Window Clear deletes all the entries and restores the
default setting for each cell.
The Graph Menu
I-

Preview displays the graph on the screen. The Preview
display ignores any size and orientation settings. Once the Preview screen is displayed, pressing any key returns to the
Graph Print screen.

Z

a:
a...
I
a...

~
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Save Settings saves the Graph Print settings, including the
Color settings, permanently on the Report & Utilities disk.
This command makes the current settings the new default
settings.
Color Settings displays the Color Settings tool to establish
instructions for use with a plotter.
Global Settings displays the Global Settings tool to make
any necessary changes to the directory and printer attachment
settings.

PRINTERS AND PLonERS
Pressing Choices [£IQJ when the Printer cell is selected
displays a list of printers and plotters supported by Reflex.
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The Printer choices include:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Epson FX-80
Epson FX-l00
Epson RX-80
Epson RX-I00
Epson MX-80
Epson MX-l00
IBM Graphics
Okidata 84ML
Okidata 92ML
Okidata 93ML
C. Itoh 8510

The Plotter choices include:

o HP7470A

o

HP7475A

o HP 7475A (1IXI7)
o Six Shooter
o Six Shooter (11XI7)
If you are using 11 x 17 inch paper use the plotters with
(11 x 17) following the name.
DRIVER FILE

These graphics printers and plotters are controlled by a file on
the Report and Utilities Disk, named Driver.RX. Future
product upgrades may include additional printer and plotter
support. When you receive your upgrade disk, simply copy the
Driver. RX file from the upgrade disk to the Report and
Utilities Disk. Choices [EQJ will continue to display the available printers and plotters.

NOTES AND LIMITATIONS
A printer or plotter accepts instructions from your computer in
one of two ways: either serial or parallel. Use the Global
Settings tool to indicate which type you are using, and which
port it is connected to.
NOTE

Serial printers require a ''baud rate" setting in DOS. See "If
You Have a Serial Printer," Appendix D, Hardware Notes.
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REFLEX SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Vl

u
B
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<t:

RECORDS AND FIELDS
Maximum number of records in file:

65,534 (working database is
limited by available memory)

128
Maximum number of fields in record:
Maximum number of characters in record: 32,512
Maximum number of characters in field:
254

CALCULATIONS
Significance:
Smallest number:
Largest number:
Earliest date:
Latest date:

15 digits
1. 7E '- 308 (approx.)
1. 79E + 308 (approx.)
1101100 (January 1, 1900)
6/04/2079 (June 4, 2079)

INTEGER FIELD TYPE
Minimum number:
Maximum number:

- 32766

+ 32767

REFLEX DOS FILE EXTENSIONS
Reflex adds the following extensions to files when they are saved
Configuration file:
. RX
Database file:
.RXD
Crosstab specification file: .RXC
Graph Picture (Pic) file:
.RXP
Report specification file:
.RXR
Translate specification file: .RXT
Print to disk file:
.PRN

APPENDIX B
FUNCTIONS AND OPERATORS

ARITHMETIC OPERATORS
LOGICAL OPERATORS
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RANGE OPERATORS
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FINANCIAL FUNCTIONS
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MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS

V'

DATE FUNCTIONS
lOGICAL FUNCTIONS
SPeCIAL· i=Ur,.CTIONS
SUMMARY FUNCTIONS

ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

*
+

Negation (makes negative)
Exponent (to the power of)
Multiply
Divide
Add
Subtract

LOGICAL OPERATORS

>
>=
<
<=
<>
AND
OR
NOT

Equals.
Greater than.
Greater than or equal to.
Less than.
Less than or equal to.
Not equal to
Combines search conditions. All of the conditions must be met.
Combines search conditions. Any of the conditions must be met.
Creates the inverse of a condition.

RANGE OPERATORS
BTWN

Entry format: X BTWN (Valuel, Value2)
The BTWN operator creates a range search condition which does
not include either the Low value or the High value. BTWN is
shorthand for

X > Low value AND X

< High value

BTWN may be used in search conditions for numeric or date fields. The
Low value and High value arguments may be in any order. X, the Low
value, and the High value may be numeric or date constants, fields, functions or formulas. X, the Low value, and the High value must all have the
same data type.
Note that BTWN does not have an @ sign.
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Examples:
Price BTWN (10, 20)
Meaning: Price > 10 AND Price < 20
Date BTWN (2/3/84, 5/3/85)
Meaning: Date > 2/3/84 AND Date < 5/3/85
Price BTWN (Cost - 25, Cost + 25)
Meaning: Price > Cost - 25 AND Price < Cost + 25
Date BTWN (717/84, @TODAYO)
Meaning: Date> 7/7/84 AND Date < @TODAYO
(Price - Cost) BTWN (200,100)
Meaning: (Price - Cost) > 100 AND (Price - Cost) < 200
125 BTWN (Cost, Cost + 25)
Meaning: 125> Cost AND 125 < (Cost + 25)

Vl
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DNTO

Entry format:

X DNTO (Valuel, Value2)

The DNTO operator creates a range search condition which includes the
High value but does not include the Low value. DNTO is shorthand for
X < = Jligh value AND X

> Low value

DNTO may be used in search conditions for numeric or date fields. The
High value and Low value arguments may be in any order. X, the High
value and the Low value may be numeric or date constants, fields, functions, or formulas. X, the High value, and the Low value must all have the
same data type.
Note that DNTO does not have an @ sign.
Examples:
Price DNTO (20, 10)
Meaning: Price < = 20 AND Price > 10
Date DNTO (5/3/85,2/3/84)
Meaning: Date < = 5/3/85 AND Date > 2/3/84
Price DNTO (Cost + 25, Cost - 25)
Meaning: Price < = Cost + 25 AND Price > Cost - 25
Date DNTO (@TODAYO, 717/84)
Meaning: Date < = @TODAYO AND Date> 7/7/84
(Price - Cost) DNTO (100, 200)
Meaning: Price - Cost < = 200 AND (Price - Cost) > 100
125 DNTO (Cost, Cost - 25)
Meaning: 125 < = Cost AND 125 > (Cost - 25)
THRU

Entry format:

X THRU (Valuel, Value2)

The THRU operator creates a range search condition which includes both
the Low and High values. THR U is shorthand for
X >

= Low value AND X

<

= Jligh value

THRU may be used in search conditions for numeric or date fields. The
Low value and High value arguments may be in any order. X, the Low
value, and the High value may be numeric or date constants, fields, functions or formulas. X, the Low value, and the High value, must all have the
same data type.
Note that THRU does not have an @ sign.
Examples:
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Price THRU (10, 20)
Meaning: Price > = 10 AND Price < = 20
Date THRU (2/3/84,5/3/85)
Meaning: Date > = 2/3/84 AND Date < = 5/3/85
Price THRU (Cost - 25, Cost + 25)
Meaning: Price > = Cost - 25 AND Price < = Cost + 25
Date THRU (7/7/84, @TODAYO)
Meaning: Date> = 7/7/84 AND Date < = @TODAYO
(Price - Cost) THRU (200, 100)
Meaning: (Price - Cost) > = 100 AND (Price - Cost) < = 200
125 THRU (Cost, Cost + 25)
Meaning: 125> = Cost AND 125 < = (Cost + 25)

UPTO

Entry format:

-u
m
Z

o

n
m

l/)

X UPTO (Value1, Value2)

The UPTO operator creates a range search condition which includes the
Low value, but does not include the High value. UPTO is shorthand for
X > = Low value AND X < lligh value
UPTO may be used in search conditions for numeric or date fields. The
Low value and High value arguments may be in any order. X, the Low
value, and the High value may be numeric or date constants, fields, functions or formulas. X, the Low value, and the High value must all have the
same data type.
Note that UPTO does not have an @ sign.
Examples:
Price UPTO (10, 20)
Meaning: Price> = 10 AND Price < 20
Date UPTO (2/3/84, 5/3/85)
Meaning: Date > = 2/3/84 AND Date < 5/3/85
Price UPTO (Cost - 25, Cost + 25)
Meaning: Price > = Cost - 25 AND Price < Cost + 25
Date UPTO (7/7/84, @TODAYO)
Meaning: Date> = 7/7/84 AND Date < @TODAYO
(Price - Cost) UPTO (200, 100)
Meaning: (Price - Cost) > = 100 AND (Price - Cost) < 200
125 UPTO (Cost, Cost + 25)
Meaning: 125 > = Cost AND 125 < (Cost + 25)

FINANCIAL FUNCTIONS:
@CGR

Entry format:

@CGR(Present Value, Future Value, Life)

The @CGR function returns the average periodic growth rate of "Present
Value" growing to "Future Value", over "Life" number of periods. The resulting value is expressed as a decimal. To convert the value to equal the
percentage increase per period multiply it times 100. Present Value, Future
Value, and life may be numeric constants, numeric fields, or formulas that
result in a number. Present Value may be either>, <, or = Future Value.
The compound growth rate is calculated using the following formula.
CGR = «Future Value / Present Value)-.. . (1 / Life)) - 1
Note: Life may not equal zero. Present value and Future value must have
the same sign.
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Examples:
Given Sales: 200
Future Sales: 234
Periods: 2
@CGR(200, 234, 2)
= .0817 or 8.17 percent per period
@CGR(Sales, Future Sales, Periods) = .0817 or 8.17 percent per period
@CGR(234, 200, 2)
= - .07550 or minus 7.5 percent
per period
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@FV

Entry format:

@FV(Payment, Interest, Life)

The @FV function returns the future value of the annuity where "Payment" is invested for "Life" periods at the rate of "Interest" per period.
Where Payment, Interest, and Life may be numeric constants, numeric
fields, or a formula that results in a number. The payment is calculated using the following formula.
(1 + Interest)" (Life) - 1
FV = P ayment *
Interest
Note: Interest must be greater than or equal to - 1. For Interest equal to
zero, FV = Payment * Life.
Example:
Given
Payment: 200
Int: 0.12
Periods: 5
@FV(200, .12, 5)
@FV(Payment, Int, Periods)

@PMT

Entry format:

=

=

1270.5695
1270.5695

@PMT(Principal, Interest, Life)

The @PMT function returns the fully amortized mortgage payment of borrowing "Principal" dollars at "Interest" percent per period, over "Life"
number of periods. Where Principal, Interest, and Life may be numeric
constants, numeric fields, or a formula that results in a number. The payment is calculated using the following formula.
PMT =

Principal * Interest
1 - (1 + Interest) " (- Life)

Note: Interest must be greater than - 1. Life may not equal zero.
Example:
Given Prine: 1000
Int: 0.12
Periods: 5
@PMT(Princ, Int, Periods)

@PV

Entry format:

=

277.4097

@PV(Payment, Interest, Life)

The @PV function returns the present value of the annuity where "Payment" is received for "Life" periods and is discounted the rate of "Interest"
per period. Where Payment, Interest, and Life may be numeric constants,
numeric fields, or a formula that results in a number. The payment is calculated using the following formula.
1 - (1 + Interest) " (- Life)
P V = P ayment * - - - - - - - - - - Interest
Note: Interest must be greater than or equal to - 1. For Interest equal to
zero, PV = Payment * Life.
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Examples:
Given Payment: 277.4097
Int: 0.12
Periods: 5
@PV(277.4097, .12, 5)
@PV(Payment, Int, Periods)

l>
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MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS
@ABS

Entry format:

@ABS(X)

Returns the absolute value of X. X can be a numeric constant, numeric
field, or a formula that results in a number.
Examples:
@ABS(-23)
@ABS(1.23)
@ABS(Price / 3)

@COS

Entry format:

= 23
=

1.23

= absolute value of Price divided by 3

@COS(X)

Returns the trigonometric cosine of X. X is interpreted as an angle in radians. X can be a numeric constant, numeric field, or a formula that results
in a number.
Examples:
@COS(4)
@COS(Price)
@COS(@INT(Price))

@EXP

Entry format:

-.65364
cosine of the value in the Price field
= cosine of the integer value of the Price field

=
=

@EXP(X)

Returns the value of e raised to the X power. X can be a numeric constant,
numeric field, or an formula that results in a number. The function returns
ERROR if X is greater than 709.85
Examples:
@EXP(2)
@EXP(Price)
@EXP(Price / 4)
@EXP(800)

@INT

Entry format:

= 7.38905
= e raised to the value in the Price field
= e raised to the Price field divided by 4
= ERROR

@INT(X)

Returns the integer portion of X. X can be a numeric constant, numeric
field, or a formula that results in a number.
Examples:
@INT(13.6)
@INT( -13.6)
@INT(Price * 2)

@LN

Entry format:

=
=
=

13
-13
integer portion of the product of the Price field and 2

@LN(X)

Returns the Log base e of X. X can be a numeric constant, numeric field,
or a formula that results in a number. If the value of X is less than or equal
to zero the function returns ERROR.
Examples:
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@LN(IOO)
@LN(Price)
@LN(@INT(Price))

W
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@LN(-I)

«
@LOG

Entry format:

= 4.60517
= log base e of the value in Price field
= log base e of the integer portion of the Price
field
= ERROR

@LOG(X)

Returns the Log base 10 of X. X can be a numeric constant, numeric field,
or a formula that results in a number. If the value of X is less than or equal
to zero the function returns ERROR.
Examples:
@LOG(lOO)
@LOG(Price)
@LOG(@INT(Price))

@LOG(-I)
@MOD

Entry format:

=2
log base 10 of the value in Price field
= log base 10 of the integer portion of the Price
field
= ERROR
=

@MOD(X, Y)

This function returns the modulus (remainder) of X divided by Y. X and Y
may be numeric contants, numeric fields, or formulas that result in numbers. @MOD(X,Y) is calculated as: X - (Y * @INT(XIY». If Y is zero the
function returns ERROR.
Examples:
@MOD(3, 2)
@MOD( - 6.30, 2.05)
@MOD(Sales, 10)

@MOD(Sales, Units)
@MOD(3,0)
@PI

Entry format:

= 1

= -0.15
= the value of the Sales field modulo of the
number 10
= the value of the Sales field modulo of the value
of the Units field.
= ERROR

@PI

Returns a value equal to 3.14159265358979. Note that @PI does not take
an argument.
@RAND

Entry format:

@RANDO

Returns a normally distributed random number greater than or equal to
0.0 and less than 1.0. The @RAND function takes an empty argument.
@ROUND

Entry format:

@ROUND(X, N)

Rounds off the value of X using N as the number of digits to round to.
X and N may be numeric contants, numeric fields, or formulas that result
in numbers. The value of N is rounded to an integer and must be within
the range of -15 to + 15.
Examples:
@ROUND(345.6789, - 2)
@ROUND(345.6789,-I)
@ROUND(345.6789, 0)
@ROUND(345.6789, I)
@ROUND(345.6789, 2)
@ROUND(345.6789, 3)
@ROUND(500.0000,-3)
@ROUND(499.9999,-3)
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= 300.0000
350.0000
346.0000
345.7000
345.6800
345.6790
1000.0000
= 0.0000

=
=
=
=
=
=
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@ROUND(Price, 2)
@ROUND«Price-Cost),2)

@SIN

Entry format:

Rounds off the value in the Price field to
two digits.
= Subtracts the value in the Cost field
from the value in the Price field then
rounds off the result to two digits
=

@SIN(X)

Returns the trigonometric sine of X. X is interpreted as an angle in radians. X can be a numeric constant, numeric field, or a formula that results
in a number.
Examples:
@SIN(4)
@SIN(Price)
@SIN(@INT(Price))

@SQRT

Entry format:

=
=
=

-.756802
sine of the value in the Price field
sine of the integer value of the Price field

@SQRT(X)

Returns the square root of X. X can be a numeric constant, numeric field,
or a formula that results in a number. If x is negative the function returns
ERROR.
Examples:
@SQRT(16)
@SQRT(Price 1 3)

@SQRT(-4)
@TAN

Entry format:

= 4
= square root of the value in the Price field divided
by 3
= ERROR

@TAN(X)

Returns the trigonometric tangent of X. X is interpreted as an angle in
radians. X can be a numeric constant, numeric field, or a formula that results in a number. If X = @P1I2 + @PI * n (where n is any integer), the
function returns an ERROR.
Examples:
@TAN(4)
@TAN(Price)
@TAN(@INT(Price))
@TAN(@PI 1 2)

= 1.157821
tangent of the value in the Price field
= tangent of the integer value of the Price field
= ERROR
=

DATE FUNCTIONS
@ADDAYS

Entry format:

@ADDAYS(Date, X)

Adds X days to the value of Date. The Date argument must be a date constant, date field, or formula that results in a date. The X argument must
be a numeric constant, numeric field, or formula that results in a number.
The value of X may be a positive or negative number. Using a negative
number will subtract days from the Date argument. The value of X is
rounded off to an integer before it is used. @ADDAYS will roll days over
into proper months and years.
Examples:
@ADDAYS(2/6/85, 5)
@ADDAYS(2/6/85,-5)
@ADDAYS(Date, Work)

@ADDAYS(2/6/85, 25)

= 2/11/85
= 2101184

= Equals the value of the Date field plus the
rounded value of the Work field.
= 3/03/85
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Entry format:

@ADMNTHS(Date, X)

Adds X months to the value in Date. The Date argument must be a date
constant, date field, or formula that results in a date. The X argument
must be a numeric constant, numeric field, or formula that results in a
number. The value of X may be a positive or negative number. Using a
negative number will subtract months from the Date argument. The value
of X is rounded off to an integer before it is used. Months roll over into
years; but the day of the month will remain the same. The last day of a
month will roll over to the last day of the resulting month (see example 2,
below).
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Examples:
@ADMNTHS(2/6/85, 5)
@ADMNTHS(1I31185, 1)
@ADMNTHS(2/28/85, -1)
@ADMNTHS(Date, Work)
@ADYRS

Entry format:

7/6/85
2/28/85
= 1/28/85
= Equals the value of the Date field plus
the number of months in the Work field.
=
=

@ADYRS(Date, X)

Adds X years to the value in Date. The Date argument must be a date
constant, date field, or formula that results in a date. The X argument
must be a numeric constant, numeric field, or formula that results in a
number. The value of X may be a positive or negative number. Using a
negative number will subtract years from the Date argument. The value of
X is rounded off to an integer before it is used. The month and day of the
month will remain the same, except for a date beginning on a leap day (see
example 3, below).
Examples:
@ADYRS(2/6/85, 5)
= 2/6/90
@ADYRS(2/6/85, -5)
= 2/6/80
@ADYRS(2/29/84, 1)
= 2/28/85
@ADYRS(2/28/85, -1) =2/28/84
@ADYRS(Date, Work) = Equals the value of the Date field plus the
number of years in the Work field.
@CDATE

Entry format:

@CDATE(Month, Day, Year)

The @CDATE function uses three numeric values (Month, Day, Year) to
calculate a Reflex date. Reflex then evaluates that date and calculates a
date value which equals the first day of that month. (The resulting value is
a date.) Any or all of the arguments may be a numeric constant, numeric
field, or a formula that results in a number. The result must fall within the
range of 1/111900 and 6/4/2079. The @CDATE function is equivalent to
@CMONTH(@DATE(Month,Day,Year»
Example:
@CDATE(7, 4, 84)
@CDATE(Month, Day, Year)

@CMONTH

Entry format:

=
=

7/01184
7/01/84 When the value in the Month
field equals 7, the value in the Day field
equals 1 through 30, and the value in
the Year field is 1984

@CMONTH(Date)

The @CMONTH function returns a date value which equals the first day
of the month for the Date. The date argument must be a date constant,
date field, or formula that results in a date. The @CMONTH function can
be used to summarize monthly information in situations where year-to-year
monthly results need to be separated.
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Example:
@CMONTH(7/4/84)
@CMONTH(Date)

l>

-0
-0

= 7/01184
= 7/01184

m

When the value in the Date field
falls anywhere in JUly-84
@CMONTH(@TODAY( )) = 7/01184 When the value of @TODAYO falls
anywhere in July-84

@CQTR

Entry format:

@CQTR(Date)

The @CQTR function returns a date value which equals the first day of the
first month of a given quarter. The date argument must be a date constant,
date field, or formula that results in a date. The @CQTR function can be
used when comparing quarters while at the same time maintaining a difference between years.
Examples:
@CQTR(I/1/85)
@CQTR(3/31/85)
@CQTR(4/1/85)
@CQTR(8/15/85)
@CQTR(@TODAY())

= 1101185
= 1101185
= 4/01185
= 7/01185

= The first day of the first
month in the quarter in which
@TODAYO falls.
@CQTR(@DATE(Month, Day, Year)) = 10/01185 if @DATE(Month,
Day, Year) equals any day in
the months of October,
November, or December of
1985.
@DATE

Entry format:

@DATE(Month, Day, Year)

The @DATE function uses three numeric values (Month, Day, Year) to calculate a Reflex date. (The resulting value is a date.) Any or all of the arguments may be a numeric constant, numeric field, or a formula that results
in a number. The result must fall within the range of 11111900 and 6/4/2079.
Examples:
@DATE(3, I, 85)
@DATE(Month, 1,85)

= 3/1185
= 3/1185

if the value in the Month field is a 3

Date Wrapping The Day and Month arguments automatically "wrap."
That is, day 32 is the first day of the next month (for 31-day months), and
month 13 is the first month of the next year. This feature may be used to
create a range of dates very easily.
Examples:
@DATE(12, 32, 85)
@DATE(36, 1,84)
@DAY

Entry format:

=
=

@DATE(I,I,86) = 111186
@DATE(12,1,86) = 12/1186

@DAY(Date)

@DAY returns a number which represents the day of the month in which
Date occured. The numbers range from 1 through 31. The Date argument
may be a date constant, date field, or a formula that results in a date.
Examples:
@DAY(2/3/85)
@DAY(Date of Hire)
@DAY(@TODAY())

=3
11 if the Date of Hire occured on the 11th of
any month
= 5 if @TODAYO is the fifth of any month
=
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Entry format:

@DAYSBTWN(Date1, Date2)

Calculates the number of days between Date1 and Date2. Each Date argument must be a date constant, date field, or formula that results in a date.
If the value of Date1 is greater than the value of Date2, the function will
return a negative number.
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Examples:
@DAYSBTWN(12/16/84, 12/19/84) = 3
@DAYSBTWN(12/19/84, 12/16/84) =-3
@MNTHSBTWN

Entry format:

@MNTHSBTWN(Date1, Date2)

Calculates the number of months between Date1 and Date2. Each Date
argument must be a date constant, date field, or formula that results in a
date. If the value of Date1 is greater than the value of Date2, the function
will return a negative number. Partial months are not counted. If, however,
Date2 is the last day of the month and Date1 is greater than or equal to
Date2, Reflex considers that a full month has expired. This is noted below
as a "special condition."
Examples:
@MNTHSBTWN(12/16/84, 1115/85)
@MNTHSBTWN(12/16/84, 1/16/85)
@MNTHSBTWN(12/18/84, 2/18/85)
@MNTHSBTWN(12/19/84, 11/19/84)
@MNTHSBTWN(Hire Date, @TODAY())

@MNTHSBTWN(1I29/85, 2/28/85)
@MONTH

Entry format:

= 0
= 1
= 2
= -1
= The

number of complete
months between the value
in the Hire Date field and
the current date.
= 1 (special condition)

@MONTH(Date)

@MONTH returns the month number in which Date occured. The result is
a number between 1 and 12. The Date argument may be a date constant,
date field, or a formula that results in a date. The @CMONTH function is
used to group the same months from different years.
Examples:
@MONTH(3/2/85)
@MONTH(Date of Hire)
@MONTH(@TODAY())

=3
= 3 if the value in the Date of Hire field is
any day in March.
= 7 if@TODAYO is any day during the
month of July

Use @MONTH in conjunction with @CHOOSE to spell out the different
months:
@CHOOSE(@MONTH(Date), "Jan", "Feb", "Mar", "Apr", "May",
"Jun", "JoI", "Aug", "Sep", "Oct", "Nov", "Dec")
@QTR

Entry format:

@QTR(Date)

@QTR returns the quarter in which Date occurs. The result is a number
between 1 and 4. The Date argument may be a date constant, date field, or
a formula that results in a date. The first quarter is assumed to start on
January 1 and run through March 31. The @CQTR function is used to
group the same quarters from different years.
Examples:
@QTR(3/2/85)
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@QTR(Date of Hire)

1 if the value in the Date of Hire field occured
during the months of Jan, Feb, or March
@QTR(@TODAYO)
= 3 if@TODAYO is a day during the months of
July, August, or September
To represent the Quarter using a text value instead of a quarter number,
enter the following formula in a text field.
@CHOOSE(@QTR(Date), "Qtr I", "Qtr 2", "Qtr 3", "Qtr 4")
To add quarters use @QTR with @ADMNTHS as follows:
@QTR(@ADMNTHS(Date, X ... 3))
where X is the number of quarters you want added.
To count complete quarters between two dates, use @MNTHSBTWN as in
the following:
@INT(@MNTHSBTWN(Datel, Date2)/3)
If you don't want your first quarter to start on January 1, you can use the
following formula to calculate the adjusted quarter.
1 + @INT(@MOD(@MONTH(Date) + 12 - Start Month, 12)/3)
Where Date is the input value from which the adjusted quarter is
calculated and Start Month is a number 1 through 12 which represents the
month number of the start of the first quarter.
@TODAY

Entry format:

=

@TODAYO

@TODAYO returns today's date. @TODAYO uses the date from your computer's operating system. Note that the @TODAYO function takes an
empty argument.
Example:
@TODAY()
@WKDAY

= 7/4/85 (if today is July 4, 1985)

Entry format:

@WKDAY(Date)

@WKDAY returns number which represents the day of week. The numbers range from 1 (Sunday) through 7 (Saturday). The Date argument may
be a date constant, date field, or a formula that results in a date.
Examples:
@WKDAY(12/31184)
@WKDAY(Date of Hire)

= 2 (Monday)
= 3 if the Date of Hire occured on any
Tuesday
@WKDAY(@TODAY( ))
= 5 if @TODAYO is any Thursday
Use @WKDAY in conjunction with @CHOOSE to spell out the different
days of the week:
@CHOOSE(@WKDAY(Date), "Sun", "Mon", "Tues", "Wed", "Thur",
"Fri", "Sat")

@YEAR

Entry format:

@YEAR(Date)

@YEAR returns the year in which Date occurs. The result is a number
between 1900 and 2079. The Date argument may be a date constant, date
field, or a formula that results in a date.
Examples:
@YEAR(3/2/85)
@YEAR(Date of Hire)
@YEAR(@TODAY())
@YRSBTWN

Entry format:

1985
1985 if the value in the "Date of Hire" field is
any date during 1985
= 1985 if @TODAYO is any day during the 1985
calendar year

=
=

@YRSBTWN(Datel, Date2)
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Calculates the number of years between Datel and Date2. Each Date argument must be a date constant, date field, or formula that results in a date.
If the value of Datel is greater than the value of Date2 the function will
return a negative number. Partial years are not counted.
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Examples:
@YRSBTWN(12/16/84, 12/15/85)
@YRSBTWN(l2/16/84, 12/16/85)
@YRSBTWN(12/19/85, 12/19/84)
@YRSBTWN(Hire Date, @TODAYO)

=0
= 1
= -1
= The

number of complete years
between the current date and
the value in the Hire Date
field.

LOGICAL FUNCTIONS
@IF

Entry format:

@IF(Search Condition, True Result, False Result)

If the search condition is true then the true result is returned, otherwise
the false result is returned. True and false results may be constants, fields,
or other formulas. The true result and false result may be any data type,
but both must have the same data type.

Example: (Results have numeric data types)
@IF(Rep="Bill", 20, Price * 3)
Meaning: If the value of the Rep field equals Bill then use the number 20
otherwise use the product of the Price field and 3.
Example: (Results have Text data types)
@IF(Price > 20, "Buy", "Hold")
Meaning: If the value of the Price is greater than 20 use Buy, otherwise
use Hold.
Example: (Results have Date data types)
@IF(Price > 20, @TODAYO, 2/5/85)
Meaning: If the value of the Price is greater than 20 use the value of the
@TODAYO function, otherwise use the date constant 2/5/85.
Example: (Invalid because the results have different data types)
@IF(Price > 20, "Bill", 20)
@CASE

Entry format:

@CASE(Search Condition 1, Result 1, Search Condition 2,
Result 2, ... , Search Condition n, Result n,)

The @CASE function is similar to the @IF function. It tests a series of
search conditions. If a search condition is true then the result linked to that
search condition is returned, otherwise the next search condition is tested.
Reflex reads the @CASE function from left to right. You may have as
many search conditions and results as will fit in a 254 character formula.
All result values must have the same data types. If all search conditions
fail then ERROR will display.
Example:
@CASE(Rep="Ed", 20, Rep = "Ann", 25, Rep = "Joe", 40)
Meaning: If the value of the Rep field is Ed, use 20. If the value of the
Rep field is Ann, use 25. If the value of the Rep field is Joe,
use 40. Else, use ERROR.
When using @CASE you will often want to define a search condition that
all of your records will meet. For this "catch all" search condition use
@TRUE as the last search condition.
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Example:
@CASE(Rep="Ed", 30, Rep = "Ann", 25, @TRUE, 35)
Meaning: If the value of the Rep field is Ed, use 30. If the value of the Rep
field is Ann, use 25. For all other values in the "Rep" field use 35.
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Example: (Invalid because the data types of the results differ.)
@CASE(Rep= "Ed", 20, Rep = "Joe", "Sally")
@CHOOSE

Entry format:

@CHOOSE(X, Resultl, Result2, Result3, Resultn)

@CHOOSE is used for short table lookups. X is a number linked to a
Result. If X equals 1, Resultl is used. If X equals 2, Result2 is used. The
value of X must be a number between 1 and n. Values of X outside that
range will cause an ERROR. If X includes a decimal, Reflex rounds off the
value. X may be a numeric constant, field, or formula. The Results may be
constants, fields, or formulas of any data type. However, all Results must
have the same data type.
Examples:
@CHOOSE(2, 20, 30, 40)
@CHOOSE(1.6, 20, 30, 40)
@CHOOSE(I, "Good", "Average", "Poor")
@CHOOSE(Years Employed, 1,2,4)

30
30
Good
2 if "Years Employed"
=2
@CHOOSE(@QTR(Date), "First", "Second", = "Second" (If the value
"Third", "Fourth")
of "Date" is between
4/1 of any year and
6/30 of any year)
@CHOOSE(2, 10, "Bill", 30)
Invalid because results
have differing data
types.
@CHOOSE(4, 10, 20, 30)
= ERROR
=
=
=
=

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
@DERROR

Entry format:

@DERROR

Returns the date ERROR value. @DERROR is most often used in @IF
and @CASE formulas.
Example: (As used in an @IF formula)
@IF(Commission > 25,7/5/84, @DERROR)
Meaning: If the Commission field is greater than 25 then use 7/5/84, otherwise use ERROR.
@DNULL

Entry format:

@DNULL

Returns a blank value (a null value). @DNULL must be used when a date
value is expected. @DNULL is most often used in @IF and @CASE
formulas.
Example: (As used in an @IF formula)
@IF(Date of Hire < 111184, 7/5/84, @DNULL)
Meaning: If the Date of Hire field is less than 1/1/84 use 7/5/84 otherwise,
use a blank.
@ERROR

Entry format:

@ERROR
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Returns the numeric ERROR value. @ERROR is most often used in @IF
and @CASE formulas.
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Example: (As used in an @IF formula)
@IF(Commission > 25, Price/lO, @ERROR)
Meaning: If the Commission field is greater than 25 then use the value of
Price divided by 10, otherwise use ERROR.

«

@FALSE

Entry format:

@FALSE

The @FALSE function is a special search condition that always evaluates
as false. It will be used most often as a search condition with @IF,
@CASE, and @CHOOSE formulas. @FALSE has a boolean data type.
It does not result in the number 0 and may not be entered into a field as a
value.
Example: (As used in the Condition cell in the Search Conditions tool)
@CHOOSE(Quarter, @TRUE, @TRUE, @FALSE, @FALSE)
Meaning: If the value in the Quarter field is 1 or 2, the result is the boolean TRUE condition and the record meets the condition. If the value in
the Quarter field is 3 or 4, the result is the boolean FALSE condition and
the record does not meet the condition.
@ISERR

Entry format:

@ISERR(field)

A Function used as a search condition to locate all records where ERROR
is the field value. The @ISERR function works with numeric and date
fields. (For text field errors, see below.) @ISERR may be used as a search
condition in the Condition cell in the Search Conditions tool or in an @IF
or @CASE formula. Cannot be used as the first condition in a conditions
table cell.
Example: (As used in the Condition cell in the Search Conditions tool)
@ISERR(Commission)
Meaning: locate all records in which ERROR displays in the Commission
field.
Example: (As used in an @IF formula)
@IF(@ISERR(Commission), 25, 0)
Meaning: If the Commission field contains ERROR then use 25, otherwise
use O.
Text Fields To locate all records with ERROR in a text field, use the
search condition: fieldname = "ERROR"
Examples:
Division
= "ERROR"
Last Name = "ERROR"
@ISNULL

Entry format:

@ISNULL(field)

A Function used as a search condition to locate all records with an empty
or blank field value (a null value). The @ISNULL function works for
numeric and date fields. (For null values in text fields, see below.)
@ISNULL may be used as a search condition in the Condition cell in the
Search Conditions tool or in an @IF or @CASE formula. Cannot be used
as the first condition in a conditions table cell.
Example: (As used in the Condition cell in the Search Condtions tool)
@ISNULL(Commission)
Meaning: locate all records in which the Commission field is blank.
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Example: (As used in an @IF formula)
@IF(@ISNULL(Commission), 25, 0)
Meaning: If the Commission field is empty then use the number 25, otherwise use the number o.
Text Fields To locate all records with empty or blank text field values
use the search condition fieldname = ""
NOTE This is two double quotes with no space between.
Examples:
Division
= ""
Last Name = ""
@LOCALVAL

Entry format:

@LOCALVAL (Field)

Use as a search condition to locate records with a local value in "field."
@NULL

Entry format:

@NULL

Returns a blank value (a null value). @NULL must be used in a numeric
or integer field. @NULL is most often used in @IF and @CASE
formulas.
Example: (As used in an @IF formula)
@IF(Commission > 25, Price/IO, @NULL)
Meaning: If the Commission field is greater than 25 then use the value of
Price divided by 10, otherwise use a blank.
@TRUE

Entry format:

@TRUE

The @TRUE function is a special search condition that always evaluates as
true. It will be used most often as a search condition with @IF, @CASE,
and @CHOOSE formulas. @TRUE has a boolean data type. It does not
result in the number 1 and may not be entered into a field as a value.
Example:
@CASE(Rep="Joe", 20, Rep = "Bill", 30, @TRUE, 40)
Meaning: If the value in the Rep field equals "Joe," the result is 20; otherwise if the value in the Rep field equals "Bill," the result is 30, otherwise
use 40.

SUMMARY FUNCTIONS
The following functions are used in the Crosstab, Graph, and Report
Views. They are'special functions because unlike the other functions which
use information from a single record, these Summary Functions refer to
many records to calculate a result.
In the Crosstab View, they are entered in the Summary cell. In the Graph
View, they are entered in the Summary cell in the Options tool. In the
repoy view, they are entered as Summary Attributes with Choices
F10 .

@AVG

Averages the values in a numeric field from all records in the working
database. @AVG(field) is equivalent to: @SUM(field)/@COUNT(field).
If @COUNT(field)=O then @AVG(field) will result in a null value. An
ERROR in one field value will cause the overall average to be in ERROR.
Crosstab Example: Summary: @AVG

Field: Price

Reporting Example: @AVG(Price)
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Counts the number of non-blank values in a field from all records in the
working database. The field may be any field type. ERROR values are
counted. If no values are counted, 0 is returned.
Crosstab Examples:
Summary: @COUNT
Summary: @COUNT
Summary: @COUNT

<l:

Field: Employee#
Field: Last Name
Field: Date of Hire

Reporting Examples:
@COUNT(Employee#)
@COUNT(Last Name)
@COUNT(Date of Hire)
@MAX

Finds the maximum value in a numeric or date field from all records in the
working database. ERROR values in the field will result in @MAX being
in ERROR. If@COUNT(field)=O then @MAX will result in a null value.
Cross tab Example: Summary: @MAX

Field: Price

Reporting Example: @MAX(Price)
@MIN

Finds the minimum value in a numeric or date field from all records in the
working database. ERROR values in the field will result in @MIN being in
ERROR. If@COUNT(field)=O then @MIN will result in a null value.
Crosstab Example: Summary: @MIN

Field: Price

Reporting Example: @MIN(Price)
@STD

Calculates the standard deviation of all non-blank values in a numeric field
from all records. Standard Deviation is the square root of the Variance. If
@COUNT(field) = 0 then standard deviation will result in a blank value.
ERROR values in the field will result in the Standard Deviation of
ERROR.
Examples:
Given: Three records with values in the "Price" field of 1,25, and 60:
Crosstab Example: Summary: @STD
Result for ALL:
= 24.2258
Reporting Example: @STD(Price)
Entered in Conclusion row
= 24.2258

@SUM

Field: Price

Sums the values in a numeric field from all records in the working database. An ERROR in one field value will cause the overall sum to be in ERROR. If @COUNT(field) = 0, @SUM(field) will result in a null value.
Crosstab Example: Summary: @SUM

Field: Cost

Reporting Example: @SUM(Cost)
@VAR

Calculates the Variance of all non-blank values in a numeric field from all
records. If @COUNT(field) = 0 then Variance will result in a null value.
ERROR values in the field will result in a variance of ERROR. Variance is
calculated using the "N" method:

nIx2 - (IX)2
n

2

n is @COUNT(field)
Each x is an instance of a non-null field value in a different record
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Given: Three records with values in the Price field of 1, 25, and 60.
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Crosstab Example: Summary: @VAR
Result for ALL:
= 586.889
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Report View Example: @VAR(Price)
Entered in Conclusion row: = 586.889

APPENDIX C
PRINTER SETUP STRINGS

Your printer may require special characters, called "ASCII
control codes" to be entered in the Setup String cell in the Print
Settings tool. Setup strings are rwt usually required for
regular printing, but if you want to use compressed printing or
italics, etc., you will need to use a setup string.
Each printer recognizes its own set of control codes. Be sure to
consult your printer's user manual for a list of control codes.
Several examples of setup strings for IBM and Epson (FX) dot
matrix printers are shown below.
In Reflex, the first thirty-two ASCII characters, the "control
characters" (holding down the I Ctrl I key and typing the
letter), must be entered as a three-digit decimal number,
preceded by a backslash: (\nnn). The rest of the characters may
be entered either as a typed character (see examples below)
or as a three-digit decimal number preceded by a backslash.

IBM AND EPSON SETUP STRINGS
Printing type:
\015
Turns on compressed print.
\018
Turns off compressed print.
\027E
Turns on emphasized print.
\027F
Turns off emphasized print.
\0274
Turns on italic print.
\0275
Turns off italic print.
\027G
Turns on double strike print.
\027H
Turns off double strike print.
\027W1
Turns on continuous expanded printing.
\027W0
Turns off continuous expanded printing.
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Type faces:
\027M
Turns on Elite characters.
\027P
Turns off Elite chartacters.
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Horizontal line spacing:
\027pl
Turns on proportional spacing (note lower case "p").
\027pO
Turns off proportional spacing (note lower case "p").

<.(

Vertical line spacing
\0270
Vs inch line spacing.
\0271
0/72 inch line spacing.
\0272
l/s inch line spacing.
Combined setup strings:
\0274\027E
Italic and emphasized printing.
\027M\027E
Elite and emphasized printing.
\027E\027G
Elite and double strike printing.

APPENDIX D
HARDWARE NOTES
This is a short guide to the equipment you need to work with
Reflex. Consult your dealer for other compatible and equivalent
systems.
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
IBM PC, XT, AT, and 100% IBM-PC compatible computers.

GRAPHICS CARDS
IBM Color/Graphics Adapter.
Hercules Graphics Card (monochrome version)

TEXT PRINTERS
Reflex uses any standard ASCII printer for all printing except Graph
printing. Some popular printers are:
IBM dot matrix
Epson (FX and MX series)
C. Itoh 8510
Okidata Microline series (ML 92, ML 93, and other Epson-compatible
models), and the Serial Microline series (ML 92S, and ML 93S).
Consult your dealer for other suitable dot matrix and letter-quality printers.
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GRAPHICS PRINTING
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Reflex requires a graphics plotter or printer device to print from the Graph
View. Printers and plotters supported include:
HP7470A
HP7475A
6-Shooter
IBM Graphics Printer
Epson (FX and MX series)
C. Itoh 8510
Okidata Microline series (ML 92, ML 93, and other Epson-compatible
models), and the Serial Microline series (ML 92S, and ML 93S).

Z
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MICE
Microsoft Mouse
Use their mouse driver program dated 12/31/83 or later. Earlier versions
will not work with Reflex.
Mouse Systems Mouse
Use their mouse driver program which emulates the Microsoft Mouse. For
the IBM PC (or compatible), we recommend the MSMOUSE.COM
version 3.00 B dated 9/1/84. For the IBM AT, we recommend the
MSMOUSE.COM version 3.10 dated 9/25/84.

IF YOU HAVE A SERIAL PRINTER
If you use a serial printer, you must use the Mode program (included on
your DOS diskette,) to establish a set of instructions so your computer and
printer can communicate. The command you enter depends entirely upon
what baud rate you set in your printer and which port it is connected to.

Be certain that the baud rate you set in the computer is the same as the one
you set in the printer.
Prior to running Reflex, enter the appropriate command from the chart
below:

BAUD RATE

DOS COMMAND
(PORT #1)

DOS COMMAND
(PORT #2)

110
150
300
600
1200
2400
4800
9600

Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode

Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode

Com1 :110,N,8,2
Com1: 150,N,8, 1
Com1 :300,N,8, 1
Com1 :600,N,8, 1
Com1: 1200,N,8, 1
Com1 :2400,N,8, 1
Com1 :4800,N,8, 1
Com1 :9600,N,8, 1

Com2: 11 0,N,8,2
Com2: 150,N,8, 1
Com2:300,N,8, 1
Com2:600,N,8, 1
Com2: 1200,N,8, 1
Com2:2400,N,8, 1
Com2:4800,N,8, 1
Com2:9600,N,8, 1

(The final three parts of the command-N,8,1 or N,8,2-give the computer
important instructions about how the data is to be transmitted.)
Although the commands are printed here in upper-case letters, note that
lower-case letters work as well.
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Mter starting Reflex, use the Global Settings tool to set the appropriate
Connection (Parallel port#1, Parallel port#2, Serial port#1 or Serial
port#2).
Consult the printer manual for instructions about setting the baud rate in
the printer. Use as high a baud rate as will successfully transmit data. If you
lose data while printing, set a lower baud rate. Typically, a baud rate of
1200 will work well.
The Mode command may be made part of an Autoexec.Bat file so it will be
automatically given when you start your system. Consult your DOS
manual for instructions.
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APPENDIX E
ERROR MESSAGES
Bad field was-<expected field name>
The Report spec that you Retrieved contains one or more fields that aren't
in the current database. Reflex has placed "Bad Field Was" followed by
the expected field name at the location where each bad field was positioned
in the Named Report Spec.
Resolution: Delete the entry and enter the correct field name.
The blank row cannot be deleted
The blank row at the bottom of the List View cannot be deleted. It always
exists so you may enter additional records.
Cannot have overlapping fields, move ignored
You have moved a field or title that would have overlapped another field or
title. Reflex has ignored the move.
Resolution: Move the field or title again, placing it where it won't overlap
other fields or titles. In Form Design, three spaces must be left to the
right of any field name.
Cannot insert an item, only a space or a row
You cannot insert unless a blank space on the report is selected.
Resolution: Move or resize one of the items on the Row to leave a space
between the items. then select the empty space between the two items and
press the I Ins I Key.
Can't find device entry in driver file
The graph printing device you selected isn't supported by Reflex.
Resolution: Use choices to enter a valid printing device.
Can't open device driver file
Reflex couldn't locate the device driver file that it needs to do graph
printing. The file is named Driver.RX.
Resolution: Place a copy of Driver.RX in your System Directory.
A cell or column must be selected
Because the entire Row is selected Reflex doesn't know which of the
columns to resize.
Resolution: Select an individual cell then choose Set column Width again.
Circular reference in formula
You have created a formula that refers to itself. For example, if you enter
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Price * 2 in the Price field, this is a circular reference.
Resolution: Modify the formula. (Formulas with a leading exclamation point
can use circular reference. See "Global Replace," Appendix F, Handy Hints.)
Column too wide for margins
One or more of the columns in the View are wider than the margins you have
specified in the Print Settings.
Resolution: Either reduce the width of the columns or change the margins
to allow room.
Corrupted driver file
Your driver file (Driver.RX) is corrupted.
Resolution: Place a new copy of the Driver.RX file in your working disk.
Couldn't open Helpfile
Reflex couldn't locate the help file (file name: HELP.RXH).
Resolution: Place a copy of the file in your system directory.
Data error (CRC)
The data on your disk is not readable. Something happened to your disk
which makes it impossible to read your data.
Resolution: Use your backup version of your data files.
Delete only empty lines
You may not delete a line in Form Design that contains a field name or title.
Resolution: Move or delete the fields or titles prior to deleting the line.
Disk is full
The disk that you tried to use is full.
Resolution: Use another disk.
Drive not ready
Your disk drive isn't ready. The drive door may be open or the drive may not
contain a disk.
Resolution: Check your disk drive.
Duplicate field name
You have entered or renamed a field with the same name as another field
already in the database.
Resolution: Rename the field to a unique name.
Duplicate Y-axis field defined
You attempted to enter the same field into two separate Y-Axis legend cells.
Resolution: Enter another field.
Expression has data type conflict
Reflex expressions (formulas or search conditions) may not make comparisons between two different data types nor can a formula calculate to return a
value different from the field type.· For example the formula:
@IF(Rep="Ed", 230.4, "Vacation")
says IF the Rep field equals "Ed", THEN place the number 230.4 in the
current field, ELSE enter the word "Vacation" in the current field. This is
invalid because one field cannot be both numeric and text.
Search conditions may have data type conflicts as well. For example:
20 < "Bill"
This is invalid because the number 20 may not be compared to the text value
"Bill."
Resolution: Modify the formula or search condition to remove the data type
conflict.
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Expression has missing or invalid component
The expression (formula or search condition) that you entered has a missing
or invalid component. The cursor will be positioned at or near the error
location.
Resolution: Check the spelling of field names and the spelling and proper
use of Reflex functions.
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Expression is too complex. Partition into smaller formulas
The formula you entered is too complex to interpret.
Resolution: Here is a simplified example of partitioning a formula into
smaller formulas. Suppose the following formula is entered into a field titled
"Commission".
@IF(Rep="Ed", @IF(Price > 500, 120, 230), 500)
This could be partitioned by taking the "inside" portion of the formula and
placing it in another field. Do the following:
1. Add a field named "Commission2" and enter the following formula:
@IF(Price > 500, 120, 230)
2. Change the formula in the "Commisssion" field to equal:
@IF(Rep= "Ed", Commission2, 500)
Expression uses undefined field
The expression (formula or search condition) references a field that is
undefined.
Resolution: Define the field types of the fields used in the formula. Either
enter the appropriate data in the undefined fields (Reflex will automatically
set the field type), or set the field type in the Field & Sort Settings Tool.
Field definitions do not match first file's
The spelling of the field names in the files being merged don't exactly match,
or the order of the fields is different (when viewed in the Field & Sort
Settings tool).
Resolution: Rename or re-order fields so all names exactly match and the
fields are in the same order when viewed in the Field & Sort Settings
Tool. See "Merge" in Reference B.
Field has undefined data type
The field that you used in the graph is undefined.
Resolution: Use the Field & Sort Settings tool to set the field type or use
another field in the graph.
Field must have numeric or integer type
The Make Ranges option in Crosstab only accepts Numeric or Integer fields.
Resolution: Use a Numeric or Integer field.
A field must be selected
You have tried to remove Local Values in the Field & Sort Settings Tool
without first highlighting a field name.
Resolution: Select a field name in the Field column then choose Remove
Local Values from the Fields menu.
Field name has reserved word or invalid character
Your field name contains one or more of Reflex's reserved words or
characters this includes a leading or trailing blank space.
Resolution: Rename the field to remove the special characters. See "Field
Specifications" in Reference A for a list of reserved words and characters.
Invalid field type
You have entered a field that doesn't work with the current summary
function. Text fields can only use @COUNT. Date fields can only use @MIN,
@MAX, and @COUNT.
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Resolution: Use another field in the Field cell or change the function in the
Summary cell.
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<File Name> doesn't exist
The file that you requested doesn't exist. This error could have occured for
two reasons: 1) the file name was invalid; 2) the directory that was
specified was the wrong directory or doesn't exist.
Resolution: Verify the Directory and File Name and try again. If you get
this message when retrieving a named translate spec, make sure the
source file is located in the same directory as when the translate spec was
created.

n
m

<File Name> has an invalid format
You have attempted to retrieve a non-Reflex file that had a .RXD file name
extension.
Resolution: Retrieve a valid Reflex file.
Formula too long to save
One or more formulas in your database became longer than 254 characters
because a field was renamed. Reflex cannot save a database with invalid
formulas.
Resolution: Shorten the field names so all formulas are less than 254
characters. Then save the database again.
Formula uses all available memory
Reflex must allocate memory to evaluate formulas. This message is
notification that not enough memory is left for Reflex to evaluate the
formula that you just entered.
Resolution: Remove fields, records, or formulas that are not needed. This
will free up memory. Enter the formula again.
Formulas do not match first file's
This is a warning that a file you entered in the Merge tool has one or more
fields that contain formulas which don't match prior fields. This occurs
1) when a file has a formula in a field where all prior files had only local
values in that field; or 2) when the file has only local values in a field where
all prior files contained a formula in that field.
Resolution: The file you entered cannot be merged. Exit Merge, modify the
file to match the other files, and then use Merge again. Or use another file
which matches the other files.
Hit premature end of file in <File Name>
The structure of the data file that you attempted to translate doesn't match
the structure as defined in the Translate Table. This causes Translate to
reach the end of your file while in the middle of adding a record to your
database. Or part of the file that you attempted to translate is missing.
Resolution: You should do the following:
1) If performing a Text Translate check the "Go From" and "Stop On"
instructions to make sure they have been specified correctly. See "Translate"
in Reference B for some examples that may prove helpful.
2) Check to make sure that part of your file isn't missin . Return to DOS; at
the A> prompt, enter Type <filename>. Press Ctrl
S to stop the
listing.
Inconsistent data in record [ I. Continue YES NO
Occurs when Translate encounters some data that it cannot accept into a
field, based on that field's type. For example, Reflex cannot accept a text or
date value into a numeric field. The record number indicates which record
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in the "From File" has the inconsistent data. This message occurs.only once,
when the first piece of inconsistent data is encountered.
Resolution: If you answer "YES" to the prompt Reflex will throw out the
inconsistent data value and will continue to translate. If you enter "NO"
Reflex will halt translation of the file and will return you to the Translate
Tool.
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Insufficient memory to print report
The Reflex Report View uses a certain amount of memory to print a report.
If there isn't enough memory to do so, this message is displayed.
Resolution: Simplify the Report Spec or delete some records.
Invalid disk or directory
The disk or directory that you specified doesn't exist.
Resolution: Change the directory designation.
Invalid field name
You entered the name of a field that doesn't exist into one of the cells in your
graph.
Resolution: Type in the name of a valid field or use Choices to pick a field
name.
Invalid Filter for partial retrieve
Displays whenthe @LOCALVAL search condition is used for a partial
retrieve.
Resolution: Modify the search condition to exclude the @LOCALVAL
function.
Invalid manual scaling ranges
The manual scaling ranges you requested resulted in all values being
removed from the graph.
Resolution: Change the scaling options.
Invalid Named Translate Spec
The Named Translate Spec that you requested is invalid. The structure of
the source file no longer matches the translate specification. This will
occur if your Translate Spec references fields that have been removed from
the source file. Or it contains one of Reflex's invalid characters or a
leading or trailing blank space.
Resolution: Recreate the Translate Spec.
Invalid or duplicate field name
A field name that you entered in the Translate table is duplicated somewhere
in the source file. Or it contains one of Reflex's invalid characters or a
leading or trailing blank space.
Resolution: Use different field name in the Translate table.
Memory is running low. It's a good idea to save your work
Reflex has just allocated your memory reserve.
Resolution: Save your database then attempt to free-up some memory. See
"Memory Saving" in Appendix F.
Must not be anything else on row
When using @Newpage nothing else may be on the row in Report View.
Resolution: Move or delete the items that are on the same row as the
@Newpage.
No fields included, cannot translate
You have set the "Include?" parameter for every field in the database to NO.
Resolution: Set the "Include?" parameter for one or more of the fields to
equal YES.
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No file name
You have selected "Print To Disk" but haven't specified a file name.
Resolution: Enter a file name and then select Print.
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No data points
No data points are displayed in the graph you have defined. One or more
fields you are using has only blank values.
Resolution: Create another graph using other fields.
No For Each values
The field that you entered in the For Each cell contains only blanks There
are no For Each values to graph.
Resolution: Enter data into the field, or use another.
No room to insert, already have 500 rows
Your Form Design already uses 500 rows. You may not insert another row.
Resolution: Move some fields toward the top of the Form Design to
make room for more rows.
Not a valid summary
The summary function you have entered in the Summary cell is not valid.
Resolution: Use Choices l!1Q] to display a list of valid summary functions.
Not all data displayed; Filter for others
You have created a Graph that contains more values than it can successfully
plot. Reflex has graphed the first group of values. This can happen in one
of two ways: 1) you performed a For Each and there were more than
eight unique values in the For Each field; 2) you selected a Pie Chart and the
data would have created too many slices in the pie.
Resolution: Set search conditions, and apply a Filter to see the other
values.
Not enough memory for choices listing
There. is not enough memory to display a choice list of files. Choices
will display an empty choice list.
Resolution: Type the name of the file instead of using Choices, or delete
some records, fields, or formulas from the database to free-up some
memory.

II19J

Not enough memory:
The last action that you requested will use all available memory.
Resolution: Delete some unneeded fields, records, or formulas to free up
some memory.
Not a valid file type
Occurs when you specify a file type in Translate that cannot be translated by
Reflex.
Resolution: Use the Choices FlO Key to display a list of valid alternatives
then choose from the list.
Nothing selected to move
You have chosen Move from the Edit menu, but the cursor is on an empty
space.
Resolution: Select the object that you want to move then choose Move
again.
Only Sort # fields can be "On Change"
The "On Change" attribute may be applied only to a field in the current sort
order.
Resolution: Choose Change Sort Settings from the Report menu and assign
a Sort # to the field.
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Out of paper
Your printer is out of paper.
Resolution: Check your printer to make sure the paper is properly installed.

«

Past column 500
You may not move an item to a position where the right edge is past column
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500.

Resolution: Move the item again but not as far to the right. Use the
Position numbers at the bottom of Form Design to determine the location.
Printer error
There is a problem with the printer or the connection between the printer
and the computer.
Resolution: Check your printer and the connecting cables.
Printer not ready
Your printer is turned off, off-line, unplugged, paper jammed, etc.
Resolution: Check your printer.
Reflex has run out of memory calculating the formulas in your
database. The database is intact but the values may be inconsistent.
Automatic recalculation has been turned off. You should delete
some records, fields, or formulas before performing another
recalculation.
You do not have enough memory available to calculate your formulas.
Resolution: Delete some records, fields, or formulas to free up some memory which can be used to calculate the formulas.
Reflex is out of memory and cannot continue. If you Proceed, the File
Save tool will display so you can save your database. After you save
it, memory will be cleared and you will return to DOS. If you Cancel,
memory will be cleared without displaying the File Save tool and
you will return to DOS.
Resolution: Proceed and Save your database. Then do a Partial Retrieve to
continue working with a subset of your records.
Sector not found
Your disk drive is searching for a portion of your disk that can't be found.
Resolution: Remove the diskette and insert it again. This is only a
temporary expedient: have the disk drive adjusted.
Seek error
Your disk drive is attempting to read or write to an invalid area of the disk.
Resolution: Have the disk drive adjusted.
The printer port selected isn't on this computer
The port that you selected isn't on your computer. Reflex doesn't recognize
the device as existing in your current hardware configuration.
Resolution: Check your hardware configuration or use another port setting.
To make an entry, first enter the field name
Occurs when you attempt to define a Reflex Type, Start On, Stop On or
Include? parameter for an empty row in the Translate table.
Resolution: Enter a field name in the Reflex Field cell first.
Too close to field name or title
In Form Design, you have placed a field or title that is too close to another
field or title. You must leave a minimum of three spaces between the
right edge of a field name and the left edge of another field or title.
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Resolution: Move the field to allow for the minimum of three characters
between fields and other objects in the Form Design.
Too many fields
Reflex allows a maximum of 128 fields. You have attempted to add a 129th
field.
Resolution: Delete one of the other fields.
Too many fields. Can only have 128
Your Translate specification included more than 128 fields. Reflex will
translate a maximum of 128 fields.
Resolution: Set the "Include?" cell equal to "NO" for one or more fields in
your Translate table.
Too many files in directory
There are too many files in the directory on the disk you tried to use.
Resolution: Use another disk or directory,
Too many sort fields
Reflex allows a maximum of 5 sort fields at one time. You have attempted to
create more than five Sort # fields.
Resolution: Remove the Sort # from some other field.
The Vary could not be completed because there is not enough memory.
No records were added. Proceed will display the Vary tool so that
you can change the specifications to create fewer records
Reflex attempted to create the records you requested in your Vary but there
wasn't enough memory for all of the records that you requested. When
Reflex realized that there wasn't enough memory it deleted all records that
it had created.
Resolution: Change the instructions in the Vary tool to create fewer records
or Filter the database first.
Window too small to split that direction
You have attempted to split a window that will be too small to contain any of
Reflex's Views.
Resolution: Resize one of the other Views then split the View again.
Write protected disk
You attempted to write to a disk that is write protected. Files cannot be
saved to or erased from a write-protected disk.
Resolution: Exchange the disk with a non-write protected disk or remove
the write protection tab from your current disk.
Wrong number of arguments
The function used in your formula or search condition needs a different
number of arguments than you have supplied. The cursor will sit at or near
the location of the error.
Resolution: Check the proper use of the Reflex function. See Appendix B,
Functions and Operators.
Y-Axis fields must be Numeric
You have attempted to graph a non-numeric value on the Y-axis of your
graph. You may enter only Numeric or Integer fields in a Y-axis legend box.
Resolution: Use a Numeric or Integer field.
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DESIGNING A FORM
There are two elements to consider when designing a Reflex form: how
many fields to use, and where to place them. Placing fields is both cosmetic
and practical, dealing with appearance of the form and ease of use.
The number of fields you use, however, will determine how your database is
structured. It is possible design a form two different ways, each with a
different number of fields, and be able to gather and store the same
information.
There are essentially two ways to structure a database. We have given them
the names "Normalized" and "Non-normalized."
It is important to understand the difference between these two basic form
designs, because one design will lead to more flexibility in your ability
to analyze and present information with the different Reflex Views while the
other is less flexible.
A normalized database provides the most flexibility in analyzing the data.
Each individual record (filled out form) is the smallest unit of information
required to establish a unique identity for all the information on that record.
The non-normalized database tends to provide as much information as
possible on each individual record. It is more difficult to break down
information into different sets of relationships and summaries.
For example, if you are tracking the monthly sales of belts, shoes, and hats
for the clothing accessories section in a department store, here are two ways
you might design your form:
FORM FOR NORMALIZED
DATABASE

FORM FOR NON-NORMALIZED
DATABASE

Month: Jan-84
Product: Belts
Sales: $3,000

Month: Jan-84
Belts: $3,000
Hats: $2,000
Shoes: $5,000
Total: $10,000

With the normalized database, you would enter one of the product types
(belt, shoes, hat) in the Product field, and the sales amount in the Sales field.
And every month you would create three records.
With the non-normalized database you would enter the sales amounts in each
of the product's fields, and have a formula calculate the total sales for the
month. There would be only one record created every month.
We suggest that you use the normalized database design when possible. In
so doing, you will get the most out of the analysis and reporting capabilities
Reflex has to offer.
Two general rules apply when creating a normalized database:
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1. The number of fields is as few as possible, and the data is spread across

many records.
2. The field names tend to be more generic, with the data providing the
differentiation.
Here are printouts from the List View showing the first three months data
from each of the form designs shown above. Consider how you would be
able to re-sort the database in more ways with the normalized database.

LIST VIEW OF NORMALIZED DATABASE
MONTH

PRODUCT

SALES

Jan-85
Jan-85
Jan-85
Feb-85
Feb-85
Feb-85
Mar-85
Mar-85
Mar-85

Belts
Hats
Shoes
Belts
Hats
Shoes
Belts
Hats
Shoes

$3,000
$2,000
$5,000
$4,000
$1,000
$4,000
$2,000
$1,000
$3,000

LIST VIEW OF NON-NORMALIZED DATABASE
MONTH

BELTS

HATS

SHOES

TOTAL

Jan-85
Feb-85
Mar-85

$3,000
$4,000
$2,000

$2,000
$1,000
$1,000

$5,000
$4,000
$3,000

$10,000
$9,000
$6,000

Here is a crosstab from each of the databases. With the normalized database,
Reflex is able to do both the column and row headings automatically, using
the Crosstab For Each command (lCF). With the non-normalized database,
the column headings are entered individually as "additional formulas."

The Crosstab View of the normalized database
Summary: @SUM

Field: Sales
Product

"BELTS"

"HATS"

"SHOES"

ALL

2/01/85
n 3/01/84

$3,000
$4,000
$2,000

$2,000
$1,000
$1,000

$5,000
$4,000
$3,000

$10,000
$9,000
$6,000

t
h ALL

$9,000

$4,000

$12,000

$25,000

M 1/01/85
0
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The Crosstab View of the non-normalized database
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M 1/01/85

o 2/01/85
n 3/01/85

Field:

=@SUM (BELTS)

=@SUM (HATS)

=@SUM (SHOES)

=@SUM (TOTAL)

$3,000
$4,000
$2,000

$2,000
$1,000
$1,000

$5,000
$4,000
$3,000

$10,000
$9,000
$6.000

$9,000

$4,000

$12,000

$25,000

t
hALL

One more benefit of a normalized database is that it is a lot easier to modify
the detail of the information you gather. Suppose you want to also track
the manufacturers of each product in the example above. With the normalized
database, you would just add one more field to your form, "Manufacturer,"
and fill out the forms every month so there is one for each distinct
manufacturer and product combination. With the non-normalized design, you
would change your fields and add fields so that each different product and
manufacturer would be shown on the form.
An important benefit of the non-normalized database is that it can require
less memory.
Two overriding considerations should be given to how you design your form:
how much memory the entire database will require, and what you want to
do with your data. You can use the information in the following section
to estimate memory requirements.
In our example, if the primary reason to gather the data is to have it all on
one page summarizing each month, then the non-normalized structure might
be fine. On the other hand, if flexibility in analyzing the data is needed,
then the normalized structure would be better.

2

-----------------------

CALCULATING MEMORY USAGE
The Reflex system occupies approximately 273 KB of memory. The DOS
operating system occupies approximately 21 KB. Reflex uses a small amount
of memory for keeping track of fields, etc., but the amount does not
depend on the number of records. This will rarely exceed 1 KB, even for a
complex database.
The remaining memory is available for data. The exact amount of memory
(RAM) depends upon your computer. Current memory available is shown in
the Global Settings tool.
To approximate the amount of memory a particular database will use,
consider these factors:
Overhead:
22 bytes per record
Numeric fields: 8 bytes per field per record
Integer fields:
2 bytes per field per record
Date fields:
2 bytes per field per record
(3 + average number of characters in field) bytes per field
Text fields:
per record
Repeating text fields: 2 bytes per field per record + [number of unique
entries * (average number of characters in field
+ 5)] bytes
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Calculated fields: 1 byte per record per 8 calculated fields
For example:
Memory required:
Number of calculated fields:
1 byte per record
1-8
2 bytes per record
9-16
3 bytes per record
17-24
and so on (1 byte for each additional 8
calculated fields)
Graphs: 4 bytes per record
Crosstabs: 8 bytes per result cell plus approximately 60 bytes per heading
cell.
The RAMCALC file, included on the Reflex System Disk, provides a
calculating form to estimate memory usage for particular applications.

3

------------------------

MEMORY SAVING FEATURES
We have designed features into Reflex that can reduce the amount of
memory needed for a database. This will allow you to work with more information using the same amount of your computer's memory space.
If a numeric field or a text field meets certain criteria, you can change the
field type to reduce the memory usage.

CHANGE NUMERIC TO INTEGER
Use only if the numeric field contains whole numbers in the range of - 32766
through 32767.
Fields that contain only values which are whole numbers (no decimals) and in
which all values fall in the range of - 32766 through + 32767 are candidates
for space saving measures. You can save space by changing the field's
data type from Numeric to Integer.
The following example shows two fields, one is a candidate for this field type
conversion, the other is not a candidate.
CANDIDATE

NOT A CANDIDATE

EXPLANATION

-1050

-33000

13

1.5
38000

This value is below the valid
range
This value has a decimal
This value is above the valid
range

35000

If you are working with large numbers, for example, you can enter them as
multiples of 1000 in an Integer field to save memory:
SALES [10005]

SALES

1550 (integer)

1550000 (numeric)

To change the field type choose Field & Sort Settings from the Records
menu (lRF), select the cell in the type column for the field and use Choices
IT1Q] to change the entry from Numeric to Integer. Reflex will ask you to
confirm the change.
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Notes:
If you have any field values that use decimals, changing the field type to
Integer will automatically round off the value to zero decimal places.
Any field values outside the range of - 32766 through + 32767 will display
ERROR.
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CHANGE TEXT TO REPEATING TEXT
Use only if a field has text values with many duplicated values.
If you have a text field that contains field values which repeat, you can save
space by changing the field type from Text to Repeating Text. This can
greatly reduce the memory requried by a field. The more duplicate entries
that you have, and the greater the length of the duplicate entries, the
more significant the savings.
The following example shows two fields; one is a good candidate for changing
Text to Repeating Text field type, the other is not.

CANDIDATE

NOT A GOOD CANDIDATE

EXPLANATION

Bill Smith
Bill Smith
Bill Smith
Mark Hill
Mark Hill
Mark Hill
Mark Hill
Mark Hill

Ed Smith
John Jones
Mary Jones
Adam Johnson
Bill Smythe
Mark Hill
Mark Hill
George Brown

Only one repeating
value makes this field a
poor candidate

To change the field type, choose Field & Sort Settings from the Records
menu (fRF), select the cell in the type column for the field and use Choices
[ill] to change the entry from Text to Repeating Text. Reflex will ask you
to confirm the change.

4

SAVE A COPY OF THE DATABASE STRUCTURE
WITHOUT ANY RECORDS
You may design a database with fields and useful formulas that others will
want to share. Or you may wish to make an exact copy of the database
structure to use for databases you will merge later on. In these situations
you will want to save a copy of your database without any records.
1. First save your database to disk.
2. Choose Set Conditions from the Search menu.
3. Select the "Cell" check box and enter the following Search Condition:
@false.
then Proceed.
4. Choose Apply Filter from the Search Menu. All records will be filtered
out.
5. Choose Keep Records from the Search menu. This deletes all the
records, since they were filtered out.
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6. Save this database in a Reflex file with a new file name. This new file
contains an exact copy of your original database without any records.
7. You may now retrieve your previously saved database to work with all of
the records again.
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PERFORMING A GLOBAL REPLACE
Suppose you have an inventory database that has 1000 records. The Product
N arne field contains the names of each of your products. You have just
decided to rename your DELUXE product to SUPER DELUXE. You would
like a way to change all DELUXE entries in the Product Name field to
SUPER DELUXE.
Enter the following formula in the Product Name field:
!=@IF(ProductName = "Deluxe","Super Deluxe", Product Name)
This formula tells Reflex to look for the value DELUXE in the Product
Name field. If DELUXE is found, SUPER DELUXE will be entered. If
DELUXE is not found in the Product Name field, then the value from
the Product Name field is reentered.
The exclamation point at the beginning of the formula tells Reflex to store
only the value calculated by the formula, and then delete the formula.
(You cannot store a formula in a field if it refers to that field.)

6
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UPDATING THE VALUE OF A FieLD
Suppose you want to increase the price of each of your products by 10
percent. You have a field named Price which contains your price information.
Enter the following formula in the Price field.
! =Price * 1.10
The exclamation point at the beginning tells Reflex to calculate and store
only the value, after the value has been calculated. (You cannot store a
formula in a' field if it refers to that field.)

7
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USING THE FORM AS A CALCULATOR
You may choose to design a Form to be used as a calculator for "What If?"
analyses. You enter assumptions in one or two fields and calculate results in
other fields. By changing your assumptions you can see the effect on
other field values.
Suppose you want to perform a production cost forecast. You want to test
various values for Quantity to see the effect on resulting costs.
1. Create a Form that looks like this:
Quantity:
Fixed Cost:
Unit Cost:
Total Production Cost:
Average Unit Cost:
2. Enter your initial ''What If?" estimate for Quantity.
3. Enter formulas in the fields:
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FIELD

FORMULA

Fixed Cost
Unit Cost
Total Production Cost
Average Unit Cost

= 1000000
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= 10 -

Quantity / 20

= Fixed Cost + (Quantity * Unit Cost)
= Total Production Cost / Quantity

4. Change the Quantity to perform different "What If?" analyses.
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RETRIEVING OR TRANSLATING A RANDOM
SAMPLING OF RECORDS
In working with a large amount of data you may wish to take a random
sampling of that information for analysis.
This can be done by using the Condition cell in any Search Conditions tool.
You can Filter for a random sample of a current Reflex database; you
can Translate a random sample of records from another file (using Partial
Translate); or you can Retrieve a random sample from an existing Reflex file
(using Partial Retrieve).
For this example assume you want a 20 percent sampling of your entire
database.
1. From the main program, choose Set Conditions from the Search menu.
From Translate, select the Partial Translate button. From Retrieve File,
choose Partial Retrieve from the File menu ..Reflex will display the
Search Conditions tool.
2. Select the "Cell" check box and enter the following Search condition:
@RANDO < .20
Because @RAND returns a random number between zero and one, this
search condition will capture 20% of the records (20% of the random
numbers will be less than .20). If you wanted a 50 percent sample you
would enter @RANDO < .50 as the search condition.
3. Proceed.
Reflex will automatically translate or retrieve 20% of the records if you
have chosen Partial Translate or Partial Retrieve. From the main
program, Apply a Filter.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9

CREATING A RANGE OF DATES WITH
VARY AND@DATE
You want to create a five year sales forecast database. You will enter sales
figures for each month over the next five years. You want to use Reflex
to create the 60 records that you need (5 years times 12 months) automatically. Your forecast starts on January 1985 and runs through December
1989. Your Form looks like this:
Date:
Month:
Budgeted Sales:
Variance:
Comments:
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1. Enter the value 1 (one) into the Month field on a single record. (Your
database should contain only a single record.)
2. Enter the following formula in the Date field:
=@DATE(Month, 1,85)
This formula tells Reflex to use the value in the Month field to determine
the Date.
3. Choose Vary from the Records menu. Fill out the Vary tool like this:
Field To Vary: Month
To: 60
By: 1
From: 2
then Proceed.
Reflex will create one record for each month with the desired dates in the
Date field.

10

SHORT NOTES

CALCULATING THE JULIAN NUMBER OF A DATE
Reflex keeps track of dates by means of their "Julian numbers." The Julian
number of a date is simply the number of days since December 31, 1899.
To turn a Reflex date into a Julian number, use the following formula:
@DAYSBTWN(@DNULL, Date)
Where Date can be a date entry, a date field, or a formula which results in a
date.
To turn a Julian number into a Reflex date, use the following formula:
@ADDAYS(@DNULL, Number)
Where Number can be a constant, a numeric field, or a formula which
results in a number.

CREATING A RANDOM NUMBER WITHIN A
RANGE OF NUMBERS
Suppose you want to create a random number between two values. In this
example you want a random number between 50 and 150.
1. Add a field named Random.
2. Enter the following formula in the Random field:
=(150 - 50) * @RANDO + 50

HANDLING APPROXIMATE NUMBERS
Because of the differences between binary and decimal number systems,
when computers subtract a non-whole number (such as .1) several times, the
result can become an approximate number (46.59999999999 instead of
46.6). In performing a Vary with non-whole numbers, such effects are
possible.
Aside from an unattractive display, a symptom of this will be when searching
for a fractional number produced by Vary or a formula. The numbers
created may not be exactly the ones expected. If a fixed format display is
used, the numbers shown in the Form or List may even look like the
ones expected, while they're not, since the fixed format display rounds the
value displayed without changing the underlying number. The edit line
will, of course, display the full number when a cell is selected.
If this happens, enter the following formula in the Formula cell in the Field
& Sort Settings tool:
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! =@ROUND( <field name>, 1)
This will round the value of the field to one digit.
Another form of this problem can occur in the Crosstab View when using the
For Each option. If values in the field being For Each'ed contain fractional
parts with many places of precision (e.g. more than 7), they may not be
"found" in the appropriate column or row. If you suspect that this is
occuring, round the number as described above.
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USING THE REPORT VIEW FOR MAIL-MERGE
Although Reflex is not a word processor, many of our users have found that
the Report View is particularly convenient for producing short letters to
be used with a mailing list.
To do this, create a database of names, addresses, titles, etc. Then create the
letter in the Report View with text labels. Use the name and address field
names to place those values appropriately in the letter.
With this Report design, all the rows in the letter would be Body fields, so
the whole letter would print once per record, i.e. once for each person in
the mailing list. Put @Newpage at the end to start each letter on a separate
page.

SOME PERFORMANCE HINTS
1. Some crosstabs will recalculate faster if the ALLs are deleted from the
heading cells. If you don't need them, delete them.
2. It is faster to change field types for fields being translated when
translating the file, than to change them afterwards.
3. If you have changed settings in Reflex tools. and wish to restore the
default setting, select the cell and press I Del I. The default setting
will be restored. Some settings have no value in the cell as the default.

FILE NAMES
1. Be careful to give a partial file a new file name when you save it. After a
partial retrieve, the partial file has the same file name as your original
file. If you don't give it a distinct file name, it will erase the original
file when it is saved.
2. Valid characters Here are the valid characters that can be used in file
names:
The letters: A-Z (upper case or lower case)
The numbers: 0-9
()$@{}%-!#
'(single quote) -(hyphen) _ (underline)
No other characters can be used.
Reserved names The following character combinations cannot be used
alone as file names. They are reserved for specific DOS functions.

AUX

11

-----------------------

CON

COM!

COM2

LPT

LPT2

LPT3

PRN

USING REFLEX DATABASES WITH OTHER
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
To export a Reflex database, use the Report View. Enter the fields you
wish to export. Choose Export from the Attributes menu. Select the fields
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and press FlO for a list of delimiters. Enter the proper delimiters from
the Choices list. Print this report to disk without page breaks.
Following are examples of Reflex reports properly formatted to be printed
to disk and read into several other popular software programs.
For more information on how to import files into each of these programs,
consult the users guide for the program.

WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE
The following procedure is used to delimit Reflex databases in the widely
used ''Wordstar'' format.
1. Enter each item across a single Body row starting in column 1.
2. Use the Export Attribute to delimit items with a comma following.
You may include an optional space following the comma if desired.
The last item on a row does not have to be followed by a comma.
3. If an item contains a comma (for example, a number), use the Export
Attribute to surround it with double quotes and a comma following
the second quote.
4. Use the Variable Width attribute to make fields as Wide As Needed.
This will make sure all of the information in a field is exported. (If a field
is not set to be Wide As Needed, only the information that fits into the
width of the column shown will be exported.)

pate

Report design to export
data in the "Wordstar"
format.
LOTUS 1-2-3 AND SYMPHONY

To export data in a format to be read in using the 1-2-3 Numbers or
Symphony Structured option:
1. Enter each item across a single Body row starting in column 1.
2. Use the Export Attribute to surround text and date fields double quotes.
You may include an optional space following the second quote if desired.
3. Separate numeric fields with a space. Use the Format Attribute to
set the General display format on numeric fields. (Numeric fields
surrounded by double quotes will be read in as text.)
4. Use the Variable Width attribute to make fields as Wide As Needed.
This will make sure all of the information in a field is exported. (If a field
is not set to be Wide As Needed, only the information that fits into the
width of the column shown will be exported.)

Report design to export
data to Lotus 1-2-3 and
Symphony programs.

Of
Jilress" ~<L "stale"
~

1 0

~"

Total Sales

II

pate ll I

l

dBASE II AND dBASE III
1. Enter each item across a single Body row starting in column 1.
2. Use the Export Attribute to delimit items with a comma following.
You may include an optional space following the comma if desired.
The last item on a row does not have to be followed by a comma.
3. Use the Format Attribute to set General format on numeric fields.
4. Use the Variable Width attribute to make fields as Wide As Needed to
make sure all of the information in a field is exported. If a field is not set
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to be Wide As Needed, only the information that fits into the width of
the column shown will be exported.
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Report design to export
data to dBase II and dBase
III programs.

If a field contains a comma, the SDF option explained below should be used
to export Reflex databases to dBase.

I~
I Ie811dws.... Cil!lo..... llill... Ziu.,- Iota I SaI.. , ----Dile...
SDFoption:
dBase II and dBase III can also read ASCII files using the SDF option
(Standard Data Format). SDF includes in a field all of the characters
between predetermined column settings. To export data to be read in using
the SDF option:
1. Enter each item across a single Body row.
2. Record the exact column positions taken by each item. Structure your
dBase file to correspond to these column widths.
Items to be exported do not have to be delimited if the SDF option is used.
All keyboard characters within the column widths set in dBase, including
commas and quotes will be included in the field.
Items cannot be set to Wide As Needed when exporting to a file to be read
in using the Dbase SDF option. The SDF option reads from column
position to column position.

Report design for
exporting data using the
SDF option in dBase II and
dBase III

~
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EIGHT
INDEX

INDEX

Active View 5-6, 18
Change 3-12-13, 35; 5-18
Close 3-9; 5-17
Expand 3-13; 5-18
Resize 3-13-14; 5-18
Shrink 3-13-14; 5-18
Add Record 5-43, 48, 112
Added menu titles. 3-8, 12; .5-13
AND 3-47, 50; 5-118, 128-129
Apply Filter 3-48; 5-131
Approximate numbers 7-37
Arguments 5-144
Arithmetic attributes 6-41-52
Arithmetic operators 5-138-139; 7-3
Arrow keys 5-9
Ascending sort 3-37; 5-104
ASCII control codes 7-19
Attributes 6-35 -52
Auto-line feed 5-86
Auto-recalc 5-85, 154-155
Automatic data entry see Vary
Backspace key 5-12
Backup copies 2-6-7
Bar graph 5-58
Blank column 3-53; 5-47-48, 72, 74
Blank record 3-24; 5-23, 43, 48-49
Blank row 3-62; 5-72, 74BTWN 5-119; 7-3
Calculated fields 4-2-13; 5-134-156
@functions 5-143-147
Arithmetic operators 5-138-139
Built-in functions 5-143-147
Field & Sort Settings tool 5-97-107
Formulas 4-3-5; 5-135-143
Global constants 4-13; 5-143
Local values 5-141-142, 156
Logical operators 5-118
Models 4-3-4, 45-50; 7-35
Printing formulas 6-37
Range operators 5-119
Translating 6-65
see Formulas

Cancel 5-19-20
Caps Lock key 5-12
Change Printer Settings 6-31-33
Change Sort Settings 6-21-22
Changing Field Names see Field names
Check boxes 5-20
Choice list 3-7-8; 4-8; 5-28-29; 6-35
Choices key lliQJ 5-11,28
Choose 3-5-6; 5-7, 13-14
Clear Database 3-14-15; 5-113
Clear Settings see Window Clear
Clear View see Window Clear
Close 5-17
Closing a View 5-17
Color settings 6-98 -1 00
Column headings 3-32,53-54; 5-11,
46-48

Column Select 3-52-53; 5-11,33
Column width 3-32-33; 5-32, 46; 6-27
Columnar Report 6-53 -55
Columns
Deleting 3-52-53; 5-32; 6-26
Inserting 3-53; 5-32; 6-26
Moving 3-53-54; 5-47
Recalling 3-54, 5-48
Show all columns 3-54,5-48
Comparison operators see Logical
operators
Condition cell 5-127, 129-130
Conditions table 3-46; 5-127-129
Connection (printer) 5-86
Constants 5-24, 135-136
see Values, Local values
Control key 1-14; 5-12
Converting Formulas 5-155-156; 6-94;
7-35

Copy 6:-29
Crosstab View 4-27-43; 5-66-80
Additional formulas 5-77-80
Automatic Column titles 5-68
Automatic Row titles 5-68
Categories 4-29, 32-34; 5-71
Changing column width 4-41; 5-69-70
Clearing the crosstab 5-70
Closing 5-67
8-1
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Column headings 4-31,33-34; 5-68, 71
Creating a crosstab 4-29-35; 5-70-77
Deleting columns 5-69
Deleting rows 5-69
Displayoptions 4-37-39; 5-76-77
Erasing on disk 5-80
Field cell 4-30; 5-68, 71
For Each 4-32-35; 5-72-73
Index 5-77
Inserting columns 5-69
Inserting rows 4-41-42; 5-69
Make Ranges 4-39-41; 5-73-75
Numeric display formats 4-38; 5-77
Numeric ranges in headings 4-39-41;
5-73-75
Percent column 4-37-39; 5-76
Percent row 5-76
Percent total 5-76
Printing 5-91-95
Results area 5-68
Results cells 5-68
Retrieving from disk 5-80
Row headings 4-31, 33-34; 5-68, 71
Saving on disk 5-80
Scrolling 5 - 69
Search conditions 5-71, 75
Summary cell 4-31; 5-68, 70-71
Summary functions 4-28-29; 5-70
Cumulative attribute 6-44-48
Cumulative Bar graph 5-58-59
Currency format 5-106
Current record 5-24-25
Changing 5-25
Form View 5-43
Graph View 5-54
List. View 5-45
Report View 6-23
Cursor movement keys 1-13; 3-9; 5-8,
37,42; 6-8

Date arithmetic 5-153
Date display formats 5-106
Date entry format 5-27
Date fields 5-27
Date functions 5-146; 7-9
Date ranges 5-111, 124
Dates (translating) 6-65
DBASE II files 6-67-69; 7-39
DBASE III files 6-67 -69; 7-39
Decimal places see Precision
Default settings 7-38
see Global Settings
Delete 3-52-53, 61-63; 5-31-32; 6-26
Delete key I Del I 1-14; 5-12; 7-38
Delete Local Values 5-102, 141-142
Delete Record 3-61-63; 5-49, 112-113
Descending sort 3-37; 5-104
Design area 6-9-16
Design elements 6-9 -14
Design Form 3-63; 5-36
Destination file 6-64-65
DIF files 6-69-76
Directory see Field & Sort Settings
Diskettes 2-2-5
Display attributes 6-36-41
Display formats 4-9-10; 5-105-106
Display Values ON/OFF 6-23
Ditto see Data entry
DNTO 5-119; 7-3
DOS Directories 5-82-83
DOS File extensions 5-83-84; 7-2

Damaged diskette 2-3-4,
Data disk 3-28-29
Data entry see Entering data
Data type see Field type
Database
Fields 5-22-28
Filtered 3-48-50; 5-115, 131-132
Records 5-22-25
Retrieving 5-86-89
Saving 5-89-90
Translate 6-62-91
Working 3-48-49; 5-115
Database design 7-30
Database structure 7-30, 34
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Edit line 3-5; 5-5
Edit mode 3-60-61; 5-30-31
Editing 3-59-67; 5-30-33
Endkey~ 5-9
Enter ke~ 1-14; 5-12
Entering data 3-23-25, 31-35; 5-23-24
Calculated fields 5-142-143
Ditto 4-30; 5-24
Form View 3-23-25; 5-43
List View 3-31-35; 5-48
Using Vary 5-107-112
Entry format 5-27
Epson printers 5-94; 6-101; 7-19,20
Erase File 5-90-91
Erase Named Crosstab 5-80
Erase Report Design 6-25
Erase Translate Specs 6-67
Error messages 7-22-29
Escape key I Esc I 1-14; 3-14; 5-12,
19
Exit Design 3-21-22; 5-37

EIGHT

INDEX

Exit Reflex see Quit
Expand 3-13; 5-18
Export attribute 6-40-41
Exporting data 6-40-41; 7-38-40

First Record key ~ [}LJ 5-11,25
Fixed format 5-106
For Each 5-61-63, 72-73
Form Design 3-18-22; 5-35-40
Adding field names 3-66; 4-6; 5-38
Deleting field names 5-39
Editing field names 3-65; 5-40
Entering field names 3-19-21; 5-38
Exit Design 3-21-22; 5-37
Labels 3-65; 5-40
Moving field names 3-63-64; 5-38
Position numbers 3-19; 5-36
Titles 3-65; 5-40
Form View 3-16-27; 5-40-44
Creating a record 3-23; 5-43
Editing data 3-59-62; 5-.43
Entering data 3-23-26; 5-43
Fields: order of selection 5-42
Scanning 3-25; 5-42
Format attribute 6-36-37
Formatting diskettes 2-4-5
Formulas 4-2-13; 5-134-156
@functions 5-143-147
Arguments 5-144
Arithmetic operators 5-138-139
Calculating field values 5-135-138;

Field & Sort Settings 5-97-107
Ascending/Descending 3-40-41; 5-104
Changing field types 5-100-101
Display formats 4-9-10; 5-105-106
Field names 5-99
Field types 5-99-101
Formulas 5-102
Precision 5-106-107
Remove Local Values 5-102
Sort order 3-36-42; 5-102-105
Field cell (Crosstab) 5-71
Field length 3-25-26; 7-2
Field names 3-18-22; 5-25,99
Editing 3-65-67; 5-38-40
Entering 3-19-22; 5-38
Field types 3-26-27; 5-26-27, 99-101
Form Design 3-18-22, 63-67; 5-35-40
In column headings 3-32, 53-54; 5-4648

In formulas 5-135-136
In Report View 4-58-61; 6-9-10
Reserved words and characters 5-25 26

Field specifications 5-25-28; 7-2
Field type recognition 5-27 -28
Field types 3-26; 5-26-28, 99-101
Changing 3-26-27; 5-100-101; 7-34
Date fields 3-26; 5-27
Errors 3-26-27; 4-8; 5-28
First-entry recognition 5-27 -28
In formulas 5-135 -136
Integer fields 5-135-136
Numeric fields 3-26; 5-27; 7-33
Repeating text fields 5-100; 7-34
Setting 5-26, 100
Text fields 3-26; 5-27; 7-34
Fields (Translate) 6-74-75
File extensions 5-83-84; 7-2
File names 3-28-29; 7-38
Filter 3-43-49; 5-131
Set conditions 3-43-51; 5-126-131
Status 5-85
Filter key ~[}[] 5-11, 131, 132
Financial format 5-106
Financial functions 5-145; 7-5
Find key [}[] 5 -11, 132
Find Record 3-43,48; 5-132
First letter shorthand 3-6, 7; 4-64;

7-2,35

Constants 5-143
Converting to local values 5-155-156;
7-35

Date functions 5-146
Dates in 5-142, 147-154
Editing 5-155
Entering 4-7-9; 5-140-141
Field names in 5-135-136
Financial functions 5-145
Format of 4-2-5; 5-138
In Report View 6-12-13
Local values 5-141-142; 5-155-156
Logicaloperators 5-118
Mathematical functions 5-146
Numbers in 5-142
Operators 5-138-139
Overriding 5-141
Partitioning 7-24
Precedence of operators 5-139
Printing 6-37
Special functions 5-147
Textin 5-142-143
see Calculated fields
Function keys 1-13; 5-10-11
Functions (built-in) 4-5, 11; 5-143-147

5-14,29
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Global replace 7-35
Global Settings 5-84 -86
Graph file 5-65-66; 6-96-97
Graph name 5-65-66; 6-96
Graph print 6-95-101
Color settings 6-98 -1 00
Driver file 6-101
Graph Name 6-96
Graph Size 6-97
Orientation 6-97
Plotters 6-100-101
Printer cell 6-97
Printers 6-100-101
Rotate 6-97
Save Settings 6-100
Graph types 4-21-22; 5-56-59
Graph View 4-14-26; 5-49-66
Current record 4-19-21; 5-54
Detail records 4-19; 5-55
For Each 4-16, 24-26; 5-61-63
Graph area 5-50
Graph type 4-21-22; 5-56-59
Graphic record selection 4-19-21; 5-55
Graphing summaries 4-15, 22-24;

Insert 3-53, 61-63; 5-32; 6-26-27
Insert key I Ins I 5-12
Install procedure 2-7-9

5-60-61

Grid lines 5-63, 65
Individual records 4-18-20
Origin 5-64
Printing 5-65-66; 6-96-101
Scaling 5-63-64
Scrolling 4-19; 5-54-55
Setting up a graph 4-16-19; 5-51-53
Summary functions 5-60-61
Summary graphs 4-22-24; 5-60-61
Title 5-50, 65
X-axis field name 4-18; 5-50, 53
X-axis scale 5-53
Y-axis legend cells 4-18; 5-50, 53
Y-axis scale 5-50
Graphics card 2-2, 12; 7-20
Graphics printers 6-100-101; 7-21
Halt printing 5-95; 6-33
Hard disk 2-5, 8-9, 10-11
Hardware 2-2, 12-15; 7-20
Help disk 2-3,
Help key lliJ 5-11
HercUljs grapjics card 2-2, 12; 7-20
Home Home 5-9,37; 6-8
Horizontal 5-16-17
IBM color/graphics adaptor 2-2, 7-20
IBM printers 5-94; 6-101; 7-19,20
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Julian numbers 7-37
Justification attribute 6-36
Keep Records 5-133
Keyboard 1-12
Labels 3-65; 5-40
Last Record key [QJ ~ 5-11,25
Line graph 5-56-57
List View 3-30-36; 5-44-49
Adding a record 3-62,5-48
Changing column width 3-32-33; 5-46
Clearing the View 3-54; 5-48
Current record 3-32; 5-45
Deleting a column 3-54; 5-47
Deleting a record 3-61-62; 5-49
Editing data 3-59-63; 5-48
Entering data 3-33-35; 5-48
Inserting a column 3-53; 5-47
Inserting a row 3-62-63; 5-48-49
Moving a column 3-53-54; 5-47
Selecting a column 3-53; 5-46
Show all fields 3-54; 5-48
Local values 5-124, 141
Convert formula to 5-155-156
Delete local values 5-102, 141-142
Logical functions 5-147; 7-14
Logicaloperators 3-51; 5-118; 7-3
Lotus 1-2-3 files 6-69-76; 7-39
Mail merge 7-38
Mailing labels 6-61
Main menu line 3-5; 5-5
Main menu titles
Added menu titles 3-8, 12; 5-13
Make Ranges 4-39-41; 5-71, 73-75
Mathematical functions 5-146; 7-7
Memory usage 5-85; 7-32
Merge 6-92-94
Message line 3-5; 5-5
Method of entry 5-127
Models 4-3-4, 45-50; 7-35
Mouse 1-15; 5-9-10
Choose 3-6; 5-10
Moving objects with 3-33, 64; 5-38
Pointer 1-15; 5-9
Press-and-hold 5-10
Select 3-7; 5-10
Types 7-21

EIGHT

INDEX

Move 6-28
Move field 3-63-64; 5-38

Printing 3-55-58; 5-91-95
Effect of Filters 5-95
Formulas 6-37
Graph View 5-65-66; 6-96-101
Halt printing 5-95; 6-33
Margins 3-57; 5-92-93
Page length 3-57; 5-92-93
Report View 6-31-33
Save Settings 5-95
Proceed 3-8; 5-19-20
Put Away 5-19-20; 5-95

Naming fields see Field names
Next Record key [fL] 5-11,25
Non-normalized database 7-30
Normal Retrieve 5-89
Normalized database 7-30
NOT 5-118
Null 5-124-125
Num Lock key 5-12
Numeric fields 5-27; 7-33
On Change/All attribute 4-67-68; 6-37-

Quick Proceed 3-58; 4---39; 5-19
Quit 3-15; 6-25
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Opening a View 5-16
Opening multiple Views 3-10-12, 34-35;
4-20; 5-16-17
Split screen 3-11-12, 34-35
Operating system (DOS) 2-2
Operators 5-116-119, 138-139
Options (Crosstab) 5-76-77
Options (Graph) 5-60-61, 65
Options (Print) 5-95
OR 3-49-50; 5-118
OR column 5-128-129

Page down 5-9,37; 6-8
Page left 5-9, 37; 6-8
Page right 5-9, 37; 6-8
Page up 5-9,37; 6-8
Partial Retrieve 5-87-89; 7-36
Partial Translate 6-65-66; 7-36
Percent of Total attribute 6-48-52
Perform Sort 5-113
PFS files 6-67 -69
Pie chart 5-59
Planning 4-44-50; 7-35
Plotters 6-100-101
Pop-down menus 3-5-6; 5-13
Position numbers 5-37; 6-5
Precision 5-106-107
Precision attribute 6-37
Preview Graph 6-100
Preview on Screen 6-20-21
Preview Report 6-20-21
Previous Record key ~ 5-11, 25
Print 5-91-95
Print (Graph) 5-65-66; 6-96-101
Print settings 5-91-95; 6-31-33
Print-screen key 2-12-14
Printer connection 5-86; 7-21
Printer setup strings 5-94-95; 7-19
Printers 6-100-101; 7-20

Random numbers 5-126; 7-37
Random sample 5-125-126; 7-36
Range operators 5-119; 7-3
Recalc key [][] 5-11
Recalculation 5-85, 154-155
Records 3-23-25; 5-22-25; 7-2
Adding 3-23-25
Blank 3-24
Creating 5-23
Editing 5-30-33
Entering 5-23-24
First 5-25
Last 5-25
Next 5-25
Previous 5-25
Record keys 3-24-25; 5-11, 25
Scanning 3-25
Sorting 5-102-105
Status 5-85
Reflex menus 5-12
Reflex screen 3-5; 5-4-5
Remove Filter 5-132
Renaming fields 5-99
Replace 3-10-11; 5-16-17
Report & Utilities disk 2-2, 11; 4-53
Report View 4-50-74; 6-2-61
Attributes 6-7, 9, 13-14, 35-52
Change Printer Settings 4-73; 6-8,
31-33

Change Sort Settings 6-21-22
Design area 4-55; 6-5
Design elements 6-9-16
Display values 6-23
Edit menu in 6-26-29
Erase Report Design 6-25
Field names 4-59-61; 6-9-10
Formulas 6-12-13,60
Global Settings 6-34
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Position numbers 6-5
Preliminary steps 4-57-59; 6-6
Preview on Screen 6-5-6, 20-21
Print report 6-8, 31
Quit 6-25
Retrieve database 4-57 -58; 6-30
Retrieve Report Design 6-24 -25
Row flags 4-59-63; 6-17-19
Save report design 4-74; 6-7, 23-24
Search menu in 6-34
Sort fields 6-16, 6-21-22
Sort Settings 4-58-59; 6-21-22
Special fields 6-11-12
Subtotals 4-61-64; 6-14-16, 18-19, 4344, 47-48, 51-52

Summaries 6-14-16
Text 4-64-68; 6-10-11
Titles 4-64-66; 6-10-11
Totals 6-43-44
When Printed Column 4-55; 6-5, 7,
17-19

Reserved words and characters 5-25-26
Resize 3-13-14; 5-18
Retrieve Crosstab 5-80
Retrieve File 3-4-8; 5-86-89
Retrieve Report Design 6-24-25
Retrieve Translate Spec 6-66-67
Row 5-32-33
Row flags 4-57, 62-63; 6-7, 17-19
Body 6-17
Conclusion 6-17
Entering 6-19
Footer 6-17
Header 6-17
Intro 6-17
Sort field row flags 6-17-19
Row Select 5-33, 6-27-28
Save Crosstab 5-80
Save file 3-27-29; 5-89-90
Save Report Design 6-23-24
Save settings (global) 5-86
Save settings (print) 5-95; 6-100
Save Translate Spec 6-66-67
Scaling (Graph) 5-63-64
Scatter graph 5-57
Scientific format 5-106
Scrolling 3-11; 5-7-8
Search Conditions 3-43-51; 5-115-126
Operators 5-117-119
AND 3-47; 5-128-129
Condition cell 5-129-130
Conditions as written 5-130-131
Conditions table 3-46-47; 5-127-129
8-6

REFLEX

THE ANALYTIC DATABASE SYSTEM

Date 5-124
Numeric 5-123
Opposite of conditions 5-130-131
OR 3-49-50; 5-128-129
Setting 3-45-48; 5-126-131
Special conditions 5-124-125
Text 5-120-123
Search criteria see Search Conditions
Select 3-9; 5-7
Serial printers 7-21
Set Column Width 3-32-33; 5-32; 6-27
Set Conditions 5-126
Shift key 5-12
Shrink 3-13; 5-18
Significance (in calculating) 5-107; 7-2
Slash key 5-12
Sort Fields 5-103-104
Sort order 3-36-42; 5-102-105; 6-21-22
Ascending 3-37; 5-104
Descending 3-37; 5-104
Primary sort field 3-37, 40-41; 5-103
Secondary sort field 3-37, 41-42; 5103-104

Sort Settings 6-21-22
Source file 6-64-65
Special fields 6-11-12
Special functions 5-124, 147; 7-15
Split Screen see Opening Multiple Views
Stacked Bar graph see Cumulative Bar
graph
Starting Reflex 2-9 -11
Status 5-85
Summary attribute 4-61-62; 6-41-44
Summary cell 5-60,68, 70
Summary functions 5-60-61, 70; 6-42;
7-17

Summary Report 6-56-57
Symphony files 6-69-76; 7-39
System directory 5-83, 85-86
System disk 2-2,
System :Rarameters 7-2
Tabkey~

5-9

Text (ASCII) files 6-76-91
Text fields 5-27, 100-101
THRU 5-119; 7-4
Titles (in Graph) 5-65
Titles (in Printing) 3-55-56; 5-92
Titles (in Report) 4-65; 6-10-11
Tools 5-6, 19-20
Translate 6-62-91
1-2-3 files 6-69-76
DBASE II files 6-67-69

EIGHT

INDEX

DBASE III files 6-67-69
DIF files 6-69-76
Partial 6-65-66
PFS files 6-67-69
Symphony files 6-69-76
Text (ASCII) files 6-76-91
Translate specifications 6-66
Type menu (Graph View) 5-56
Types (Translate) 6-75

@COS 5-146; 7-7
@COUNT 5-60, 70; 6-42; 7-18
@CQTR 5-146, 148; 7-11
@DATE 5-146; 7-11
@DAY 5-146, 148; 7-11
@DAYSBTWN 5-146, 153; 7-12
@DERROR 5-147; 7-15
@DNULL 5-147; 7-15
@ERROR 5-147; 7-15
@EXP 5-146; 7-7
@FALSE 5-125; 7-16
@FV 5-145; 7-6
@IF 4-10-12; 5-147; 7-14
@INT 5-146; 7-7
@ISERR 5-124, 130, 147; 7-16
@ISNULL 5-124, 130, 147; 7-16
@LN 5-146; 7-7
@LOCALVAL 5-124, 130; 7-17
@LOG 5-146; 7-8
@MAX 5-60, 70; 6-42; 7-18
@MIN 5-60, 70; 6-42; 7-18
@MNTHSBTWN 5-146, 153; 7-12
@MOD 5-146; 7-8
@MONTH 5-146, 148-153; 7-12
@Newpage 6-11
@Now 6-11
@NULL 5-147; 7-17
@PageNo 6-11
@PI 5-146; 7-8
@PMT 5-145; 7-6
@PV 5-145; 7-6
@QTR 5-146, 148; 7-12
@RAND 5-125-126, 146; 7-8, 36, 37
@ROUND 5-146; 7-8
@SIN 5-146; 7-9
@SQRT 5-146; 7-9
@STD 5-61, 70; 6-42; 7-18
@SUM 5-60, 70; 6-42; 7-18
@TAN 5-146; 7-9
@TODAY 5-146; 6-11; 7-13
@TRUE 7-17
@VAR 5-61, 70; 6-42; 7-18
@WKDAY 5-146, 148; 7-13
@YEAR 5-146, 148; 7-13
@YRSBTWN 5-146, 153; 7-13

Updating a field 7-35
Updating a file 5-90
UPTO 5-119; 7-5
Use as entered 5-130-131
Use opposite 5-130-131
Values 5-116-119, 135-136, 138-139, 143147; 6-9, 12, 42-49, 65
see Local values
Variable Width attribute 4-70 -71; 6-3840

Vary 4-44-50;5-107-112
Date fields 4-50, 5-111
Effect on original records 5-110-111
Enter range of numbers 4-48; 5-111
Field to Vary 4-48; 5-109
Numeric fields 4-48; 5-111
Text fields 4-50; 5-111-112
Vary current record/all records 5-110
Vertical 3-12; 5-16-17
View label 5-18
Views 5-5,16
When Printed column 6-17-19
Wildcard text matching 5-120-123
Window 5-5,16
Window Clear 5-33; 6-29
Windows area 5-5, 16
Working database 3-48-49; 5-131

@Functions
@ABS 5-146; 7-7
@ADDAYS 5-146, 154; 7-9
@ADMNTHS 5-146, 154; 7-10
@ADYRS 5-146, 154; 7-10
@AVG 5-60, 70; 6-42; 7-17
@CASE 5-147; 7-14
@CDATE 5-146, 148; 7-10
@CGR 5-145; 7-5
@CHOOSE 5-147; 7-15
@CMONTH 5-146, 148-155; 7-10
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Whether you're running WordStar™, Lotus™, d8ase™,
or any other program, SIDEKICK puts a/l these desktop
accessories at your fingertips. Instantly.
A lull-screen WordStar-like Editor You may jot
down notes and edit files up to 25 pages long.

A Monthly Calendar functional from year 1901
through year 2099.

A Phone Directory for your names, addresses
and telephone numbers. Finding a name or a
number becomes a snap.

A Datebook to remind you of important
meetings and appointments.

An Autodialer for all your phone calls. It will
look up and dial telephone numbers for you.
(A modem is required to use this function.)

All the SIDEKICK windows stacked up over Lotus 1-2-3.
From bottom to top: SIDEKICK'S "Menu Window," ASCII
Table, Notepad, Calculator, Datebook, Monthly Calendar and
Phone Dialer.

A lull-Ieatured Calculator ideal for business use.
It also performs decimal to hexadecimal to
binary conversions.
An ASCII Table for easy reference.

Here's SIDEKICK running over Lotus 1-2-3. In the SIDEKICK
Notepad you'll notice data that's been imported directly from
the Lotus screen. In the upper right you can see the Caiculator.

The Critics' Choice
"In a simple. beautiful implementation of WordStar'sTII
block copy commands, SIDEKICK can transport all or
any part of the display screen (even an area overlaid by
the notepad display) to the notepad."
-Charles Petzold. PC MAGAZINE

"SIDEKICK is by far the best we've seen. It is also the
least expensive."
-Ron Mansfield, ENTREPRENEUR
"If you use a PC, get SIDEKICK. You'll soon become
dependent on it."
-Jerry Pournelle, BYTE

"SIDEKICK deserves a place in every PC."
-Garry Ray. PC WEEK

SIDEKICK IS AN UNPARALLELED BARGAIN AT ONLY $54.95 (copy-protected)
OR $84.95 (not copy-protected)
Minimum System Configuration: SIDEKICK is available now for your IBM PC, XT, AT, PCjr., and 100% compatible microcomputers.
The IBM PC jr. will only accept the SIDEKICK not copy-protected version. Your computer must have atlllilt 128K RAM, one disk
drive Ind PC-DOS 2.0 or grelter. A Hlyes TII compltible modem, IBM PCjr. TII internll modem, or AT&T® Modem 4000 is required for
the lutodialer function.

S'de~,c~ and SuperKey are registered trademarkS 01 Borland International Inc dBase IS atrademark of Ashton·Tate.IB" IS a registered trademark and PC Ir IS atrademark of International BUSiness
Vach:nes Corp AT&" IS a registered trademark 01 American Telephone &Telegraph Company Infoworld IS a trademark of Popular Compuling Inc .. a subSidiary of CW Communications Inc Lotus '·2·3Is
a trademar~ of Lotus Development Corp WordStar IS atrademark of ",cropro International Corp Hayes IS a trademark of Hayes "Icrocomputer Products. Inc

SUIBrIBY®
INCREASE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
BY 500/0 OR YOUR MONEY BACK
SuperKey turns 1,000 keystrokes into 1!
Yes, SuperKey can record lengthy keystroke sequences and play them back at the
touch of a single key. Instantly. Like Magic.
Say, for example, you want to add a column of figures in 1-2-3. Without SuperKey you'd
have to type seven keystrokes just to get started. ["shift-@-s-u-m-shift-('l With SuperKey
you can turn those 7 keystrokes into 1.

SuperKey keeps your 'confidential' files . .. CONFIDENTIAL!
Time after time you've experienced it: anyone can walk up to your PC, and read your
confidential files (tax returns, business plans, customer lists, personal letters ... ).
With SuperKey you can encrypt any file, even while running another program. As long
as you keep the password secret, only YOU can decode your file. SuperKey implements the U.S. government Data Encryption Standard (DES).

SuperKey helps protect your capital investment.
SuperKey, at your convenience, will make your screen go blank after a predetermined
time of screen/keyboard inactivity. You've paid hard-earned money for your PC.
SuperKey will protect your monitor's precious phosphor ... and your investment.

SuperKey protects your work from intruders while you take a break.
Now you can lock your keyboard at any time. Prevent anyone from changing hours of
work. Type in your secret password and everything comes back to life ... just as you left it.

SUPERKEY is now available for an unbelievable $69.95 (not copy-protected).
Minimum System Configuration: SUPERKEY is compatible with your IBM PC. XT. AT. PCjr. and 100%
compatible microcomputers. Your computer must have at least 128K RAM. one disk drive and PC-DOS 2.0
or greater.

S,deK,CK and SuperKey are registered trademarks of Bortand InternaflOnal. Inc
IB'I and PC-DOS are trademarks of International BUSiness '1ach,nes Corp
Lotus t -2-3 IS a trademark o! Lotus Development Corp

If you use an IBM PC, you need
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Lightningm
Turbo LightningTi' teams up
with the Random House
Spelling Dictionary® to check
your spelling as you Iype!
Turbo Lightning, using the
83,OOO-word Random House
Dictionary, checks your spelling
as you type. If you misspell a
word, it alerts you with a 'beep'.
At the touch of a key, Turbo
Lightning opens a window on top
of your application program and
suggests the correct spelling.
Just press ENTER and the
misspelled word is instantly
replaced with the correct word.
It's that easy!
Turbo Lightning works hand-inhand with the Random House
Thesaurus® to give you inslanl
access to synonyms.
Turbo Lightning lets you choose
just the right word from a list of
alternates, so you don't say the
same thing the same way every
time. Once Turbo Lightning opens
the Thesaurus window, you see a
list of alternate words, organized by
parts of speech. You just select the
word you want, press ENTER and
your new word will instantly replace
the original word. Pure magic!

a word, think
a word, or say a word, you

If you ever write

need Turbo Lightning.

The Turbo Lightning Dictionary.

The Turbo Lightning Thesaurus.

Turbo Lightning's intelligence
lets you teach it new words.
The more you use Turbo
Lightning, the smarter it gets!
You can also teach your new Turbo
Lightning your name, business
associates' names, street names,
addresses, correct capitalizations,
and any specialized words you use
frequently. Teach Turbo Lightning
once, and it knows forever.
Turbo LightningTM is the
engine that powers Borland's
Turbo Lightning LibraryTM.
Turbo Lightning brings electronic
power to the Random House
Dictionary® and Random House
Thesaurus®. They're at your
fingertips - even while you're
running other programs. Turbo
Lightning will also 'drive' soon-tobe-released encyclopedias,
extended thesauruses, specialized
dictionaries, and many other
popular reference works. You get
a head start with this first volume
in the Turbo Lightning Library.
And because Turbo Lightning is a
Borland product, you know you can
rely on our quality, our 60-day
money-back guarantee, and our
eminently fair prices.

Suggested Retail Price: $99.95 Not copy-protected

IBM PC. XT. AT. and PCjr. are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp. Lotus 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus
Development Corporation. WordStar is a registered lrademark of MicroPro International Corp. dBASE is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate.
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. SideKick is a registered trademark and Turbo Lightning and Turbo Lightning
Library are Irademarks of Borland International. Random House Dictionary and Random House Thesaurus are registered trademarks of
Random House Inc. Reflex is a trademark of BORLAND/Analytica Inc. MultiMate is a trademark of MultiMate International Inc.

Minimum System Requirements:
128K IBM PC® or 100% compatible computer,
with 2 floppy disk drives and PC-DOS (MS-DOS)
2.0 or greater.

SideKick, the Macintosh Office Manager, brings
information management, desktop organization and
telecommunications to your Macintosh. Instantly,
while running any other program.
A full-screen editor/mini-word processor
lets you jot down notes and create or edit
files. Your files can also be used by your
favorite word processing program like
MacWrite T" or MicroSoft® Word T...
A complete telecommunication
program sends or receives information
from anyon-line network or electronic
bulletin board while using any of your
favorite application programs. A modem is
required to use this feature.
A full-featured financial and scientific
calculator sends a paper-tape output to
your screen or printer and comes complete
with function keys for financial modeling
purposes.
A print spooler prints any text file while
you run other programs.
A versatile calendar lets you view your
appointments for a day, a week or an entire
month. You can easily print out your
schedule for quick reference.
A convenient "Things-to-Do file
reminds you of important tasks.
II

A convenient alarm system alerts you to
daily engagements.
A phone log keeps a complete record of all
your telephone activities. It even computes
the cost of every call. Area code hook-up
provides instant access to the state, region
and time zone for all area codes.
An expense account file records your
business and travel expenses.
A credit card file keeps track of your
credit card balances and credit limits.
A report generator prints-out your mailing
list labels, phone directory and weekly
calendar in convenient sizes.
A convenient analog clock with a
sweeping second-hand can be displayed
anywhere on your screen.
On-line help is available for all of the
powerful SIDEKICK features.
Best of all, everything runs
concurrently.

SIDEKICK, the software Macintosh
owners have been waiting for.

SideKick, Macintosh's Office Manager is available now for
$84.95 (not copy-protected).
Minimum System Configuration: SIDEKICK is aVlilable now for your Macintosh microcomputer in a format that is not copy-protected.
Your computer must have at lust 12BK RAM and one disk drive. Two disk drives are recommended if you wish to use other application
programs. A Hayes-compatible modem is required for the telecommunications function. To use SIDEKICK'S autodilling capability you
need the Borland phone-link interface. See inside for details.

•

~~~

SIDEKICK is a registered trademark of Borland International, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc. MacWrite is a trademark of Apple
Computer,lnc. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Microsoft is a registered trademark and 'M>rd is a trademark of MicroSoft Corp.
Hayes is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
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FREE MICROCALC SPREADSHEET
WITH COMMENTEQ SOllRCE CODE I

VERSION 3.0
THE CRITICS' CHOICE:

THE FEATURES:

"Language deal of the century ... Turbo
Pascal: it introduces a new programming
environment and runs like magic."
-Jeff Duntemann, PC Magazine

One-Step Compile: No hunting & fishing
expeditions! Turbo finds the errors, takes you
to them, lets you correct, then instantly
recompiles. You're off and running in record
time.

"Most Pascal compilers barely fit on a disk,
but Turbo Pascal packs an editor, compiler,
linker, and run-time library into just 39K
bytes of random-access memory."
-Dave Barland, Popular Computing
"What I think the computer industry is
headed for: well - documented, standard,
plenty of good features, and a reasonable
price."
-Jerry Pournelle, BYTE

Built-in Interactive Editor: WordStar-like easy
editing lets you debug quickly.
Automatic Overlays: Fits big programs into
small amounts of memory.
Microcalc: A sample spreadsheet on your disk
with ready-to-compile source code.
IBM PC VERSION: Supports Turtle Graphics,
Color, Sound, Full Tree Directories, Window
Routines, Input/Output Redirection and much
more.

LOOK AT TUR80 NOW/

o
o
o

More than 400,000 users worldwide.
TU RBO PASCAL is proclaimed as the
de facto industry standard.
TU RBO PASCAL PC MAGAZI NE'S award
for technical excellence.

OPTIONS FOR 16-81T SYSTEMS:
8087 math co-processor support for intensive
calculations.
Binary Coded Decimals (BCD): Eliminates
round-off error! A must for any serious business
application. (No additional hardware required.)

D TU RBO PASCAL named 'Most Significant
Product of the Year' by PC WEEK.
D TURBO PASCAL 3.0 - the FASTEST
Pascal development environment on the
planet, PERIOD.

Turbo Pascal 3.0 is available now
for $69.95.
Options: Turbo Pascal with 8087 or BCD at a low
$109.90. Turbo Pasca/.with both options (8087
and BCD) priced at $124.95.

MINIMUM SYSTEM CONFIGURATION: To use Turbo Pascal 3.0 requires 64K RAM, one disk drive, 1-80,8088/86,80186 Dr 80286
microprocessor running either CP/M-80 2.2 Dr greater, CP/M-86 1.1 Dr greater, MS-DOS 2.0 Dr greater or PC-DOS 2.0 greater,
MS-DOS 2.0 Dr greater Dr PC-DOS 2.0 Dr greater. A XENIX version 01 Turbo Pascal will soon be announced, and belore the end 01
the year, Turbo Pascal will be running on most 68000-based microcomputers.
Turbo Pascal is aregistered trademark 01 Borland International, Inc
CP 1M is registered trademark 01 Digital Research,lnc
IBM an PC-DOS are registered trademarks 01 International Business
Machines Corp
MS-DOS is atrademark 01 Microsoft Corp
is atrademark 01 Zllog Corp

zao

LEARN PASCAL FROM THE FOLKS WHO INVENTED
TURBO PASCAL ® AND TURBO DATABASE TOOLBOX®.
Borland International proudly introduces Turbo Tutor ®~ The perfect
complement to your Turbo Pascal compiler. Turbo Tutor is really for everyoneeven if you've never programmed before.
And if you're already proficient, Turbo Tutor can sharpen up the fine points. The 300
page manual and program disk divides your study of Pascal into three learning modules:
FOR THE NOVICE: Gives you a concise history of Pascal, tells you how to write a simple program, and
defines the basic programming terms you need to know.
ADVANCED CONCEPTS: If you're an expert, you'll love the sections detailing subjects such as "how to
use assembly language routines with your Turbo Pascal programs." '
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE: The heart of Turbo Pascal. This section covers the fine points of every aspect
of Turbo Pascal programming: program structure, data types, control structures, procedures and
functions, scalar types, arrays, strings, pointers, sets, files and records.
A MUSl You'll find the source code for all the examples in the book on the accompanying disk ready to
compile.

Turbo Tutor may be the only reference on Pascal and programming you'll ever need!

TURBO TUTOR-A REAL EDUCATION FOR ONLY $34.95.
(not copy·protected)
*Minimum System Configuration: TURBO TUTOR is available today lor your computer running TURBO PASCAL lor PC·DOS. MS·DDS.
CP/M·BO. and CP/M·06. Your compuler must have alleast 120K RAM. one disk drive and PC·DOS 1.0 or greater. MS·DOS 1.0 or
greater. CP/M·OO 2.2 or greater. or CP/M·06 1.1 or greater.

+~~
Turbo Pascal and Turbo Tutor are registered trademarks and Turbo Database Toolbox is a trademark 01 Borland International. Inc.. CP 1M is a
trademark of Digital Research. Inc., MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp., PC-DOS is a trademark of Inlernationat Business Machines Corp

TURBO

GRAPHIX TOOLBOX™

HIGH RESOLIITION GRAPHICS AND GRAPHIC WINDOW MANAGEMENT
FOR THE IBM PC

Dazzling graphics and painless windows.
The Turbo Graphix Toolbox™ will give even a beginning programmer the expert's edge. It's a
complete library of Pascal procedures that include:

• Full graphics window management.
• Tools that allow you to draw and hatch pie charts, bar charts, circles, rectangles
and a full range of geometric shapes.
• Procedures that save and restore graphic images to and from disk.
• Functions that allow you to precisely plot curves.
• Tools that allow you to create animation or solve those difficult curve fitting
problems.

No sweat and no royallies.
You can incorporate part, or all of these tools in your programs, and yet, we won't charge you
any royalties. Best of all, these functions and procedures come complete with source code on
disk ready to compile!

JDhn Marko" &Paul Freiberger, syndicated columnists:
"While most people only talk about low-cost personal computer software, Borland has been
dOing something about it. And Borland provides good technical support as part of the price."

Turbo Graphix Toolbox-only $54.95 (not copy protleted).
Minimum System Configuration: Turbo Graphlx Toolbox is aVlllable today for your computer running Turbo Pascal 2.0 or greater for
PC·DOS. or truly compatible MS·DOS. Your computer must hive It last 128K RAM. one disk drive Ind PC·DOS 2.0 or greater. and
MS·DOS 2.0 or greater with IBM Graphics Adapter or Enhlnced Gnphics Adapter. IBM·compatlble Graphics Adapter. or Hercules
Graphics Card.

Turbo Pascal IS areg1stereo trademark ano Turbo Graphlx Toolbox IS atrademark of Borland Internatronat. Inc
IBM ana PC-DOS are trademarks of Internatl()l1al Business Machines Corp
MS-DOS IS atrademark of '-J Icroso" Corp

ruRBO

EDlTOR2txltSOX
It's All You Need To Build Your Own Text Editor
Or Word Processor.
Build your own lightning-fast editor and incorCreate your own word processor. We provide all
porate it into your Turbo Pascal programs. Turbo
the editing routines. You plug in the features you want.
Editor Toolbox gives you easy-to-install modules.
You could build a WordStar®-like editor with pullNow you can integrate a fast and powerful editor into
down menus like Microsoft's® Word, and make it work
your own programs. You get the source code, the
as fast as WordPerfectTIi•
manual and the know how.
To demonstrate the tremendous power of Turbo Editor Toolbox, we give you the source code for two
sample editors:
Simple Editor
A complete editor ready to include in your programs. With windows, block commands, and
memory-mapped screen routines.
frficroStarTIl
A full-blown text editor with a complete pull-down menu user interface, plus a lot more.
Modify MicroStar's pull-down menu system and include it in your Turbo Pascal programs.
The Turbo Editor Toolbox gives you all the
standard features you would expect to find
in any word processor:
T

..

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Word wrap
UNDO last change
Auto indent
Find and Find/Replace with options
Set left and right margin
Block mark, move and copy.
Tab, insert and overstrike modes,
centering, etc.

MicroStar's pull-down menus.

And Turbo Editor Toolbox has features that word processors selling for several hundred dollars can't begin to match.
Just to name a few:

@
@

@

RAM-based editor. You can edit very large
files and yet editing is lightning fast.
Memory-mapped screen routines. Instant paging, scrolling and text display.
Keyboard installation. Change control
keys from WordStar -like commands to any that
you prefer.

@
@

Multiple windows. See and edit up to eight
documents-or up to eight parts of the same
document-all at the same time.
Multi-Tasking. Automatically save your
text. Plug in a digital clock ... an appointment
alarm-see how it's done with MicroStar's
"background" printing.

Best of all, source code is included for everything in the Editor Toolbol. Use any of the Turbo Editor Toolbox's
features in your programs. And pay no royalties.
Minimum system configuration: The Turbo Editor Toolbol requires an IBM PC, Xl, AT, 3270, PCjr or true compatible with a minimum
192K RAM, running PC·OOS IMS-OOS) 2.0 or greater. You must be using Turbo Pascal 3.0 for IBM and compatibles•

• ~~~~

Suggested Retail Price $69.95
(not copy-protected)

Turbo Pascal is a regislered Irademark and Turbo Edilor Toolbox and MicroStar are trademarks 01 Borland
Inlernational. Inc. WordStar is aregistered trademark 01 MicroPro International Corp. Microsoft and MS-DOS are
registered trademarks 01 Microsoft Corp. 'MlrdPeriect is a trademark 01 Satellite Software International. IBM,
IBM PC, XT, AT. PCjr. and PC-DOS are registered trademarks 01 International Business Machine Corp.

Secrets And Strategies Of The Masters Are
Revealed For The First Time
Explore the world of state-of-the-art computer games with Turbo GameWorksTIi. Using
easy-to-understand examples, Turbo Game'Works teaches you techniques to quickly create
your own computer games using Turbo Pascal®. Or, for instant excitement, play the three
great computer games we've included on disk-compiled and ready-to-run.

TURBO CHESS
Test your chess-playing skills against your computer challenger. With Turbo GameWorks, you're on your
way to becoming a master chess player. Explore the complete Turbo Pascal source code and discover
the secrets of Turbo Chess.
"What impressed me the most was the fact that with this program you can become a computer
chess analyst. You can add new variations to the program at any time and make the program play
stronger and stronger chess. There's no limit to the fun and enjoyment of playing Turbo GameWorks'
Chess, and most important of all, with this chess program there's no limit to how it can help you
improve your game."
-George Koltanowski, Dean of American Chess, former President of
the United Chess Federation and syndicated chess columnist.

TURBO BRIDGE
Now play the world's most popular card game-Bridge. Play one-on-one with your computer or against
up to three other opponents. With Turbo Pascal source code, you can even program your own bidding
or scoring conventions.
"There has never been a bridge program written which plays at the expert level, and the ambitious
user will enjoy tackling that challenge, with the format already structured in the program. And for the
inexperienced player, the bridge program provides an easy-to-follow format that allows the user to start
right out playing. The user can "play bridge" against real competition without having to gather three
other people."
-Kit Woolsey, writer and author of several articles and books
and twice champion of the Blue Ribbon Pairs.

TURBO GO-MOKU
Prepare for battle when you challenge your computer to a game of Go-Moku-the exciting strategy
game also know as "Pente"TIl. In this battle of wits, you and the computer take turns placing X's and
D's on a grid of 19X19 squares until five pieces are lined up in a row. Vary the game if you like using
the source code available on your disk.
Minimum system configuration: IBM PC, XT, AT, Portable, 3270, PClr, and true compatibles with 192K system memory, running
PC-DOS (MS-DOS) 2.0 or later. To edit and compile the Turbo Pascal source code, you must be using Turbo Pascal 3.0 for IBM PC
and compatibles.

Suggested Retail Price: $69.95 (not copy-protected)

.~~~~~

Turbo Pascal is a registered trademark and Turbo GameWorks is a trademark of
Borland International, Inc. Pente is a registered trademark of Parker Brothers.
IBM PC, Xl, AT, PCjr and PC-DOS are registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corporation. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

TURBO

DlrrABASE7txx-SOX™
Is The Perfect Complement To Turbo Pascal.
It contains a complete library of Pascal procedures that allows you to sort
and search your data and build powerful applications. It's another set of tools
from Dorland that will give even the beginning programmer
the expert's edge.
THE TOOLS YOU NEED!
TlJR80ACCESS Files Using 8+Trees- The best way to organize and search your data.
Makes it possible to access records in a file using key words instead of numbers. Now
available with complete source code on disk ready to be included in your programs.
TlJR80S0RT - The fastest way to sort data-and TURBOSORT is the method preferred by
knowledgeable professionals. Includes source code.

GINST (General Installation Program) - Gets your programs up and running on other terminals. This feature alone will save hours of work and research. Adds tremendous value
to all your programs.

GET STARTED RIGHT AWAY: FREE DATABASE!
Included on every Toolbox disk is the source code to a working database which demonstrates the power and simplicity of our Turbo Access search system. Modify it to suit
your individual needs or just compile it and run. Remember, no royalties!

THE CRITICS' CHOICE!
"The tools include a B+tree search and a sorting system. I've seen stuff like this, but not
as well thought out, sell for hundreds of dollars."
-Jerry Pournelle, BYTE MAGAZINE
"The Turbo Database Toolbox is solid enough and useful enough to come recommended."
-Jeff Duntemann, PC TECH JOURNAL

TURBO DATABASE TOOLBOX-ONLY $54.95 (not copy-protected).
Minimum system configurations: 64K RAM and one disk drive. 16·bil systems: TURBO PASCAL 2.0 or greater for MS·DOS or PC·DOS
2.0 or greater. TURBO PASCAL 2.1 or greater for CP IM·86 1.1 or greater. Eight·bit systems: TURBO PASCAL 2.0 or greater for
CP/M·80 2.2 or greater.

Turoo Pascal IS aregistered trademark and Turoo Database ToolOOx s a trademark of Borland Internal lanai. Inc. CP Nand CP 1~-86 are registered trademarks 01 Digital Research. Inc

IB'I and PC-DOS are reglslered trademarks of Internal lanai BUSiness tJach,nes Corp tJS-DOS IS a trademark of tJlcrosoh Corp
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